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Disclaimers

• This presentation is intended for educational purposes only and does not constitute 
legal, tax or valuation advice.

• Presenter is not a CPA, however, in preparing this presentation presenter has 
consulted with and has obtained input from licensed CPAs.

• This presentation represents the views of the speaker only, and should not be 
attributed to any current or former employer or client of speaker. 



Tax Cuts and Jobs 
Act - Overview
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
Overview

The Fast Track…

• Introduced in the House November 2, 2017, passed November 16

• Senate version introduced December 1, approved December 2

• House and Senate reconciled versions and introduced final bill on December 15

• Passed in House December 19, passed in Senate December 20

• Senate parliamentarian ruled on an objection that house bill violated Byrd Rule

prohibiting “extraneous items” from being included in bill passed using reconciliation

process

• Revised version eliminating “offending parts” passed a second time December 20

• Signed into Law by President Trump December 22, 2017

• Most of its provisions effective January 1, 2018
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
Overview

Major Provisions Impacting Businesses

• Permanently reduced corporate tax rate from 35% top rate to 21% flat rate

• New rules for depreciation of assets

-Bonus depreciation – 100% of “qualifying property” can be depreciated

immediately in year of purchase for tax years 2018-2022. Then reduced by 20%

per year from 2024-2027 (e.g., 80% 2024, 60% 2025, etc.)

-Section 179 depreciation increased from $500k to $1M for assets not qualifying

for bonus depreciation, effective for tax years 2018 through 2023New limits on

deductibility of Interest Expense

- Limited to business interest income plus 30% of Adj. Taxable Income (i.e., EBITDA)

-After 2021 limitation 30% of EBIT

- Exemptions to limitations for small businesses with <$25M gross receipts
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
Overview

Major Provisions Impacting Businesses (continued)

• Changes to Net Operating Loss deduction

- Previously 2 year carry back and 20 year carryforward, could offset 100% of

taxable income

- NOL offset now limited to 80% of taxable income, with no carrybacks, and no limit

to carryforward

• Changes to Pass-through Income

- Previously taxed at owners individual tax rate

- Now a complicated set of rules including 20% deduction for qualified business

income through 2025 (for individuals, estates and trusts, but not corporations)

**”Personal Services Business” including healthcare, law and consulting not eligible

for 20% offset

• Changes in International Taxation /foreign tax credits (not addressed in this presentation)



Business Valuation
Overview
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Business Valuation Approaches
Three Primary Conceptual Approaches

• Income Approach – a general way of valuing a business or an asset based on the future

income producing capacity of the business or asset, adjusted to present value using a risk

adjusted rate of return.

• Market Approach - A general way of valuing a business or asset based on the observed

trading prices of comparable businesses or assets in an open and unrestricted market.

• Cost (or Asset) Approach – A general way of valuing a business or asset based on the cost

to obtain (or recreate) a business or asset with equal utility.
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Business Valuation Approaches
Key Value Drivers and Considerations for Each Approach

• Income Approach

• Free Cash Flow

• Required Rate of return

• Market Approach

• Characteristics of Companies / Transactions

• Reported data points

• Cost Approach

• Availability of reasonable alternatives

• Ability to, and feasibility of, recreating asset/business

• Economic and Functional obsolescence



Tax Reform
Impacts to 
Valuation Models
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Hypothetical Proforma P&L
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Reduction in Tax Rate

• A reduction in the Federal tax rate INCREASES free cash flow
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Hypothetical Capex
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Hypothetical Capex
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Reduction in Tax Rate

• Accelerated Depreciation on Qualified Property Lowers Taxes, INCREASING free cash flow

• NOTE: Reductions beyond 2023 Require adjusting models beyond 5 year DCF, and adj residual
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Reduction in Tax Rate

• A reduction in the Federal tax rate likely INCREASES* the cost of capital (Discount Rate);
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Reduction in Tax Rate

• Adjusted for lower tax rate
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Reduction in Tax Rate

• Special note on WACC and Interest Deductibility

- Typical formula for WACC assumes implicitly 100% of interest is tax Deductible

- For businesses with EBITDA over $25M, WACC formula must be adjusted

- This will have the biggest impact on heavily leveraged companies

- May be necessary to specify FCF to reflect cash flow to equity (with explicit modeling of

interest expense and tax deductions)

Borrowing Rate 6.19%
Tax Rate 24.66%
Indicated After-tax Cost of Debt Capital (Kd) 4.66%

Selected Cost of Debt Capital 4.70%

Equity Weighting in Capital Structure 80.0%
Debt Weighting in Capital Structure 20.0%

Estimated Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) for Health Care Entity Example 12.50%


Setup



		TEMPLATE SET UP 

		Draft Labeling		PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE								Notes / Assumptions

		Client Name		Health System

		Law Firm		[If Applicable]

		Scope of Appraisal		Appraisal								Enter Appraisal, Limited Appraisal, or Consulting

		Target Entity Name		Health Care Entity Example

		Target Entity Type		C-Corp								Must Type "C-Corp" for taxable entity

		Ownership %		100.00%

		Asset or Equity Sale		Equity

		Valuation Date		12/31/17		# months		12

		Standard of Value		Fair Market Value





		Financial Reporting Year End		December 31

		Most Recently Completed Period		1/31/18		# months		1

		Most Recently Completed Year		12/31/17		# months		12

		Normalized Base Year		Last Year		YTD or Last Year

		Federal Rate		21.00%

		State Rate		4.63%

		Estimated Tax Rate		24.66%								Update as necessary

		Net Working Capital as % of Revenue		3.4%		Manual override if not using NWC tab						List Source





		EXHIBIT LABELS



		Valuation Summary

		Historical Balance Sheets		A1

		Common Sized Balance Sheets		A2

		Historical Income Statements		A3

		Common Sized Income Statements (% of Revenue)		A4

		Common Sized Income Statements (per Case)		A5		Unit Label		Case

		Historical Cash Flow Statements		A6

		Physician Mix		A7		Unit Label		Case

		Specialty Mix		A8		Unit Label		Case

		Payor Mix		A9		Unit Label		Case

		Accounts Receivable Aging		A10		report date		1/31/18		Modify if not same as most recent period

		Top 20 CPT Codes		A11

		Evaluation & Management (E&M) Codes		A12

		Provider Benchmarking		A13

		Benchmarking by Specialty		A14

		Net Working Capital Analysis		A15

		Income Statement Adjustments		B1

		Projected Volume and Revenue		B2		Unit Label		Case

		Projected Income Statement		B3

		Projected Physician Compensation		B4		Unit Label		wRVU

		Projected Staffing		B5

		Projected Capital Expenditures & Depreciation		B6

		Cost of Capital		B7

		Duff & Phelps Cost of Capital Data		B8

		Estimation of Company Specific Risk		B9

		Butler Pinkerton Company Specific Risk Calculator		DO NOT USE

		Income Tax Estimation		DO NOT USE

		Income Approach - Discounted Cash Flow Method		B10		LT Growth		2.00%		List Assumption for Growth Rate



		Guideline Public Company Data		C1

		Guideline Public Company Method		C2

		Private Transaction Data - Irving Levin		C3

		Private Transaction Data - Pratts Stats		C4

		VMG Transaction Database		C5



		Adjusted Net Assets Approach		D1

		Return on Assets		D2

		Multi-period Excess Earning Method		D3

		Workforce in Place		D4



		Discount for Lack of Control		E1

		Closed End Fund Data		E2

		Discount for Lack of Marketability / Illiquidity		E3

		Summary of Marketability Studies		E4





Review Checklist



				Valuation Review Checklist

				**Please complete each of the steps listed in this document prior to Manager / MD review

				Review Checklist		Analyst				Manager				Notes:

				Spell Check Entire Workbook

				Print Models - Check page layout

				Verify Sequence of Schedules / Page Numbers

				Eliminate any links to external workbooks

				Verify no links to hidden cells or hidden tabs



				Historical Financials

				Verify Balance Sheet actually Balances

				Verify that there are no DIV/0! or #REF errors

				Confirm Revenue and Net Income total reconcile to financials in workpapers

				Confirm Expense details subtotals to expenses in summary P&L

				Confirm correct period used for Annualization of YTD period

				Confirm unit labeling on IS(unit) comports to units being used (cases, CPTs, wRVUs)

				Footnote source of financial statements (internal financials, etc.)



				Operating Analysis

				Physician Mix - verify all subtotals

				Physician Mix - verify units properly labeled

				Physician Mix - verify totals reconcile to other tabs or footnote variance

				Benchmarking - confirm proper specialty referenced

				Benchmarking - confirm most recent MGMA data used

				Benchmarking - confirm totals not inflated due to incident to billing or ancillaries

				Specialty Mix - verify all subtotals

				Specialty Mix - verify units properly labeled

				Specialty Mix - verify totals reconcile to other tabs or footnote variance

				Payor Mix - verify all subtotals

				Payor Mix - verify units properly labeled

				Payor Mix - verify totals reconcile to other tabs or footnote variance

				A/R Aging - Verify Totals match Balance Sheet (if accrual)



				CPT Mix - Confirm Medicare Benchmark GPCI adjusted

				E&M Anaysis - Confirm Benchmarks match medical specialty







				Valuation Schedules

				Proforma

				 - Confirm all historical adjustements adequately footnoted

				 - Note any deviations/adjustments made by VMG to client provided proforma

				 - Is the terminal growth rate consistent with discrete period?

				 - Is growth consistent with capacity constraints / Capex Requirements



				Verify Signs (i.e. Positive/Negative)

				 - Working Capital

				 - Depreciation

				 - Capex

				 - Debt

				 - Surplus / (deficit) Assets



				Verify subtotals on all valuation tabs

				 - DCF

				 - Pratts Stats Tab

				 - Irving Levin Tab

				 - Public Comps Tab

				 - Asset Approach (verify all line items are present)



				Market Approach

				Is capital IQ data updated

				Are selected public comps reasonably comparable to subject entity
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Value Summary

				Health Care Entity Example

				Valuation Summary

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE

																																						Round		-3



				Fair Market Value Determination for a 100.0% Interest in Health Care Entity Example as of December 31, 2017																				Use this section only for Equity Purchase / Minority purchase

				Valuation Methodology														Indicated TIC1		Less: Net Working Capital		Acquired Assets		Outstanding Debt		Surplus Assets		Equity Value		DLOC		DLOM		Minority, Non-Marketable Value				Assigned Weighting

																																						(do not print)						NBY		Year 1

				Income Approach																																						TIC/Rev		0.8 x		0.8 x

						Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Method												2,212,000				2,212,000		0		(45,000)		2,167,000		5.0%		16.0%		1,729,000				50.0%				TIC/EBITDA		4.3 x		4.1 x



				Market Approach

						Guideline Public Company Method												0				0		0		(45,000)		(45,000)				16.0%		(37,800)				0.0%

						Private Transaction Data - Irving Levin												0				0		0		(45,000)		(45,000)		5.0%				(43,000)				25.0%

						Private Transaction Data - Pratts Stats												0				0		0		(45,000)		(45,000)										25.0%

						VMG Transaction Database												**Not Applied - for Comparitive purposes only																				0.0%



				Asset (Cost) Approach														0				0		0		N/A		0		5.0%		16.0%		0				0.0%





				Concluded Fair Market Value														$   1,106,000				$   1,106,000												$   853,750				100.0%



				Ownership Interest Level																														100.0%				Show only for Fractional 

				Indicated FMV of a 100.0% interest in Health Care Entity Example																														$   853,750				Interests



				Total Invested Capital Value Range (+/- 5.0%) (Rounded)																																						Value Range		Total Invested Capital

						Low				Mid				High																												Range		5.0%

						$2,101,000				$2,212,000				$2,323,000																												*adjust mid to chosen TIC methodology



				Acquired Assets Value Range (+/- 5.0%) (Rounded)																																						Value Range		Acquired Assets

						Low				Mid				High																												Range		5.0%

						$2,101,000				$2,212,000				$2,323,000



				Equity Value Range (+/- 5.0%) (Rounded)																																						Value Range		Equity

						Low				Mid				High																												Range		5.0%

						$2,059,000				$2,167,000				$2,275,000





				Footnotes:

				1) Total Invested Capital ("TIC") as reflected above represents all working assets utilized in the operation of the business enterprise.  To the extent the contemplated transaction excludes certain assets, including net working capital, we have made adjustments to TIC to reflect the value of acquired assets.
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BS

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A1 - Historical Balance Sheets

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



						As of Dec 31		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		1/31/18						Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				ASSETS

				Cash and Equivalents				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Accounts Receivable				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Inventories				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Prepaid Expenses				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Other Current Assets				0		0		0		0		0		0

						Current Assets		0		0		0		0		0		0												Useful Life / Capex Estimate

																												% of Total		Life		Annual Capex

				Buildings				0		0		0		0		0		0										ERROR:#DIV/0!		10		- 0

				Furniture and Fixtures				0		0		0		0		0		0										ERROR:#DIV/0!		10		- 0

				Medical Equipment				0		0		0		0		0		0										ERROR:#DIV/0!		10		- 0

				*open*				0		0		0		0		0		0										ERROR:#DIV/0!		10		- 0

				*open*				0		0		0		0		0		0										ERROR:#DIV/0!		10		- 0

				*open*				0		0		0		0		0		0										ERROR:#DIV/0!		10		- 0

				[Other]				0		0		0		0		0		0										ERROR:#DIV/0!		10		- 0

						Gross Fixed Assets		0		0		0		0		0		0										ERROR:#DIV/0!				- 0

						less: Accumulated Depreciation		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Net Fixed Assets		0		0		0		0		0		0



				[Long-Term Asset #1]				0		0		0		0		0		0

				[Long-Term Asset #2]				0		0		0		0		0		0

				[Long-Term Asset #3]				0		0		0		0		0		0

				[Long-Term Asset #4]				0		0		0		0		0		0

				[Long-Term Asset #5]				0		0		0		0		0		0



				Total Assets				0		0		0		0		0		0





				LIABILITIES

				Accounts Payable				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Accrued Expenses				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Current Portion of Long-term Debt				0		0		0		0		0		0

				[Other]				0		0		0		0		0		0

						Current Liabilities		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Long-term Debt				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capital Lease Obligations				0		0		0		0		0		0

				*open*				0		0		0		0		0		0

				*open*				0		0		0		0		0		0

				[Other]				0		0		0		0		0		0

						Long-term Liabilities		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Total Liabilities				0		0		0		0		0		0



				EQUITY

				Beginning Equity				0		0		0		123,450		318,725		532,562

				Less: Distributions				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Less: Adjustments 				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Plus: Net Income				0		0		123,450		195,275		213,837		0

				Total Book Equity				0		0		123,450		318,725		532,562		532,562



				TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY				0		0		123,450		318,725		532,562		532,562

						Variance to Assets		0		0		123,450		318,725		532,562		532,562

				Footnotes

				SOURCE DATA CHECK

				Total Assets				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Variance				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				Total Liabilities				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Variance				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				Total Equity				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Variance				- 0		- 0		123,450		318,725		532,562		532,562
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BS %

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A2 - Common Sized Balance Sheets

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



						As of Dec 31		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		1/31/18						Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				ASSETS

				Cash and Equivalents				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Accounts Receivable				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Inventories				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Prepaid Expenses				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Other Current Assets				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Current Assets		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Buildings				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Furniture and Fixtures				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Medical Equipment				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				*open*				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				*open*				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				*open*				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				[Other]				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Gross Fixed Assets		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						less: Accumulated Depreciation		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Net Fixed Assets		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				[Long-Term Asset #1]				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				[Long-Term Asset #2]				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				[Long-Term Asset #3]				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				[Long-Term Asset #4]				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				[Long-Term Asset #5]				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Total Assets				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A





				LIABILITIES

				Accounts Payable				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Accrued Expenses				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Current Portion of Long-term Debt				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				[Other]				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Current Liabilities		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Long-term Debt				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Capital Lease Obligations				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				*open*				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				*open*				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				[Other]				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Long-term Liabilities		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Total Liabilities				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				EQUITY

				Beginning Equity				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Less: Distributions				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Less: Adjustments 				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Plus: Net Income				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Book Equity				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Variance to Assets		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!
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IS

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A3 - Historical Income Statements

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE																																Growth Trends

																																				Year-Over-Year								From Prior FY						ADJUST AS NEEDED				Years Used

				Years Ending Dec 31		HIDE COLUMN				2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes				2014		2015		2016		2017		Annualized '18		TTM				CAGR				5



				REVENUE		Assigned Category

				Gross Charges		MANUAL INPUT				0		0		1,100,000		1,250,000		1,300,000		0		0		0		1,300,000										N/A		N/A		13.6%		4.0%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Adjustments		MANUAL INPUT				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Other Revenue		MANUAL INPUT				0		0		15,000		20,000		25,000		0		0		0		25,000										N/A		N/A		33.3%		25.0%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				NET REVENUE						$0		$0		$1,115,000		$1,270,000		$1,325,000		$0		$0		$0		$1,325,000										N/A		N/A		13.9%		4.3%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A



				Direct Expenses

				Clinical Labor		Clinical Labor				0		0		278,750		317,500		331,250		0		0		0		331,250										N/A		N/A		13.9%		4.3%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Medical Supplies		Direct Supplies				0		0		167,250		190,500		198,750		0		0		0		198,750										N/A		N/A		13.9%		4.3%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Other Direct Expenses		Other Direct				0		0		8,363		9,525		9,938		0		0		0		9,938										N/A		N/A		13.9%		4.3%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Total Direct Expenses						0		0		454,363		517,525		539,938		0		0		0		539,938										N/A		N/A		13.9%		4.3%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A



				Indirect Expenses

				Administrative Labor		Admin Labor				0		0		150,000		154,500		159,135		0		0		0		159,135										N/A		N/A		3.0%		3.0%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Burdens and Benefits		Burdens				0		0		107,188		118,000		122,596		0		0		0		122,596										N/A		N/A		10.1%		3.9%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Supplies		Supplies				0		0		25,000		25,500		26,010		0		0		0		26,010										N/A		N/A		2.0%		2.0%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Occupancy		Occupancy				0		0		115,000		117,300		119,646		0		0		0		119,646										N/A		N/A		2.0%		2.0%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Professional Fees		Pro Fees				0		0		30,000		30,600		31,212		0		0		0		31,212										N/A		N/A		2.0%		2.0%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Repairs and Maintenance		Repairs				0		0		15,000		15,300		15,606		0		0		0		15,606										N/A		N/A		2.0%		2.0%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Overhead		Overhead				0		0		50,000		51,000		52,020		0		0		0		52,020										N/A		N/A		2.0%		2.0%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				[add]						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Total Indirect Expenses						0		0		492,188		512,200		526,225		0		0		0		526,225										N/A		N/A		4.1%		2.7%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A



				Pre-Compensation Earnings						0		0		168,450		240,275		258,837		0		0		0		258,837										N/A		N/A		42.6%		7.7%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A



				Physician Compensation		Physician Comp				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Physician Incentive Comp		Incentive Comp				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Physician Benefits		Physician Benefits				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Total Physician Compensation						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				EBITDA						0		0		168,450		240,275		258,837		0		0		0		258,837										N/A		N/A		42.6%		7.7%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Depreciation		Depreciation				0		0		45,000		45,000		45,000		0		0		0		45,000										N/A		N/A		0.0		0.0		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A

				Amortization		Amortization				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				EBIT						0		0		123,450		195,275		213,837		0		0		0		213,837										N/A		N/A		58.2%		9.5%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A



				(Gain)/Loss on Sale of Assets		Gains				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Other (Income)/Expense		Other				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Interest Expense		Interest Expense				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Interest Income		Interest Income				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				EBT						0		0		123,450		195,275		213,837		0		0		0		213,837										N/A		N/A		58.2%		9.5%		(100.0%)		0.0				N/A



				Footnotes



				Income Statement Detail																																N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				ENTER EXACTLY AS PROVIDED IN FINANCIALS AND ASSIGN CATEGORIES						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Professional Staff Salaries		Clinical Labor				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Outside Services		Pro Fees				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Legal & Accounting		Pro Fees				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Rent		Occupancy				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Officer Salaries		Physician Comp				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				FICA Tax		Burdens				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Office Expense		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Insurance		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Advertising & Promotion		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Medical Supplies		direct supplies				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Utilities		Occupancy				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Internet Services		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Depreciation - Section 179		depreciation				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Repairs & Maintenance		repairs				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Insurance - Other Humana		Burdens				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Entertainment		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Answering Service		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Chart Storage		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Payroll Fees		Burdens				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Permits & Licenses		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Telephone		Occupancy				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Dues & Subscriptions		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Postage & Delivery		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Vehicle Expense		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Depreciation		depreciation				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Other Tax		Occupancy				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Patient Transportation		other direct				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Unemployment Tax		Burdens				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Gifts		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Laundry & Uniforms		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Laboratory Expense		other direct				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Marketing Events		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Travel		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Property Tax		Occupancy				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Health Fair Expenses		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Computer Services		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Alarm System		Occupancy				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Professional Education		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Interest Income		Interest Income				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Independent Contractors		Pro Fees				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Charitable Contributions		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Penalties & Fines		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Bonuses		Incentive Comp				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Bad Debts		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Professional Fees		Pro Fees				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Dental Insurance		Burdens				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Seminars & Meetings		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Miscellaneous		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Bank Charges		Overhead				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Total Expenses						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Verify total						0		0		(991,550)		(1,074,725)		(1,111,163)		0		0		0		(1,111,163)







				SOURCE DATA CHECK

				Net Revenue						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Variance						- 0		- 0		1,115,000		1,270,000		1,325,000		- 0		- 0



				EBT						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Variance						- 0		- 0		123,450		195,275		213,837		- 0		- 0
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IS %

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A4 - Common Sized Income Statements (% of Revenue)

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



				Years Ending Dec 31		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				REVENUE

				Gross Charges		N/A		N/A		98.7%		98.4%		98.1%		N/A		N/A		N/A		98.1%

				Adjustments		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				Other Revenue		N/A		N/A		1.3%		1.6%		1.9%		N/A		N/A		N/A		1.9%

				NET REVENUE		N/A		N/A		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		100.0%



				Direct Expenses

				Clinical Labor		N/A		N/A		25.0%		25.0%		25.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		25.0%

				Medical Supplies		N/A		N/A		15.0%		15.0%		15.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		15.0%

				Other Direct Expenses		N/A		N/A		0.8%		0.8%		0.8%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.8%

				Total Direct Expenses		N/A		N/A		40.8%		40.8%		40.8%		N/A		N/A		N/A		40.8%



				Indirect Expenses

				Administrative Labor		N/A		N/A		13.5%		12.2%		12.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		12.0%

				Burdens and Benefits		N/A		N/A		9.6%		9.3%		9.3%		N/A		N/A		N/A		9.3%

				Supplies		N/A		N/A		2.2%		2.0%		2.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		2.0%

				Occupancy		N/A		N/A		10.3%		9.2%		9.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		9.0%

				Professional Fees		N/A		N/A		2.7%		2.4%		2.4%		N/A		N/A		N/A		2.4%

				Repairs and Maintenance		N/A		N/A		1.3%		1.2%		1.2%		N/A		N/A		N/A		1.2%

				Overhead		N/A		N/A		4.5%		4.0%		3.9%		N/A		N/A		N/A		3.9%

				[add]		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				[add]		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				[add]		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				[add]		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				[add]		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				Total Indirect Expenses		N/A		N/A		44.1%		40.3%		39.7%		N/A		N/A		N/A		39.7%



				Pre-Compensation Earnings		N/A		N/A		15.1%		18.9%		19.5%		N/A		N/A		N/A		19.5%



				Physician Compensation		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				Physician Incentive Comp		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				Physician Benefits		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%

				Total Physician Compensation		N/A		N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.0%



				EBITDA		N/A		N/A		15.1%		18.9%		19.5%		N/A		N/A		N/A		19.5%

				Footnotes
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IS (unit)

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A5 - Common Sized Income Statements (per Case)

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE																												Growth Trends

																																Year-Over-Year								From Prior FY						ADJUST AS NEEDED				Years Used

				Years Ending Dec 31		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes				2014		2015		2016		2017		Annualized '18		TTM				CAGR				5



				Case Volume		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				Gross Charges		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Adjustments		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Other Revenue		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				NET REVENUE		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				Direct Expenses																												N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Clinical Labor		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Medical Supplies		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Other Direct Expenses		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Total Direct Expenses		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				Indirect Expenses																												N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Administrative Labor		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Burdens and Benefits		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Supplies		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Occupancy		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Professional Fees		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Repairs and Maintenance		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Overhead		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				[add]		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Total Indirect Expenses		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				Pre-Compensation Earnings		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				Physician Compensation		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Physician Incentive Comp		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Physician Benefits		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A

				Total Physician Compensation		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				EBITDA		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A										N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A



				Footnotes
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Physician Mix

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A7 - Physician Mix

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



						Years Ending Dec 31		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes		List of MGMA Specialties



				VOLUME BY PROVIDER (CASE)																				PROVIDER MIX (as % of Total Cases)

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CHARGES BY PROVIDER																				PROVIDER MIX (as % of Total Charges)

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Charges				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CONTRACTUAL ALLOWANCES AND ADJUSTMENTS																				COLLECTION % 

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Allowances				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				COLLECTIONS BY PROVIDER																				COLLECTIONS PER CASE

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Collections				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CASE VOLUME GROWTH																				COLLECTIONS PER CASE GROWTH

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		2		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		3		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		4		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		5		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		6		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		7		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		8		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		9		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		10		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		11		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		12		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		13		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		14		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		15		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		16		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		17		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		18		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		19		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		20		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty				N/A		N/A		N/A		21		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Collections						N/A		N/A		N/A		231		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Footnotes
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Speciality Mix

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A8 - Specialty Mix

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



				Years Ending Dec 31		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				VOLUME BY SPECIALTY (CASE)																		SPECIALTY MIX (as % of Total Cases)

				Specialty #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #7		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CHARGES BY SPECIALTY																		CHARGES PER CASE

				Specialty #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #7		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Charges		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CONTRACTUAL ALLOWANCES AND ADJUSTMENTS																		COLLECTION %

				Specialty #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #7		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Allowances		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				COLLECTIONS BY SPECIALTY																		COLLECTIONS PER CASE

				Specialty #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #7		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Specialty #10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Collections		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Footnotes
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Payor Mix

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit  - Payor Mix

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



						2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18		YTD 1/31/17		Annualized '18		TTM				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				VOLUME BY PAYOR (CASE)																		PROVIDER MIX (as % of Total Cases)

				Payor #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #7		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CHARGES BY PAYOR																		CHARGES PER CASE

				Payor #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #7		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Charges		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CONTRACTUAL ALLOWANCES AND ADJUSTMENTS																		COLLECTION %

				Payor #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #7		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Allowances		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				COLLECTIONS BY PAYOR																		COLLECTIONS PER CASE

				Payor #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #7		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Payor #10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Total Collections		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				Footnotes
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AR Aging

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A10 - Accounts Receivable Aging

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



				As of Jan 31, 2018				Current		30-60		60-90		90-120		150+		Total						Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				Payor #1				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #2				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #3				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #4				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #5				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #6				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #7				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #8				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #9				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #10				0		0		0		0		0		0

				A/R Totals Jan 31, 2018				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Variance to B/S														0



				As of Dec 31, 2017

				Payor #1				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #2				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #3				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #4				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #5				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #6				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #7				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #8				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #9				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #10				0		0		0		0		0		0

				A/R Totals Dec 31, 2017				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Variance to B/S														0



				As of Dec 31, 2016

				Payor #1				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #2				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #3				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #4				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #5				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #6				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #7				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #8				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #9				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Payor #10				0		0		0		0		0		0

				A/R Totals Dec 31, 2016				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Variance to B/S														0



				Footnotes
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CPT

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A11 - Top 20 CPT Codes

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE																																								Proposed Rule				update to Proposed or Final Rule



								2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18				2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18				2015		2016		2017		2018		2019				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				CODE		DESCRIPTION		VOLUME														CPT % of  Total														Medicare Benchmark

				CPT #1		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #2		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #3		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #4		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #5		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #6		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #7		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #8		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #9		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #10		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #11		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #12		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #13		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #14		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #15		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #16		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #17		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #18		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #19		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				CPT #20		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

						All Others		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

																																				% Change		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

								COLLECTIONS														Collections per CPT														Collections as % of Medicare

				CPT #1		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #2		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #3		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #4		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #5		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #6		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #7		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #8		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #9		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #10		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #11		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #12		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #13		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #14		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #15		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #16		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #17		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #18		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #19		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				CPT #20		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						All Others		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A
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E&M

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A12 - Evaluation & Management (E&M) Codes

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE																																								Proposed Rule



								2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18				2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		YTD 1/31/18				2015		2016		2017		2018		2019



								VOLUME														CPT % of Category														Medicare Benchmark (% of Category)

				99201		New Patient Level 1		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				99202		New Patient Level 2		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				99203		New Patient Level 3		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				99204		New Patient Level 4		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				99205		New Patient Level 5		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%



				99211		Established Patient Level 1		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				99212		Established Patient Level 2		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				99213		Established Patient Level 3		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				99214		Established Patient Level 4		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				99215		Established Patient Level 5		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%



				CPT #15		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				CPT #16		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				CPT #17		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				CPT #18		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				CPT #19		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%



								COLLECTIONS														Collections per CPT														Medicare Benchmark

				99201		New Patient Level 1		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				99202		New Patient Level 2		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				99203		New Patient Level 3		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				99204		New Patient Level 4		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				99205		New Patient Level 5		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				99211		Established Patient Level 1		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				99212		Established Patient Level 2		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				99213		Established Patient Level 3		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				99214		Established Patient Level 4		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				99215		Established Patient Level 5		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CPT #15		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				CPT #16		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				CPT #17		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				CPT #18		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				CPT #19		Description of CPT		0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Footnotes:
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Provider Benchmarking

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A13 - Provider Benchmarking

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								FTE Status		2015 Level		2015 Ranking		2016 Level		2016 Ranking				Count		Mean		25th %tile		Median		75th %tile		90th %tile				Analyst Notes / Comments																														Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				Gross Charges																																		2015		2015 Rank		2016		2016 Rank				25th %tile		Median		75th %tile		90th %tile

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		2.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		3.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		4.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		5.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		6.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		7.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		8.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		9.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		10.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		11.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		12.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		13.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		14.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		15.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		16.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		17.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		18.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		19.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		20.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		21.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		22.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		23.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		24.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		25.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		26.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		27.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		28.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		29.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		30.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		31.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		32.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				68		1,135,034		670,405		995,580		1,469,061		1,973,768								0		- 0		0		- 0				26,816.20		13,007.00		18,939.24		33,647.13

				Total				536.00		0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile						45,401,360		26,816,200		39,823,200		58,762,440		78,950,720								0		- 0		0		- 0				1,072,648.00		520,280.00		757,569.60		1,345,885.33



				Professional Collections

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		2.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		3.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		4.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		5.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		6.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		7.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		8.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		9.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		10.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		11.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		12.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		13.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		14.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		15.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		16.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		17.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		18.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		19.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		20.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		21.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		22.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		23.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		24.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		25.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		26.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		27.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		28.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		29.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		30.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		31.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		32.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				61		455,734		318,879		400,829		566,706		714,038								0		- 0		0		- 0				12,755.16		3,278.00		6,635.08		9,822.13

				Total				536.00		0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile						18,229,360		12,755,160		16,033,160		22,668,240		28,561,520								0		- 0		0		- 0				510,206.40		131,120.00		265,403.20		392,885.33



				Work RVUs

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		2.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		3.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		4.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		5.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		6.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		7.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		8.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		9.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		10.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		11.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		12.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		13.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		14.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		15.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		16.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		17.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		18.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		19.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		20.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		21.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		22.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		23.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		24.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		25.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		26.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		27.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		28.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		29.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		30.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		31.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		32.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				191		6,959		5,086		6,513		8,083		10,743								0		- 0		0		- 0				203.44		57.08		62.80		177.33

				Total				536.00		0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile						278,360		203,440		260,520		323,320		429,720								0		- 0		0		- 0				8,137.60		2,283.20		2,512.00		7,093.33



				Total Compensation

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		2.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		3.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		4.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		5.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		6.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		7.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		8.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		9.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		10.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		11.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		12.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		13.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		14.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		15.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		16.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		17.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		18.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		19.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		20.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		21.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		22.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		23.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		24.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		25.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		26.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		27.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		28.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		29.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		30.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		31.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		32.00				% of 25th %tile				% of 25th %tile				303		361,413		252,062		322,024		439,334		561,551								0		- 0		0		- 0				10,082.48		2,798.48		4,692.40		8,147.80

				Total				536.00		0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile						14,456,520		10,082,480		12,880,960		17,573,360		22,462,040								0		- 0		0		- 0				403,299.20		111,939.20		187,696.00		325,912.00



				Collections to Work RVUs

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		2.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		3.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		4.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		5.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		6.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		7.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		8.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		9.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		10.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		11.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		12.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		13.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		14.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		15.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		16.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		17.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		18.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		19.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		20.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		21.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		22.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		23.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		24.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		25.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		26.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		27.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		28.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		29.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		30.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		31.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		32.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				58		61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				2.03		0.20		0.61		0.87

				Total				536.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!						61.47		50.63		55.51		70.75		83.79						100%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				81.01		7.81		24.38		34.77



				Compensation to Collections

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				63		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		2.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				64		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		3.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				65		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		4.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				66		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		5.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				67		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		6.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				68		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		7.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				69		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		8.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				70		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		9.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				71		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		10.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				72		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		11.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				73		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		12.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				74		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		13.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				75		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		14.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				76		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		15.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				77		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		16.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				78		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		17.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				79		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		18.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				80		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		19.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				81		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		20.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				82		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		21.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				83		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		22.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				84		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		23.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				85		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		24.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				86		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		25.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				87		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		26.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				88		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		27.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				89		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		28.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				90		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		29.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				91		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		30.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				92		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		31.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				93		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		32.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				94		89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.02		0.01		0.01		0.03

				Total				536.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!						89.30%		59.30%		81.80%		97.10%		139.30%						100%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0.95		0.36		0.24		1.13



				Compensation to Work RVUs

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		1.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		2.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						0%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		3.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		4.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		5.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		6.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		7.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		8.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						1%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		9.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		10.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		11.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #20		Assign MGMA Specialty		12.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #21		Assign MGMA Specialty		13.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						2%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #22		Assign MGMA Specialty		14.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #23		Assign MGMA Specialty		15.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #24		Assign MGMA Specialty		16.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #25		Assign MGMA Specialty		17.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #26		Assign MGMA Specialty		18.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						3%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #27		Assign MGMA Specialty		19.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #28		Assign MGMA Specialty		20.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #29		Assign MGMA Specialty		21.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #30		Assign MGMA Specialty		22.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #31		Assign MGMA Specialty		23.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #32		Assign MGMA Specialty		24.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						4%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #33		Assign MGMA Specialty		25.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #34		Assign MGMA Specialty		26.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #35		Assign MGMA Specialty		27.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #36		Assign MGMA Specialty		28.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #37		Assign MGMA Specialty		29.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						5%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #38		Assign MGMA Specialty		30.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #39		Assign MGMA Specialty		31.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		32.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				181		58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						6%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				1.63		0.48		0.63		1.33

				Total				536.00		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!						58.52		40.83		52.79		68.47		88.35						100%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				65.33		19.14		25.09		53.01



				Footnotes

				1) Percentile rankings are an approximation based on limited calculations performed by VMG. 



				Source data

				(1)  Based on data the MGAM 2016 Provider Compensation and Production Report: Based on 2015 Survey Data, published by Medical Group Management Association. 

				(2)  Based on data the 2016 Provider Compensation and Production Survey Report, published by Sullivan, Cotter and Associates, Inc. 

				(3)  Benefits to compensation ratio is calculated by VMG using the following formula: (Total Compensation / Total Benefits). 









				Payrolls in 2016 YTD										23

				Remaining Payrolls in 2016										3

				Total Payrolls for 2016										26



				Annualized 2016 Compensation

				Total Compensation

				Hicks										623,670

				Santos										674,839

				Crenshaw										643,158
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Benchmarking by Specialty

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A14 - Benchmarking by Specialty

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE

																				Benchmark Data

										2017		Ranking		Annualized '18		Ranking				Count		Mean		25th %tile		Median		75th %tile		90th %tile				Analyst Comments		Parnter Notes				DO NOT PRINT



				Family Medicine Without OB																[Update Data using MGMA / AMGA tools]																				2015		2015 Rank		2016		2016 Rank				25th %tile		Median		75th %tile		90th %tile

				Gross Charges						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				1,215		$741,174		$524,272		$690,858		$887,290		$1,129,084										0		- 0		0		- 0				20,970.88		6,663.44		7,857.28		16,119.60

				Professional Collections						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				1,215		$474,808		$345,157		$459,435		$581,606		$711,213										0		- 0		0		- 0				13,806.28		4,571.12		4,886.84		8,640.47

				Work RVUs						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				1,215		5,029		3,969		4,928		5,956		7,174										0		- 0		0		- 0				158.76		38.36		41.12		81.20

				Total RVUs						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				1,215		10,584		8,222		10,329		12,706		15,280										0		- 0		0		- 0				328.88		84.28		95.08		171.60

				Total Compensation						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				5,532		$259,015		$188,209		$230,456		$299,791		$403,541										0		- 0		0		- 0				7,528.36		1,689.88		2,773.40		6,916.67

				Collections to Work RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				1,194		$93.50		$79.21		$91.67		$104.73		$115.83										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				3.17		0.50		0.52		0.74

				Collections to Total RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				75		$31.39		$38.86		$44.87		$50.98		$60.43										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				1.55		0.24		0.24		0.63

				Compensation to Collections						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				1,325		62.70%		45.70%		53.70%		67.20%		86.70%										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				0.02		0.00		0.01		0.01

				Compensation to Work RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				4,686		$66.29		$41.44		$47.92		$58.43		$81.09										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				1.66		0.26		0.42		1.51

				Compensation to Total RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				155		$25.24		$20.46		$23.40		$27.50		$33.39										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				0.82		0.12		0.16		0.39





				Family Medicine With OB																[Update Data using MGMA / AMGA tools]																				2015		2015 Rank		2016		2016 Rank				25th %tile		Median		75th %tile		90th %tile

				Gross Charges						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				92		$690,738		$501,970		$647,653		$834,747		$1,211,196										0		- 0		0		- 0				20,078.80		5,827.32		7,483.76		25,096.60

				Professional Collections						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				104		$455,159		$334,026		$431,497		$544,992		$692,664										0		- 0		0		- 0				13,361.04		3,898.84		4,539.80		9,844.80

				Work RVUs						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				631		4,545		3,381		4,275		5,374		6,747										0		- 0		0		- 0				135.24		35.76		43.96		91.53

				Total RVUs						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				21		8,142		6,259		7,384		9,135		11,511										0		- 0		0		- 0				250.36		45.00		70.04		158.40

				Total Compensation						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				703		$257,288		$192,435		$223,893		$286,058		$401,922										0		- 0		0		- 0				7,697.40		1,258.32		2,486.60		7,724.27

				Collections to Work RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				96		$96.26		$78.97		$93.15		$108.17		$138.61										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				3.16		0.57		0.60		2.03

				Collections to Total RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				17		$49.78		$41.39		$47.99		$53.33		$66.98										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				1.66		0.26		0.21		0.91

				Compensation to Collections						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				103		60.90%		47.50%		54.90%		66.60%		81.00%										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				0.02		0.00		0.00		0.01

				Compensation to Work RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				630		$61.73		$46.48		$54.55		$69.56		$92.70										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				1.86		0.32		0.60		1.54

				Compensation to Total RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				21		$29.67		$25.33		$28.18		$33.34		$37.34										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				1.01		0.11		0.21		0.27





				Anesthesiology: Pain Management																[Update Data using MGMA / AMGA tools]																				2015		2015 Rank		2016		2016 Rank				25th %tile		Median		75th %tile		90th %tile

				Gross Charges						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				30		$2,418,314		$1,387,503		$1,800,935		$3,148,604		$4,232,015										0		- 0		0		- 0				55,500.12		16,537.28		53,906.76		72,227.40

				Professional Collections						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				28		$839,357		$570,978		$672,318		$995,134		$1,272,671										0		- 0		0		- 0				22,839.12		4,053.60		12,912.64		18,502.47

				Work RVUs						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				99		6,878		4,561		6,548		9,184		11,564										0		- 0		0		- 0				182.44		79.48		105.44		158.67

				Total RVUs						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				19		17,849		12,312		15,931		23,431		27,658										0		- 0		0		- 0				492.48		144.76		300.00		281.80

				Total Compensation						0		% of 25th %tile		0		% of 25th %tile				129		$520,945		$372,906		$440,661		$587,322		$904,433										0		- 0		0		- 0				14,916.24		2,710.20		5,866.44		21,140.73

				Collections to Work RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				17		$88.46		$59.13		$66.33		$109.77		$151.04										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				2.37		0.29		1.74		2.75

				Collections to Total RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				9		$41.01		$24.17		$31.71		$46.47		$95.56										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				0.97		0.30		0.59		3.27

				Compensation to Collections						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				30		80.90%		66.40%		83.20%		95.00%		114.90%										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				0.03		0.01		0.00		0.01

				Compensation to Work RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				91		$71.30		$52.21		$70.00		$83.56		$98.60										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				2.09		0.71		0.54		1.00

				Compensation to Total RVUs						N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				19		$33.31		$24.53		$30.60		$35.14		$54.20										N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!		N/A		ERROR:#VALUE!				0.98		0.24		0.18		1.27



				Footnotes:

				Benchmarking data from [MGMA / AMGA]
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NWC

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit A15 - Net Working Capital Analysis

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



										2015		2016		2017		1/31/18				Average				Benchark				NBY				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				Revenue						$1,115,000		$1,270,000		$1,325,000		$0												$1,325,000				check for accuracy based on NBY



				ASSETS																								Calculated

				Cash and Equivalents						0		0		0		0												108,904

				Accounts Receivable						0		0		0		0												108,904

				Inventories						0		0		0		0												9,237

				Prepaid Expenses						0		0		0		0												0

				Other Current Assets						0		0		0		0												N/A

						Current Assets				0		0		0		0												227,045



				LIABILITIES

				Accounts Payable						0		0		0		0												43,815

				Accrued Expenses						0		0		0		0												43,815

				Current Portion of Long-term Debt						0		0		0		0												N/A

				[Other]						0		0		0		0												N/A

						Current Liabilities				0		0		0		0												87,630

																								Calculated

				Net Working Capital						0		0		0		0				0				89,445				139,415

						NWC as % of Revenue				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		N/A				0.0%				6.8%



				ASSETS																								Selected

				Days Cash on Hand				[ Cash / (Revenue/365)]		- 0		- 0		- 0		N/A				- 0				0.0				30.0

				Days Sales Outstanding				[ AR / (Revenue/365)]		- 0		- 0		- 0		N/A				- 0				0.0				30.0

				Supplies Expense				[HIDE ROW]		192,250.0		216,000.0		224,760.0		0.0												224,760.0

				Days Inventory Outstanding				[ Inventory / (Suplies Expense/365)]		- 0		- 0		- 0		N/A				- 0				0.0				15.0

				Non-Payroll Expenses				[HIDE ROW]		410,612.5		439,725.0		453,181.5		0.0												453,181.5

				Prepaid Expenses				[ Prepaids / (Non-Payroll Expenses/365)]		- 0		- 0		- 0		N/A				- 0				0.0				0.0

				Other Current Assets				**excluded**

						Current Assets



				LIABILITIES

				Total Expenses				[HIDE ROW]		946,550.0		1,029,725.0		1,066,162.8		0.0												1,066,162.8

				Accounts Payable				[ AP / (Total Expenses/365)]		- 0		- 0		- 0		N/A				- 0				0.0				15.0

				Accrued Expenses				[ AE / (Total Expenses/365)]		- 0		- 0		- 0		N/A				- 0				0.0				15.0

				Current Portion of Long-term Debt				**excluded**

				[Other]				**excluded**

						Current Liabilities



				Net Working Capital																								0





				Required Net Working Capital (1)																								45,000.0

				Normlized NWC as a % of Revenue																								3.4%



				Indicated NWC Surplus / (Deficit)																								(45,000)



				Footnotes:

				1) Selection of Required NWC based on [Average or list other selection]
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B - Income Approach



				Exhibits				INCOME APPROACH ANALYSIS

				B				B - EXHIBITS

																																				`
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Adj IS

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B1 - Income Statement Adjustments

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE																												Select Period



						Assigned Category		2016		Adjustments		Adj 2016				2017		Adjustments		Adj 2017				Annualized '18		Adjustments		Adj. Annualized '18				Normalized Base Year ("NBY")				Key Assumptions:				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes

				REVENUE

				Gross Charges				1,250,000		0		1,250,000				1,300,000		0		1,300,000				0		0		0

				Adjustments				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0

				Net Collections				$1,250,000				$1,250,000				$1,300,000				$1,300,000				$0				$0				$0				Net Collections from Exhibit B2

				Other Revenue				20,000		0		20,000				25,000		0		25,000				0		0		0				0

				NET REVENUE				$1,270,000		$0		$1,270,000				$1,325,000		$0		$1,325,000				$0		$0		$0				$1,325,000



				Direct Expenses

				Clinical Labor		Clinical Labor		317,500		0		317,500				331,250		0		331,250				0		0		0				331,250				See Staffing Schedule

				Medical Supplies		Direct Supplies		190,500		0		190,500				198,750		0		198,750				0		0		0				198,750				See detail on following page

				Other Direct Expenses		Other Direct		9,525		0		9,525				9,938		0		9,938				0		0		0				9,938				See detail on following page

				Total Direct Expenses				517,525		0		517,525				539,938		0		539,938				0		0		0				539,938



				Indirect Expenses

				Administrative Labor		Admin Labor		154,500		0		154,500				159,135		0		159,135				0		0		0				159,135				See Staffing Schedule

				Burdens and Benefits		Burdens		118,000		0		118,000				122,596		0		122,596				0		0		0				122,596				See Staffing Schedule

				Supplies		Supplies		25,500		0		25,500				26,010		0		26,010				0		0		0				26,010				See detail on following page

				Occupancy		Occupancy		117,300		0		117,300				119,646		0		119,646				0		0		0				119,646				See detail on following page

				Professional Fees		Pro Fees		30,600		0		30,600				31,212		0		31,212				0		0		0				31,212				See detail on following page

				Repairs and Maintenance		Repairs		15,300		0		15,300				15,606		0		15,606				0		0		0				15,606				See detail on following page

				Overhead		Overhead		51,000		0		51,000				52,020		0		52,020				0		0		0				52,020				See detail on following page

				[add]		0		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				See detail on following page

				[add]		0		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				See detail on following page

				[add]		0		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				See detail on following page

				[add]		0		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				See detail on following page

				[add]		0		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0

				Total Indirect Expenses				512,200		0		512,200				526,225		0		526,225				0		0		0				526,225



				Pre-Compensation Earnings				240,275		0		240,275				258,837		0		258,837				0		0		0				258,837



				Physician Compensation		Physician Comp		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				See Physician Comp Schedule

				Physician Incentive Comp		Incentive Comp		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				See Physician Comp Schedule

				Physician Benefits		Physician Benefits		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				See Physician Comp Schedule

				Total Physician Compensation				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0



				EBITDA				240,275		0		240,275				258,837		0		258,837				0		0		0				258,837

				Depreciation		Depreciation		45,000		0		45,000				45,000		0		45,000				0		0		0				45,000

				Amortization		Amortization		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0



				EBIT				195,275		0		195,275				213,837		0		213,837				0		0		0				213,837





				Expense Detail



				Professional Staff Salaries		Clinical Labor		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Outside Services		Pro Fees		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Legal & Accounting		Pro Fees		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Rent		Occupancy		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Officer Salaries		Physician Comp		0				0				0				0				0				0

				FICA Tax		Burdens		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Office Expense		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Insurance		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Advertising & Promotion		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Medical Supplies		direct supplies		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Utilities		Occupancy		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Internet Services		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Depreciation - Section 179		depreciation		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Repairs & Maintenance		repairs		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Insurance - Other Humana		Burdens		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Entertainment		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Answering Service		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Chart Storage		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Payroll Fees		Burdens		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Permits & Licenses		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Telephone		Occupancy		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Dues & Subscriptions		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Postage & Delivery		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Vehicle Expense		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Depreciation		depreciation		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Other Tax		Occupancy		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Patient Transportation		other direct		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Unemployment Tax		Burdens		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Gifts		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Laundry & Uniforms		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Laboratory Expense		other direct		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Marketing Events		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Travel		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Property Tax		Occupancy		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Health Fair Expenses		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Computer Services		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Alarm System		Occupancy		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Professional Education		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Interest Income		Interest Income		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Independent Contractors		Pro Fees		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Charitable Contributions		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Penalties & Fines		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Bonuses		Incentive Comp		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Bad Debts		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Professional Fees		Pro Fees		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Dental Insurance		Burdens		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Seminars & Meetings		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Miscellaneous		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Bank Charges		Overhead		0				0				0				0				0				0

				Total Expenses				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

				Verify total						0								0								0						1,111,163







				MODEL CHECK

				Net Revenue - IS				$1,270,000								$1,325,000								$0

				Variance				$0								$0								$0



				EBIT - IS				195,275								213,837								0

				Variance				0								0								0
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Proj Vol

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B2 - Projected Volume and Revenue

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								2016		2017		Annualized '18		Adjustments		NBY		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Residual				Key Assumptions:				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				CASE VOLUME GROWTH ASSUMPTION

				Specialty #1						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #2						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #3						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #4						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #5						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #6						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #7						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #8						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #9						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #10						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Total Case Growth						N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CASE VOLUME																												(note: Volume rounded to whole units)

				Specialty #1				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #2				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #3				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #4				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #5				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #6				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #7				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #8				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #9				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Specialty #10				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Cases				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				IF PHYSICIAN PRACTICE, RECONCILE TO COMP VOLUME ASSUMPTION														N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Confirm not wRVUs vs. Cases, etc.





				REIMBURSEMENT GROWTH ASSUMPTION

				Specialty #1						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #2						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #3						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #4						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #5						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #6						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #7						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #8						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #9						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Specialty #10						N/A		N/A				N/A		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Average Reimb. Growth						N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A								<<Choose the year to compare NBY to



				COLLECTIONS PER CASE

				Specialty #1				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #2				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #3				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #4				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #5				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #6				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #7				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #8				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #9				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Specialty #10				N/A		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Average Reimbursement				N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				TOTAL COLLECTIONS

				Specialty #1				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #2				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #3				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #4				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #5				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #6				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #7				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #8				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #9				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Specialty #10				N/A		N/A		N/A				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Total Collections				0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Revenue per Income Statement						1,325,000		0

				Average Growth Rate														N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Footnotes
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Physician Comp

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B4 - Projected Physician Compensation

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								2017		Annualized '18		Adjustments		NBY		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Residual				Key Assumptions:				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Residual



				WRVU VOLUME		[MODIFIY IF NOT wRVUs]

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				[List assumptions]								0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician wRVUs				0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Average Growth				ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!								<<Choose the year to compare NBY to

				COMPENSATION PER WRVU

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76				[List assumptions]								0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76				Compensation based on proposed								0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76				Comp model provided by Client								0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		N/A		N/A				44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76		44.76												0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Reconciliation Adjustment				N/A		N/A				N/A																[Spread to individual docs]								0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Average Compensation per wRVU				N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A





				PHYSICIAN COMPENSATION				[Manually input from w-2 or other]

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Reconciliation Adjustment				0		0

				Physician Compenation				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						Compensation per I/S



				INCENTIVE COMPENSATION

				Physician #1		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #2		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #3		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #4		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #5		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #6		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #7		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #8		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #9		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #10		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #11		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #12		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #13		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #14		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #15		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #16		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #17		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #18		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #19		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Physician #40		Assign MGMA Specialty		0		0				0

				Total Incentive Compensation				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				PHYSICIAN BENEFITS

				Est. Benefits per FTE				0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total FTE Physicians				0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Total Physician Benefits				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				Footnotes
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Staffing

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B5 - Projected Staffing

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								2017		Annualized '18		Adjustments		NBY		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Residual				Key Assumptions:				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Residual



				CLINICAL STAFF ROSTER - FTE Status

				Name #1		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				[List assumptions]

				Name #2		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #3		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #4		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #5		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #6		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #7		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #8		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #9		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #10		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #11		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #12		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #13		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #14		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #15		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #16		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #17		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #18		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #19		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #20		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				[ADD]

				Subtotal Clinical Staffing				0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				ADMIN STAFF ROSTER - FTE Status

				Name #21		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #22		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #23		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #24		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #25		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #26		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #27		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #28		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #29		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #30		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #31		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #32		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #33		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #34		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #35		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #36		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #37		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #38		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #39		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Name #40		Position		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				[ADD]

				Subtotal Admin Staffing				0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0



				Total Staff FTEs				0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Reconcile FTEs per Workforce Tab						17.00



				Clinical FTEs Per Physician

				Admin FTEs Per Physician

				Total FTEs Per Physician



				CLINICAL STAFF SCHEDULED HOURS PER WEEK

				Name #1		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Hours based on FTE status

				Name #2		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Assumes 40 hour work week

				Name #3		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #4		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #5		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #6		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #7		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #8		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #9		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #10		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #11		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #12		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #13		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #14		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #15		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #16		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #17		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #18		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #19		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #20		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				[ADD]		0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Subtotal Clinical Staffing				0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				ADMIN STAFF SCHEDULED HOURS PER WEEK

				Name #21		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #22		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #23		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #24		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #25		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #26		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #27		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #28		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #29		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #30		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #31		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #32		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #33		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #34		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #35		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #36		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #37		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #38		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #39		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Name #40		Position		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				[ADD]		0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Subtotal Admin Staffing				0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0



				Total Staff Hours Per Week				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				CLINICAL STAFF COMPENSATION RATE

				Name #1		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				[List assumptions]								2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #2		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #3		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #4		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #5		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #6		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #7		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #8		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #9		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #10		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #11		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #12		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #13		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #14		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #15		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #16		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #17		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #18		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #19		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #20		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				[ADD]		0		N/A		N/A				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Average Clinical Rate				N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				ADMIN STAFF COMPENSATION RATE

				Name #21		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #22		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #23		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #24		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #25		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #26		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #27		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #28		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #29		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #30		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #31		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #32		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #33		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #34		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #35		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #36		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #37		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #38		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #39		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Name #40		Position		N/A		N/A				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				[ADD]		0		N/A		N/A				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0												2%		2%		2%		2%		2%		2%

				Average Admin Rate				N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				Average Compensation Rate				N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A



				CLINICAL STAFF TOTAL COMPENSATION				[Manually input from w-2 or other]

				Name #1		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				Calculated as Rate x Hours

				Name #2		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #3		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #4		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #5		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #6		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #7		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #8		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #9		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #10		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #11		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #12		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #13		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #14		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #15		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #16		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #17		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #18		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #19		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #20		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				[ADD]		0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Subtotal Clinical Staffing				0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				ADMIN STAFF TOTAL COMPENSATION

				Name #21		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #22		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #23		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #24		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #25		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #26		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #27		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #28		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #29		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #30		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #31		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #32		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #33		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #34		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #35		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #36		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #37		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #38		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #39		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Name #40		Position		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				[ADD]		0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				Subtotal Admin Staffing				0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0



				Total Compensation				0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Compensation per I/S		490,385		0



				BURDENS and BENEFITS

				Estimated Burden Rate				N/A		N/A				30.0%		30.0%		30.0%		30.0%		30.0%		30.0%		30.0%				[State Assumption]

				Total Burdens and Benefits				122,596		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Footnotes





				Tear Sheet Calcs (ADJUST AS NECESSARY)

										Annualized '17				NBY		Year 1

				Staff FTEs:

				Nurse						0.0				0.0		0.0

				Tech						0.0				0.0		0.0

				Admin						0.0				0.0		0.0

				Other 						0				0		0

				Total Staff FTE's						0.0				0.0		0.0

										0.0				0.0		0.0

				Staff Hours per Case:

										0				0		0

				Nurse						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Tech						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Admin						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Other 

				Total Staff Hours per Case						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Annual Salaries per FTE

				Nurse						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Tech						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Admin						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Other

				Total Annual Salaries per FTE						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!
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Proj IS

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B3 - Projected Income Statement

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								NBY		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Residual				Key Assumptions				Yr 1		Yrs 2-residual		Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				Case Volume				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				From Exhibit B2



				REVENUE

				Net Collections				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				From Exhibit B2

				Other Revenue				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				Net Revenue				1,325,000		1,364,750		1,405,693		1,447,863		1,491,299		1,536,038		1,582,119								3.0%



				DIRECT EXPENSES

				Clinical Labor				331,250		341,188		351,423		361,966		372,825		384,010		395,530

				Medical Supplies				198,750		204,713		210,854		217,179		223,695		230,406		237,318								2.0%		2.0%

				Other Direct Expenses				9,938		10,236		10,543		10,859		11,185		11,520		11,866								2.0%		2.0%

				Total Direct Expenses				539,938		556,136		572,820		590,004		607,704		625,936		644,714



				INDIRECT EXPENSES

				Administrative Labor				159,135		162,318		165,564		168,875		172,253		175,698		179,212				See Staffing Schedule				2.0%		2.0%

				Burdens and Benefits				122,596		125,048		127,549		130,100		132,702		135,356		138,063				See Staffing Schedule				2.0%		2.0%

				Supplies				26,010		26,530		27,061		27,602		28,154		28,717		29,291				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				Occupancy				119,646		122,039		124,480		126,969		129,509		132,099		134,741				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				Professional Fees				31,212		31,836		32,473		33,122		33,785		34,461		35,150				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				Repairs and Maintenance				15,606		15,918		16,236		16,561		16,892		17,230		17,575				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				Overhead				52,020		53,060		54,122		55,204		56,308		57,434		58,583				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				[add]				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				[add]				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				[add]				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				[add]				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				[add]				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Grown at 2.0% inflation annually				2.0%		2.0%

				Total Indirect Expenses				526,225		536,750		547,485		558,434		569,603		580,995		592,615



				Pre-Compensation Earnings				258,837		271,865		285,388		299,425		313,992		329,107		344,791



				Physician Compensation				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				See Physician Comp Schedule

				Physician Incentive Comp				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Physician Benefits				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Total Physician Compensation				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				EBITDA				258,837		271,865		285,388		299,425		313,992		329,107		344,791

				% of Net Revenue				19.5%		19.9%		20.3%		20.7%		21.1%		21.4%		21.8%



				Depreciation				45,000		70,030		97,048		68,229		50,892		50,892		25,000				From Capex Schedule

				Amortization				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				Not Projected



				EBIT				213,837		201,835		188,340		231,196		263,099		278,215		319,791



				Footnotes

				MODEL CHECK

				Adj Base Year EBIT				213,837

				Variance				0

				Graphic for REPORT ONLY - do not print

								Base Year		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Residual



				Case Volume				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				Net Revenue				1,325,000		1,364,750		1,405,693		1,447,863		1,491,299		1,536,038		1,582,119



				Direct Expenses				539,938		556,136		572,820		590,004		607,704		625,936		644,714

				Indirect Expenses				526,225		536,750		547,485		558,434		569,603		580,995		592,615

				Pre-Compensation Earnings				258,837		271,865		285,388		299,425		313,992		329,107		344,791



				Physician Compensation				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				EBITDA				258,837		271,865		285,388		299,425		313,992		329,107		344,791



				Depreciation/Amortization				45,000		70,030		97,048		68,229		50,892		50,892		25,000

				EBIT				213,837		201,835		188,340		231,196		263,099		278,215		319,791

				Less: Income Taxes						(49,768)		(46,440)		(57,008)		(64,874)		(68,601)		(78,853)

				Net Operating Profit After Tax						152,067		141,900		174,188		198,225		209,614		240,938



				Plus:  Depreciation/Amortization						70,030		97,048		68,229		50,892		50,892		25,000

				Less:  Capital Expenditures						(25,000)		(25,000)		(25,000)		(25,000)		(25,000)		(25,000)

				(Increase)/decrease in NWC						(1,350)		(1,391)		(1,432)		(1,475)		(1,519)		(1,565)

				Free Cash Flow						195,747		212,557		215,985		222,642		233,987		239,373

				tearsheet

				Income Statement				Annualized '18		NBY		Year 1		Year 5

				Financial:

				Net Patient Revenue						-		-		-

				Other Operating Revenue						-		-		-



				Expenses:

				Employee Salaries & Wages				-		490,385		503,505		559,707

				Employee Benefits				-		122,596		125,048		135,356

				Occupancy Costs				-		119,646		122,039		132,099

				Drugs & Medical Supplies				-		198,750		204,713		230,406

				Ancillary Services & Supplies

				Other Medical Costs				-		9,938		10,236		11,520

				Insurance

				General & Administrative				-		124,848		127,345		137,842

				Total Operating Expenses				-		1,066,163		1,092,885		1,206,931

				Other Income (Expense)

				EBITDA				-		258,837		271,865		329,107

				Capital Expenditures 								-		-

				Management Fees

				Billing & Collection Fees



				Total Capital Expenditures Years 1-5				125,000

				Terminal Year Capital Expenditures				25,000

								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0
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Capex

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B6 - Projected Capital Expenditures & Depreciation

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



												Current		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Year 6		Year 7		Year 8		Year 9		Year 10		Year 11		Residual				Key Assumptions



				CAPEX

				Beginning Assets										437,500		462,500		487,500		512,500		537,500		562,500

				Routine Capex										25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000										See balance sheet for buildup / analysis

				Identified Capex

				Gross Fixed Assets								437,500		462,500		487,500		512,500		537,500		562,500		587,500

				   Less:  Accumulated Depreciation								(212,350)		(282,380)		(379,428)		(447,657)		(498,549)		(549,441)		(562,500)																From Below

				Net Fixed Assets								225,150		180,120		108,072		64,843		38,951		13,059		25,000



												Composition

				MACRS Tables								of Assets																												Composition of Assets based

						3 Year						40%		33.3%		44.5%		14.8%		7.4%																				on discussions with [Management]

						5 Year						10%		20.0%		32.0%		19.2%		11.5%		11.5%		5.8%

						7 Year						30%		14.3%		24.5%		17.5%		12.5%		8.9%		8.9%		8.9%		4.5%

						10 Year						20%		10.0%		18.0%		14.4%		11.5%		9.2%		7.4%		6.6%		6.6%		6.5%		6.5%		3.3%						NEED TO ADJUST FOR NEW DEPRECIATION RULES IN TAX ACT

						20 year (Straight Line Depr)						0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%		5.0%

						Depreciation Rate for Existing Assets						Average		21.6%		32.0%		16.0%		10.2%		5.7%		4.7%		3.990%		2.670%		1.300%		1.300%		0.660%



				DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE								Depr Method

				Existing Assets

						Routine		225,150				5 year		45,030		72,048		43,229		25,892		25,892		13,059		0		0		0		0		0

				Year 1 Capex

						Routine		25,000				Immediate		25,000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Identified		0				5 Year		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Year 2 Capex

						Routine		25,000				Immediate				25,000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Identified		0				5 Year				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Year 3 Capex

						Routine		25,000				Immediate						25,000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Identified		0				5 Year						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Year 4 Capex

						Routine		25,000				Immediate								25,000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Identified		0				5 Year								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Year 5 Capex

						Routine		25,000				Immediate										25,000		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Identified		0				5 Year										0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0



				Annual Depreciation Expense										70,030		97,048		68,229		50,892		50,892		13,059		0		0		0		0		0		25,000		0

				Footnotes
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CAPM

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B7 - Cost of Capital

						PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



										Build-Up Method										Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)								Source





						Risk Free Rate				2.65%				2.65%				Risk Free Rate						2.65%				http://www.federalreserve.gov/Releases/H15/								note new FRB site no longer allows selection of specific dates.  Syntax is https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/20150105/  (day must fall on a Monday)

						plus: Equity Risk Premium (ERP)				5.10%								Equity Risk Premium (ERP)				5.10%						http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/

																		x Relevered Beta (β)				0.79						See Exhibit C1 - Guideline Public Company Data

						Market Return on Equity				7.75%								Adjusted Equity Risk Premium						4.01%				Beta x ERP

																		Market Return on Equity						6.66%

						Industry Premium				-0.65%				-0.65%														See Exhibit B8 - Duff & Phelps Cost of Capital Data worksheet

						Size Premium				5.59%				12.10%				Size Premium						5.59%				See Exhibit B8 - Duff & Phelps Cost of Capital Data worksheet

						Company Specific Risk (CSRP)				1.40%				1.40%				Company Specific Risk						1.40%				See Exhibit B9 - Estimation of Company Specific Risk worksheet

						Indicated Cost of Equity Capital (Ke)				14.09%				15.50%										13.65%



						Selected Cost of Equity Capital																		14.40%				[List Assumption - Default is average of all three]



						Borrowing Rate																		6.19%				S&P U.S. HIGH YIELD CORP BOND HEALTH CARE INDEX						http://us.spindices.com/indices/fixed-income/sp-us-high-yield-corporate-bond-health-care-index

						Tax Rate																		24.66%										for larger more stable entities, see also

						Indicated After-tax Cost of Debt Capital (Kd)																		4.66%										http://us.spindices.com/indices/fixed-income/sp-500-health-care-corporate-bond-index

																																		USE Yield to Maturity

						Selected Cost of Debt Capital																		4.70%



						Equity Weighting in Capital Structure																		80.0%

						Debt Weighting in Capital Structure																		20.0%



						Estimated Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) for Health Care Entity Example																		12.50%
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Ibbotson

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B8 - Duff & Phelps Cost of Capital Data

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



				Industry Premium Data



						SIC		Description						2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017

						80		Health Services						-0.9%		-0.43%		-0.94%		-0.47%		-0.12%		0.66%		1.33%		0.58%		-0.65%

						801		Offices and Clinics of Doctors of Medicine						4.4%		5.02%		2.71%		-0.62%		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						805		Nursing and Personal Care Facilities						3.2%		1.10%		-1.22%		7.91%		7.62%		4.65%		3.93%		N/A		N/A

						8051		Skilled Nursing Care Facilities						3.7%		1.49%		-1.15%		4.59%		2.90%		4.35%		N/A		N/A		N/A

						8069		Specialty Hospitals						N/A		2.97%		3.05%		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						806		Hospitals						2.1%		3.96%		3.25%		-0.75%		-0.16%		2.87%		2.53%		0.97%		N/A

						8062		General Medical and Surgical Hospitals						2.3%		1.54%		0.67%		-0.65%		-0.04%		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						807		Medical and Dental Laboratories						-2.9%		-3.43%		-3.17%		-2.73%		-2.26%		-1.73%		-1.15%		-0.18%		-0.64%

						8071		Medical Laboratories						-2.9%		-3.45%		-3.13%		-2.64%		-2.20%		-1.70%		N/A		N/A		N/A

						808		Home Health Care Services						-4.4%		-2.65%		-1.18%		-3.11%		-4.10%		N/A		N/A		N/A		0.74%

						809		Misc Health and Allied Services Not Elsewhere Classified						-1.0%		-1.62%		-1.55%		-0.95%		-0.79%		-1.71%		-7.00%		1.06%		-0.82%

						8093		Specialty Outpatient Facilities , Not Elsewhere Classified						-0.3%		0.05%		-0.55%		-0.44%		0.86%		N/A		-0.70%		N/A		N/A

						8099		Health and Allied Services , Not Elsewhere Classified						0.5%		0.37%		-2.67%		2.45%		2.30%		3.00%		2.22%		1.13%		N/A



				CRSP Deciles Size Premium Data



						Decile		# of Companies		Aggregate Market Capitalization ($000)		Avg ($000)		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017

						1		191		$15,290,475,300		$80,054,845		-0.36%		-0.37%		-0.38%		-0.38%		-0.37%		-0.37%		-0.36%		-0.36%		-0.35%

						2		200		$3,010,671,018		$15,053,355		0.62%		0.74%		0.81%		0.78%		0.76%		0.75%		0.63%		0.57%		0.61%

						3		202		$1,609,575,618		$7,968,196		0.74%		0.85%		1.01%		0.94%		0.92%		0.86%		0.91%		0.86%		0.89%

						4		221		$1,010,851,810		$4,573,990		0.97%		1.15%		1.20%		1.17%		1.14%		1.16%		1.06%		0.99%		0.98%

						5		227		$677,120,067		$2,982,908		1.54%		1.69%		1.80%		1.74%		1.70%		1.75%		1.60%		1.49%		1.51%

						6		259		$541,037,999		$2,088,950		1.63%		1.73%		1.82%		1.75%		1.72%		1.86%		1.74%		1.63%		1.66%

						7		283		$384,129,198		$1,357,347		1.62%		1.73%		1.88%		1.77%		1.73%		1.94%		1.71%		1.62%		1.72%

						8		361		$297,164,943		$823,172		2.35%		2.49%		2.65%		2.51%		2.46%		2.36%		2.15%		2.04%		2.08%

						9		487		$212,609,644		$436,570		2.71%		2.85%		2.94%		2.80%		2.70%		2.81%		2.69%		2.54%		2.68%

						10		790		$92,882,169		$117,572		5.81%		6.28%		6.36%		6.10%		6.03%		5.99%		5.78%		5.60%		5.59%

				Risk Premium Report, Size Study 



										Smoothed Average Risk Premium (over build-up method)

								Portfolio Rank		Average Book Value of Equity ($M)		Indicated Risk Premium								Revenue ($M)		Indicated Risk Premium		Total Assets ($M)		Indicated Risk Premium		5-Yr Avg EBITDA ($M)		Indicated Risk Premium

								1		$67,532		5.00%								$123,791		5.36%		$161,117		4.56%		$22,452		4.81%

								2		$21,719		6.18%								$38,382		6.60%		$51,936		5.91%		$6,905		6.08%

								3		$14,074		6.63%								$22,044		7.19%		$35,110		6.37%		$4,343		6.58%

								4		$9,200		7.07%								$17,114		7.46%		$25,351		6.76%		$3,136		6.93%

								5		$6,875		7.38%								$13,286		7.73%		$18,141		7.15%		$2,192		7.31%

								6		$5,488		7.61%								$10,376		7.99%		$14,376		7.43%		$1,632		7.63%

								7		$4,590		7.80%								$8,400		8.21%		$11,035		7.74%		$1,338		7.85%

								8		$3,716		8.02%								$6,977		8.41%		$9,004		7.98%		$1,133		8.02%

								9		$3,112		8.20%								$5,938		8.58%		$7,861		8.14%		$934		8.23%

								10		$2,586		8.40%								$5,106		8.74%		$6,771		8.32%		$799		8.40%

								11		$2,266		8.53%								$4,435		8.89%		$5,710		8.52%		$667		8.59%

								12		$2,012		8.66%								$3,740		9.07%		$4,998		8.68%		$578		8.75%

								13		$1,751		8.80%								$3,184		9.24%		$4,290		8.86%		$478		8.95%

								14		$1,500		8.96%								$2,771		9.39%		$3,661		9.05%		$411		9.12%

								15		$1,303		9.11%								$2,509		9.49%		$3,160		9.23%		$371		9.22%

								16		$1,174		9.22%								$2,276		9.60%		$2,735		9.40%		$327		9.36%

								17		$1,030		9.36%								$1,980		9.75%		$2,345		9.58%		$287		9.50%

								18		$861		9.54%								$1,670		9.93%		$1,927		9.81%		$253		9.64%

								19		$711		9.74%								$1,412		10.10%		$1,621		10.02%		$211		9.84%

								20		$577		9.96%								$1,181		10.29%		$1,363		10.22%		$164		10.10%

								21		$479		10.16%								$969		10.50%		$1,069		10.51%		$125		10.40%

								22		$385		10.38%								$797		10.71%		$801		10.85%		$94		10.70%

								23		$303		10.63%								$589		11.03%		$600		11.20%		$74		10.96%

								24		$207		11.03%								$407		11.42%		$429		11.59%		$51		11.36%

								25		$76		12.07%								$129		12.64%		$161		12.76%		$17		12.55%



						Health Care Entity Example				$1										$1				$0				$0

						Portfolio / Size Risk Premium				25		12.07%								25		12.64%		25		12.76%		25		12.55%

						Average, rounded						12.5%

								Market Risk Premium (ERP) used for the Above				5.50%						**Note:  Adjustment must be made if using alternative ERP

						Adjustment Based on Selected ERP						-0.40%

						Selected Size Premium based on Risk Portfolios						12.1%
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CSRP

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B9 - Estimation of Company Specific Risk

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								Lower Risk				N/A		Higher Risk								Score				Comments Regarding Selected Risk Level				Instructions for evaluation of risk

								-0.50%		-0.25%		0.00%		0.15%		0.50%		1.00%		3.00%

						Financial Risk

						Quality and Accuracy of Financial Data								x								0.15%

						Historical Financial Performance								x								0.15%

						Historical Payor Trends						x										0.00%

						Liquidity						x										0.00%

						Leverage / Borrowing Capacity								x								0.15%



						Operational Risk

						Concentration Risk								x								0.15%

						Functional or Technological Obsolescence						x										0.00%

						Ability to attract/retain Physicians						x										0.00%

						Ability to attract/retain key staff						x										0.00%

						Duration and Relevance of Contracts								x								0.15%



						Forecast Risk

						Perceived Risk in Projections										x						0.50%



						Industry / Regulatory Risk

						Licensure / CON						x										0.00%

						Industry Trends						x										0.00%

						Government / Regulatory Risk						x										0.00%

						Pending / Threatened Litigation								x								0.15%



						Geographical Risk

						Local Demographic Trends						x										0.00%

						Local Competitive Environment						x										0.00%

						Location and Condition of Facility						x										0.00%



						Average CSRP Indicated for Guideline Companies																1.40%				See Butler Pinkerton Company Specific Risk Calculator



						Indicated Company Specific Risk Factor										0.90%		to		1.90%



						Note:  The determination of company specific risk is subjective in nature.  The matrix above is based on factors listed

						in Valuing a Business 5th Edition, Dr. Shannon Pratt, as well as our experience evaluating risk for similar entity types.

						We have used this grid as a comparative tool to assess CSRP relative to the guideline companies presented on the Butler Pinkerton Company Specific Risk Calculator
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Butler Pinkerton

				Health Care Entity Example

				Butler Pinkerton Company Specific Risk Calculator



				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE





				Risk Free Rate		2.65%

				Equity Risk Premium		5.10%

				Number of Weeks 		11/15/2016 (261 weeks)

																						Analyst Comments

														Copy across as needed

				Ticker		MD		TMH		EVHC		DVA

				Company Name		Mednax Inc.		Team Health Holdings Inc.		Envision Healthcare Holdings Inc.		DaVita HealthCare Partners Inc.

				Size Premium		1.06%		1.60%		1.60%		0.63%

				Weekly Standard Deviation		2.96%		4.57%		5.20%		2.59%

				Levered Beta		0.89		1.02		0.98		0.76

				Correlation Coefficient (R)		0.55		0.41		0.35		0.54

				Total Beta		1.61		2.49		2.81		1.41

				Total Cost of Equity		10.87%		15.34%		17.00%		9.85%

				Company Specific Risk Premium		2.61%		5.87%		7.74%		2.69%



				Average of the Above		4.73%

















				Footnotes:

				Information obtained from the Butler-Pinkerton Model ™ available at www.bvresources.com 

				Paste Export from BVR Below

				Butler Pinkerton Model(tm)

				Total Cost of Equity Calculator



				Risk Free Rate:		2.65%

				Equity Risk Premium:		5.10%

				Effective Date:		11/15/2016 (261 weeks)



				Ticker		MD		TMH		EVHC		DVA

				Company Name		Mednax Inc.		Team Health Holdings Inc.		Envision Healthcare Holdings Inc.		DaVita HealthCare Partners Inc.

				Size Premium		1.06%		1.60%		1.60%		0.63%

				Weekly Standard Deviation		2.96%		4.57%		5.20%		2.59%

				Levered Beta		0.89		1.02		0.98		0.76

				Correlation Coefficient (R)		0.55		0.41		0.35		0.54

				Total Beta		1.61		2.49		2.81		1.41

				Total Cost of Equity		10.87%		15.34%		17.00%		9.85%

				Company Specific Risk Premium		2.61%		5.87%		7.74%		2.69%

				Additional Regression Statistics:

				Constant		0.001		0.002		-0.001		0

				Coefficient of Determination (R2)		0.31		0.17		0.12		0.29

				T-Stat		10.67		7.25		4.82		10.28

				Confidence Level		99.00%		99.00%		99.00%		99.00%

				Degrees of Freedom		258		258		167		258



				Summary Statistics for Sample		Beta		Total Beta		Total Cost of Equity		CSRP

				Count		4		4		4		4

				Minimum		0.76		1.41		9.85%		2.61%

				25th Percentile		0.86		1.56		10.61%		2.67%

				Median		0.94		2.05		13.10%		4.28%

				Mean		0.91		2.08		13.26%		4.72%

				75th Percentile		0.99		2.57		15.75%		6.33%

				Maximum		1.02		2.81		17.00%		7.74%

				Standard Deviation		0.12		0.68		3.45%		2.52%

				Mean plus 2 Standard Deviations		1.15		3.43		20.16%		9.76%

				Mean minus 2 Standard Deviations		0.68		0.73		6.37%		-0.31%



				Ticker		Proxy for the Market		MD				TMH				EVHC**				DVA

				Company Name		S&P 500		Mednax Inc.				Team Health Holdings Inc.				Envision Healthcare Holdings Inc.				DaVita HealthCare Partners Inc.

				Industry				Healthcare (NYSE)				Services (NYSE)				Healthcare (NYSE)				Healthcare (NYSE)

				Size Premium				1.06%				1.60%				1.60%				0.63%

				Week		Value		Value		Avg Vol		Value		Avg Vol		Value		Avg Vol		Value		Avg Vol

				11/15/16		2,180.39		62.7		871,329		41.75		3,121,648		21.75		4,974,466		60.3		2,225,495

				11/8/16		2,139.56		63.15		896,121		42.05		4,681,519		22.43		2,820,543		58.02		2,628,896

				11/1/16		2,111.72		60.93		1,189,776		42.55		7,551,302		19.93		3,706,154		57.82		3,190,899

				10/25/16		2,143.16		65.43		388,296		39.95		1,723,944		21.59		1,398,003		58.29		3,069,059

				10/18/16		2,139.60		66.98		353,678		40.25		996,792		21.83		1,102,843		62.51		1,608,554

				10/11/16		2,136.73		65.66		486,808		38.8		2,116,637		21.9		1,260,021		62		1,641,699

				10/4/16		2,150.49		65.77		496,494		38.2		1,035,238		21.77		1,679,809		64.34		2,263,108

				9/27/16		2,159.93		65.11		525,780		31.8		543,581		21.68		2,474,808		66.33		1,686,235

				9/20/16		2,139.76		64.5		665,970		31.31		513,040		20.73		2,357,299		64.99		1,983,867

				9/13/16		2,127.02		66.6		564,887		33.23		623,245		22.29		1,822,272		63.95		1,686,538

				9/6/16		2,186.48		66.89		681,150		34.69		551,303		21.91		3,432,679		64.06		1,714,262

				8/30/16		2,176.12		65.89		959,555		33.75		582,883		21.35		1,787,504		64.66		1,664,751

				8/23/16		2,186.90		64.88		514,813		34.41		734,790		21.18		2,683,714		65.45		3,386,878

				8/16/16		2,178.15		65.86		468,270		35.24		624,714		21.12		2,108,920		68.26		2,240,560

				8/9/16		2,181.74		65.67		503,376		37		844,045		22.11		3,050,844		72.31		1,643,699

				8/2/16		2,157.03		67.2		1,367,345		38.56		529,572		23.54		2,716,450		76		974,116

				7/26/16		2,169.18		75.31		317,039		42.99		366,296		25.46		1,803,513		78.18		1,291,784

				7/19/16		2,163.78		74.68		377,632		42.68		321,269		25.78		1,330,996		77.35		695,954

				7/12/16		2,152.14		76.29		537,802		42.95		456,673		26.24		3,261,483		77.85		924,464

				7/5/16		2,088.55		72.66		509,730		40.4		658,693		24.32		3,152,813		76.37		722,245

				6/28/16		2,036.09		69.53		635,191		40.21		1,238,314		25.3		2,920,499		74.61		946,970

				6/21/16		2,088.90		70.74		581,205		41.65		730,556		26.56		5,523,957		75.65		860,342

				6/14/16		2,075.32		69.5		581,273		43.02		1,524,250		27.54		5,496,826		75.63		738,014

				6/7/16		2,112.13		69.78		532,676		48.54		532,396		25.54		1,735,620		76.94		831,346

				5/31/16		2,096.96		68.45		409,815		47.97		469,437		24.81		1,702,936		77.32		909,260

				5/24/16		2,076.06		68.25		473,018		46.45		432,703		24.14		2,216,401		77.35		1,279,265

				5/17/16		2,047.21		67.46		582,666		45.71		593,477		22.87		2,107,873		76.76		957,854

				5/10/16		2,084.39		69.95		574,273		46.19		957,715		23.9		3,326,088		76.49		1,546,843

				5/3/16		2,063.37		70.08		1,087,362		42.75		488,884		22.85		2,388,871		73.71		998,515

				4/26/16		2,091.70		71.99		670,471		43.51		370,122		23.15		2,454,061		74.91		810,923

				4/19/16		2,100.80		68.64		737,634		42.49		546,488		21.98		2,746,794		74.94		681,868

				4/12/16		2,061.72		66.63		824,738		39.87		565,930		20.7		3,612,898		73.78		782,717

				4/5/16		2,045.17		61.97		852,028		39.5		736,662		19.1		3,564,653		73.03		1,003,693

				3/29/16		2,055.01		65.16		856,229		41.58		1,004,752		20.31		3,068,937		72.71		605,514

				3/22/16		2,049.80		64.4		920,247		43.26		922,523		20.78		3,901,323		72.69		1,109,583

				3/15/16		2,015.93		62.54		946,722		41.21		898,707		20.02		3,325,921		69.82		973,870

				3/8/16		1,979.26		65.11		745,265		44.19		1,325,581		21.99		2,162,014		69.75		1,338,635

				3/1/16		1,978.35		67.7		482,304		45.66		1,971,846		22.49		2,641,983		68.21		1,225,417

				2/23/16		1,921.27		66.6		775,396		38		2,125,449		22.46		3,485,413		64.28		1,146,020

				2/16/16		1,895.58		64.97		944,295		35.13		1,006,110		19.88		2,808,172		62.64		1,871,903

				2/9/16		1,852.21		65.98		1,631,142		33.56		1,263,863		18.99		2,752,551		62.25		1,427,014

				2/2/16		1,903.03		68.07		846,941		39.71		922,803		21.89		2,932,941		66.26		1,250,658

				1/26/16		1,903.63		69.47		734,047		41.84		1,451,038		23.58		1,951,107		66.52		887,051

				1/19/16		1,881.33		67.03		935,622		40.75		3,185,439		22.2		3,457,250		65.71		1,549,640

				1/12/16		1,938.68		67.74		1,015,845		44.03		1,341,866		24.04		3,563,434		67.45		1,969,738

				1/5/16		2,016.71		69.81		737,961		43.51		641,702		26.96		2,910,880		69.12		1,330,401

				12/29/15		2,078.36		73.04		304,567		44.37		408,808		25.59		1,777,314		70.61		746,123

				12/22/15		2,038.97		72.14		756,914		43.91		789,585		24.67		2,625,643		69.57		3,704,689

				12/15/15		2,043.41		70.72		837,605		44.94		1,020,848		24.06		2,204,427		68.02		1,355,339

				12/8/15		2,063.59		71.48		757,997		50.38		685,668		26.01		1,486,323		71.37		1,616,972

				12/1/15		2,102.63		72.22		1,690,018		56.86		563,363		27.9		1,329,171		73.52		1,603,530

				11/24/15		2,089.14		74.48		956,417		56.86		718,103		27.94		4,065,181		73.5		1,257,871

				11/17/15		2,050.44		71.82		928,255		55.38		838,583		27.19		5,205,426		73.15		1,190,767

				11/10/15		2,081.72		73.56		645,475		59.71		864,141		29.82		1,843,341		76.11		1,401,161

				11/3/15		2,109.79		72.99		1,488,625		56.42		1,162,844		27.8		2,182,786		77.6		869,617

				10/27/15		2,065.89		73.08		1,959,004		59.74		2,130,918		27.01		6,913,952		76.95		955,960

				10/20/15		2,030.77		82.61		638,029		62.59		1,610,682		37.14		1,564,316		76.19		781,474

				10/13/15		2,003.69		80.36		703,431		52.03		589,595		35.39		1,391,012		73.35		814,322

				10/6/15		1,979.92		76.74		986,282		52.61		806,689		35.4		2,277,852		72.15		1,175,996

				9/29/15		1,884.09		77.19		849,986		53.46		1,069,643		35.99		2,087,378		71.18		1,300,718

				9/22/15		1,942.74		83.92		624,069		60.36		556,640		41.46		971,219		75.36		1,553,688

				9/15/15		1,978.09		82.54		478,589		59.67		390,130		42.45		945,713		75.15		1,134,324

				9/8/15		1,969.41		81.24		690,667		58.94		418,620		41.59		859,161		75.46		1,239,650

				9/1/15		1,913.85		78.26		772,961		56.82		497,234		39.93		1,507,545		74.05		1,313,828

				8/25/15		1,867.61		77.49		830,200		57.84		612,418		40.35		1,437,347		74.33		1,625,319

				8/18/15		2,096.92		85.42		546,112		64.29		514,869		44.67		1,022,793		80		751,500

				8/11/15		2,084.07		84.11		501,077		63.61		1,044,078		43.82		1,530,165		80.77		1,277,349

				8/4/15		2,093.32		84.54		1,033,535		64.68		860,014		45.05		2,091,214		80.2		722,079

				7/28/15		2,093.25		79.87		791,524		64.97		355,943		39.87		1,253,841		79.02		712,549

				7/21/15		2,119.21		77.78		552,602		65.98		352,103		40.2		891,550		79.62		967,566

				7/14/15		2,108.95		77.4		531,875		66.46		476,076		40.12		1,126,477		80.07		983,954

				7/7/15		2,081.34		76.29		782,783		66.87		565,979		39.41		1,932,578		79.66		1,568,009

				6/30/15		2,063.11		74.11		814,631		65.33		925,278		39.48		3,126,466		79.47		1,415,653

				6/23/15		2,124.20		73.74		528,776		62.67		554,458		38.3		1,638,836		81.57		1,370,598

				6/16/15		2,096.29		72.27		630,168		59.66		340,591		38.03		1,282,504		81.51		744,619

				6/9/15		2,080.15		70.5		503,748		58.21		256,511		36.54		1,014,964		81.49		766,672

				6/2/15		2,109.60		70.47		635,026		58.86		372,867		37.01		3,713,485		83.82		736,133

				5/26/15		2,104.20		70.3		380,054		59.04		371,152		37.2		1,743,561		83.75		743,702

				5/19/15		2,127.83		71.07		699,386		60.3		309,989		37.25		1,876,158		83.2		978,316

				5/12/15		2,099.12		70.38		581,124		58.57		584,619		35.95		1,653,824		80.92		1,046,907

				5/5/15		2,089.46		71.22		721,298		58.87		527,731		36.28		1,847,885		81.51		1,051,430

				4/28/15		2,114.76		72.88		461,553		62.18		357,698		39.4		1,363,145		83.59		818,292

				4/21/15		2,097.29		72.88		333,055		63.25		589,803		39.44		2,141,762		83.12		721,225

				4/14/15		2,095.84		73.14		286,253		60.45		289,085		39.37		1,134,484		82.01		837,329

				4/7/15		2,076.33		72.11		451,734		58.21		282,866		38.92		2,609,804		81.86		1,348,429

				3/31/15		2,067.89		72.51		442,446		58.51		391,112		38.35		1,455,517		81.28		958,311

				3/24/15		2,091.50		72.75		983,328		59.33		387,558		38.66		2,653,108		82.19		1,238,125

				3/17/15		2,074.28		72.64		646,469		58.02		365,706		37.48		2,874,647		81.11		1,291,686

				3/10/15		2,044.16		70.85		498,124		56.46		504,178		35.91		2,727,017		78.1		2,057,237

				3/3/15		2,107.78		70.57		496,771		58.58		482,648		36.2		1,266,287		75.89		1,360,819

				2/24/15		2,115.48		71.39		517,058		59.04		406,285		37.25		742,730		72.93		1,897,257

				2/17/15		2,100.34		70.91		398,429		59.9		1,544,782		36.86		918,471		72.78		2,564,505

				2/10/15		2,068.59		70.6		591,453		53.86		680,078		34.9		954,845		75.77		818,061

				2/3/15		2,050.03		68.48		938,491		53.56		607,212		35.21		762,717		75.6		914,420

				1/27/15		2,029.55		65.11		515,673		51.86		825,874		35.43		753,538		76.04		900,899

				1/20/15		2,022.55		64.91		459,421		53.07		443,204		34.99		1,475,826		75.21		767,345

				1/13/15		2,023.03		65.53		528,033		56.33		538,512		37.13		2,246,539		74.54		834,778

				1/6/15		2,002.61		64.86		474,999		54.68		462,841		34.3		1,645,001		73.62		995,205

				12/30/14		2,080.35		66.72		349,676		58.4		268,123		34.97		302,377		76		379,254

				12/23/14		2,082.17		66.64		685,048		58.58		563,862		35.36		1,360,229		75.99		1,095,436

				12/16/14		1,972.74		65.25		744,864		56.71		417,679		34.01		1,195,172		72.77		971,463

				12/9/14		2,059.82		65.48		709,811		59.84		528,593		35.33		578,605		75.15		885,074

				12/2/14		2,066.55		65.18		431,237		56.4		320,025		34.97		649,035		75.7		1,054,613

				11/25/14		2,067.03		63.9		697,189		56.73		494,188		35.39		1,481,342		75.06		1,324,566

				11/18/14		2,051.80		64.48		716,027		55.39		795,918		34.13		1,914,900		75.23		2,517,737

				11/11/14		2,039.68		62.4		688,353		53.32		2,203,622		31.59		2,601,379		76.13		2,837,907

				11/4/14		2,012.10		62.48		1,075,733		62.02		560,376		34.85		1,303,832		77.84		763,197

				10/28/14		1,985.05		56.6		553,869		61.76		560,753		34.92		710,606		77.58		721,412

				10/21/14		1,941.28		55.23		724,392		58.7		764,585		34.76		1,284,128		75.5		1,149,217

				10/14/14		1,877.70		51.25		814,887		56		454,423		32.9		1,164,576		73.59		958,716

				10/7/14		1,935.10		52.76		631,835		57.32		853,998		33.96		1,857,250		73.13		820,388

				9/30/14		1,972.29		54.82		730,895		57.99		676,382		34.68		2,936,940		73.14		789,040

				9/23/14		1,982.77		55.01		823,011		59.48		460,737		35.79		808,423		74.01		1,127,029

				9/16/14		1,998.98		55.05		462,021		59.86		495,600		34.95		674,166		74.24		636,456

				9/9/14		1,988.44		56.56		445,623		59.37		478,516		35.75		528,756		74.29		606,082

				9/2/14		2,002.28		57.19		316,809		58.88		449,795		36.48		436,326		74.58		574,147

				8/26/14		2,000.02		57.07		444,288		56.93		517,074		36.15		387,586		74.43		572,329

				8/19/14		1,981.60		57.03		383,194		57.09		552,455		36.16		541,694		73.8		925,987

				8/12/14		1,933.75		55.63		413,120		56.6		499,875		35.44		1,028,017		72.04		596,795

				8/5/14		1,920.21		56.99		1,203,551		56.49		1,028,143		35.37		911,255		71.51		1,299,268

				7/29/14		1,969.95		58.41		701,146		53.52		665,715		35.52		1,056,108		71.33		719,408

				7/22/14		1,983.53		57.95		737,708		51.65		687,237		34.75		1,732,285		71.67		1,218,309

				7/15/14		1,973.28		56.91		452,951		49.02		479,022		33.99		3,517,102		73.26		681,844

				7/8/14		1,963.71		57.51		594,832		49.8		313,231		35.45		552,090		72.81		789,261

				7/1/14		1,973.32		58.48		562,334		50.3		573,031		35.87		1,021,151		73.16		1,408,615

				6/24/14		1,949.98		58.17		484,570		50.36		610,741		37.37		882,470		71.39		826,139

				6/17/14		1,941.99		59.23		551,573		49.05		444,457		36.19		735,289		70.18		732,267

				6/10/14		1,950.79		58.8		386,319		51.15		470,194		35.93		365,876		71.69		530,808

				6/3/14		1,924.24		57.31		506,103		51.42		529,729		34.36		253,313		71.47		1,085,905

				5/27/14		1,911.91		56.89		414,563		49.71		388,521		34.66		333,629		69.35		636,931

				5/20/14		1,872.83		56.36		482,529		47.34		375,385		33.77		574,360		67.52		859,095

				5/13/14		1,897.45		57.5		543,789		49.27		452,148		33.69		415,751		67.89		705,444

				5/6/14		1,867.72		57.54		691,522		48.76		800,519		34.46		480,079		67.19		1,609,720

				4/29/14		1,878.33		59.07		555,941		47.29		870,711		33.94		403,627		69.71		820,781

				4/22/14		1,879.55		60.37		368,398		44.52		522,083		32.49		327,801		69.54		1,001,721

				4/15/14		1,842.98		59.97		562,058		44.43		656,498		31.54		333,322		68.41		1,366,267

				4/8/14		1,851.96		61.83		775,957		46.57		836,013		32.68		592,782		68.46		2,230,962

				4/1/14		1,885.52		64		891,199		46.14		593,871		35.49		440,152		69.34		1,884,002

				3/25/14		1,865.62		63.2		621,900		44.13		468,378		33.09		502,642		68.61		1,165,312

				3/18/14		1,872.25		63.12		545,889		45.64		630,405		34.1		698,319		69.23		782,217

				3/11/14		1,867.63		62.55		472,511		46.59		819,670		33.61		809,523		68.69		962,002

				3/4/14		1,873.91		61.67		552,465		45.93		670,044		34.28		654,590		68.75		1,914,734

				2/25/14		1,845.12		60.29		569,205		46.14		623,865		33.05		360,132		66.95		2,016,550

				2/18/14		1,840.76		60.29		798,008		44.78		1,036,859		33.98		899,110		66.83		2,293,463

				2/11/14		1,819.75		57.49		657,899		42.53		719,818		32.4		2,326,607		64.33		2,067,338

				2/4/14		1,755.20		53.92		812,516		42.2		821,091		30.41		502,043		62.74		1,168,824

				1/28/14		1,792.50		53.74		501,089		44.94		344,581		32.88		381,363		64.32		1,251,071

				1/21/14		1,843.80		55.29		334,155		46.32		397,225		34.01		599,207		65.24		1,661,763

				1/14/14		1,838.88		54.68		455,579		47.12		797,452		32.84		836,245		64.97		1,298,502

				1/7/14		1,837.88		53.14		492,759		46.58		688,837		35.29		668,343		65.2		1,853,295

				12/31/13		1,848.36		53.38		372,986		45.55		226,087		35.52		226,960		63.37		680,509

				12/24/13		1,833.32		52.88		797,840		45.43		449,367		34.75		808,738		63.25		1,492,039

				12/17/13		1,781.00		52.66		737,878		45.66		344,846		32.48		587,535		60.22		2,195,144

				12/10/13		1,802.62		55.69		428,398		47.04		568,212		31.95		504,055		61.44		3,146,121

				12/3/13		1,795.15		55.5		277,184		46.9		344,014		29.27		479,823		58.5		1,632,573

				11/26/13		1,802.75		55.32		678,879		46.61		304,530		28.94		374,840		60.58		3,901,116

				11/19/13		1,787.87		54.07		616,196		45.09		276,501		27.7		654,867		58.3		2,891,654

				11/12/13		1,767.69		54.81		517,308		45.7		470,393		28.34		287,096		58.43		3,431,209

				11/5/13		1,762.97		54.38		626,463		43.42		443,913		29.22		224,037		56.53		1,404,196

				10/29/13		1,771.95		53.32		503,340		43.56		685,962		29.18		188,913		56.49		1,349,974

				10/22/13		1,754.67		53.9		419,227		45.36		738,402		29.1		342,429		56.78		1,174,794

				10/15/13		1,698.06		52.41		469,218		41.22		424,725		28.12		408,824		57.18		941,341

				10/8/13		1,655.45		50.21		330,821		39.88		702,729		28.91		923,073		57.51		1,110,963

				10/1/13		1,695.00		50.71		409,512		38.86		443,985		26.21		1,139,463		57.77		935,101

				9/24/13		1,697.42		49.83		378,911		37.48		400,403		26.84		728,805		57.6		1,589,895

				9/17/13		1,704.76		51.4		384,064		37.83		553,245		27.99		527,878		59.1		1,601,851

				9/10/13		1,683.99		49.83		403,773		39.14		398,465		27.14		535,607		55.81		1,281,616

				9/3/13		1,639.77		48.96		521,870		38.62		511,859		26.7		539,681		54.3		1,331,183

				8/27/13		1,630.48		49		280,749		39.06		583,024		26.07		378,673		54.37		1,377,486

				8/20/13		1,652.35		49.15		288,066		39.54		471,292		25.25		6,201,705		55.98		1,518,266

				8/13/13		1,694.16		49.24		238,120		40.34		359,204						57.33		2,195,780

				8/6/13		1,697.37		49.06		461,296		40.09		663,116						58.17		1,614,332

				7/30/13		1,685.96		48.71		352,490		38.83		545,633						58.13		1,109,346

				7/23/13		1,692.39		48.19		279,641		39.6		552,985						59.21		1,664,535

				7/16/13		1,676.26		47.49		325,556		40.44		438,782						58.98		2,163,316

				7/9/13		1,652.32		46.63		347,180		39.5		880,803						58		2,550,916

				7/2/13		1,614.08		46.27		587,940		39.34		1,553,680						57		3,285,240

				6/25/13		1,588.03		44.57		593,947		40		1,120,821						60.98		1,523,385

				6/18/13		1,651.81		46.14		318,884		42.01		632,752						64.75		1,062,411

				6/11/13		1,626.13		46		343,806		39.79		340,070						64.71		1,340,039

				6/4/13		1,631.38		46.09		493,101		38.99		426,281						62.48		1,072,349

				5/28/13		1,660.06		46.6		528,342		39.18		301,613						63.74		1,062,197

				5/21/13		1,669.16		46.7		456,040		38.63		419,097						63.31		999,211

				5/14/13		1,650.34		45.61		266,010		38.07		345,584						65.46		2,551,017

				5/7/13		1,625.96		44.31		717,298		37.39		540,520						58.78		3,209,240

				4/30/13		1,597.57		44.37		437,556		37.28		525,257						59.33		1,605,808

				4/23/13		1,578.78		43.47		430,519		37.15		963,740						61.51		1,077,573

				4/16/13		1,574.57		42.91		442,357		38.09		789,748						63.25		1,082,149

				4/9/13		1,568.61		43.19		617,282		37.78		652,560						62.86		1,534,579

				4/2/13		1,570.25		44.32		559,716		36.54		477,427						63.6		2,131,944

				3/26/13		1,563.77		44.2		511,879		36.97		703,897						59.16		1,219,051

				3/19/13		1,548.34		43.08		416,397		34.02		376,050						58.94		1,395,251

				3/12/13		1,552.48		43.23		309,306		34.98		606,325						58.68		1,961,089

				3/5/13		1,539.79		42.93		549,510		34.92		634,147						61.68		1,888,781

				2/26/13		1,496.94		42.74		401,574		32.75		577,476						58.11		1,509,787

				2/19/13		1,530.94		44.05		597,656		33.26		672,807						57.95		2,014,534

				2/12/13		1,519.43		43.45		596,647		33.15		1,902,871						59.22		1,170,676

				2/5/13		1,511.29		42.47		749,565		33.74		646,818						58.29		1,382,985

				1/29/13		1,507.84		43.51		662,012		34.03		712,999						57.49		1,006,537

				1/22/13		1,492.56		43.26		726,408		32.45		525,086						57.36		1,461,366

				1/15/13		1,472.34		42.59		619,332		31.65		660,808						55.16		1,348,554

				1/8/13		1,457.15		41.13		1,473,457		30.64		629,733						54.84		1,902,989

				12/31/12		1,426.19		39.76		605,917		28.77		336,682						55.27		1,206,248

				12/24/12		1,426.66		40.53		865,889		28.87		1,577,867						55.6		1,800,490

				12/18/12		1,446.79		40.49		792,022		29.98		653,721						55.34		1,786,634

				12/11/12		1,427.84		39.4		940,500		28.22		213,550						53.77		3,322,359

				12/4/12		1,407.05		40.03		619,158		28.29		265,632						53.07		4,539,952

				11/27/12		1,398.94		38.93		606,693		26.99		226,196						54.65		3,392,239

				11/20/12		1,387.81		38.43		868,878		26.77		291,287						56.74		1,852,287

				11/13/12		1,374.53		37.69		960,751		27.66		459,917						56.31		1,734,402

				11/6/12		1,428.39		37.99		1,268,956		28.67		828,187						57.49		1,848,803

				10/26/12		1,411.94		34.25		1,025,597		25.6		537,210						55.51		1,660,971

				10/23/12		1,413.11		34.89		629,456		26.01		282,146						55.69		1,627,101

				10/16/12		1,454.92		35.4		466,654		27.18		360,713						54.94		1,842,684

				10/9/12		1,441.48		36.01		565,571		26.82		526,074						53.91		1,722,076

				10/2/12		1,445.75		36.77		609,393		27.39		609,092						52.06		1,642,452

				9/25/12		1,441.59		37.26		841,187		26.99		374,145						50.15		1,892,193

				9/18/12		1,459.32		37.65		728,843		28.48		1,252,599						49.76		1,388,847

				9/11/12		1,433.56		36.31		507,474		29.36		292,724						48.8		2,221,705

				9/4/12		1,404.94		35.35		455,118		28.79		168,841						48.82		814,965

				8/28/12		1,409.30		34.46		540,744		28.14		186,364						48.75		1,015,366

				8/21/12		1,413.17		34.44		635,409		28.14		205,966						48.01		1,109,426

				8/14/12		1,403.93		34.68		468,155		28.05		285,086						48.94		1,246,990

				8/7/12		1,401.35		34.5		809,293		28.29		505,445						48.5		1,515,571

				7/31/12		1,379.32		33.07		865,116		26.7		763,916						49.21		1,349,479

				7/24/12		1,338.31		30.66		1,549,500		25.91		575,410						47.4		1,309,068

				7/17/12		1,363.67		33.37		652,972		26.37		446,518						49.79		1,141,376

				7/10/12		1,341.47		33.81		600,834		25.04		470,124						48.37		924,006

				7/3/12		1,374.02		34.5		880,613		24.99		1,800,994						48.86		1,541,648

				6/26/12		1,319.99		32.69		1,005,489		23.33		220,150						47.03		2,128,308

				6/19/12		1,357.98		32.07		526,758		23.22		173,616						46.77		1,845,670

				6/12/12		1,324.18		31.54		524,879		22.28		221,730						42.98		1,989,055

				6/5/12		1,285.50		30.82		873,403		22.57		189,251						41.28		1,801,911

				5/29/12		1,332.42		31.14		1,117,766		22.82		81,066						41.35		2,909,743

				5/22/12		1,316.63		31.86		958,362		22.31		147,545						40.13		4,662,314

				5/15/12		1,330.66		31.94		2,286,598		23.12		131,914						41.12		2,624,498

				5/8/12		1,363.72		32.59		1,832,241		22.38		271,409						42.72		2,100,692

				5/1/12		1,405.82		34.97		654,745		21.3		201,989						44.82		1,245,896

				4/24/12		1,371.97		34.87		538,143		20.95		238,580						43.2		1,008,447

				4/17/12		1,390.78		35.51		533,242		20.78		142,124						43.33		1,063,190

				4/10/12		1,358.59		35.23		1,027,212		20.14		180,899						42.38		2,179,472

				4/3/12		1,413.38		36.98		553,997		20.4		292,746						44.71		1,182,016

				3/27/12		1,412.52		37.31		445,893		21		240,158						44.29		927,476

				3/20/12		1,405.52		37.32		453,942		21.18		221,078						43.78		993,561

				3/13/12		1,395.95		37.42		576,808		21.79		138,435						43.59		1,586,777

				3/6/12		1,343.36		35.26		849,744		21.22		205,238						42.93		1,270,420

				2/28/12		1,372.18		37.28		721,670		21.25		181,412						43.38		1,502,212

				2/21/12		1,362.21		37.34		612,207		20.99		271,521						43		1,968,632

				2/14/12		1,350.50		36.85		752,002		21.3		220,814						42.38		1,491,765

				2/7/12		1,347.05		35.85		977,797		21.3		265,464						41.9		1,384,745

				1/31/12		1,312.41		35.61		504,401		20.6		347,882						40.91		1,145,706

				1/24/12		1,314.65		35.63		606,013		20.77		209,540						40.44		1,257,350

				1/17/12		1,293.67		34.5		593,883		20.34		307,544						39.37		920,180

				1/10/12		1,292.08		35.04		676,694		21.23		373,601						39.31		937,084

				1/3/12		1,277.06		35.34		675,733		22.5		113,729						38.57		578,638

				12/27/11		1,265.43		35.64		422,388		22.71		186,213						38.21		789,517

				12/20/11		1,241.30		34		779,818		21.9		189,269						37.34		1,178,971

				12/13/11		1,225.73		32.19		607,990		21.21		136,784						36.38		1,180,366

				12/6/11		1,258.47		34.01		731,976		21.49		231,570						37.83		1,971,162

				11/29/11		1,195.19		32.7		609,191		20.08		180,166						37.09		1,571,747

				11/22/11		1,188.04		32.88		396,362		18.85		107,904						36.52		2,026,719

				** Weekly closing values incomplete: missing one or more values.



				Calculator:

				Copyright (c) 2016 Pete Butler. All rights reserved.



				Web site:

				Copyright (c) 2016 Business Valuation Resources, LLC. All rights reserved.

				1000 SW Broadway, Suite 1200

				Portland, OR 97205

				(888) BUS-VALU, (503) 291-7963



				Disclaimer:

				This calculation is intended to provide basic information regarding the analysis of company-specific risk and the total cost of equity. Calculation results 

				provided should be supplemental only. The user must analyze the results to properly quantify company-specific risk for his or her

				subject company.  BVR is providing adjusted closing values as a service to the user.  BVR gets this data from a service provider 

				that makes no warranties as to its accuracy.  Users may want to verify with another source the accuracy of the adjusted closing 

				values displayed in the Calculator results.  Keep in mind, the data provided in this Calculator is adjusted for splits and not 

				adjusted for dividends.  As an alternative, the user may want to provide the data themselves.  Calculator results have been rounded.

				Pete Butler, Business Valuation Resources, LLC., their employees and staff make no representation, guarantee or 

				warranty express or implied, regarding the information and will bear no liability for the results or consequences of its use.
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DCF

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit B10 - Income Approach - Discounted Cash Flow Method

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



												Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Residual Period				Key Assumptions				Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				EBIT								201,835		188,340		231,196		263,099		278,215		319,791



				Tax Loss Carry Forward								0		0		0		0		0		0

				Taxable Income								201,835		188,340		231,196		263,099		278,215		319,791

				Less: Income Taxes								(49,768)		(46,440)		(57,008)		(64,874)		(68,601)		(78,853)				Estimated @ 24.7%

				Net Operating Profit After Tax								152,067		141,900		174,188		198,225		209,614		240,938



				Plus:  Depreciation/Amortization								70,030		97,048		68,229		50,892		50,892		25,000				Prior Depreciation Method

				Less:  Capital Expenditures								(25,000)		(25,000)		(25,000)		(25,000)		(25,000)		(25,000)

				(Increase)/decrease in NWC								(1,350)		(1,391)		(1,432)		(1,475)		(1,519)		(1,565)				Estimated at 3.4% of Revenue

				Free Cash Flow								195,747		212,557		215,985		222,642		233,987		239,373

												If valuing equity, account for NWC surplus/deficit change from balance sheet to yr 1 required



				Partial Period Adjustment Factor								0.00		Use only if Year 1 Represent current calendar year																Note, adjust for capex timing if not evenly spread throughout year

				Discounting Periods								0.00		0.50		1.50		2.50		3.50						Mid-year convention

				PV Factor				12.50%				1.0000		0.9428		0.8381		0.7449		0.6622

				PV of Free Cash Flow								0		200,401		181,007		165,854		154,938						PV Factor x Free Cash Flow



																		Residual Value Calculation

																		Residual Period Cash Flow				239,373				From Above

																		Divided by Capitalization Rate				10.50%				(WACC - long term growth rate)

				Present Value of Discrete Period Cash Flows								702,199						Indicated Residual Value				2,279,739

				Terminal Value								1,509,563						Present Value Factor				0.6622

				Indicated Value of Total Invested Capital								2,211,762						Present Value of Residual				1,509,563



				Footnotes
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Public Data

				[Practice Name]

				Exhibit C1 - Guideline Public Company Data

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



				Selected Financial Data (shown in $Millions)



						Name		Ticker		Credit Rating		TTM Revenue		TTM EBITDA		EBT		Income Taxes		EBITDA %		EBT%		Effective Tax Rate		Cash		Net Working Capital		NWC % of Revenue						Rev +1		Rev+2		EBITDA+1		EBITDA+2



						Addus HomeCare Corporation		ADUS		0		416.30		34.09		25.24		7.40		8.2%		6.1%		29.3%		45.69		96.44		23.2%						424.85		452.80		35.99		41.27

						Almost Family, Inc.		AFAM		0		749.77		42.57		24.63		7.58		5.7%		3.3%		30.8%		19.15		97.82		13.0%						808.62		848.48		68.07		79.18

						Amedisys, Inc.		AMED		0		1,471.81		120.77		66.30		22.94		8.2%		4.5%		34.6%		66.11		75.72		5.1%						1,524.21		1,625.06		142.92		164.00

						Chemed Corporation		CHE		NR		1,641.84		238.50		111.10		35.29		14.5%		6.8%		31.8%		18.87		(124.06)		-7.6%						1,662.65		1,727.58		266.06		278.78

						Civitas Solutions, Inc.		CIVI		NR		1,474.51		147.80		8.20		1.86		10.0%		0.6%		22.7%		7.30		38.06		2.6%						1,480.98		1,582.60		162.83		175.35

						LHC Group, Inc.		LHCG		0		1,003.77		93.71		78.22		27.09		9.3%		7.8%		34.6%		16.92		83.88		8.4%						1,045.83		1,139.79		96.57		108.56

						 		[add]		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 						 		 		 		 

						 		[add]		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 						 		 		 		 

						 		[add]		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 						 		 		 		 

																		Median		8.8%		5.3%		31.3%						6.8%

																						Selected Tax Rate		24.7%



				Public Company Ratios







																												Pricing Multiples

						Name		Ticker		Market Cap ($M)		Preferred Equity		Minority Interest		Total Debt		Total Capital (MVIC)		Debt-to-Equity (D/E)		Debt-to-Capital		Levered Beta (Bl)		Unlevered Beta (Bu)		MVIC to Revenue		MVIC to EBITDA



						Addus HomeCare Corporation		ADUS		400.22		- 0		0.00		43.78		444		10.9%		9.9%		0.99		0.92		1.07		13.02

						Almost Family, Inc.		AFAM		773.12		- 0		35.91		133.14		942		16.5%		14.1%		0.42		0.38		1.26		22.13

						Amedisys, Inc.		AMED		1,788.80		- 0		0.96		89.91		1,880		5.0%		4.8%		0.74		0.71		1.28		15.56

						Chemed Corporation		CHE		3,880.06		- 0		0.00		82.50		3,963		2.1%		2.1%		0.74		0.73		2.41		16.61

						Civitas Solutions, Inc.		CIVI		640.26		- 0		0.00		631.62		1,272		98.7%		49.7%		1.18		0.67		0.86		8.61

						LHC Group, Inc.		LHCG		1,119.59		- 0		70.61		119.35		1,310		10.0%		9.1%		0.29		0.28		1.30		13.97

						 		[add]		 		 		 		 		0		 		 		 		 		 		 

						 		[add]		 		 		 		 		0		 		 		 		 		 		 

						 		[add]		 		 		 		 		0		 		 		 		 		 		 

																		Average		10.5%		9.5%				0.69		1.36		14.99



																		Target Relevered Beta		17.6%		15.0%		0.79

						Footnotes:

						1) To unlever Beta; Bu = Bl / [1 + (D/E) x (1-T)].   To relever Beta using market inputs; Bl = Bu x [ 1 + (D/E) x ( 1 - T )]

						2) Company data as of Oct 30, 2017
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Guideline Companies





						Health Care Entity Example																				Analyst Notes / Comments		COPY AND PAST FROM WACC MODEL

						Exhibit C2 - Guideline Public Company Method

						PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



												Capitalization Data

						Company Name				Ticker		Market Capitalization ($M)		Total
Debt		Minority Interest		Preferred Equity		Cash & Short-Term Investments		Total Invested Capital

						Addus HomeCare Corporation				ADUS		$400		$44		-		-		$46		$444

						Almost Family, Inc.				AFAM		$773		$133		$36		-		$19		$942

						Amedisys, Inc.				AMED		$1,789		$90		$1		-		$66		$1,880

						Chemed Corporation				CHE		$3,880		$83		-		-		$19		$3,963

						Civitas Solutions, Inc.				CIVI		$640		$632		-		-		$7		$1,272

						LHC Group, Inc.				LHCG		$1,120		$119		$71		-		$17		$1,310

						 				[add]		 		 		 		 		 		N/A

						 				[add]		 		 		 		 		 		N/A

						 				[add]		 		 		 		 		 		N/A

												Operating Revenue						Operating EBITDA

						Company Name				Ticker		TTM
Revenue		FY + 1
Revenue		FY + 2
Revenue		TTM
EBITDA		FY + 1
EBITDA		FY + 2
EBITDA

						Addus HomeCare Corporation				ADUS		$416		$425		$453		$34		$36		$41

						Almost Family, Inc.				AFAM		$750		$809		$848		$43		$68		$79

						Amedisys, Inc.				AMED		$1,472		$1,524		$1,625		$121		$143		$164

						Chemed Corporation				CHE		$1,642		$1,663		$1,728		$238		$266		$279

						Civitas Solutions, Inc.				CIVI		$1,475		$1,481		$1,583		$148		$163		$175

						LHC Group, Inc.				LHCG		$1,004		$1,046		$1,140		$94		$97		$109

						 				[add]		 		 		 		 		 		 

						 				[add]		 		 		 		 		 		 

						 				[add]		 		 		 		 		 		 

												Implied Multiples

						Company Name				Ticker		TTM
Revenue		FY + 1
Revenue		FY + 2
Revenue		TTM
EBITDA		FY + 1
EBITDA		FY + 2
EBITDA

						Addus HomeCare Corporation				ADUS		1.1x		1.0x		1.0x		13.0x		12.3x		10.8x

						Almost Family, Inc.				AFAM		1.3x		1.2x		1.1x		22.1x		13.8x		11.9x

						Amedisys, Inc.				AMED		1.3x		1.2x		1.2x		15.6x		13.2x		11.5x

						Chemed Corporation				CHE		2.4x		2.4x		2.3x		16.6x		14.9x		14.2x

						Civitas Solutions, Inc.				CIVI		0.9x		0.9x		0.8x		8.6x		7.8x		7.3x

						LHC Group, Inc.				LHCG		1.3x		1.3x		1.1x		14.0x		13.6x		12.1x

						 				[add]		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

						 				[add]		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

						 				[add]		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a

																		 

										25th Percentile		1.1 x		1.1 x		1.0 x		13.3 x		12.5 x		10.9 x

										Mean:		1.4 x		1.3 x		1.2 x		15.0 x		12.6 x		11.3 x

										Median:		1.3 x		1.2 x		1.1 x		14.8 x		13.4 x		11.7 x

										75th Percentile		1.3 x		1.2 x		1.2 x		16.4 x		13.8 x		12.0 x



						Application to Health Care Entity Example						TTM
Revenue		FY + 1
Revenue		FY + 2
Revenue		TTM
EBITDA		FY + 1
EBITDA		FY + 2
EBITDA



						Applicable Earning Measure for Health Care Entity Example						1,325,000		1,364,750		1,405,693		258,837		271,865		285,388



						Selected Multiple						0.0 x		0.0 x		0.0 x		0.0 x		0.0 x		0.0 x

						Indicated Value of Total Invested Capital						0		0		0		0		0		0

																												CONFIRM 100%

						Weighting						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						0.0%

						Indicated Value of Total Invested Capital						0



						Footnotes

						(1) Source: Capital IQ as of Oct 30, 2017

						(2) Total Invested Capital ("TIC") is defined as market capitalization(equity) plus Interest-bearing debt, minority interest and preferred equity.
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Irving Levin

						Health Care Entity Example

						Exhibit C3 - Private Transaction Data - Irving Levin

						PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



						Acquisition Multiples:  [Entity Type]

								Enterprise Value / 
Revenue		Enterprise Value / 
EBITDA



						Median		1.66x		7.00x

						Mean		1.84x		7.93x

						25th Percentile		1.17x		5.73x

						75th Percentile		2.27x		9.06x

						High 		3.80x		14.00x

						Low		0.45x		4.27x

						Number of Observations		8		11



						Source: Irving Levin Associates' Database and proprietary information.



						Application to Health Care Entity Example



						Applicable Earning Measure for Health Care Entity Example		1,325,000		258,837



						Selected Multiple		1.00x		5.00x

						Indicated Value of Total Invested Capital		1325000		1294186.25



						Weighting		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						Indicated Value of Total Invested Capital		0



						Footnotes:
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Pratts

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit C4 - Private Transaction Data - Pratts Stats

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE

												Pull Data from BVMarket Data - Paste at bottom of Page

				Date		Company Name		Target Description		Location		Entity Type		Sale Type		MVIC Price		Curr Assets Acquired		Liab Assumed		Real Estate		Employ Agr?		Non-Compete		No. Employees		Revenue		EBITDA		Price/Rev		Price/EBITDA



				03/31/16		0		Doctor's Office		CT		PC		Stock		$650,000		$0		$0		No		Yes		25 mile radius		N/A		$1,485,969		($1,078)		0.44		Neg.

				11/20/15		0		Medical MD Practice		FL		S Corporation		Asset		$355,000		$0		$0		No		No		25 mile radius.		5		$551,293		$76,176		0.64		4.66

				11/17/15		0		Medical MD Practice		FL		Sole Proprietorship		Asset		$48,000		$1,000		$0		No		No		20 mile radius.		1		$165,507		$63,147		0.29		0.76

				04/30/15		0		Medical MD Practice		FL		S Corporation		Asset		$75,000		$1,000		$0		No		Yes		5 miles radius		N/A		$231,486		($2,153)		0.32		Neg.

				11/03/14		0		Medical MD Practice		FL		LLC		Asset		$590,000		$1,000		$0		No		Yes		N/A		16		$1,302,300		$17,054		0.45		34.60

				09/02/14		0		Medical MD Practice		FL		S Corporation		Asset		$60,000		$0		$0		No		Yes		100 miles radius		2		$405,528		$14,264		0.15		4.21

				04/01/14		0		Internal Medicine Practice		FL		Sole Proprietorship		Asset		$275,000		$4,500		$0		No		Yes		20 mile radius.		6		$739,895		$140,214		0.37		1.96

				12/12/13		0		Family Practice Clinic		FL		Sole Proprietorship		Asset		$40,000		$0		$0		No		Yes		30 mile radius.		3		$246,716		$138,393		0.16		0.29

				10/31/13		0		Internal Medicine Practice		FL		S Corporation		Asset		$400,000		$0		$0		No		Yes		50 mile radius.		N/A		$1,086,008		$66,548		0.37		6.01

				10/31/13		0		Internal Medicine Practice		FL		S Corporation		Asset		$400,000		$0		$0		No		Yes		50 mile radius.		21		$1,086,008		$66,548		0.37		6.01

				02/11/13		0		Medical Practice		FL		C Corporation		Asset		$1,300,000		$100,000		$0		No		Yes		100 mile radius.		20		$2,679,087		$122,475		0.49		10.61

				12/27/12		0		Medical Clinic		FL		S Corporation		Asset		$200,000		$100,000		$0		No		Yes		20 mile radius.		3		$590,649		$70,644		0.34		2.83

				03/02/12		0		General Medical Practice		FL		S Corporation		Asset		$165,000		$0		$0		No		Yes		25 mile radius.		2		$435,057		$238,879		0.38		0.69

				01/25/12		0		General Medical Clinic		FL		S Corporation		Asset		$540,000		$25,000		$0		Yes		Yes		100 mile radius.		N/A		$436,646		$33,656		1.24		16.04

				Insert additional Rows above this line as needed



				**Source:  BV Market Data - Pratts Stats																												1st Quartile		0.33		1.66

																																Median		0.37		4.43

																																Average		0.43		7.39

																																3rd Quartile		0.45		7.16

																																Selected 		- 0		- 0

				Application to Health Care Entity Example								Financial Metric				Selected Range of Multiples								Indication of Value (MVIC)

												Revenue				Low		High						Low		High		Weighting				Rational for Selected Weighting

								Adj 2017				$1,325,000				0.00		0.00						$0		$0		0.0%

								Adj. Annualized '18				$0				0.00		0.00						$0		$0		0.0%

								Normalized Base Year ("NBY")				$1,325,000				0.00		0.00						$0		$0		50.0%



												EBITDA

								Adj 2017				$258,837				0.00		0.00						$0		$0		0.0%

								Adj. Annualized '18				$0				0.00		0.00						$0		$0		0.0%

								Normalized Base Year ("NBY")				$258,837				0.00		0.00						$0		$0		50.0%



								Indicated Value of Total Invested Capital																$0		$0

																																Comments regarding Adjustments

								Less:  Assets not Acquired																0		0

								Plus:  Assets not Included in Comps																0		0

								Less:  Assumed Liabilities																0		0

								Indicated FMV of Acquired Net Assets																$0		$0





		DATA BASE RAW DATA								PASTE FROM PRATTS STATS



		TransactionId		TargetSIC1		TargetSIC2		TargetSIC3		TargetSICGeneral		TargetNAICS1		TargetNAICS2		TargetNAICS3		TargetNAICSGeneral		TargetName		TargetBusinessDescription		TargetStructure		Franchise		DevelopmentStageCompany		RealEstateAcquired		TargetAge		TargetEmployeeCount		TargetCountry		TargetCity		TargetState		TargetRegion		AcquirerSIC		AcquirerType		AcquirerName		AcquirerCIK		AcquirerLink		AcquirerStreet1		AcquirerStreet2		AcquirerCountry		AcquirerCity		AcquirerState		AcquirerZipCode		LatestFullYearIncome		RestatedIncome		IncomeStatementDate		NetSales		CostOfGoodsSold		GrossProfit		Rent		OwnersCompensation		OtherOperatingExpenses		DepreciationAmortization		TotalOperatingExpenses		OperatingProfit		InterestExpense		InterestIncome		OtherNonOperatingExpenses		OtherNonOperatingIncome		EarningsBeforeTaxes		TaxExpense		TaxBenefit		NetIncome		TargetEBITDA		TargetEBIT		DiscretionaryEarnings		BalanceSheetDate		CashAndEquivalents		AccountsReceivable		Inventory		OtherCurrentAssets		TotalCurrentAssets		FixedAssets		RealEstate		TotalIntangibles		OtherNonCurrentAssets		TotalAssets		CurrentLiabilities		LongTermLiabilities		TotalLiabilities		StockholdersEquity		PurchasePriceAllocationDate		CashAndEquivalentsPPA		AccountsReceivablePPA		InventoryPPA		OtherCurrentAssetsPPA		TotalCurrentAssetsPPA		FixedAssetsPPA		RealEstatePPA		CustomerRelationshipsListsPPA		BacklogPPA		DevelopedExistingTechnologyPPA		InProcessRandDPPA		TradeNamesTradeMarksPPA		NonCompeteAgreementsPPA		OtherIntangiblesPPA		TotalIdentifiableIntangiblesPPA		GoodwillPPA		TotalIntangiblesPPA		OtherNonCurrentAssetsPPA		TotalAssetsPPA		InterestBearingLiabilitiesPPA		TotalLiabilitiesPPA		SaleInitiationDate		SaleDate		DaysToSell		AskPrice		MVICPrice		DebtAssumed		AmountDown		TransactionCosts		AmountSellerFinanced		AcquirerNotePaid		AcquirerPersonalGuarantee		TransactionType		DealTerms		AssumedLease		RenewalOption		LeaseLength		LeaseTerms		NonCompete		NonCompeteLength		NonCompeteDescription		EmploymentAgreement		EmploymentAgreementValue		EmploymentAgreementDescription		Notes		TargetGrossCashFlow		BookValueInvestedCapital		MVICToSales		MVICToGrossProfit		MVICToEBITDA		MVICToEBIT		MVICToDiscretionaryEarnings		MVICToBookValueInvestedCapital		NetIncomeToSales		OperatingProfitToSales		GrossProfitToSales		ReturnOnAssets		ReturnOnEquity		CurrentRatio		QuickRatio		EBITToInterestExpense		LongTermDebtToTotalAssets		LongTermDebtToTotalEquity		SalesToTotalAssets		SalesToFixedAssets		SalesToInventory		LiveDate		FilingDate8k		FilingDate8ka		OtherFilingType		OtherFilingDate		Source		ContributorId		ContributorCompany		ContributorName		ContributorCity		ContributorState		InCanadianDollars

		34941		8011						80		621111						621				Doctor's Office		PC		No		No		No						United States		Willimatic		CT		New England				Private												United States								Yes		No		12/31/15		$1,485,969		$532,042		$953,927		$34,858		$437,587		$482,560		$0		$955,005		($1,078)		$0		$0		$0		$0		($1,078)		$0		$0		($1,078)		($1,078)		($1,078)		$436,509																																																																														3/31/16						$650,000		$0		$650,000				$0		No		No		Stock		Consideration: Cash payment $650,000.		Yes		Yes		33				Yes		60		25 mile radius		Yes		$12,000		3 months up to 40 hours a week.				($1,078)				0.44		0.68						1.49				0		0		0.64																						5/11/16										Other		1760		Touchstone Advisors, LLC		Rich, Jeff		Enfield		CT		No

		34651		8011						80		621111						621				Medical MD Practice		S Corporation		No		No		No		30		5		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/13		$551,293		$0		$551,293		$48,000		$53,309		$373,808		$7,772		$482,889		$68,404		$0		$0		$0		$0		$68,404		$0		$0		$68,404		$76,176		$68,404		$129,485																																11/20/15		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$200,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$34,000		$34,000		$121,000		$155,000		$0		$355,000		$0		$0		7/31/14		11/20/15		477		$360,000		$355,000		$0		$355,000				$0		No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash payment in the amount of $355,000.		Yes		No				Rent is $4,000/month, the lease expires on 12/31/2015, the building is 4,000 sq ft.		Yes		36		25 mile radius.		No		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 4 weeks at no cost.		This transaction was submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida (BBF). The business was located in Pinellas county. The business owner worked 35 hours per week. The practice provides a variety of podiatry services.		$76,176				0.64		0.64		4.66		5.19		2.74				0.12		0.12		1																						4/1/16										BBF												No

		34616		8011						80		621111						621				Medical MD Practice		Sole Proprietorship		No		No		No		40		1		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/14		$165,507		$2,066		$163,441		$14,400		$0		$85,894		$0		$100,294		$63,147		$0		$0		$0		$0		$63,147		$0		$0		$63,147		$63,147		$63,147		$63,147																																11/17/15		$0		$0		$1,000		$0		$1,000		$10,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$30,000		$30,000		$7,000		$37,000		$0		$48,000		$0		$0		10/14/15		11/17/15		34		$65,000		$48,000		$0		$48,000				$0		No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash payment in the amount of $48,000.		Yes		No				Rent is $1,200/month, the lease expires on 1/1/2020, the building is 1,000 sq ft.		Yes		36		20 mile radius.		No		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 2 weeks at no cost.		This transaction was submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida (BBF). The business was located in Orange county. The business owner worked 20 hours per week.		$63,147				0.29		0.29		0.76		0.76		0.76				0.38		0.38		0.99																						4/1/16										BBF												No

		33981		8011						80		621111						621				Medical MD Practice		S Corporation		No		No		No		15		0		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/14		$231,486		$0		$231,486		$22,800		$79,200				$0		$233,639		($2,153)		$2,129		$0				$0		($5,793)		$0		$0		($5,793)		($2,153)		($2,153)		$77,047																																4/30/15		$0		$0		$1,000		$0		$1,000		$30,000		$0																				$44,000		$0		$75,000		$0		$0		2/24/15		4/30/15		65		$125,000		$75,000		$0		$75,000				$0		No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash in the amount of $75,000.		Yes		Yes				Rent is $1,900/month, the lease expires on 12/1/2015, the building is 1,200 sq ft.		Yes		36		5 miles radius		Yes		$0		2 week transition training		Transaction submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida BBF. 
This business was sold in Pinellas county.
Extra Comments: Cash (40%) and Medicare (60%). 3 exam rooms, lab, private Dr Office. Part time Nurse, Medical Assistant & FT Scheduler / MGR on staff. 500+ active charts last 12 months.		($5,793)				0.32		0.32						0.97				-0.03		-0.01		1		-0.08								-1.01						3.09		7.72		231.49		9/16/15										BBF												No

		32808		8011						80		621111						621				Medical MD Practice		LLC		No		No		No		21		16		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/13		$1,302,300		($1,880)		$1,304,180		$69,996		$130,000				$6,468		$1,293,594		$10,586		$0		$0		($20,000)		$0		$30,586		$0		$0		$30,586		$17,054		$10,586		$147,054																																11/3/14		$0		$0		$1,000		$0		$1,000		$300,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$289,000		$289,000		$0		$590,000		$0		$0		3/10/14		11/3/14		238		$715,000		$590,000		$0		$235,000				$355,000		Yes		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash in the amount of $235,000 and a Seller note in the amount of $355,000 for 60 months at 6% with a monthly payment of $6,863.14.		Yes		Yes		27		nego		Yes		36				Yes		$0		Employment/Consulting agreement included transition training of 4 months.		Transaction submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida, BBF.
This business was sold in Duval county.		$37,054				0.45		0.45		34.6		55.73		4.01				0.02		0.01		1		0.05														2.21		4.34		1302.3		1/29/15										BBF												No

		32807		8011						80		621111						621				Medical MD Practice		S Corporation		No		No		No		30		2		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/13		$405,528		$50,807		$354,721		$49,200		$136,640				$0		$340,457		$14,264		$4,655		$0		$19,295		$0		($9,686)		$0		$0		($9,686)		$14,264		$14,264		$150,904																																9/2/14		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$5,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$55,000		$55,000		$0		$60,000		$0		$0		4/9/14		9/2/14		146		$260,000		$60,000		$0		$60,000				$0		No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash in the amount of $60,000.		Yes		Yes				negotaible		Yes		60		100 miles radius		Yes		$0		Employment/Consulting agreement included transition training of 4 months.		Transaction submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida, BBF.
This business was sold in Orange county.		($9,686)				0.15		0.17		4.21		4.21		0.4				-0.02		0.04		0.87		-0.16								3.06						6.76		81.11				1/29/15										BBF												No

		31580		8011						80		621111						621				Internal Medicine Practice		Sole Proprietorship		No		No		No		11		6		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/12		$739,895		$0		$739,895		$75,804		$59,042		$464,835		$4,821		$604,502		$135,393		$8,634		$0		$0		$0		$126,759		$0		$0		$126,759		$140,214		$135,393		$199,256																																4/1/14		$0		$0		$4,500						$40,000																				$230,500		$230,500		$0		$275,000						10/1/13		4/1/14		182		$300,000		$275,000		$0		$200,000				$75,000		Yes		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash payment in the amount of $200,000 and a promissory note in the amount of $75,000.		No		No				Rent is $6,317 a month, the lease expires on 9/26/2014, the space is 2,010 sq. ft.		Yes		24		20 mile radius.		Yes		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 2 months at no cost.		This transaction was submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida (BBF). The sold business was located in Flagler county.		$131,580				0.37		0.37		1.96		2.03		1.38				0.17		0.18		1		0.46								15.68						2.69		18.5		164.42		6/30/14										BBF												No

		31584		8011						80		621111						621				Family Practice Clinic		Sole Proprietorship		No		No		No		30		3		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/12		$246,716		$0		$246,716		$22,200		$0		$86,123		$0		$108,323		$138,393		$0		$0		$0		$0		$138,393		$0		$0		$138,393		$138,393		$138,393		$138,393																																12/12/13		$0		$0		$0						$1,000																				$39,000		$39,000		$0		$40,000						10/22/13		12/12/13		51		$79,000		$40,000		$0		$25,000				$15,000		Yes		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash payment in the amount of $25,000 and a promissory note in the amount of $15,000 payable over 36 months at 7% interest.		No		Yes				Rent is $1,850 a month, the lease expires on 5/1/2013.		Yes		36		30 mile radius.		Yes		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 2 months at no cost.		This transaction was submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida (BBF). The sold business was located in Clay county.		$138,393				0.16		0.16		0.29		0.29		0.29				0.56		0.56		1		3.46														6.17		246.72				6/30/14										BBF												No

		30842		8011						80		621111						621				Internal Medicine Practice		S Corporation		No		No		No		35				United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/12		$1,086,008		$0		$1,086,008		$44,940		$126,839		$847,681		$0		$1,019,460		$66,548		$0		$0		$0		$0		$66,548		$0		$0		$66,548		$66,548		$66,548		$193,387																																10/31/13		$0		$0		$0						$5,003																						$394,997		$0		$400,000						1/22/13		10/31/13		282		$500,000		$400,000		$0		$400,000				$0		No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash payment in the amount of $400,000.		Yes		Yes				Rent is $3,745 per month, the lease expires on 5/1/2016, the building is 2,000 sq ft.		Yes		60		50 mile radius.		Yes		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 4 months at no cost.		This transaction was submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida (BBF). The sold business was located in Pinellas county.		$66,548				0.37		0.37		6.01		6.01		2.07				0.06		0.06		1																		217.07				1/10/14										BBF												No

		31517		8011						80		621111						621				Internal Medicine Practice		S Corporation		No		No		No		35		21		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/12		$1,086,008		$0		$1,086,008		$44,940		$126,839		$847,681		$0		$1,019,460		$66,548		$0		$0		$0		$0		$66,548		$0		$0		$66,548		$66,548		$66,548		$193,387																																10/31/13		$0		$0		$0						$5,003																				$394,997		$394,997		$0		$400,000						1/22/13		10/31/13		282		$500,000		$400,000		$0		$400,000				$0		No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash payment in the amount of $400,000.		No		Yes				Rent is $3,745 a month, the lease expires on 5/1/2016, the space is 2,000 sq. ft.		Yes		60		50 mile radius.		Yes		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 4 months at no cost.		This transaction was submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida (BBF). The sold business was located in Pinellas county.		$66,548				0.37		0.37		6.01		6.01		2.07				0.06		0.06		1		0.17														2.72		217.07				6/30/14										BBF												No

		29918		8011						80		621111						621				Medical Practice		C Corporation		No		No		No		24		20		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/11		$2,679,087		$1,011,097		$1,667,990		$116,208		$365,000		$1,064,307		$0		$1,545,515		$122,475		$0		$0		$0		$0		$122,475								$122,475		$122,475		$487,475																																2/11/13		$0		$100,000		$0						$150,000		$0																				$1,050,000				$1,300,000		$0		$0		9/11/12		2/11/13		153		$2,100,000		$1,300,000		$0		$1,300,000						No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash consideration in the amount of $1,300,000.		Yes		No				Rent is $9,684/month, the lease expires on 6/30/2013.		Yes		36		100 mile radius.		Yes		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 4 months at no cost to the buyer.		This transaction was submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida (BBF).						0.49		0.78		10.61		10.61		2.67						0.05		0.62																2.06		17.86				6/6/13										BBF												No

		29917		8011						80		621111						621				Medical Clinic		S Corporation		No		No		No		2		3		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/11		$590,649		$0		$590,649		$20,400		$0		$499,605		$0		$520,005		$70,644		$0		$0		$0		$0		$70,644		$0				$70,644		$70,644		$70,644		$70,644																																12/27/12		$0		$100,000		$0						$100,000		$0																				$0				$200,000		$0		$0		8/26/12		12/27/12		123				$200,000		$0		$200,000						No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash consideration in the amount of $200,000.		Yes		Yes				Rent is $1,700/month, the lease expires on 12/31/2012, the building is 950 sq ft.		Yes		60		20 mile radius.		Yes		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 3 months at no cost to the buyer.		This transaction was submitted by a member of the Business Brokers of Florida (BBF).		$70,644				0.34		0.34		2.83		2.83		2.83				0.12		0.12		1		0.35														2.95		5.91				6/6/13										BBF												No

		28809		8011						80		621111						621				General Medical Practice		S Corporation		No		No		No		2		2		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/10		$435,057		$80,615		$354,442				$0				$0		$115,563		$238,879		$0								$238,879		$0				$238,879		$238,879		$238,879		$238,879																																3/2/12		$0										$150,000																						$15,000				$165,000						9/8/11		3/2/12		176		$165,000		$165,000		$0		$165,000				$0		No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash payment of $165,000.		No		No				Monthly lease payments total $4,300 and the lease expires 07/01/2014.		Yes		60		25 mile radius.		Yes		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 2 months at no cost to the buyer.		This transaction was submitted by a Business Brokers of Florida (BBF) member. The business was a medical practice offering general medical, dermatologic, aesthetic, and weight loss programs. Centrally located with 500+ patients and contracts with all majo		$238,879				0.38		0.47		0.69		0.69		0.69				0.55		0.55		0.81																						9/6/12										BBF												No

		28807		8011						80		621111						621				General Medical Clinic		S Corporation		No		No		Yes		20		0		United States				FL		South Atlantic				Private																				Yes		No		12/31/09		$436,646		$0		$436,646				$20,000				$33,635		$436,625		$21		$0								$21		$0				$21		$33,656		$21		$53,656																																1/25/12		$0				$25,000																												$515,000				$540,000						6/21/10		1/25/12		583		$1,490,000		$540,000		$0		$540,000				$0		No		No		Asset		Consideration: Cash payment of $540,000.		No		No						Yes		60		100 mile radius.		Yes		$0		The seller will train the buyer for 1 month at no cost to the buyer.		This transaction was submitted by a Business Brokers of Florida (BBF) member.		$33,656				1.24		1.24		16.04		25714.29		10.06				0		0		1																						9/6/12										BBF												No
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VMG Transactions

								Health Care Entity Example

								Exhibit C5 - VMG Transaction Database

								PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								Merged & Acquired Acquisition Multiples:  Surgery Centers

										Enterprise Value / 
Revenue		Enterprise Value / 
EBITDA				Analyst Notes / Comments



								Median		0.63x		3.17x

								Mean		0.70x		3.76x

								25th Percentile		0.42x		2.79x

								75th Percentile		0.90x		3.95x

								High 		1.51x		14.91x

								Low		0.24x		1.67x

								Number of Observations		52		50



								Footnotes

								(1) Source: VMG Internal Database

								(2) Data set includes 30 control-level transactions of gastroenterology-only ASCs that occurred from 1/1/13 through 12/31/16.
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D - Cost Approach



				Exhibits				COST APPROACH ANALYSIS

				D				D - EXHIBITS
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Cost

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit D1 - Adjusted Net Assets Approach

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								2017		1/31/18		Adjustments		FMV		Comments						Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes



				ASSETS

				Cash and Equivalents				0		0				0

				Accounts Receivable				0		0				0

				Inventories				0		0				0

				Prepaid Expenses				0		0				0

				Other Current Assets				0		0				0

						Current Assets		0		0				0



				Buildings				0		0				0

				Furniture and Fixtures				0		0				0

				Medical Equipment				0		0				0

				*open*				0		0				0

				*open*				0		0				0

				*open*				0		0				0

				[Other]				0		0				0

						Gross Fixed Assets		0		0				0

						less: Accumulated Depreciation		0		0				0

						Net Fixed Assets		0		0				0



				[Long-Term Asset #1]				0		0				0

				[Long-Term Asset #2]				0		0				0

				[Long-Term Asset #3]				0		0				0

				[Long-Term Asset #4]				0		0				0

				[Long-Term Asset #5]				0		0				0



				Total Assets				0		0				0





				LIABILITIES

				Accounts Payable				0		0				0

				Accrued Expenses				0		0				0

				Current Portion of Long-term Debt				0		0				0

				[Other]				0		0				0

						Current Liabilities		0		0				0



				Long-term Debt				0		0				0

				Capital Lease Obligations				0		0				0

				*open*				0		0				0

				*open*				0		0				0

				[Other]				0		0				0

						Long-term Liabilities		0		0				0



				Total Liabilities				0		0				0



				Equity				0		0				0		= Assets minus Liabilities



				Indicated Value of Invested Capital				0		0				0		=Assets minus Cur. Liabilities						Change if not TIC



				TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY				0		0				0

						Variance to Assets		0		0				0
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Workforce

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit D4 - Workforce in Place

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



						Name		Specialty		Hire Date		Tenure		DOB		Age		Compensation		Benefits		FTE		Recruiting		Advertising		Interview		Relocation		Sign-on		Training		Training $		Obsolescence		Comments						Analyst Notes / Comments		Partner Review Notes

																		[1]		[2]				[3]		[4]		[5]		[6]		[7]		[8]				[9]

				PHYSICIANS																																				note:  Obsolescence should

						John Smith, MD		Family Medicine		1/1/10		8.0		1/1/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		4.0		70,000				be based on a number of factors

						John Smith, MD		Family Medicine		1/2/10		8.0		1/2/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		4.0		70,000				including age, health, skill, FTE status, 

						John Smith, MD		Family Medicine		1/3/10		8.0		1/3/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		4.0		70,000				turnover rates, and staffing levels,

						John Smith, MD		Family Medicine		1/4/10		8.0		1/4/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		4.0		70,000

						John Smith, MD		Family Medicine		1/5/10		8.0		1/5/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		4.0		70,000

						John Smith, MD		Family Medicine		1/6/10		8.0		1/6/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		4.0		70,000

						John Smith, MD		Family Medicine		1/7/10		8.0		1/7/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		4.0		70,000

						John Smith, MD		Family Medicine		1/8/10		8.0		1/8/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		4.0		70,000

						Total												1,480,000		200,000		8.0		200,000		12,000		20,000		80,000		160,000				560,000		0



																																				PHYSICIAN WORKFORCE		1,032,000

				MID-LEVEL PROVIDERS

						Name of person		Phys. Assistant		1/1/10		8.0		1/1/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		3.0		52,500

						Name of person		Nurse Practitioner		1/2/10		8.0		1/2/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		3.0		52,500













						Total												370,000		50,000		2.0		50,000		3,000		5,000		20,000		40,000				105,000		0



																																				MID-LEVEL WORKFORCE		223,000

				NURSING

						Name of person		LPN		1/1/10		8.0		1/1/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		2.0		35,000

						Name of person		RN		1/2/10		8.0		1/2/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		1,500		2,500		10,000		20,000		2.0		35,000













						Total												370,000		50,000		2.0		50,000		3,000		5,000		20,000		40,000				70,000		0



																																				NURSING WORKFORCE		188,000

				LAB / IMAGING

						Name of person		Family Medicine		1/1/10		8.0		1/1/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000										1.0		17,500















						Total												185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		0		0		0		0				17,500		0



																																				LAB/IMAGING WORKFORCE		42,500

				CLINICAL SUPPORT

						Name of person		Medical Assistant		1/1/10		8.0		1/1/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000										1.0		17,500















						Total												185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000		0		0		0		0				17,500		0



																																				CLINICAL SUPPORT WORKFORCE		42,500

				ADMINISTRATIVE

						Name of person		Administrator		1/1/10		8.0		1/1/60		58		185,000		25,000		1.0		25,000										0.5		8,750

						Name of person		Billing		1/2/10		8.0		1/2/60		58						1.0												0.5		0

						Name of person		Reception		1/3/10		8.0		1/3/60		58						1.0												0.5		0











						Total												185,000		25,000		3.0		25,000		0		0		0		0				8,750		0



																																				ADMINISTRATIVE WORKFORCE		33,750



																						9.0		TOTAL NON-PHYSICIAN WORKFORCE														529,750



																						17.0		TOTAL TRAINED AND ASSEMBLED WORKFORCE														1,561,750



				Footnotes:

						The 1996 IRS CPE text for physician practice valuation states, “The use of the cost approach is based on the premise that for a potential buyer to re-create the particular practice it has to hire and train a similar workforce; that hiring/training process has identifiable costs – for recruitment, orientation, training and lost salary – that form the basis of the valuation process.



				1)		Compensation estimated based on [list benchmark comp source by position or other sources used]

				2)		Benefits estimated based on [list assumption]

				3)		Recruiting costs estimated based on information found in recruitment surveys including [The Standard - Delta Companies, Merritt Hawkins, others].  Recruiting costs for non-clinical positions estimated at 10% of compensation.

				4)		Adverstising costs estimated based on [list assumption]

				5)		Interview costs include travel and other out of pocket expenses (as applicable) as well as soft costs associated with interviewer time and HR processing.  [List assumptions]

				6)		Relocation costs estimated based on recruitment survey data by position as well as Practice historical recruitement experience.

				7)		Sign on bonus estimated based on information found in recruitment surveys including [The Standard - Delta Companies, Merritt Hawkins, others].  Recruiting costs for non-clinical positions estimated at 10% of compensation.

				8)		Training costs based on inputs from Client and Practice experience for estimated staff inefficiency and staff redundancies associated with a normal ramp up period for new hires.  .  

				9)		Obsolscence estimated as follows [list assumptions used]





						Note:  The premise of the cost approach to value workforce in place, is that the buyer will avoid costs that would otherwise be incurred to train and assemble said workforce.  To the extent that the buyer anticipates paying for any of the cost components above, including sign-on bonuses, etc., the 

						inputs should be adjusted accordingly to remove costs that are not avoided.
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				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit E1 - Discount for Lack of Control

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



								Influence on Discount for Subject Interest

								Reduces Discount						N/A				Increases Discount				Score				Comments regarding selection

								-3.00%		-2.00%		-1.00%		0.00%		1.00%		2.00%		3.00%

						Management / Voting

						Appoint or Change Management										x						1.00%

						Appoint or Change Members of BOD										x						1.00%

						Change Articles or Bylaws										x						1.00%

						Determine Management Compensation										x						1.00%

						Set Own Compensation										x						1.00%

						Declare or Determine Distributions										x						1.00%

						Supermajority Provisions								x								0.00%

						Deadlock Provision														x		3.00%



						Product Offering / Strategy

						Set Operational or Strategic Policy				x												-2.00%

						Determine Product and Service Offerings				x												-2.00%

						Determine Markets and Locations to Serve				x												-2.00%

						Determine Customer Focus				x												-2.00%

						Select Suppliers, Vendors or Subcontractors								x								0.00%



						Transactional

						Acquire, Lease, or Sell Business Assets								x								0.00%

						Liquidate, Dissolve or Recapitalize Company										x						1.00%

						Negotiate / Consummate M&A Activity														x		3.00%

						Select and Enter Joint Ventures								x								0.00%

						Sell or Acquire Treasury Shares								x								0.00%

						Register Shares for IPO								x								0.00%

						Register Debt for Public Offering								x								0.00%

						Enter Into Licensing Agreements for IP								x								0.00%



						Approximate Discount for Lack of Control Based on Factors Above														5.0%



						Factset Mergerstat / BVR Control Premium Study		DO NOT USE THIS SECTION - OLD

																Book		%		Implied

						Company Description		Date		Rev $		EBITDA		EBITDA%		Value		Acquired		Discount						Comments



						NovaMed, Inc. - Owns and operates ambulatory surgery centers		5/4/11		$151.80		$42.37		28%		($12.27)		100		28.8%						[Update data set from BVMarket Data below]

						Continucare Corp. - Provides outpatient medical services		10/4/11		$324.20		$42.92		13%		$1.16		100		25.8%

						IntegraMed America, Inc. - Provides specialty healthcare services and operates specialized outpatient centers		9/20/12		$280.15		$17.33		6%		$2.62		100		19.3%

						LCA-Vision, Inc. - Provides laser vision correction services		5/12/14		$92.19		$0.56		1%		$0.99		100		25.5%

						Metropolitan Health Networks, Inc. - Provides healthcare services		12/21/12		$754.95		$87.03		12%		($5.18)		100		3.6%

						Odyssey HealthCare, Inc. - Provides health care services		8/17/10		$690.40		$87.44		13%		$53.94		100		28.6%

						Sun Healthcare Group, Inc. - Provides specialty healthcare services		12/3/12		$1,904.94		($231.00)		-12%		$6.03		100		30.1%

						Dialysis Corp. of America - Develops and operates outpatient kidney dialysis centers		6/3/10		$99.38		$12.45		13%		$2.28		100		42.0%

						Prospect Medical Holdings, Inc. - Owns and operates hospitals		12/15/10		$468.06		$56.16		12%		($110.23)		100		28.0%

						RehabCare Group, Inc. - Owns and operates acute care hospitals and outpatient facilities		6/1/11		$1,329.44		$165.42		12%		($7.51)		100		32.3%

						Vanguard Health Systems, Inc. - Owns and operates acute care hospitals and other medical facilities		10/1/13		$5,936.70		$556.40		9%		($7.23)		100		41.1%

						Health Management Associates, Inc. - Owns and operates general acute care hospitals and psychiatric hospitals		1/27/14		$5,868.31		$922.48		16%		$0.22		100		-16.5%

						Chindex International, Inc. - Provides healthcare services		9/29/14		$179.39		$13.09		7%		$9.17		100		28.5%

						Virtual Radiologic Corp. - Provides teleradiology services		7/12/10		$122.98		$21.20		17%		$66.82		100		24.7%

						NightHawk Radiology Holdings, Inc. - Provides radiology services for hospitals, clinics and imaging centers		12/22/10		$157.36		$24.51		16%		$26.75		100		50.0%

						The Center for Wound Healing, Inc. - Develops and manages comprehensive wound care centers		12/24/10		$28.84		$1.48		5%		($5.99)		100		58.3%

						Conmed Healthcare Management, Inc. - Provides correctional healthcare services		8/29/12		$75.06		$4.85		6%		$1.15		0		12.7%



						Approximate Range										24.7%				32.3%

						Median												28.5%



						Indicated Discount for Lack of Control based on the Above 														25.0%



						Concluded Discount for Lack of Control 														10.0%						Based on consideration of matrix and mkt

																										data.  More relevance given to matrix.









						PASTE RAW DATA FROM BVR HERE



		TransactionID		SICCodeGeneral		NAICSGeneral		AcquirorSICCodes		AcquirorNAICS		AcquirorName		AcquirorBusinessDescription		AcquirorStockExchange		AcquirorNation		TargetSICCodes		TargetNAICS		TargetName		TargetBusinessDescription		TargetStockExchange		TargetNation		2MonthPremium		1MonthPremium		1WeekPremium		1DayPremium		MergerstatControlPremium		TargetCUSIP		TargetTickerSymbol		UnaffectedPriceHC		AnnounceDayPriceHC		1DayPriceHC		1WeekPriceHC		1MonthPriceHC		2MonthPriceHC		NetSalesLTMUSD		EBITDACashFlowLTMUSD		EBITOperatingIncomeLTMUSD		NetIncomeLTMUSD		BVTargetCommonEquityUSD		TICUSD		BookValuePerShareUSD		CommonSharesOutstanding		OperatingProfitMargin		NetProfitMargin		ImpliedMVEUSD		PToSales		PToIncome		PToBookValue		TICToEBIT		TICToEBITDA		DateAnnounced		DateEffective		ValueDealUSD		DealCurrency		SharesAcquired		SharesHeldDateAnnounced		SharesHeldAfterAcquisition		PurchasePricePerShareUSD		PurchasePricePerShareHC		CommonSharesAcquired		HomeCurrencyExchangeRate		Attitude		Form		Consideration		TransactionPurpose		ImpliedMinorityDiscount

		11798		80		621		8011		621493		Surgery Partners Holdings LLC		Provides medical and surgical services				United States		8011		621493		NovaMed, Inc.		Owns and operates ambulatory surgery centers		NASDAQ		United States		0.197		0.139		0.042		0.026		0.404		66986W207		NOVA		$9.44		$13.19		$12.91		$12.72		$11.63		$11.07		$151.80		$42.37		$37.20		$21.99		($97.58)		$201.45		($12.27)		7.952		0.245		0.145		$105.36		0.694		4.793				5.415		4.755		1/21/11		5/4/11		$105.86		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$13.25		$13.25		7.989		1				Acq-GP		C,L		Strategic		0.288

		12000		80		621		8049		621111		Metropolitan Health Networks, Inc.		Provides healthcare services		NYSE		United States		8011		621112		Continucare Corp.		Provides outpatient medical services		NYSE		United States		0.267		0.333		0.526		0.347		0.347		212172100		CNU		$4.77		$6.25		$4.77		$4.21		$4.82		$5.07		$324.20		$42.92		$39.16		$24.93		$70.41		$389.48		$1.16		60.62		0.121		0.077		$389.48		1.201		15.625		5.532		9.946		9.075		6/27/11		10/4/11		$390.89		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$6.43		$6.43		60.838		1				Acq		C,S		Strategic		0.258

		12416		80		621		6799		523999		Power Corp. of Canada (Sagard Capital Partners Management Corp.)		Invests in the financial service and communications sectors		Toronto		Canada		8011		621111		IntegraMed America, Inc.		Provides specialty healthcare services and operates specialized outpatient centers		NASDAQ		United States		0.121		0.09		0.231		0.252		0.239		45810N302		INMD		$11.34		$11.34		$11.22		$11.41		$12.89		$12.53		$280.15		$17.33		$8.66		$4.95		$31.37		$178.24		$2.62		11.975		0.031		0.018		$168.25		0.601		33.983		5.364		20.582		10.285		6/10/12		9/20/12		$162.18		U.S. Dollar		96.3		3.7		100		$14.05		$14.05		11.543		1				Acq-GP		C		Financial		0.193

		13255		80		621		2844		325620		PhotoMedex, Inc.		Develops and manufactures skin care products and laser systems		NASDAQ		United States		8011		621111		LCA-Vision, Inc.		Provides laser vision correction services		NASDAQ		United States		0.608		0.27		0.291		0.343		0.343		501803308		LCAV		$4.00		$4.25		$4.00		$4.16		$4.23		$3.34		$92.19		$0.56		($1.49)		($1.37)		$19.13		$105.22		$0.99		19.248		-0.016		-0.015		$103.36		1.121				5.403						2/13/14		5/12/14		$103.40		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$5.37		$5.37		19.254		1				Acq		C		Strategic		0.255

		12550		80		621		6324		524114		Humana, Inc.		Offers health insurance coverage and related services		NYSE		United States		8049		621111		Metropolitan Health Networks, Inc.		Provides healthcare services		NYSE		United States		0.387		0.135		0.021		0.037		0.037		592142103		MDF		$10.85		$11.15		$10.85		$11.02		$9.91		$8.11		$754.95		$87.03		$70.55		$22.44		($224.05)		$784.62		($5.18)		43.263		0.093		0.03		$486.71		0.645		21.686				11.121		9.015		11/5/12		12/21/12		$497.82		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$11.25		$11.25		44.266		1				Acq		C		Strategic		0.036

		13159		80		621		2834		325412		Mallinckrodt PLC		Provides pharmaceutical products		NYSE		Ireland		8049		621340		Cadence Pharmaceuticals, Inc.		Develops biopharmaceutical products		NASDAQ		United States		0.578		0.361		0.306		0.265		0.265		12738T100		CADX		$11.07		$14.00		$11.07		$10.72		$10.29		$8.87		$112.56		($22.95)		($24.29)		($24.29)		$24.13		$1,243.39		$0.28		86.72		-0.216		-0.216		$1,214.08												2/11/14		3/19/14		$1,248.58		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$14.00		$14.00		89.184		1		Friendly		Acq-TO		C		Strategic		0.209

		11451		80		623		8082		621610		Gentiva Health Services, Inc.		Provides home healthcare services		Nasdaq		United States		8051		623110		Odyssey HealthCare, Inc.		Provides health care services		Nasdaq		United States		0.439		0.372		0.311		0.4		0.4		67611V101		ODSY		$19.29		$26.75		$19.29		$20.59		$19.68		$18.76		$690.40		$87.44		$80.12		$46.57		$53.94		$1,163.78		$53.94		38.895		0.116		0.067		$1,050.16		1.521		22.549				14.526		13.309		5/24/10		8/17/10		$909.50		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$27.00		$27.00		33.685		1				Acq		C		Strategic		0.286

		12510		80		623		6719		551112		FC-GEN Investment LLC (Genesis HealthCare Corp.)		Operates as a holding company				United States		8051		623110		Sun Healthcare Group, Inc.		Provides specialty healthcare services		NASDAQ		United States		0.269		0.728		0.458		0.431		0.431		8.6677E+104		SUNH		$5.94		$6.14		$5.94		$5.83		$4.92		$6.70		$1,904.94		($231.00)		($264.33)		($296.15)		$158.00		$312.26		$6.03		26.207		-0.139		-0.155		$222.76		0.117				1.41						6/20/12		12/3/12		$217.08		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$8.50		$8.50		25.539		1				Acq-GP		C		Strategic		0.301

		12659		80		623		6798		525990		Health Care REIT, Inc.		Operates as a real estate investment trust		NYSE		United States		8051		623110		Sunrise Senior Living, Inc.		Provides senior and assisted living services		NYSE		United States		1.051		1.057		0.739		0.624		0.624		86768K106		SRZ		$8.93		$14.26		$8.93		$8.34		$7.05		$7.07		$1,342.93		$78.77		$35.23		$4.39		$77.00		$1,331.29		$1.34		57.612		0.026		0.003		$835.37		0.62								16.9		8/22/12		1/9/13		$846.50		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$14.50		$14.50		58.379		1				Acq		C		Strategic		0.384

		12889		80		623		6771		523999		Tarrant Capital IP LLC (TPG Capital LP)		Alternative investment manager				United States		8051		623110		Assisted Living Concepts, Inc.		Provides home care facilities		NYSE		United States		0.277		0.264		0.148		0.245		0.245		04544X300		ALC		$9.70		$11.91		$9.70		$10.52		$9.56		$9.46		$228.40		($10.49)		($35.40)		($26.13)		$277.64		$459.19		$12.09		22.97		-0.155		-0.114		$277.48		1.215				0.999						2/26/13		7/11/13		$277.46		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$12.08		$12.08		22.971		1				Acq-GP		C		Financial		0.197

		13340		80		623		8059		623110		Brookdale Senior Living, Inc.		Owns and operates senior living communities		NYSE		United States		8051		623110		Emeritus Corp.		Provides independent retirement and senior assisted living communities		NYSE		United States		0.614		0.54		0.542		0.56		0.56		291005106		ESC		$21.50		$21.46		$21.50		$21.75		$21.78		$20.79		$1,960.62		$332.57		$146.16		($141.46)		($201.51)		$5,627.86		($4.19)		48.119		0.075		-0.072		$1,614.14		0.823								16.922		2/20/14		7/31/14		$1,644.46		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$33.55		$33.55		49.023		1				Acq		S		Strategic		0.359

		11029		80		622		8092		621492		US Renal Care, Inc.		Owns and operates dialysis centers				United States		8062		622110		Dialysis Corp. of America		Develops and operates outpatient kidney dialysis centers		Nasdaq		United States		0.715		0.697		0.806		0.725		0.725		252529102		DCAI		$6.52		$11.21		$6.52		$6.23		$6.63		$6.56		$99.38		$12.45		$9.28		$7.02		$21.86		$116.37		$2.28		9.61		0.093		0.071		$108.12		1.088		15.406		4.945		12.539		9.347		4/14/10		6/3/10		$108.12		U.S. Dollar		100				100		$11.25		$11.25		9.61		1		Friendly		Acq-TO-GP		C		Strategic		0.42

		11393		80		423		2834		325412		Endo Pharmaceuticals Holdings, Inc.		Researches, develops and markets prescription pharmaceuticals		Nasdaq		United States		8062		423450		HealthTronics, Inc.		Operates urological hospitals and manufactures urological equipment		Nasdaq		United States		0.497		0.318		0.452		0.362		0.362		42222L107		HTRN		3.56		3.62		3.56		3.34		3.68		3.24		190.107		72.566		57.491		52.86		-18.258		265.857		-18.258		45.573		0.302		0.278		221.031		1.163		4.181				4.624		3.664		40303		40371		221.027		U.S. Dollar		100				100		4.85		4.85		45.573		1		Friendly		Acq-TO		C,L		Strategic		0.266

		11330		80		622		6771		523999		Leonard Green & Partners LP (Prospect Medical Holdings, Inc. /Private/)		Alternative investment manager				United States		8062		622110		Prospect Medical Holdings, Inc.		Owns and operates hospitals		NASDAQ		United States		0.135		0.429		0.207		0.389		0.389		743494106		PZZ		6.12		8.54		6.12		7.04		5.95		7.49		468.06		56.16		47.847		14.617		-110.225		356.15		-110.225		20.619		0.102		0.031		175.264		0.374		11.99				7.444		6.342		40406		40527		177.384		U.S. Dollar		100				100		8.5		8.5		20.869		1				Acq-GP		C		Financial		0.28

		11787		80		621		8051		623110		Kindred Healthcare, Inc.		Provides healthcare services		NYSE		United States		8062		621420		RehabCare Group, Inc.		Owns and operates acute care hospitals and outpatient facilities		NYSE		United States		0.82		0.492		0.498		0.476		0.476		759148109		RHB		25.47		37.05		25.47		25.1		25.2		20.66		1329.443		165.424		134.616		64.89		-186.995		1327.722		-7.505		24.916		0.101		0.049		936.834		0.705		14.437				9.863		8.026		40582		40695		958.256		U.S. Dollar		100				100		37.6		37.6		25.514		1				Acq		C,S		Strategic		0.323

		13009		80		622		8082		622110		Tenet Healthcare Corp.		Provides health care services		NYSE		United States		8062		622110		Vanguard Health Systems, Inc.		Owns and operates acute care hospitals and other medical facilities		NYSE		United States		0.464		0.714		0.607		0.698		0.698		922036207		VHS		12.37		20.7		12.37		13.07		12.25		14.34		5936.7		556.4		295.3		64.3		-563.1		4629.94		-7.234		77.84		0.05		0.011		1634.64		0.28		25.42				15.68		8.32		41449		41548		1643.616		U.S. Dollar		100				100		21		21		78.267		1				Acq		C		Strategic		0.411

		13119		80		622		8062		622110		Community Health Systems, Inc.		Operates general acute care hospitals		NYSE		United States		8062		622110		Health Management Associates, Inc.		Owns and operates general acute care hospitals and psychiatric hospitals		NYSE		United States		0.023		-0.155		-0.127		-0.11		-0.141		421933102		HMA		15.47		13.3		14.92		15.21		15.72		12.98		5868.306		922.482		535.789		123.298		57.567		7115.846		0.223		258.522		0.091		0.021		3434.206		0.585		27.853				13.281		7.714		41485		41666		3777.981		U.S. Dollar		100				100		13.284		13.284		264.495		1				Acq		C,S,X		Strategic		-0.165

		13339		80		622		6799		523999		Chindex International, Inc. /Private Group/		A private group led by TPG, Fosun Industrial and Roberta Lipson				United States		8062		622110		Chindex International, Inc.		Provides healthcare services		NASDAQ		United States		0.443		0.435		0.502		0.441		0.399		169467107		CHDX		17.15		17.15		16.65		15.98		16.72		16.63		179.388		13.092		2.624		-6.133		166.019		464.697		9.174		18.097		0.015		-0.034		434.334		2.421				2.616						41687		41911		321.519		U.S. Dollar		78.3		21.7		100		24		24		13.397		1				Acq-MBO		C		Financial		0.285

		11268		80		622		8062		622210		Universal Health Services, Inc.		Owns and operates acute care and psychiatric hospitals		NYSE		United States		8063		622210		Psychiatric Solutions, Inc.		Operates psychiatric inpatient facilities		NASDAQ		United States		0.143		0.095		0.095		0.034		0.034		74439H108		PSYS		32.63		32.39		32.63		30.83		30.81		29.52		1847.387		319.713		273.098		124.252		1066.107		3115.986		1066.107		57.169		0.148		0.067		1929.454		1.044		15.529		1.81		11.41		9.746		40315		40497		1726.983		U.S. Dollar		100				100		33.75		33.75		57.17		1				Acq		C,L		Strategic		0.033

		11394		80		621		6771		523999		Providence Equity Partners, Inc.		Alternative investment manager				United States		8071		621512		Virtual Radiologic Corp.		Provides teleradiology services		Nasdaq		United States		0.718		0.536		0.312		0.328		0.328		92826B104		VRAD		12.99		16.9		12.99		13.15		11.233		10.04		122.981		21.204		13.919		8.455		66.816		280.243		66.816		16.246		0.113		0.069		280.243		2.279		33.145		4.194		20.134		13.217		40315		40371		280.639		U.S. Dollar		100				100		17.25		17.25		16.269		1				Acq-GP		C		Financial		0.247

		11353		80		621		6771		523999		Providence Equity Partners, Inc. (Virtual Radiologic Corp.)		Alternative investment manager				United States		8071		621511		NightHawk Radiology Holdings, Inc.		Provides radiology services for hospitals, clinics and imaging centers		NASDAQ		United States		1.257		1.381		1.05		1		1		65411N105		NHWK		3.25		6.38		3.25		3.17		2.73		2.88		157.359		24.51		12.094		0.795		26.746		204.938		26.746		23.559		0.077		0.005		153.133		0.973				5.725		16.945		8.361		40448		40534		155.391		U.S. Dollar		100				100		6.5		6.5		23.906		1				Acq		C		Strategic		0.5

		11519		80		621		2834		325412		Sanofi-Aventis SA		Researches, produces and distributes pharmaceutical products		Euronext Paris		France		8071		621511		BMP Sunstone Corp.		Provides pre-market analysis, clinical trials and product registration		NASDAQ		United States		0.522		0.264		0.282		0.305		0.305		05569C105		BJGP		7.66		9.83		7.66		7.8		7.91		6.57		166.234		12.559		9.201		2.107		49.65		453.744		49.65		42.17		0.055		0.013		421.703		2.537				8.494						40479		40598		427.432		U.S. Dollar		100				100		10		10		42.743		1				Acq		C		Strategic		0.234

		11823		80		621		8731		541711		Quest Diagnostics, Inc.		Provides diagnostic testing and information services		NYSE		United States		8071		621512		Celera Corp.		Provides medical diagnostic services		NASDAQ		United States		0.305		0.233		0.27		0.276		0.276		1.51E+110		CRA		6.27		8.4		6.27		6.3		6.49		6.13		128.169		-8.5		-24.373		-24.603		360.37		656.671		4.39		82.084		-0.19		-0.192		656.671		5.123				1.822						40620		40680		657.455		U.S. Dollar		100				100		8		8		82.182		1		Friendly		Acq-TO		C		Strategic		0.216

		12412		80		621		8071		621511		Laboratory Corp. of America Holdings		Provides medical testing services		NYSE		United States		8071		621511		MEDTOX Scientific, Inc.		Provides drug testing services and manufactures blood culture products		NASDAQ		United States		0.579		0.36		0.341		0.371		0.371		584977201		MTOX		19.7		26.68		19.7		20.13		19.85		17.095		110.993		14.392		8.172		5.17		42.947		239.646		4.839		8.876		0.074		0.047		239.646		2.159				5.58		29.325		16.651		41064		41121		243.554		U.S. Dollar		100				100		27		27		9.021		1				Acq		C		Strategic		0.27

		12690		80		621		6771		523999		JLL Partners, Inc.		Alternative investment manager				United States		8071		621511		BioClinica, Inc.		Provides integrated and technology-enhanced clinical trial management services		NASDAQ		United States		0.239		0.25		0.208		0.2		0.2		09071B100		BIOC		6.04		7.21		6.04		6		5.8		5.85		98.278		12.052		6.518		3.727		26.89		118.26		1.723		15.604		0.066		0.038		113.13		1.15		30.35		4.207		18.14		9.81		41304		41346		113.181		U.S. Dollar		100				100		7.25		7.25		15.611		1		Friendly		Acq-TO-GP		C		Financial		0.167

		11354		80		621		6282		334418		ONEX Corp.		Invests in several industries as a private equity firm		Toronto		Canada		8082		621610		ResCare, Inc.		Provides residential, therapeutic, job training, and educational support to people with developmental or other disabilities		NASDAQ		United States		0.243		0.461		0.242		0.307		0.307		760943100		RSCR		10.14		12.37		10.14		10.67		9.07		10.66		1569.068		99.817		74.045		60.19		-28.894		566.401		-28.894		29.392		0.047		0.038		389.439		0.248		6.47				7.649		5.674		40406		40534		389.439		U.S. Dollar		75.1		24.9		100		13.25		13.25		22.073		1		Friendly		Acq-TO-GP		C		Financial		0.235

		12866		80		621		8099		621999		Valitas Health Services, Inc.		Provides clinical contract staffing and related health care management services				United States		8082		621610		America Service Group, Inc.		Provides health care services to inmates of prisons and jails		NASDAQ		United States		0.641		0.524		0.482		0.487		0.487		02364L109		ASGR		17.49		25.65		17.49		17.54		17.06		15.84		630.303		22.603		19.13		11.408		14.992		241.29		1.615		9.28		0.03		0.018		241.29		0.383		21.151				12.613		10.675		40605		40697		241.737		U.S. Dollar		100				100		26		26		9.298		1				Acq-GP		C		Strategic		0.327

		12420		80		621		2813		325120		Linde AG		Provides medical gas processing and distribution and general engineering services		XETRA		Germany		8082		621610		Lincare Holdings, Inc.		Provides and distributes home respiratory equipment and services		NASDAQ		United States		0.715		0.84		0.646		0.285		0.643		532791100		LNCR		25.26		34.02		32.3		25.21		22.55		24.2		1963.961		470.255		338.463		182.473		-527.734		4240.297		-6.373		82.806		0.172		0.093		3436.464		1.75		18.833				12.528		9.017		41091		41134		3630.19		U.S. Dollar		100				100		41.5		41.5		87.474		1		Friendly		Acq-TO		C		Strategic		0.391

		13604		80		621		8051		623110		Kindred Healthcare, Inc.		Provides healthcare services		NYSE		United States		8082		621610		Gentiva Health Services, Inc.		Provides home health and hospice services		NASDAQ		United States		1.179		1.525		1.382		1.253		1.253		37247A102		GTIV		8.54		13.83		8.54		8.08		7.62		8.83		1798.558		-287.764		-309.54		-390.953		-556.42		1899.306		-556.42		38.134		-0.172		-0.217		733.846		0.408										41774		42037		711.384		U.S. Dollar		100				100		19.244		19.244		36.966		1		Hostile		Acq-TO		C, S		Strategic		0.556

		11359		80		621		6771		523999		Sverica International		Alternative investment manager				United States		8093		621498		The Center for Wound Healing, Inc.		Develops and manages comprehensive wound care centers		OTC		United States		0.6		2		1.667		1.4		1.4		15146F109		CFWH		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.225		0.2		0.375		28.841		1.477		-3.215		-9.882		-5.986		33.599		-5.986		24.124		-0.111		-0.343		14.474		0.502								22.748		40456		40536		14.474		U.S. Dollar		100				100		0.6		0.6		24.124		1				Acq-GP		C		Financial		0.583

		12050		80		621		6771		523999		Waud Capital Partners LLC (Acadia Healthcare LLC)		Alternative investment manager				United States		8093		621420		PHC, Inc.		Provides inpatient and outpatient behavioral health services		NYSE AMEX		United States		-0.733		-0.691		-0.743		-0.758		-0.758		693315103		PHC		12		14.44		12		11.32		9.4		10.88		59.192		4.673		3.547		1.685		17.52		60.061		0.878		19.95		0.06		0.028		57.935		0.979		34.383		3.307		16.933		12.853		40687		40848		61.531		U.S. Dollar		100				100		2.904		2.904		21.188		1				Acq		S,X		Strategic		-3.132

		12425		80		561		8082		621610		Correct Care Solutions LLC		Provides correctional healthcare services				United States		8099		561210		Conmed Healthcare Management, Inc.		Provides correctional healthcare services		NYSE AMEX		United States		0.197		0.148		0.183		0.145		0.145		20741M103		CONM		3.45		3.91		3.45		3.34		3.44		3.3		75.059		4.846		4.326		2.725		16.053		55.024		1.152		13.93		0.058		0.036		55.024		0.733		20.192		3.428		12.719		11.355		41106		41150		55.306		U.S. Dollar		100				100		3.95		3.95		14.001		1		Friendly		Acq-TO-GP		C		Strategic		0.127
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DLOM

				Health Care Entity Example

				Exhibit E3 - Discount for Lack of Marketability / Illiquidity

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE



										Influence on Discount for Subject Interest

				Factors Influencing Marketability						Reduces Discount						N/A				Increases Discount				Score				Comments regarding selection

										-3.00%		-2.00%		-1.00%		0.00%		1.00%		2.00%		3.00%

						Shareholder Level Considerations

				1)		Attractiveness of subject business						x												-2.00%

				2)		Attractiveness of subject industry						x												-2.00%

				3)		Prospects for a sale or public offering of the company						x												-2.00%

				4)		Number of identifiable buyers												x						1.00%

				5)		Availability and access to reliable information														x				2.00%

				6)		Information requirements												x						1.00%

				7)		Distribution history and ability						x												-2.00%

				8)		Attributes of controlling shareholders, if any																x		3.00%

				9)		Dividend yield										x								0.00%

				10)		Ownership concentration effects														x				2.00%

				11)		Shares held by insiders												x						1.00%

				12)		Shares held by institutions														x				2.00%

				13)		Percentage of independent directors												x						1.00%

				14)		Active vs. passive investors								x										-1.00%

				15)		Restrictive transfer provisions										x								0.00%

				16)		Length of restriction period										x								0.00%

				17)		Length of expected holding period for interest												x						1.00%

				18)		Offering size relative to shares outstanding																x		3.00%

				19)		Registered vs. unregistered shares										x								0.00%

				20)		Volatility of the stock								x										-1.00%

				21)		Availability of hedging opportunities												x						1.00%



						Enterprise Level Considerations

				22)		Value of privately traded shares relative to public shares										x								0.00%

				23)		Breadth and depth of management																x		3.00%

				24)		Earnings levels						x												-2.00%

				25)		Revenue levels										x								0.00%

				26)		Book to market value ratio										x								0.00%

				27)		Financial condition												x						1.00%

				28)		Listing on a major exchange														x				2.00%

				29)		Registration costs												x						1.00%

				30)		Market capitalization rank										x								0.00%

				31)		Business Risk														x				2.00%

				32)		General economic conditions												x						1.00%

				33)		Prevailing stock market conditions										x								0.00%



						Estimated Discount for Lack of Marketability/ Illiquidity																16.00%		16.00%



						Note:  The factors above are based on the IRS DLOM Job Aid, as modified by Z. Christopher Mercer in his post #17, Factors Influencing Marketability Expanded

						INFORMATION BELOW IS DATED - OMIT or UPDATE AS APPROPRIATE

						FMV Restricted Stock Study

																Restriction		Profit		Block		Transaction

						Company Name				Ticker		Exchange		Date		Period		Margin		Size		Discount



						Dynacq Healthcare, Inc.				DYII		NASDAQ		5/15/06		1 Year		-9.20%		5.65%		30.00%

						Arcadia Resources Inc.				KAD		AMEX		12/28/06		1 Year		-2.00%		4.74%		6.10%

						Arcadia Resources Inc.				ACDI		OTC BB		2/2/05		1 Year		-5.50%		4.57%		25.00%

						Graymark Healthcare, Inc.				GRMH		NASDAQ		6/3/08		6 Months		2.40%		12.44%		35.71%

						American Caresource Holdings, Inc.				ACSH.OB		OTC BB		2/17/06		1 Year		-34.10%		13.89%		13.04%

						Hythiam, Inc.				HYTM		NASDAQ		12/18/06		1 Year		-682.60%		8.14%		17.14%



																		Median				21.1%

																		Average				21.2%

						Indicated Discount for Lack of Marketability based on Restricted Stock Data																21.1%



						DLOM based on Marketability Factors																16.0%						See matrix above



						Concluded Discount for Lack of Marketability																20.0%						Rounded



						Paste from Valuation Advisors DLOM

		TransactionID		SIC		SICCodeGeneral				NAICS		NAICSGeneral		Company		ProductServiceBusiness		Description		Country		Revenues		OperatingIncome		OperatingProfitMargin		Profitability		Assets		IPOPrice		IPODate		TransactionDate		TransactionPrice		CPSSO		MarketabilityDiscount		PreIPOTransactionTimeframe		IPODateDiff		TotalSharesOutstanding		SharesInOffering

		8775		6531		65				531210		531		IFM Investments, Ltd.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Century 21 offices in China		China		$64,998,000		$13,221,000		20.34%		Profitable		$67,796,000		$7.00		7/27/10		8/24/06		$1.61		CPS		77.00%		3-4 Years		48		45743650		12487500

		8774		6531		65				531210		531		IFM Investments, Ltd.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Century 21 offices in China		China		$64,998,000		$13,221,000		20.34%		Profitable		$67,796,000		$7.00		7/27/10		7/16/07		$1.65		O		76.43%		3-4 Years		37		45743650		12487500

		8773		6531		65				531210		531		IFM Investments, Ltd.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Century 21 offices in China		China		$64,998,000		$13,221,000		20.34%		Profitable		$67,796,000		$7.00		7/27/10		12/17/07		$1.95		O		72.14%		2-3 Years		32		45743650		12487500

		8776		6531		65				531210		531		IFM Investments, Ltd.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Century 21 offices in China		China		$64,998,000		$13,221,000		20.34%		Profitable		$67,796,000		$7.00		7/27/10		2/21/08		$5.40		CPS		22.86%		2-3 Years		30		45743650		12487500

		8772		6531		65				531210		531		IFM Investments, Ltd.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Century 21 offices in China		China		$64,998,000		$13,221,000		20.34%		Profitable		$67,796,000		$7.00		7/27/10		7/20/09		$4.80		O		31.43%		1-2 Years		12		45743650		12487500

		8771		6531		65				531210		531		IFM Investments, Ltd.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Century 21 offices in China		China		$64,998,000		$13,221,000		20.34%		Profitable		$67,796,000		$7.00		7/27/10		8/20/09		$4.95		O		29.29%		10-12 Months		11		45743650		12487500

		10471		6531		65				531210		531		Marcus & Millichap, Inc.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Commercial real estate brokerage firm		United States		$385,716,000		$49,008,000		12.71%		Profitable		$48,020,000		$12.00		10/30/13		6/15/12		$4.15		O		65.42%		1-2 Years		17		35700897		6000000

		10374		6531		65				531210		531		RE/MAX Holdings, Inc.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Franchisor of real estate brokerage services		United States		$143,677,000		$45,546,000		31.70%		Profitable		$238,070,000		$22.00		10/1/13		11/15/12		$31.04		O		-41.09%		10-12 Months		11		29342571		10000000

		9530		6531		65				531210		531		Realogy Holdings Corp.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Largest residential real estate brokerage in the US - Century21, ERA, Caldwell Banker		United States		$4,093,000,000		$257,000,000		6.28%		Profitable		$7,362,000,000		$27.00		10/10/12		11/13/07		$64.25		O		-137.96%		4-5 Years		60		130153234		40000000

		9529		6531		65				531210		531		Realogy Holdings Corp.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Largest residential real estate brokerage in the US - Century21, ERA, Caldwell Banker		United States		$4,093,000,000		$257,000,000		6.28%		Profitable		$7,362,000,000		$27.00		10/10/12		10/15/08		$22.25		O		17.59%		3-4 Years		48		130153234		40000000

		9528		6531		65				531210		531		Realogy Holdings Corp.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Largest residential real estate brokerage in the US - Century21, ERA, Caldwell Banker		United States		$4,093,000,000		$257,000,000		6.28%		Profitable		$7,362,000,000		$27.00		10/10/12		4/15/11		$22.25		O		17.59%		1-2 years		18		130153234		40000000

		9527		6531		65				531210		531		Realogy Holdings Corp.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Largest residential real estate brokerage in the US - Century21, ERA, Caldwell Banker		United States		$4,093,000,000		$257,000,000		6.28%		Profitable		$7,362,000,000		$27.00		10/10/12		10/17/11		$22.00		O		18.52%		10-12 Months		12		130153234		40000000

		9526		6531		65				531210		531		Realogy Holdings Corp.		Real Estate Agents and Managers		Largest residential real estate brokerage in the US - Century21, ERA, Caldwell Banker		United States		$4,093,000,000		$257,000,000		6.28%		Profitable		$7,362,000,000		$27.00		10/10/12		5/4/12		$20.50		O		24.07%		4-6 Months		5		130153234		40000000

		8379		6531		65				531390		531		Syswin Inc.		Real Estate Agents and Managers (For Others)		Leading primary real estate provider in China		China		$64,679,000		$32,433,000		50.15%		Profitable		$96,016,000		$7.00		11/23/10		9/15/08		$2.44		S		65.14%		2-3 Years		27		48314250		9600000

						Paste From FMV Restricted Stock Study

		TransactionID		SIC		NAICS		Company		Ticker		Exchange		AgreementDate		AnnounceDate		ClosingDate		RepresentativeDate		TimeToRegister		RegRights		RegFilingDate		RegEffectiveDate		HoldingPeriod		TransactionDiscount		DiscountStated		DiscountTransDay		DiscountAnnounceDay		DiscountAgreementDay		PricePerShare		TransDayClose		AgreementDayClose		AnnounceDayClose		Volume		SharesPlacedToVolume		SharesOutstanding		SharesPlaced		GrossPlacementAmount		NetPlacementAmount		BlockSize		VolumeToSharesOutstanding		MarketValue		BookValue		MTBRatio		IntangibleAssets		TotalCurrentAssets		TotalCurrentLiabilities		TotalAssets		TotalInterestBearingDebt		TotalLiabilities		RetainedEarnings		TotalRevenues		EBITDA		EBIT		DepreciationAmortization		InterestExpense		PretaxIncome		NetIncomeFromContinuingOperations		PriorYearDividendsPerShare		EBITMargin		NetProfitMargin		Volatility		ZScore		DividendYield		UseOfProceeds		Notes		VIX		VIX3Month		VIX1Month		VIXDaily

		502		8011		621111		Dynacq Healthcare, Inc.		DYII		NASDAQ						5/15/06		5/14/06										1 Year		30.00%		0.3		24.88%						$1.54		$2.05						53240		16.7		14852000		889143		$1,369,280				5.65%		0		$30,447		$54,895		0.55		$0		14690		11574		$67,178		$3,961				$43,126		$47,875		($3,667)		($7,733)		$4,066		$419		($8,152)		($4,405)		$0.00		-0.16		-9.20%		75.70%		3.14		0				In May 2006, the Company offered for sale shares of its common stock to a limited number of accredited investors in a private placement at a purchase price of $1.54 per share, which was 70% of the market price of Company stock on the offering date (a 30%		11.86		11.93		12.08		14.19

		742		8082		621610		Arcadia Resources Inc.		KAD		AMEX		12/28/06		1/3/07		12/28/06		12/27/06		42		Yes		1/26/07		2/8/07		1 Year		6.10%				6.10%				6.10%		$2.00		$2.13		$2.13				3566700		1.4		100417783		4999999		$9,999,998				4.74%		0.04		$213,890		$58,917		3.63		$59,992		$40,954		$17,335		$109,538		$40,550		$50,621		($13,502)		$146,498		$3,222		($961)		$4,183		$1,811		($2,772)		($2,875)		$0.00		-0.01		-2.00%		50.70%		3.93		0		Working Capital.				12.35		11.07		10.97		10.64

		743		8082		621610		Arcadia Resources Inc.		ACDI		OTC BB				2/8/05		2/2/05		2/1/05				No						1 Year		25.00%				25.00%		25.00%				$0.90		$1.20				$1		3807200		1.02		81127130		3888888		$3,500,000				4.57%		0.05		$97,353		$23,201		4.2		$28,004		25319		15568		$54,531		$24,202		$31,330		($995)		$67,920		-1981		-2837		$856		827		($3,664)		($3,766)		$0.00		-0.04		-5.50%		107.80%		3.13		0		Acquisitions.				14.17		13.17		13.26		12.03

		583		8093		621498		Graymark Healthcare, Inc.		GRMH		NASDAQ						6/3/08		6/2/08										6 Months		35.71%				35.71%						$4.50		$7.00						90640		36.9		23540400		3344447		$15,050,012				12.44%		0		$164,783		$3,937		41.86		$30,024		16680		27833		$49,047		$37,563		$44,230		($5,041)		$60,859		4560		3567		$993		2015		$1,552		$1,451		$0.00		0.06		2.40%				1.17		0						23.21		22.26		18.55		19.83

		482		8099		621999		American Caresource Holdings, Inc.		ACSH.OB		OTC BB						38765		38764		780		Yes		39545				1 Year		0.1304				0.1304						5		5.75						218900		9.12		12371000		1996200		9981000				0.1389		0.02		71133		2389		29.77		6283		536		759		6994		3866				-5238		4417		-1795		-2106		311		301		-2407		-1504		0		-0.48		-0.341				8.37		0				On February 17, 2006, American CareSource Holdings, Inc. sold approximately 1.46 million shares of common stock for $5.00 per share in a private placement to institutional and other accredited investors. A portion of the proceeds were used for retiring de		12.69		11.83		12.72		11.48

		523		8099		621999		Hythiam, Inc.		HYTM		NASDAQ						39069		39068		32		Yes		39101				1 Year		0.1714				0.1714						7.3		8.81						9701780		0.37		40334000		3573258		26092783				0.0814		0.24		355343		26939		13.19		3446		26745		6909		34365		0				-66960		3266		-34746		-35940		1194		0		-35940		-22293		0		-11		-6.826		0.612		20.02		0				In December 2006, the company issued 3,573,258 shares of common stock at a price of $7.30 per share in a private placement for a total of $26.1 million in proceeds.		12.67		11.21		10.84		10.05
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Tax

				Health Care Entity Example

				Income Tax Estimation



						DO NOT USE UNTIL IMPACT OF NEW TAX BILL INCORPORATED



						Taxable Income		$   247,079		Average EBIT from Projected Income Statement



						Federal Tax Brackets 										Pass-Through Entity Tax Adjustment

						Corporate Income				Marginal Rate		Tax

																		C-Corp				Pass Through				Equivalent Tax

						Taxable Income		$   233,490		21.00%		- 0																		Is state interest still deductible from Federal?

																Earnings Before Taxes		$   247,079				$   247,079				$   247,079

						Individual		$   247,079		37.00%		91,419				Corporate Tax Obligation paid by Corporation		(13,589)				N/A				(38,884)

																Net Income		233,490				247,079				208,195

						State Income Tax



						Florida - Corporate				5.50%		13,589

						Florida - Individual				0.00%		- 0				Corporate Tax Obligation Paid by Individual		N/A				(91,419)				N/A

						http://www.taxfoundation.org/taxdata/show/230.html										Net Income Available to Shareholder		233,490				155,660				208,195



						Blended Federal / State Tax Rate										Assumed Level of Distributions		90%

										Effective Rate		Income Tax				Tax on Dividends/Distributions		(52,535)				N/A				(52,535)

																Cash Flow Available to Shareholder		180,955				155,660				155,660

						Corporate				5.5%		13,589

						Individual				37.0%		91,419				Additional Cash Flow to Shareholder						(25,295)

																C-Corp Equivalent Income						208,195

						Tax on Dividends

						Federal Dividend Tax Rate				25.00%								Required Tax Rate to Reconcile Cash Flow				15.7%

						State Marginal Dividend Tax Rate				0.00%

						Effective Dividend Rate				25.0%						Footnotes:

						http://taxfoundation.org/article/united-states-high-tax-burden-personal-dividend-income										Pass through entities do not pay taxes at the corporate level, but rather the tax obligation created by the corporate

																earnings are "passed-through" and paid by the individual.  There have been numerous valuation articles and court cases

																addressing the treatment of income taxes in the valuation of pass-through entities.  The model shown above is based on the 

																work of Chris Treharne, ASA, MCBA, BVAL demonstrating the value differential for pass-through entities referred to as 

																the "Treharne Model", and a modification of the approach used in Delaware Open MRI Radiology Associates, P.A. v. Kessler.

																as discussed in Analysis of the Kessler Metric, by John Barrett Jr., CPA/ABV, CBA, CVA, Financial Valuation, Feb/Mar 2014.











																																		Table 1. Tax Brackets and Rates, 2018

						Top Marginal Dividend Tax Rate																												Rate		For Unmarried Individuals, Taxable Income Over		For Married Individuals Filing Joint Returns, Taxable Income Over		For Heads of Households, Taxable Income Over

						41		Alabama*		5.00%		27.40%																						10%		$0		$0		$0

						44		Alaska		0.00%		25.00%																						12%		$9,525		$19,050		$13,600

						40		Arizona		4.50%		27.70%																						22%		$38,700		$77,400		$51,800

						13		Arkansas*		7.00%		29.20%																						24%		$82,500		$165,000		$82,500

						1		California		13.30%		33.00%																						32%		$157,500		$315,000		$157,500

						37		Colorado		4.60%		27.80%																						35%		$200,000		$400,000		$200,000

						17		Connecticut		6.70%		29.00%																						37%		$500,000		$600,000		$500,000

								D.C.		9.00%		30.40%

						17		Delaware		6.60%		29.00%

						44		Florida		0.00%		25.00%

						20		Georgia		6.00%		28.60%

						2		Hawaii		11.00%		31.60%

						12		Idaho		7.40%		29.40%

						30		Illinois		5.00%		28.00%

						37		Indiana*		3.40%		27.80%

						10		Iowa*		9.00%		29.60%

						34		Kansas		4.80%		27.90%

						20		Kentucky		6.00%		28.60%

						34		Louisiana*		6.00%		27.90%

						9		Maine		8.00%		29.80%

						8		Maryland*		5.80%		30.30%

						29		Massachusetts		5.20%		28.10%

						37		Michigan*		4.40%		27.80%

						5		Minnesota		9.90%		30.90%

						30		Mississippi		5.00%		28.00%

						20		Missouri		6.00%		28.60%

						15		Montana*		6.90%		29.10%

						15		Nebraska		6.80%		29.10%

						44		Nevada		0.00%		25.00%

						30		New Hampshire*		5.00%		28.00%

						6		New Jersey		9.00%		30.40%

						34		New Mexico*		4.90%		27.90%

						3		New York*		8.80%		31.50%

						25		North Carolina		5.80%		28.50%

						43		North Dakota*		3.20%		26.30%

						27		Ohio*		5.40%		28.30%

						28		Oklahoma		5.30%		28.20%

						4		Oregon		9.90%		31.00%

						42		Pennsylvania		3.10%		26.80%

						20		Rhode Island		6.00%		28.60%

						13		South Carolina*		7.00%		29.20%

						44		South Dakota		0.00%		25.00%

						20		Tennessee*		6.00%		28.60%

						44		Texas		0.00%		25.00%

						30		Utah		5.00%		28.00%

						6		Vermont		9.00%		30.40%

						25		Virginia		5.80%		28.50%

						44		Washington		0.00%		25.00%

						19		West Virginia		6.50%		28.90%

						10		Wisconsin*		7.70%		29.60%

						44		Wyoming		0.00%		25.00%
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Tear Sheets

				Health Care Entity Example

				Private Transaction Data - VMG Internal Database

				PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE

				#		Year		State		Region		Specialty		Control Level		CON State		Entity Type		# ORs		# PRs		TIC		NBY Revenue		NBY EBITDA		TIC/Rev		TIC/EBITDA



				1		2016		TN		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		6		2		$5,801,000		$13,707,714		$2,105,803		0.42		2.75

				2		2016		OR		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		1		$8,860,000		$9,271,587		$3,053,843		0.96		2.90

				3		2016		MO		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		2		4		$4,640,000		$7,312,207		$1,720,503		0.63		2.70

				4		2016		NJ		Northeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		7		3		$12,714,000		$18,514,050		$1,761,565		0.69		7.22

				5		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		6		8		$14,789,000		$17,957,634		$5,619,569		0.82		2.63

				6		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		5		2		$5,645,000		$8,657,730		$1,402,413		0.65		4.03

				7		2016		MO		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		2		3		$18,920,000		$16,648,307		$7,255,865		1.14		2.61

				8		2016		CT		Northeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		0		$2,931,000		$7,524,816		$196,644		0.39		14.91

				9		2016		MD		Northeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		0		$2,758,000		$3,329,376		$932,200		0.83		2.96

				10		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		2		$2,013,000		$6,607,657		$633,964		0.30		3.18

				11		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		2		$5,294,000		$8,876,820		$1,833,423		0.60		2.89

				12		2016		TN		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		2		1		$2,619,000		$4,435,233		$842,687		0.59		3.11

				13		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$732,000		$2,997,512		($131,016)		0.24		Neg.

				14		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$4,880,000		$6,089,643		$994,804		0.80		4.91

				15		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		5		2		$7,026,000		$9,173,951		$1,778,594		0.77		3.95

				16		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		2		$1,190,000		$2,853,584		($973,742)		0.42		Neg.

				17		2016		LA		Southwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$13,835,000		$9,146,722		$3,953,641		1.51		3.50

				18		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$6,061,000		$9,599,744		$1,960,598		0.63		3.09

				19		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		5		0		$8,310,000		$7,350,430		$2,105,696		1.13		3.95

				20		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		10		0		$5,934,000		$14,904,323		$1,854,868		0.40		3.20

				21		2016		MO		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		3		$24,891,000		$19,482,302		$7,896,368		1.28		3.15

				22		2016		MD		Northeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$1,395,000		$4,126,600		$148,366		0.34		9.40

				23		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		0		$8,000,000		$7,762,180		$1,842,532		1.03		4.34

				24		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		7		2		$6,159,000		$5,916,249		$734,622		1.04		8.38

				25		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		5		2		$7,026,000		$9,173,951		$1,778,594		0.77		3.95

				26		2016		NJ		Northeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		7		3		$7,430,000		$18,681,588		$1,803,303		0.40		4.12

				27		2016		VA		Northeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$3,865,000		$8,486,468		$1,211,483		0.46		3.19

				28		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$3,090,000		$7,591,737		$873,825		0.41		3.54

				29		2016		MO		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		2		$3,810,000		$8,782,116		$1,851,251		0.43		2.06

				30		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$16,110,000		$12,108,624		$4,533,034		1.33		3.55

				31		2016		MO		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		3		$8,420,000		$8,569,984		$2,668,070		0.98		3.16

				32		2016		MI		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		8		4		$21,420,000		$23,960,465		$5,328,874		0.89		4.02

				33		2016		MO		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		2		1		$5,190,000		$6,033,517		$1,767,869		0.86		2.94

				34		2016		GA		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		5		1		$1,270,000		$4,820,082		$511,715		0.26		2.48

				35		2016		MO		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		2		$4,580,000		$8,782,116		$1,851,251		0.52		2.47

				36		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		8		N/A		$15,230,000		$21,503,392		$5,638,596		0.71		2.70

				37		2016		MO		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		2		$5,570,000		$9,426,507		$1,945,095		0.59		2.86

				38		2016		TN		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		6		2		$5,868,000		$14,185,410		$2,120,101		0.41		2.77

				39		2016		GA		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		0		$9,036,000		$8,103,159		$2,684,018		1.12		3.37

				40		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		2		$1,839,000		$6,485,491		$593,816		0.28		3.10

				41		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		8		N/A		$15,230,000		$21,503,392		$5,638,596		0.71		2.70

				42		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		0		0		$3,210,000		$5,101,307		$780,578		0.63		4.11

				43		2016		GA		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		1		$1,853,000		$4,484,354		$789,133		0.41		2.35

				44		2016		TN		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		2		1		$1,803,000		$4,126,392		$505,881		0.44		3.56

				45		2016		OR		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		2		$1,560,000		$6,157,481		$935,913		0.25		1.67

				46		2016		IL		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		1		$16,560,000		$11,130,906		$4,439,512		1.49		3.73

				47		2016		FL		Southeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		3		$3,700,000		$4,054,008		$756,149		0.91		4.89

				48		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		5		2		$4,779,000		$8,805,802		$1,372,411		0.54		3.48

				49		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		10		0		$5,245,000		$14,436,591		$1,848,832		0.36		2.84

				50		2016		NV		West		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		2		$6,310,000		$10,115,500		$2,198,885		0.62		2.87

				51		2016		NJ		Northeast		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		3		0		$2,470,000		$5,823,386		$1,166,867		0.42		2.12

				52		2016		IL		Midwest		Multi Specialty		Minority		Yes		Freestanding		4		1		$16,560,000		$11,130,906		$4,439,512		1.49		3.73

				Insert additional Rows above this line as needed



				**Source:  VMG Internal Database																								1st Quartile		0.42		2.79

																												Median		0.63		3.17

																												Average		0.70		3.76

																												3rd Quartile		0.90		3.95

																																Selected 		- 0		- 0



				Application to Subject Entity								Financial Metric				Selected Range of Multiples						Indication of Value (MVIC)

												Revenue				Low		High				Low		High		Weighting				Rational for Selected Weighting

				Adj 2017								$1,325,000				0.60		0.70				$795,000		$928,000		0.0%

				Adj. Annualized '18								$0				0.60		0.70				$0		$0		0.0%

				Normalized Base Year ("NBY")								$1,325,000				0.60		0.70				$795,000		$928,000		0.0%				NBY most reflective of going concern



												EBITDA

				Adj 2017								$258,837				3.20		4.00				$828,000		$1,035,000		0.0%

				Adj. Annualized '18								$0				3.20		4.00				$0		$0		50.0%

				Normalized Base Year ("NBY")								$258,837				3.20		4.00				$828,000		$1,035,000		50.0%				NBY most reflective of going concern



				Indicated Value of Total Invested Capital																		$414,000		$518,000

																														Comments regarding Adjustments

				Less:  Assets not Acquired																		0		0

				Plus:  Assets not Included in Comps																		0		0

				Less:  Assumed Liabilities																		0		0

				Indicated FMV of Acquired Net Assets																		$414,000		$518,000



				Selected Value of Total Invested Capital (average)																		$466,000





				Footnotes

				Revenue and EBITDA multiple ranges based on the median and average multiple from VMG's internal database. 
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		CENTENNIAL SURGERY CENTER, LTD.		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Tennessee\Centennial Medical Center\Centennial Surgery Center\2016.02 - Update		Kickirillo		Nashville 		TN		Southeast		Yes		1/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		6		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		43.8%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		24.0%		15.0%		20,754		20.31		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				5,801,000		(2,184,000)		3,617,000		-		-		3,617,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.3x		2.8x		2.8x		2.6x		2.3x				13,746,981		2,066,522		13,707,714		2,105,803		14,465,113		2,198,825		16,948,185		2,495,997		23.8%		5.7%		5.4%		33.7%		-		-		0.3%		16.1%		15.0%		15.0%		N/A		23.9%		5.7%		4.9%		33.8%		-		-		0.3%		16.1%		15.4%		15.4%		N/A		23.2%		5.5%		4.7%		35.1%		-		-		0.3%		15.9%		15.2%		15.2%		(2.1%)		22.7%		5.4%		4.5%		36.5%		-		-		0.3%		15.8%		14.7%		14.7%		(1.8%)		7,303		7,303		7,330		7,934		6.3		4.3		3.5		n/a		14.2		6.3		4.3		3.5		n/a		14.2		0.4%		5.1%		5.5%		4.4%		1.7%		2.6%		4.3%		3.5%				2,984		1,035		2,075		1,550		1,763		680		2,956		753		1,465		1,680		1,154		2,984		1,035		2,075		1,550		1,763		680		2,956		753		1,465		1,680		1,154		0.2%		16.7%		10.2%		9.5%		13.6%		1.2%		30.9%		11.9%		1.9%		1.3%		2.0%				Production in Year 1 provided by a management provided budget				10750		n/a		Dylan Alexander		4/26/16		Dylan Alexander		4/26/16

		Northwest Ambulatory Surgery Center, LLC		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Oregon\Northwest ASC\2016.04		McDonough		Portland		OR		West		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		1		USPI		0		Freestanding		46.8%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		12.0%		11,455		31.86		6.9%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				8,860,000		(190,000)		8,670,000		-		-		8,670,000		1.0x		1.0x		0.9x		1.1x		2.8x		2.9x		2.8x		3.6x				9,276,231		3,129,702		9,271,587		3,053,843		9,879,090		3,214,467		8,285,940		2,490,014		19.2%		4.5%		4.9%		21.1%		0.2%		-		0.5%		15.8%		33.7%		33.7%		N/A		19.2%		4.5%		4.1%		22.7%		0.2%		-		0.5%		15.8%		32.9%		32.9%		N/A		19.0%		4.5%		3.9%		23.0%		0.2%		-		0.5%		16.4%		32.5%		32.5%		2.0%		20.9%		5.0%		4.7%		21.3%		0.2%		-		0.6%		17.3%		30.1%		30.1%		2.4%		3,092		3,092		3,220		2,623		12.8		3.7		6.4		-		22.9		12.8		3.7		6.4		-		22.9		4.1%		2.3%		6.6%		5.3%		(3.2%)		1.0%		(2.2%)		(4.0%)				4,436		-		4,360		2,242		-		-		4,286		919		3,605		3,447		2,801		4,436		-		4,360		2,242		-		-		4,286		919		3,605		3,447		2,801		4.0%		-		0.2%		0.5%		-		-		42.3%		31.6%		9.5%		3.9%		0.0%				0				11322		N/A		Sawyer White		6/9/16		Kyle Rizos		6/13/16

		Surgery Center of Columbia, LP		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Missouri\Surgery Center of Columbia\April 2016		McDonough		Columbia		MO		Midwest		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		2		4		USPI		0		Freestanding		42.8%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		18.0%		11.0%		6,600		31.31		6.4%		3.0%		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				4,640,000		(110,000)		4,530,000		-		-		4,530,000		0.6x		0.6x		0.7x		0.7x		2.5x		2.7x		3.3x		3.5x				7,313,058		1,876,175		7,312,207		1,720,503		6,220,724		1,422,961		6,608,916		1,324,019		18.1%		4.6%		4.0%		26.7%		2.0%		-		1.2%		17.7%		25.7%		25.7%		N/A		18.1%		4.6%		4.0%		28.8%		2.0%		-		1.2%		17.7%		23.5%		23.5%		N/A		19.3%		4.9%		4.8%		26.5%		2.0%		-		1.5%		18.0%		22.9%		22.9%		3.2%		19.7%		5.0%		5.1%		28.0%		2.1%		-		1.5%		18.5%		20.0%		20.0%		1.5%		6,555		6,555		5,464		5,448		3.2		1.6		3.0		-		7.8		3.2		1.6		3.0		-		7.8		(16.6%)		2.1%		(14.9%)		(17.3%)		(3.6%)		1.7%		(2.0%)		(5.1%)				759		311		-		1,052		1,190		1,623		-		877		1,324		1,524		1,491		759		311		-		1,052		1,190		1,623		-		877		1,324		1,524		1,491		11.6%		0.0%		-		0.2%		31.5%		0.1%		-		53.8%		0.4%		2.2%		0.2%				Elevated reimbursement growth for Aetna, BCBS, Cigna, and UHC reflects the center switching over to Tenet contracts.				11400		N/A		Sawyer White		6/9/16		Kyle Rizos		6/13/16

		LIVINGSTON ASC, LLC		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\Barnabas Health\ACC\2016 - Minority Update		Kickirillo		Livingston		NJ		Northeast		Yes		4/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		7		3		Other (Input to Right)		Barnabas Health		Freestanding		n/a				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		13.0%		37,927		36.00		3.2%		4.0%		n/a		3.0x		n/a		5.0x				12,714,000		-		12,714,000		-		-		12,714,000		0.7x		0.7x		0.6x		0.6x		4.8x		7.2x		3.3x		3.1x				18,514,050		2,676,608		18,514,050		1,761,565		20,452,268		3,891,969		23,037,092		4,139,458		31.1%		6.6%		1.9%		33.5%		0.2%		1.4%		0.1%		10.3%		14.8%		14.5%		N/A		30.2%		6.6%		7.4%		33.5%		0.2%		1.4%		0.1%		11.1%		9.5%		9.5%		N/A		25.7%		7.2%		6.9%		31.1%		0.1%		1.2%		0.2%		8.5%		19.0%		19.0%		(2.1%)		24.7%		6.9%		6.9%		32.1%		0.1%		1.2%		0.2%		9.8%		18.0%		18.0%		(1.8%)		12,951		12,951		14,206		15,377		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		-		6.0		1.8		3.1		n/a		10.8		9.7%		0.7%		10.5%		120.9%		3.5%		0.9%		4.5%		18.6%				1,647		1,070		1,570		-		1,977		1,360		1,646		1,001		2,812		1,360		1,683		1,647		1,070		1,570		-		1,977		1,360		1,646		1,001		2,812		1,360		1,683		4.5%		41.3%		7.0%		-		23.7%		0.1%		5.9%		12.9%		2.9%		0.0%		1.1%				0				11659		n/a		Dylan Alexander		5/16/16		Dylan Alexander		5/16/16

		Outpatient Surgical Services, LTD.		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\Plantation (Outpatient Surgical Services)\2016.04 - Update		Kickirillo		Plantation		FL		Southeast		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		6		8		HCA		0		Freestanding		41.5%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		16.0%		15.0%		n/a		n/a		2.8%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				14,789,000		(1,657,000)		13,132,000		-		-		13,132,000		0.8x		0.8x		1.0x		0.9x		2.7x		2.6x		3.9x		4.3x				17,961,892		5,432,268		17,957,634		5,619,569		14,850,040		3,822,209		16,080,466		3,462,181		22.6%		6.6%		1.4%		20.1%		-		-		1.8%		17.2%		30.2%		30.2%		N/A		22.6%		6.6%		1.4%		20.1%		-		-		1.8%		16.2%		31.3%		31.3%		N/A		22.1%		6.4%		1.8%		23.4%		-		-		2.3%		18.3%		25.7%		25.7%		(3.4%)		23.6%		6.9%		1.8%		25.3%		-		-		2.4%		18.5%		21.5%		21.5%		(3.1%)		12,982		12,982		9,402		9,784		5.1		2.1		3.8		-		10.9		5.1		2.1		3.8		-		10.9		(27.6%)		14.2%		(17.3%)		(32.0%)		(5.5%)		3.5%		(2.2%)		(9.2%)				3,258		908		1,873		2,119		1,385		1,643		3,943		1,057		1,411		2,493		2,464		3,258		908		1,873		2,119		1,385		1,643		3,943		1,057		1,411		2,493		2,464		1.1%		65.4%		8.7%		2.1%		3.8%		0.0%		3.8%		1.8%		0.3%		4.1%		7.4%				losing nearly half of GI volume in Year 1, major drop in overall volume as GI is largest specialty				11472		n/a		Alex Henke		6/16/16		Dylan Alexander		6/16/16

		Sahara Outpatient Surgery Center, LTD		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\Sahara Surgery Center\2016.04 - Update		Kickirillo		Las Vegas		NV		West		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		5		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		3.9%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		15.0%		18,391		30.25		6.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				5,645,000		-		5,645,000		-		-		5,645,000		0.7x		0.7x		0.5x		0.5x		2.8x		4.0x		3.3x		3.2x				8,657,730		2,009,488		8,657,730		1,402,413		10,332,712		1,700,385		12,106,419		1,784,235		27.7%		7.5%		2.0%		23.8%		-		0.9%		0.4%		14.4%		23.2%		23.2%		N/A		27.7%		7.5%		8.1%		23.8%		-		0.9%		0.4%		15.3%		16.2%		16.2%		N/A		27.9%		7.6%		7.0%		25.0%		-		0.8%		0.4%		14.9%		16.5%		16.5%		(1.9%)		28.1%		7.7%		6.6%		26.0%		-		0.7%		0.4%		15.8%		14.7%		14.7%		(1.7%)		5,390		5,390		6,561		7,102		7.2		4.2		4.1		n/a		15.4		7.2		4.2		4.1		n/a		15.4		21.7%		(2.0%)		19.3%		21.2%		5.7%		1.2%		6.9%		4.9%				1,851		-		1,135		785		1,569		1,386		2,848		1,229		1,293		2,581		-		1,851		-		1,135		785		1,569		1,386		2,848		1,229		1,293		2,581		-		5.3%		-		1.4%		0.0%		0.0%		33.6%		16.9%		31.2%		10.6%		0.9%		-				major increase in pain mgmt vol in year 1				11487		n/a		Alex Henke		6/16/16		Dylan Alexander		6/16/16

		Frontenac Ambulatory Surgery & Spine Care Center, L.P.		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Missouri\Frontenac\April 2016		McDonough		Frontenac		MO		Midwest		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		2		3		USPI		0		Freestanding		54.7%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		20.0%		15.0%		5,997		41.60		4.3%		0.9%		0.7x		2.5x		1.0x		4.0x				18,920,000		-		18,920,000		-		-		18,920,000		1.1x		1.1x		1.3x		1.2x		2.6x		2.6x		3.1x		3.2x				16,654,123		7,356,628		16,648,307		7,255,865		14,636,903		6,062,039		15,334,820		5,893,345		9.4%		2.2%		1.5%		27.2%		0.3%		-		0.6%		14.7%		44.2%		44.2%		N/A		9.4%		2.2%		1.5%		27.7%		0.3%		-		0.6%		14.7%		43.6%		43.6%		N/A		9.6%		2.2%		1.7%		29.0%		0.3%		-		0.7%		15.1%		41.4%		41.4%		2.7%		9.9%		2.3%		1.8%		31.1%		0.3%		-		0.8%		15.4%		38.4%		38.4%		1.6%		5,126		5,126		4,303		4,303		6.6		2.6		3.7		-		12.9		6.6		2.6		3.7		-		12.9		(16.1%)		4.7%		(12.1%)		(16.5%)		(3.4%)		1.9%		(1.6%)		(4.1%)				2,319		n/a		5,822		n/a		n/a		n/a		6,519		957		1,716		n/a		n/a		2,319		n/a		5,822		n/a		n/a		n/a		6,519		957		1,716		n/a		n/a		14.0%		-		3.7%		-		-		-		11.0%		65.4%		1.5%		-		-				Heavy neurosurgery & orthopedics center with high profit margins. Higher Year 1 CapEx reflect investment in new towers and a sterilizer area. Significant volume decline in Year 1 due to physician attrition in ortho, neuro, and pain. Recently went in-network with BCBS and now in with all major payors (BCBS, UHC, Aetna, Cigna), but remains OON with all other commercial payors. All OON reimbursement was projected to remain flat, and a small decline in BCBS reimbursement was projected to reflect remainder of rate cut.				11324		21.9%		John Eastman		6/16/16		0		Input Date

		CONNECTICUT SURGERY CENTER, LP		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Surgical Care Affiliates\Connecticut Surgery Center\2016-03		Peron		Hartford		CT		Northeast		Yes		2/29/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		-		Other (Input to Right)		Connecticut Surgical Center, LLC		Freestanding		33.0%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		18.0%		12.2%		11,937		21.27		6.0%		-		0.3x		3.5x		0.5x		4.5x				2,931,000		-		2,931,000		(45,000)		(37,000)		2,849,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.3x		6.8x		14.9x		5.7x		2.8x				7,522,389		429,926		7,524,816		196,644		8,171,994		511,469		9,852,804		1,052,357		26.7%		4.6%		6.4%		33.6%		-		-		0.6%		22.3%		5.7%		5.7%		N/A		26.7%		4.6%		6.2%		33.6%		-		-		0.6%		25.7%		2.6%		2.6%		N/A		25.6%		4.4%		5.7%		32.2%		-		-		0.6%		25.2%		6.3%		6.3%		(1.0%)		23.4%		4.1%		5.1%		31.9%		-		-		0.5%		24.3%		10.7%		10.7%		(0.8%)		3,788		3,788		4,099		4,704		7.2		2.7		5.5		-		15.5		7.2		2.7		5.5		-		15.5		8.2%		0.4%		8.6%		160.1%		4.4%		1.1%		5.5%		39.9%				1,402		-		-		1,230		1,443		-		3,239		619		-		1,896		2,155		1,402		-		-		1,230		1,443		-		3,239		619		-		1,896		2,155		0.4%		-		-		5.6%		4.9%		-		40.4%		43.5%		-		2.2%		1.2%				Projections: The prior valuations and the current valuation rely upon Surgical Care Affiliates ("SCA") management projections.


 Comparison to the Prior Valuation: The prior valuation's normalized base year reflected October 1, 2014 through September 30, 2015 ("Prior NBY"). The current valuation's normalized base year ("Current NBY") is based on the trailing twelve months ending February 29, 2016 ("TTM 2016"). Comparing Current NBY to Prior NBY, revenue decreased approximately $660,000 and EBITDA decreased approximately $830,000. Per SCA management the change is primarily applicable to the following:
• Orthopedics: Revenue decreased approximately $698,000 because volume decreased from 1,580 cases to 1,529 cases and average net revenue per case decreased from $3,576 to $3,239.
• Implant expense: Implant expense increased approximately $132,000 or $287 per case to $329 per case because of an increase in higher acuity neurosurgery cases (e.g. spinal cord stimulator).


When determining the FMV for the Center at the control and minority level, VMG considered certain covenants and rights outlined in the Center's partnership agreement. Any references to the partnership agreement, and any language related to the control rights of each party, are based on VMG’s understanding of the partnership agreement and do not represent a legal opinion of the rights of each party. To the extent the interpretation of the partnership agreement is different from that outlined in this valuation, our conclusion of value may need to be amended. Certain rights and restrictions from the Center’s partnership agreement may include, but may not be limited to the truncated list of considerations below:
a) General partner may spend the capital and net income
b) General partner may incur indebtedness for the Center
c) General partner may sell or dispose any of the Center's assets
d) General partner may delegate all or any of its duties or authorize any person to execute approved documents on behalf of the Center
e) General partner may amend the books and records of the Center including any changes in the number of or types of units or any changes in the Center's partnership percentage held by any partner, admission of new partners, transfer of any units, or any change of ownership of the partners
f) General partner may admit additional partners provided the additional units would not result in the dilution of the existing limited partners unless approved in accordance with Section 9.4(b)				11006		N/A		Tyler Margaretten		6/2/16		Jason Hareza		6/22/16

		SURGERY CENTER OF ROCKVILLE		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Surgical Care Affiliates\Surgery Center of Rockville		Peron		Rockville		MD		Northeast		Yes		2/29/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		-		Other (Input to Right)		SCA		Freestanding		41.0%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		18.0%		10.0%		8,982		19.63		5.0%		-		0.8x		3.0x		1.2x		4.5x				2,758,000		-		2,758,000		(124,000)		-		2,634,000		0.8x		0.8x		0.8x		0.8x		2.7x		3.0x		3.3x		3.2x				3,328,542		1,022,217		3,329,376		932,200		3,280,416		828,595		3,606,259		855,292		26.4%		4.2%		7.9%		15.7%		-		-		0.5%		14.6%		30.7%		30.7%		N/A		26.4%		4.2%		7.9%		15.7%		-		-		0.5%		17.3%		28.0%		28.0%		N/A		27.6%		4.4%		8.2%		16.5%		-		-		0.6%		17.5%		25.3%		25.3%		(3.8%)		28.3%		4.5%		8.2%		17.2%		-		-		0.6%		17.6%		23.7%		23.7%		(3.5%)		1,838		1,838		1,844		1,897		6.7		2.6		3.4		-		12.7		6.7		2.6		3.4		-		12.7		0.3%		(1.8%)		(1.5%)		(11.1%)		0.6%		1.0%		1.6%		(1.7%)				3,040		1,203		2,187		-		4,695		-		2,980		588		-		-		-		3,040		1,203		2,187		-		4,695		-		2,980		588		-		-		-		20.9%		3.0%		41.5%		-		0.3%		-		0.8%		33.6%		-		-		-				The Center operates a single operating room ("OR") and does not hold a certificate of need ("CON"). VMG understands CON laws in Maryland allow physicians to own an ASC with only one licensed OR without a CON. If they would like to operate more than one OR, they must acquire a CON. According to management, the Center has two procedure rooms ("PR") and two ORs, but only one OR is in use, as the Center does not have a CON.

SCA bought into the Center as of August 1, 2014. Due to the difference in reporting methods pre and post transaction, the Center was unable to provide production data or a full-year income statement for 2014. For this analysis, the 2014 income statement reflects the five month annualized period from August 1 to December 31, 2014. 

The Center opened in 2004 and has historically steady operations. Five of the eight current owners are original owners in the Center.

The Center is currently out of network with Aetna and United Healthcare. Per Center management, the Center is moving in network with Aetna within the next 12 months. After this, United will be the only out of network payor, however, the Center plans to move in network with United as well. Per Center management, the Aetna reimbursement will be approximately $2,000 per case in Year 1. For more details please see the 'Reimbursement Analysis' schedule on page B-12.

The value of the Center's fixed assets is based on the management provided balance sheet dated February 29, 2016.

Per SCA management guidance, cash as of the February 29, 2016 balance sheet date was adjusted to a normalized level based on the level of current liabilities. As of the February 29, 2016 balance sheet, the Center was lacking approximately $124,000 of cash on hand.				10979		N/A		Tyler Margaretten		6/7/16		Jason Hareza		6/30/16

		MIAMI LAKES SURGERY CENTER		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\Miami Lakes\2016.04 - Update		Kickirillo		Miami Lakes		FL		Southeast		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		49.0%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		24.0%		15.0%		16,814		31.44		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				2,013,000		(1,872,000)		141,000		-		-		141,000		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		3.4x		3.2x		2.4x		2.6x				6,868,382		590,244		6,607,657		633,964		7,026,386		832,349		7,992,764		787,891		27.0%		7.1%		10.5%		24.6%		-		-		1.7%		20.6%		8.6%		8.6%		N/A		28.0%		7.4%		10.4%		20.6%		-		-		1.7%		22.3%		9.6%		9.6%		N/A		27.1%		7.2%		10.1%		20.8%		-		-		1.7%		21.3%		11.8%		11.8%		(1.4%)		27.8%		7.3%		10.2%		21.6%		-		-		1.7%		21.5%		9.9%		9.9%		(1.3%)		4,592		4,592		4,783		5,026		6.0		2.4		4.1		n/a		12.5		6.0		2.4		4.1		n/a		12.5		4.2%		2.1%		6.3%		31.3%		1.8%		2.0%		3.9%		4.4%				-		882		1,698		2,508		1,196		-		2,570		1,483		-		5,061		2,376		-		882		1,698		2,508		1,196		-		2,570		1,483		-		3,861		2,376		-		47.5%		4.8%		2.3%		17.1%		-		2.2%		8.3%		-		4.6%		12.3%				0				11485		n/a		Bill Terry		7/1/16		Dylan Alexander		7/5/16

		PORT ST. LUCIE SURGERY CENTER		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\Port St. Lucie\2016.04 - Update		Kickirillo		Port St. Lucie		FL		Southeast		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		48.1%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		17.0%		15.0%		11,530		7.08		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				5,294,000		(361,000)		4,933,000		-		-		4,933,000		0.6x		0.6x		0.7x		0.6x		2.7x		2.9x		3.6x		3.6x				8,903,847		1,975,330		8,876,820		1,833,423		7,906,884		1,483,895		8,906,181		1,478,953		26.5%		7.4%		3.0%		25.0%		-		-		1.6%		14.3%		22.2%		22.2%		N/A		26.6%		7.4%		2.7%		25.1%		-		-		1.6%		16.0%		20.7%		20.7%		N/A		26.2%		7.3%		3.1%		27.0%		-		-		1.9%		15.8%		18.8%		18.8%		(3.2%)		26.9%		7.5%		3.1%		28.0%		-		-		1.9%		16.0%		16.6%		16.6%		(2.8%)		5,939		5,939		4,786		4,980		6.3		1.2		3.5		n/a		11.0		6.3		1.2		3.5		n/a		11.0		(19.4%)		10.5%		(10.9%)		(19.1%)		(3.5%)		3.7%		0.1%		(4.2%)				2,482		909		1,633		3,093		-		897		2,952		2,749		1,586		1,592		2,055		2,482		909		1,633		3,093		-		897		2,952		2,749		1,586		1,592		2,055		1.1%		55.4%		12.1%		6.2%		-		2.4%		8.6%		5.0%		3.1%		2.1%		3.7%				0				11510		n/a		Bill Terry		7/1/16		Dylan Alexander		7/5/16

		PREMIER ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY CENTER, LLC		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Tennessee\Premier Orthopedic\2016.04 - Update		Kickirillo		Nashville		TN		Southeast		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		2		1		HCA		0		Freestanding		49.0%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		20.0%		15.0%		9,032		20.74		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				2,619,000		(547,000)		2,072,000		-		-		2,072,000		0.6x		0.6x		0.6x		0.5x		2.8x		3.1x		3.5x		2.9x				4,437,214		937,633		4,435,233		842,687		4,302,262		758,371		5,040,785		917,851		23.0%		6.5%		9.7%		25.3%		-		0.3%		0.3%		13.7%		21.1%		21.1%		N/A		23.0%		6.5%		6.5%		25.3%		-		0.3%		0.3%		19.0%		19.0%		19.0%		N/A		22.7%		6.4%		6.9%		26.6%		-		0.3%		0.4%		19.1%		17.6%		17.6%		(2.9%)		21.9%		6.2%		6.6%		27.6%		-		0.3%		0.3%		18.8%		18.2%		18.2%		(2.5%)		2,126		2,126		1,886		2,042		4.9		3.9		5.9		n/a		14.7		4.9		3.9		5.9		n/a		14.7		(11.3%)		9.3%		(3.0%)		(10.0%)		(0.8%)		3.4%		2.6%		1.7%				-		-		-		-		-		-		2,469		950		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,469		950		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		72.3%		26.8%		-		-		-				0				11484		n/a		Bill Terry		7/1/16		Dylan Alexander		7/5/16

		Parkside Surgery Center		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\Parkside\2016.03 Update\Model\Parkside 03.16 v3.xlsm		Kickirillo		Jacksonville		FL		Southeast		Yes		2/29/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		-				Minority		-		100.0%		-		17.0%		15.0%		11,276		22.50		5.9%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				732,000		(3,000)		729,000		-		-		729,000		0.2x		0.2x		0.2x		0.2x		6.1x		nmf		4.2x		3.1x				2,997,831		120,187		2,997,512		(131,016)		3,210,335		175,930		3,872,773		237,161		33.9%		8.9%		3.5%		24.7%		-		-		1.0%		24.0%		4.0%		4.0%		N/A		33.9%		8.9%		11.9%		24.7%		-		-		1.0%		23.9%		(4.4%)		(4.4%)		N/A		26.4%		6.9%		11.5%		24.9%		-		-		0.9%		23.8%		5.5%		5.5%		(3.1%)		25.7%		6.8%		10.7%		25.9%		-		-		0.9%		23.9%		6.1%		6.1%		(2.6%)		1,772		1,772		1,861		2,074		8.9		4.8		4.7		-		18.4		8.9		4.8		4.7		-		18.4		5.0%		2.0%		7.1%		(234.3%)		3.2%		2.0%		5.3%		-				-		1,094		1,856		1,900		1,909		1,854		1,764		-		1,348		1,884		2,146		-		1,094		1,856		1,900		1,909		1,854		1,764		-		1,348		1,884		2,146		-		20.8%		2.9%		19.8%		10.6%		0.5%		30.6%		-		1.0%		10.4%		3.4%				Center not synthesized; 100% owned by HCA. 100% Cost approach				11096		n/a		Jamie Arnold		8/1/16		Dylan Alexander		8/1/16

		NEW PORT RICHEY SURGERY CENTER, LTD.		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\Parkside\2016.03 Update		Kickirillo		Trinity		FL		Southeast		Yes		4/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		39.2%				Minority		-		100.0%		-		17.0%		15.0%		18,584		19.61		3.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				4,880,000		(3,641,000)		1,239,000		-		-		1,239,000		0.8x		0.8x		0.8x		0.7x		4.0x		4.9x		4.8x		4.3x				6,090,993		1,214,031		6,089,643		994,804		6,335,665		1,024,033		7,423,241		1,141,662		23.2%		6.6%		5.9%		26.3%		-		-		1.0%		17.0%		(4.3%)		19.9%		N/A		23.2%		6.6%		9.4%		26.3%		-		-		1.0%		17.1%		(2.7%)		16.3%		N/A		23.3%		6.6%		9.3%		26.6%		-		-		1.0%		17.0%		8.4%		16.2%		(2.4%)		23.7%		6.8%		8.7%		27.6%		-		-		0.9%		16.9%		7.6%		15.4%		(2.0%)		3,695		3,695		3,769		4,080		5.5		3.2		3.5		n/a		12.3		5.5		3.2		3.5		n/a		12.3		2.0%		2.0%		4.0%		2.9%		2.0%		2.0%		4.0%		2.8%				2,208		753		1,467		1,872		336		-		2,626		934		1,987		2,602		2,494		2,208		753		1,467		1,872		336		-		2,626		934		1,987		2,602		2,494		7.0%		31.2%		23.8%		5.4%		0.1%		-		20.8%		1.4%		2.3%		3.6%		4.4%				0				11702		n/a		Jamie Arnold		8/1/16		Dylan Alexander		8/1/16

		Sahara Outpatient Surgery Center, LTD		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\Sahara Surgery Center\2016.07 - Update\Model		Kickirillo		Las Vegas		NV		West		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		5		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		10.6%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		15.0%		18,391		30.44		4.9%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				7,026,000		-		7,026,000		-		-		7,026,000		0.8x		0.8x		0.7x		0.6x		3.0x		4.0x		3.7x		3.3x				9,173,951		2,326,423		9,173,951		1,778,594		9,828,729		1,884,448		11,515,923		2,103,256		27.2%		7.4%		1.8%		22.8%		-		0.8%		0.4%		14.1%		25.4%		25.4%		N/A		27.2%		7.4%		7.6%		22.8%		-		0.8%		0.4%		14.3%		19.4%		19.4%		N/A		27.1%		7.4%		7.3%		23.1%		-		0.8%		0.4%		14.7%		19.2%		19.2%		(2.0%)		27.2%		7.4%		6.9%		24.0%		-		0.8%		0.4%		15.0%		18.3%		18.3%		(1.7%)		5,842		5,842		6,154		6,661		6.5		3.6		4.1		N/A		14.2		6.5		3.6		4.1		N/A		14.2		5.3%		1.7%		7.1%		6.0%		2.7%		1.9%		4.7%		3.4%				1,810		-		1,509		796		785		1,412		2,725		1,264		1,315		2,323		-		1,810		-		1,509		796		785		1,412		2,725		1,264		1,315		2,323		-		4.7%		-		1.0%		0.0%		0.0%		31.5%		15.0%		36.3%		10.7%		0.8%		-				0				12353		-		Nick Davis		8/2/16		Dylan Alexander		8/5/16

		All Saints Surgery Center		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\All Saints Surgery Center\2016.05		Kickirillo		Brooksville		FL		Southeast		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		-				Minority		-		100.0%		-		17.0%		15.0%		11,125		27.50		4.2%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				1,190,000		-		1,190,000		-		-		1,190,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.3x		nmf		nmf		nmf		nmf				2,853,912		(762,624)		2,853,584		(973,742)		2,968,869		(1,035,102)		3,478,503		(1,258,206)		28.8%		8.1%		4.5%		47.2%		-		-		2.6%		35.5%		(26.7%)		(26.7%)		N/A		28.8%		8.1%		13.0%		47.2%		-		-		2.6%		34.4%		(34.1%)		(34.1%)		N/A		28.7%		8.0%		12.9%		47.7%		-		-		2.6%		35.0%		(34.9%)		(34.9%)		(5.1%)		28.2%		7.9%		12.4%		49.6%		-		-		2.5%		35.6%		(36.2%)		(36.2%)		(4.3%)		1,608		1,608		1,640		1,775		7.6		6.1		3.9		n/a		17.5		7.6		6.1		3.9		n/a		17.5		2.0%		2.0%		4.0%		6.3%		2.0%		2.0%		4.0%		5.3%				2,133		3,762		167		1,051		1,898		-		1,785		1,724		-		2,339		2,765		2,133		3,762		167		1,051		1,898		-		1,785		1,724		-		2,339		2,765		4.2%		5.0%		14.9%		1.7%		12.7%		-		30.8%		10.9%		-		7.5%		9.0%				0				11598		n/a		Jamie Arnold		8/5/16		Dylan Alexander		8/5/16

		Lafayette Surgery Center, LP		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Louisiana\Lafayette Surgery Center\2016.06\Model\Lafayette 06.16 v2.xlsm		Kickirillo		Lafayette 		LA		Southwest		Yes		4/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		43.4%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		18.0%		15.0%		18,227		19.39		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				13,835,000		(1,339,000)		12,496,000		-		-		12,496,000		1.5x		1.5x		1.6x		1.4x		3.5x		3.5x		3.9x		3.7x				9,162,720		3,995,358		9,146,722		3,953,641		8,798,833		3,543,297		9,910,858		3,772,555		16.4%		3.7%		6.3%		15.6%		-		-		0.7%		13.7%		43.6%		43.6%		N/A		16.4%		3.7%		5.5%		15.6%		-		-		0.7%		14.8%		43.2%		43.2%		N/A		17.4%		4.0%		5.8%		16.4%		-		-		0.7%		15.4%		40.3%		40.3%		(2.3%)		18.3%		4.2%		5.7%		17.7%		-		-		0.7%		15.3%		38.1%		38.1%		(2.0%)		4,412		4,412		4,334		4,691		3.8		2.4		3.3		n/a		9.4		3.8		2.4		3.3		n/a		9.4		(1.8%)		(2.1%)		(3.8%)		(10.4%)		1.2%		0.4%		1.6%		(0.9%)				1,761		1,040		2,249		3,971		1,652		-		4,860		1,388		1,414		3,140		1,455		1,761		1,040		2,249		3,971		1,652		-		4,860		1,388		1,414		3,140		1,455		14.5%		30.7%		10.1%		19.0%		13.0%		-		3.2%		0.8%		0.9%		0.5%		7.3%				0				11945		n/a		Jamie Arnold		8/8/16		Dylan Alexander		8/8/16

		LAS VEGAS SURGICARE, LTD.		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\LV Surgicare Rancho\2016.07 - Update		Kickirillo		Las Vegas		NV		West		Yes		5/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		34.1%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		24.0%		15.0%		13,192		30.36		3.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				6,061,000		(728,000)		5,333,000		-		-		5,333,000		0.6x		0.6x		0.6x		0.5x		3.1x		3.1x		2.9x		2.7x				9,599,944		1,977,822		9,599,744		1,960,598		10,016,425		2,064,054		11,735,838		2,283,753		25.9%		7.2%		5.8%		25.6%		-		0.9%		0.5%		13.4%		20.6%		20.6%		N/A		25.9%		7.2%		5.3%		25.6%		-		0.9%		0.5%		14.1%		20.4%		20.4%		N/A		25.9%		7.2%		5.2%		25.7%		-		0.9%		0.5%		14.0%		20.6%		20.6%		(2.0%)		26.3%		7.4%		5.0%		26.7%		-		0.7%		0.4%		13.9%		19.5%		19.5%		(1.7%)		6,972		6,972		7,078		7,661		3.6		2.3		3.1		N/A		8.9		3.6		2.3		3.1		N/A		8.9		1.5%		2.8%		4.3%		5.3%		1.9%		2.2%		4.1%		3.1%				1,743		947		2,008		1,374		1,628		1,059		1,728		1,279		1,285		1,691		-		1,743		947		2,008		1,374		1,628		1,059		1,728		1,279		1,285		1,691		-		4.8%		32.5%		5.3%		5.5%		36.9%		0.0%		0.8%		11.4%		0.9%		1.8%		-				0				12158		n/a		Nick Davis		8/8/16		Dylan Alexander		8/8/16

		Doctors Same Day Surgery Center		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\Doctor's Same Day Surgery\2016.07		Kickirillo		Sarasota		FL		Southeast		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		5		-		HCA		0		Freestanding		43.2%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		17.0%		15.0%		13,539		17.04		6.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				8,310,000		(308,000)		8,002,000		-		-		8,002,000		1.1x		1.1x		1.1x		1.0x		3.9x		3.9x		3.9x		3.7x				7,351,211		2,112,190		7,350,430		2,105,696		7,572,413		2,138,515		8,529,439		2,266,672		19.9%		5.4%		6.5%		25.4%		-		-		0.8%		13.3%		28.7%		28.7%		N/A		19.9%		5.4%		3.6%		25.4%		-		-		0.8%		16.3%		28.6%		28.6%		N/A		20.0%		5.4%		3.6%		25.7%		-		-		0.8%		16.3%		28.2%		28.2%		(3.3%)		20.5%		5.5%		3.6%		26.7%		-		-		0.8%		16.4%		26.6%		26.6%		(2.9%)		4,032		4,032		4,072		4,238		3.8		1.7		4.0		N/A		9.6		3.8		1.7		4.0		N/A		9.6		1.0%		2.0%		3.0%		1.6%		1.0%		2.0%		3.0%		1.5%				1,445		-		2,313		2,686		1,448		2,910		2,982		689		1,536		2,745		1,911		1,445		-		2,313		2,686		1,448		2,910		2,982		689		1,536		2,745		1,911		6.4%		-		4.4%		3.7%		3.3%		0.0%		29.7%		33.2%		10.0%		4.2%		5.0%				0				12225		n/a		Nick Davis		8/8/16		Dylan Alexander		8/9/16

		SPECIALTY SURGICARE OF LAS VEGAS, LP		 P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\LV Specialty\2016.07 - Update		Kickirillo		Las Vegas		NV		West		Yes		5/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		10		-		HCA		0		Freestanding		39.1%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		24.0%		15.0%		33,351		30.93		4.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				5,934,000		(2,818,000)		3,116,000		-		-		3,116,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.3x		3.2x		3.2x		2.9x		2.7x				14,904,323		1,860,481		14,904,323		1,854,868		15,482,560		2,034,420		18,140,287		2,234,857		23.6%		6.1%		8.9%		28.7%		-		0.5%		0.5%		19.2%		12.5%		12.5%		N/A		23.6%		6.1%		8.6%		28.7%		-		0.5%		0.5%		19.6%		12.4%		12.4%		N/A		23.7%		6.1%		8.4%		28.1%		-		0.5%		0.5%		19.6%		13.1%		13.1%		(1.3%)		24.1%		6.2%		7.9%		29.2%		-		0.5%		0.4%		19.4%		12.3%		12.3%		(1.1%)		10,887		10,887		11,071		11,983		4.6		1.9		2.7		N/A		9.2		4.6		1.9		2.7		N/A		9.2		1.7%		2.2%		3.9%		9.7%		1.9%		2.0%		4.0%		3.8%				2,660		922		1,846		1,589		1,605		1,148		2,142		866		1,775		1,899		1,745		2,660		922		1,846		1,589		1,605		1,148		2,142		866		1,775		1,899		1,745		7.4%		30.3%		1.9%		2.0%		2.3%		15.3%		6.2%		14.5%		5.6%		2.1%		12.5%				0				12226		n/a		Nick Davis		8/8/16		Dylan Alexander		8/9/16

		Surgery Center of Independence, LP d/b/a Centerpoint Ambulatory Surgery Center		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Missouri\Centerpoint Surgery Center\2016.06		Kickirillo		Independence		MO		Midwest		Yes		5/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		3		HCA		0		Freestanding		46.7%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		21.0%		15.0%		19,342		24.13		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				24,891,000		(442,000)		24,449,000		-		-		24,449,000		1.3x		1.3x		1.3x		1.2x		3.1x		3.2x		3.5x		3.2x				19,489,196		7,912,407		19,482,302		7,896,368		18,565,094		7,191,669		20,911,411		7,846,171		16.0%		4.0%		3.3%		21.3%		-		0.1%		0.5%		14.2%		40.6%		40.6%		N/A		16.0%		4.0%		3.5%		21.3%		-		0.1%		0.5%		14.1%		40.5%		40.5%		N/A		16.5%		4.1%		3.8%		21.7%		-		0.1%		0.5%		14.5%		38.7%		38.7%		(0.4%)		17.0%		4.3%		3.7%		22.6%		-		0.1%		0.5%		14.2%		37.5%		37.5%		(0.4%)		8,352		8,352		7,890		8,210		5.2		2.8		2.5		n/a		10.5		5.2		2.8		2.5		n/a		10.5		(5.5%)		0.9%		(4.7%)		(8.9%)		(0.3%)		1.8%		1.4%		(0.1%)				4,029		972		2,881		2,891		1,226		-		3,789		6,900		1,658		3,084		2,566		4,029		972		2,881		2,891		1,226		-		3,789		6,900		1,658		3,084		2,566		5.2%		41.6%		9.1%		6.4%		0.7%		-		25.6%		0.4%		3.2%		1.9%		5.9%				0				11938		n/a		Jamie Arnold		8/8/16		Dylan Alexander		8/9/16

		MONTGOMERY SURGERY CENTER		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Surgical Care Affiliates\Montgomery Surgery Center		Peron		Rockville		MD		Northeast		Yes		2/29/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		Other (Input to Right)		SCA		Freestanding		23.0%				Minority		-		100.0%		-		19.0%		15.0%		N/A		N/A		4.0%		-		n/a		3.0x		n/a		4.5x				1,395,000		(443,000)		952,000		(505,000)		-		447,000		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		5.8x		9.4x		8.6x		6.4x				4,129,236		239,584		4,126,600		148,366		4,293,218		162,036		5,029,751		218,604		31.0%		4.9%		9.9%		29.9%		-		-		0.7%		17.8%		5.8%		5.8%		N/A		31.0%		4.9%		9.9%		29.9%		-		-		0.7%		19.9%		3.6%		3.6%		N/A		31.0%		4.9%		9.8%		30.1%		-		-		0.7%		19.7%		3.8%		3.8%		(1.7%)		31.0%		4.9%		9.3%		30.9%		-		-		0.7%		18.8%		4.3%		4.3%		(2.0%)		3,158		3,158		3,221		3,487		4.7		1.9		2.8		-		9.3		4.7		1.9		2.8		-		9.3		2.0%		2.0%		4.0%		9.2%		2.0%		2.0%		4.0%		8.1%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				Consolidated Volume, Charges, and Collections for all specialites into one				10979		-		Tyler Margaretten		6/7/16		Jason Hareza		8/16/16

		ORLANDO CENTER FOR OUTPATIENT SURGERY, LP		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Surgical Care Affiliates\Orlando Center for Outpatient Surgery, LP\2016-04		Peron		Orlando		FL		Southeast		Yes		4/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		-		Other (Input to Right)		SCA		Freestanding		69.6%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		-		-		16,327		25.61		4.0%		-		1.0x		3.3x		1.4x		4.3x				8,000,000		(273,000)		7,727,000		-		-		7,727,000		1.0x		1.0x		1.2x		1.0x		4.5x		4.3x		3.9x		3.0x				7,762,180		1,787,779		7,762,180		1,842,532		6,608,878		2,027,952		8,103,718		2,646,887		17.1%		3.1%		6.9%		18.4%		-		-		0.7%		30.8%		23.0%		23.0%		N/A		17.1%		3.1%		7.1%		18.4%		-		-		0.7%		29.9%		23.7%		23.7%		N/A		18.9%		3.4%		8.6%		18.4%		-		-		0.8%		19.2%		30.7%		30.7%		(3.0%)		18.6%		3.4%		7.8%		18.4%		-		-		0.7%		18.3%		32.7%		32.7%		(2.5%)		3,856		3,856		3,449		3,871		6.2		4.3		2.8		-		13.3		6.2		4.3		2.8		-		13.3		(10.6%)		(4.8%)		(14.9%)		10.1%		0.1%		0.8%		0.9%		7.5%				-		579		744		1,584		-		1,962		3,055		1,853		-		1,452		3,230		-		579		744		1,584		-		1,962		3,055		1,853		-		1,452		3,230		-		24.9%		5.1%		2.2%		-		0.3%		21.6%		16.4%		-		7.2%		22.4%				Both Control and Minority Values Distributed

Fixed Assets: The value of Orlando Center for Outpatient Surgery, LP's ("the Center") fixed assets is based on the management provided balance sheet dated April 30, 2016

Facility Rent: NBY facility rent of the Center is based on the management provide lease agreement. VMG has not opined as to whether the facility rent represents fair market value.

Equipment Expense: Per management, equipment expense is applicable to Lithotripsy equipment. Per management representation, approximately 60.0% of Urology cases performed in the NBY are applicable to Lithotripsy cases and Lithotripsy alone accounted for approximately 75.0% of Dr. Hunters total volume. Equipment cost per procedure is approximately $2,200. Equipment expense in the projection period has been adjusted to reflect the departure of Dr. Hunter.  

Management Fee: Per management representation, the management fee for the Center is 4.0% of net revenue.

Proforma Projections: Detailed Center projections were reviewed and approved by SCA management (John Walker and William Pritchard).				10807		N/A		Tyler Margaretten		6/2/16		Jason Hareza		8/16/16

		AMBULATORY SURGERY CENTER - TAMPA		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\Tampa ASC\2016.08 - Update		Kickirillo		Tampa		FL		Southeast		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		7		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		40.9%				Minority		-		100.0%		-		17.0%		15.0%		N/A		N/A		4.5%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				6,159,000		(1,717,000)		4,442,000		-		-		4,442,000		1.0x		1.0x		1.0x		0.9x		8.3x		8.4x		8.3x		8.1x				5,917,176		740,620		5,916,249		734,622		6,155,265		740,787		7,211,875		760,460		24.6%		6.7%		3.5%		32.2%		-		-		1.1%		19.4%		12.5%		12.5%		N/A		24.6%		6.7%		3.5%		32.2%		-		-		1.1%		19.5%		12.4%		12.4%		N/A		24.6%		6.7%		3.5%		32.5%		-		-		1.1%		19.6%		12.0%		12.0%		(4.9%)		24.7%		6.7%		3.3%		33.8%		-		-		1.0%		19.9%		10.5%		10.5%		(4.2%)		4,274		4,274		4,359		4,719		3.2		2.3		3.9		N/A		9.4		3.2		2.3		3.9		N/A		9.4		2.0%		2.0%		4.0%		0.8%		2.0%		2.0%		4.0%		0.7%				-		712		1,908		1,546		1,363		-		2,256		1,278		1,327		1,975		2,756		-		712		1,908		1,546		1,363		-		2,256		1,278		1,327		1,975		2,756		-		16.9%		1.1%		0.4%		56.3%		-		2.9%		7.3%		6.7%		4.2%		3.2%				Facility is owned. 100% Cost approach - Land & building net of depreciation per 3rd party real estate appraisal. Other assets per VMG Fixed asset appraisal. 				12425		-		Nick Davis		9/15/16		Dylan Alexander		9/16/16

		Sahara Outpatient Surgery Center, LTD		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\Sahara Surgery Center\2016.07 - Update		Kickirillo		Las Vegas		NV		West		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		5		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		10.6%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		15.0%		18,391		30.44		6.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				7,026,000		-		7,026,000		-		-		7,026,000		0.8x		0.8x		0.7x		0.6x		3.0x		4.0x		3.7x		3.3x				9,173,951		2,326,423		9,173,951		1,778,594		9,828,729		1,884,448		11,515,923		2,103,256		27.2%		7.4%		1.8%		22.8%		-		0.8%		0.4%		14.1%		25.4%		25.4%		N/A		27.2%		7.4%		7.6%		22.8%		-		0.8%		0.4%		14.3%		19.4%		19.4%		N/A		27.1%		7.4%		7.3%		23.1%		-		0.8%		0.4%		14.7%		19.2%		19.2%		(2.0%)		27.2%		7.4%		6.9%		24.0%		-		0.8%		0.4%		15.0%		18.3%		18.3%		(1.7%)		5,842		5,842		6,154		6,661		6.5		3.6		4.1		N/A		14.2		6.5		3.6		4.1		N/A		14.2		5.3%		1.7%		7.1%		6.0%		2.7%		1.9%		4.7%		3.4%				1,810		-		1,509		796		785		1,412		2,725		1,264		1,315		2,323		-		1,810		-		1,509		796		785		1,412		2,725		1,264		1,315		2,323		-		4.7%		-		1.0%		0.0%		0.0%		31.5%		15.0%		36.3%		10.7%		0.8%		-				0				12353		-		Nick Davis		9/15/16		Dylan Alexander		9/16/16

		LIVINGSTON ASC, LLC		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\Barnabas Health\ACC\2016 (August) - Minority Update		Kickirillo		Livingston		NJ		Northeast		Yes		7/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		7		3		Other (Input to Right)		Barnabas Health		Freestanding		n/a				Minority		100.0%		-		-		18.0%		24.0%		37,927		36.00		1.3%		4.0%		n/a		3.0x		n/a		5.0x				7,430,000		(1,360,000)		6,070,000		-		-		6,070,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.3x		2.6x		4.1x		3.7x		2.9x				18,681,588		2,804,481		18,681,588		1,803,303		19,293,044		2,019,642		21,731,362		2,605,447		30.5%		6.2%		3.5%		34.2%		0.2%		1.2%		0.1%		9.6%		14.4%		15.0%		N/A		29.9%		6.2%		7.4%		34.2%		0.2%		1.2%		0.1%		11.1%		9.7%		9.7%		N/A		29.2%		6.1%		7.3%		34.2%		0.2%		1.3%		0.3%		11.0%		10.5%		10.5%		(2.2%)		27.0%		5.6%		7.3%		35.8%		0.2%		1.3%		0.3%		10.5%		12.0%		12.0%		(2.0%)		13,171		13,171		13,467		14,577		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		-		5.9		1.7		3.0		n/a		10.6		2.3%		1.0%		3.3%		12.0%		2.1%		1.0%		3.1%		7.6%				1,767		1,056		1,669		105		1,848		1,300		1,571		1,018		2,740		1,318		1,681		1,767		1,056		1,669		105		1,848		1,300		1,571		1,018		2,740		1,318		1,681		4.9%		40.2%		7.0%		0.3%		23.6%		0.0%		5.2%		13.3%		4.3%		0.0%		1.1%				Valuation assumes interest bearing debt is not paid off prior to syndication. Was historically an HOPD. Recently turned into an ASC				12568		-		Dylan Alexander		9/16/16		Dylan Alexander		9/16/16

		Blue Ridge Surgery Center		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Virginia\Blue Ridge Surgery Center\2016.08 - Update		Kickirillo		Salem		VA		Northeast		Yes		7/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		40.2%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		17.0%		15.0%		14,435		33.84		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				3,865,000		(2,688,000)		1,177,000		-		-		1,177,000		0.5x		0.5x		0.5x		0.4x		3.2x		3.2x		3.5x		3.2x				8,486,765		1,208,307		8,486,468		1,211,483		8,365,741		1,111,674		9,801,799		1,190,047		29.8%		8.2%		7.6%		23.8%		-		0.2%		0.4%		15.7%		14.2%		14.2%		N/A		29.8%		8.2%		6.0%		23.8%		-		0.2%		0.4%		17.4%		14.3%		14.3%		N/A		29.1%		8.0%		6.2%		25.0%		-		0.2%		0.4%		17.7%		13.3%		13.3%		(3.0%)		29.6%		8.1%		6.0%		26.0%		-		0.2%		0.4%		17.5%		12.1%		12.1%		(2.6%)		6,503		6,503		5,930		6,419		6.7		2.9		3.6		N/A		13.2		6.7		2.9		3.6		N/A		13.2		(8.8%)		8.1%		(1.4%)		(8.2%)		(0.3%)		3.2%		2.9%		(0.4%)				1,797		769		1,852		1,455		1,330		-		2,043		-		1,266		943		1,588		1,797		769		1,852		1,455		1,330		-		2,043		-		1,266		943		1,588		8.8%		36.7%		4.0%		2.1%		22.9%		-		14.8%		-		5.0%		0.1%		5.7%				0				12624		n/a		Nick Davis		10/17/16		Dylan Alexander		10/18/16

		Surgery Center of Weston, LLC		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\Surgery Center of Weston		Kickirillo		Weston		FL		Southeast		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		Other (Input to Right)		Surgery Center of Weston		Freestanding		87.5%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		16.0%		12.0%		15,413		37.95		3.0%		5.0%		0.7x		3.0x		1.2x		4.0x				3,090,000		(180,000)		2,910,000		-		-		2,910,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.3x		3.5x		3.5x		3.3x		3.0x				7,591,737		889,164		7,591,737		873,825		8,108,844		934,693		9,628,610		1,014,800		19.5%		4.0%		7.7%		40.3%		2.3%		-		0.8%		13.6%		11.7%		11.7%		N/A		19.5%		4.0%		7.7%		40.3%		2.3%		-		0.8%		13.8%		11.5%		11.5%		N/A		19.4%		4.0%		7.4%		40.8%		2.4%		-		0.8%		13.7%		11.5%		11.5%		(3.1%)		19.1%		3.9%		7.0%		42.5%		2.4%		-		0.7%		13.7%		10.5%		10.5%		(2.6%)		5,398		5,398		5,651		6,199		7.1		2.6		3.3		N/A		13.0		7.1		2.6		3.3		N/A		13.0		4.7%		2.0%		6.8%		7.0%		2.8%		2.0%		4.9%		3.0%				1,313		614		-		1,087		1,420		791		1,379		1,406		955		7,067		777		1,313		614		-		1,087		1,420		791		1,379		1,406		955		7,067		777		5.0%		8.6%		-		1.3%		67.3%		0.1%		0.8%		7.6%		7.5%		1.8%		0.0%				0				12289		n/a		Nick Davis		10/17/16		Dylan Alexander		10/18/16

		SSM ST. CLARE SURGICAL CENTER, L.L.C.		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Missouri\St. Clare (SSM)\April 2016		McDonough		St. Louis		MO		Midwest		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		2		USPI		0		Freestanding		51.5%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		20.0%		6.0%		14,985		34.68		7.0%		4.0%		0.7x		6.0x		1.0x		7.0x				3,810,000		(880,000)		2,930,000		-		-		2,930,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.5x		0.6x		1.9x		2.1x		2.7x		3.4x				8,785,681		2,003,900		8,782,116		1,851,251		7,456,653		1,397,768		6,913,319		1,116,128		15.8%		3.8%		6.0%		30.1%		0.2%		-		1.0%		20.3%		22.8%		22.8%		N/A		15.8%		3.8%		7.4%		30.4%		0.2%		-		1.0%		20.4%		21.1%		21.1%		N/A		16.8%		4.0%		8.9%		29.7%		0.2%		-		1.0%		20.7%		18.7%		18.7%		2.0%		16.6%		4.0%		10.4%		31.0%		0.2%		-		1.0%		20.7%		16.1%		16.1%		2.2%		4,060		4,060		3,446		2,696		6.6		-		2.2		2.4		11.3		6.6		-		2.2		2.4		11.3		(15.1%)		0.1%		(15.1%)		(24.5%)		(7.9%)		3.5%		(4.7%)		(9.6%)				2,114		1,114		8,560		2,893		1,678		-		5,720		1,701		-		2,822		1,195		2,114		1,114		8,560		2,893		1,678		-		5,720		1,701		-		2,822		1,195		6.8%		17.6%		8.0%		4.0%		45.4%		-		5.5%		10.6%		-		0.6%		0.0%				The intended use of this FMV analysis will be to determine the price FPP is to pay USPF to purchase 11 minority physician units (the "Units") in the Center that were acquired by USPF under Section 15.2 of the Center's operating agreement. When the Units are held by USPF or FPP, they are restricted by the operating agreement. Under Section 15.2(b) of the Center's operating agreement, both USPF and FPP must hold the Units for resale to future physician investors, which future sales shall be made only to "Qualified Members" in a manner consistent with Section 7.1. Section 7.1 of the operating agreement also provides that the pricing of sales of physician units is set by the Center's board. Please note that such restrictions have been considered and are reflected in our opinion of value. 				11325		-		Robert Diamond		10/21/16		Kyle Rizos		10/25/16

		TAMARAC SURGERY CENTER, L.L.C.		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Florida\Fort Lauderdale (Tamarac)\2016-07		McDonough		Fort Lauderdale		FL		Southeast		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		USPI		0		Freestanding		49.9%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		20.0%		15.0%		15,820		12.68		7.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				16,110,000		(660,000)		15,450,000		-		-		15,450,000		1.3x		1.3x		1.2x		1.1x		3.5x		3.6x		3.1x		3.0x				12,115,851		4,662,898		12,108,624		4,533,034		13,674,293		5,160,910		14,645,469		5,325,792		22.3%		5.2%		2.8%		10.8%		0.6%		-		1.8%		18.2%		38.5%		38.5%		N/A		22.3%		5.2%		2.8%		11.2%		0.6%		-		1.8%		18.8%		37.4%		37.4%		N/A		22.0%		5.1%		2.5%		11.6%		0.6%		-		1.8%		18.7%		37.7%		37.7%		4.4%		22.2%		5.2%		2.6%		12.2%		0.6%		-		1.8%		19.0%		36.4%		36.4%		2.0%		9,925		9,925		11,180		11,180		5.7		0.2		1.7		3.1		10.7		5.7		0.2		1.7		3.1		10.7		12.6%		0.3%		12.9%		13.9%		2.4%		1.4%		3.9%		3.3%				-		1,273		-		720		-		-		1,439		1,161		1,085		951		-		-		1,273		-		720		-		-		1,439		1,161		1,085		951		-		-		52.0%		-		0.0%		-		-		0.9%		44.9%		1.9%		0.2%		-				Based on conversations with management, the Center is expected to experience a positive revenue impact due to higher reimbursement rates for certain payors related to the Tenet-USPI merger.				11846		-		Robert Diamond		10/20/16		Kyle Rizos		10/20/16

		WEBSTER AMBULATORY SURGERY CENTER, L.P.		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Missouri\Webster\May 2016\Model		McDonough		Webster Groves		MO		Midwest		Yes		5/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		3		USPI		0		Freestanding		36.7%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		17.0%		14.0%		23,005		21.34		6.5%		3.0%		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				8,420,000		(400,000)		8,020,000		-		-		8,020,000		1.0x		1.0x		1.0x		0.9x		3.0x		3.2x		3.0x		2.8x				8,570,548		2,789,978		8,569,984		2,668,070		8,398,085		2,851,276		8,939,644		3,056,500		14.5%		3.3%		4.8%		21.0%		0.3%		-		0.8%		22.8%		32.6%		32.6%		N/A		14.5%		3.3%		5.6%		22.3%		0.3%		-		0.8%		22.1%		31.1%		31.1%		N/A		14.4%		3.3%		4.3%		20.9%		0.3%		-		0.7%		22.1%		34.0%		34.0%		42.9%		14.5%		3.3%		3.0%		21.5%		0.3%		-		0.8%		22.4%		34.2%		34.2%		1.7%		3,104		3,104		2,878		2,829		6.4		-		3.4		4.0		13.7		6.4		-		3.4		4.0		13.7		(7.3%)		5.7%		(2.0%)		6.9%		(1.8%)		2.7%		0.8%		2.8%				2,347		-		-		2,410		-		644		4,197		16,783		-		2,489		1,169		2,347		-		-		2,410		-		644		4,197		16,783		-		2,489		1,169		40.5%		-		-		22.3%		-		2.5%		22.6%		0.1%		-		11.1%		0.9%				Based on conversations with management, the Center is expected to experience a positive revenue impact due to higher reimbursement rates for certain payors related to the Tenet-USPI merger. We have incorporated the expected increase into our reimbursement projections. Currently, the Center operates out of two facilities but intends to consolidate operations in September 2016 into a new single site located at 9701 Landmark Parkway. As a result, VMG has reduced certain expenses to reflect the costs savings that would result from the Center moving to one facility. Furthermore, it is our understanding that the Center is on a month-to-month lease at the Webster location and will be relieved of their current lease at the Sunset Hills facility, upon relocation.				11573		-		Robert Diamond		10/20/16		Kyle Rizos		10/20/16

		NORTHWEST MICHIGAN SURGERY CENTER, LLC		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\Northwest Michigan Surgery Center\June 2016		McDonough		Traverse City		MI		Midwest		Yes		5/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		8		4		None		0		Freestanding		-				Minority		100.0%		-		-		17.0%		7.0%		52,270		46.93		-		-		0.7x		3.0x		1.0x		4.0x				21,420,000		(1,280,000)		20,140,000		-		-		20,140,000		0.9x		0.9x		0.9x		0.8x		4.0x		4.0x		4.2x		3.8x				23,960,465		5,328,874		23,960,465		5,328,874		24,006,584		5,071,142		26,732,502		5,646,092		22.7%		5.7%		11.0%		24.3%		-		4.6%		-		9.5%		22.2%		22.2%		4.9%		23.1%		5.8%		11.2%		24.4%		-		4.7%		-		9.7%		22.2%		22.2%		4.9%		23.1%		5.8%		11.2%		24.4%		-		4.7%		-		9.7%		21.1%		21.1%		0.0%		23.1%		5.8%		10.9%		24.4%		-		4.9%		-		9.8%		21.1%		21.1%		0.0%		21,492		21,492		21,497		22,367		3.9		1.5		2.4		3.3		11.1		3.9		1.5		2.4		3.3		11.1		0.0%		0.2%		0.2%		(4.8%)		0.8%		1.4%		2.2%		1.2%				2,207		569		1,140		2,412		1,129		-		2,386		-		2,062		1,933		1,741		2,207		569		1,140		2,412		1,129		-		2,386		-		2,062		1,933		1,741		2.6%		49.3%		9.4%		6.0%		17.1%		-		13.1%		-		2.5%		2.4%		3.0%				0				11979		-		Alex Jarocki		9/14/16		0		Input Date

		OLIVE AMBULATORY SURGERY CENTER, L.P.		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Missouri\Olive Surgery Center		McDonough		St. Louis		MO		Midwest		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		2		1		United Surgical Partners International		0		Freestanding		49.6%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		18.0%		10.0%		6,150		16.94		6.5%		3.2%		0.7x		2.5x		1.0x		4.0x				5,190,000		(50,000)		5,140,000		-		-		5,140,000		0.9x		0.9x		0.9x		0.8x		2.8x		2.9x		3.3x		3.3x				6,038,242		1,848,303		6,033,517		1,767,869		5,834,157		1,588,127		6,159,143		1,593,959		15.2%		3.6%		2.2%		26.3%		0.4%		-		1.0%		22.0%		30.6%		30.6%		2.5%		15.2%		3.6%		2.8%		26.6%		0.4%		-		1.0%		23.2%		29.3%		29.3%		2.5%		15.2%		3.6%		2.8%		26.6%		0.4%		-		1.0%		23.2%		27.2%		27.2%		0.0%		15.3%		3.6%		3.1%		28.0%		0.4%		-		1.0%		22.7%		25.9%		25.9%		0.0%		3,009		3,009		2,776		2,704		4.8		-		3.5		3.5		11.8		4.8		-		3.5		3.5		11.8		(7.8%)		4.8%		(3.3%)		(10.2%)		(2.1%)		2.6%		0.4%		(2.0%)				1,467		-		-		-		-		-		2,585		694		-		1,944		-		1,467		-		-		-		-		-		2,585		694		-		1,944		-		4.6%		-		-		-		-		-		26.4%		0.1%		-		61.1%		-				0				12050		-		Alex Jarocki		9/14/16		0		Input Date

		PERIMETER SURGERY CENTER OF ATLANTA		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\Surgical Care Affiliates\Perimeter Surgery Center of Atlanta		McDonough		Atlanta		GA		Southeast		Yes		4/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		5		1		United Surgical Partners International		0		Freestanding		70.2%				Minority		-		100.0%		-		17.0%		12.0%		15,083		24.67		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.0x		4.0x				1,270,000		(240,000)		1,030,000		-		-		1,030,000		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		2.8x		2.5x		2.2x		4.2x				4,828,457		455,020		4,820,082		511,715		4,558,866		584,966		4,301,290		300,141		28.9%		5.2%		9.1%		23.6%		-		-		0.7%		22.0%		9.4%		9.4%		7.9%		26.4%		4.7%		9.9%		24.4%		-		-		0.7%		21.0%		10.6%		10.6%		7.9%		26.4%		4.7%		9.9%		24.4%		-		-		0.7%		21.0%		12.8%		12.8%		0.0%		27.2%		4.9%		11.8%		27.3%		-		-		0.8%		21.0%		7.0%		7.0%		0.0%		3,016		3,016		2,462		2,011		5.5		-		6.9		4.1		16.6		5.5		-		6.9		4.1		16.6		(18.4%)		15.9%		(5.4%)		14.3%		(7.8%)		6.0%		(2.3%)		(10.1%)				1,804		898		1,324		3,102		1,525		-		2,954		1,151		1,760		1,539		-		1,804		898		1,324		3,102		1,525		-		2,954		1,151		1,760		1,539		-		15.0%		24.9%		8.0%		1.1%		8.3%		-		5.9%		10.0%		22.5%		0.8%		-				0				11877		-		Alex Jarocki		9/14/16		0		Input Date

		SSM ST. CLARE SURGICAL CENTER, L.L.C.		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Missouri\St. Clare (SSM)\April 2016		McDonough		St. Louis		MO		Midwest		Yes		3/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		2		United Surgical Partners International		0		Freestanding		51.5%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		16.0%		6.0%		14,985		34.68		7.0%		4.1%		0.7x		6.0x		1.0x		7.0x				4,580,000		(880,000)		3,700,000		-		-		3,700,000		0.5x		0.5x		0.6x		0.7x		2.3x		2.5x		3.3x		4.1x				8,785,681		2,003,900		8,782,116		1,851,251		7,456,653		1,397,768		6,913,319		1,116,128		15.8%		3.8%		7.4%		30.4%		0.2%		-		1.0%		20.4%		22.8%		22.8%		4.5%		16.8%		4.0%		8.9%		29.7%		0.2%		-		1.0%		20.7%		21.1%		21.1%		4.5%		16.8%		4.0%		8.9%		29.7%		0.2%		-		1.0%		20.7%		18.7%		18.7%		0.0%		16.6%		4.0%		10.4%		31.0%		0.2%		-		1.0%		20.7%		16.1%		16.1%		0.0%		4,060		4,060		3,446		2,696		6.6		-		2.2		2.4		11.3		6.6		-		2.2		2.4		11.3		(15.1%)		0.1%		(15.1%)		(24.5%)		(7.9%)		3.5%		(4.7%)		(9.6%)				2,114		1,114		8,560		2,893		1,678		-		5,720		1,701		-		2,822		1,195		2,114		1,114		8,560		2,893		1,678		-		5,720		1,701		-		2,822		1,195		6.8%		17.6%		8.0%		4.0%		45.4%		-		5.5%		10.6%		-		0.6%		0.1%				0				11325		-		Alex Jarocki		9/14/16		0		Input Date

		Andrews Institute ASC, LLC		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Baptist Health Care Pensacola\Andrews Institute ASC\08-2016 Update		Murski		Gulf Breeze		FL		Southeast		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		8		N/A		Other (Input to Right)		Baptist Hospital, Inc.		Freestanding		47.4%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		21.0%		17.0%		30,109		34.41		2.0%		3.0%		n/a		2.5x		n/a		4.0x				15,230,000		-		15,230,000		-		-		15,230,000		0.7x		0.7x		0.7x		0.7x		2.7x		2.7x		3.0x		3.0x				21,506,062		5,561,910		21,503,392		5,638,596		20,906,426		5,074,256		22,923,506		5,154,963		18.0%		4.0%		7.0%		32.9%		-		-		0.7%		11.5%		25.9%		25.9%		N/A		17.7%		4.0%		7.4%		32.9%		-		-		0.7%		11.0%		26.2%		26.2%		N/A		18.6%		4.2%		7.8%		33.0%		-		-		0.8%		11.3%		24.3%		24.3%		(2.6%)		18.4%		4.2%		7.9%		34.9%		-		-		0.8%		11.3%		22.5%		22.5%		(1.1%)		6,355		6,355		6,011		6,204		8.4		7.2		3.2		n/a		18.8		8.4		7.2		3.2		n/a		18.8		(5.4%)		2.8%		(2.8%)		(10.0%)		(0.5%)		1.8%		1.3%		(1.8%)				1,277		-		2,808		-		1,417		-		3,920		770		952		5,017		-		1,277		-		2,808		-		1,417		-		3,920		770		952		5,017		-		0.5%		-		1.0%		-		19.2%		-		72.6%		3.7%		0.3%		2.7%		-				James Andrews performed approxiamtely 350 cases at the Center in TTM 2016 and owns a 10.5% interest in the Center. He is the premier sports medicine orthopedist in the country. 				12864		-		Josh May		11/7/16		Jordan Jeffcott		11/8/16

		Manchester Ambulatory Surgery Center, L.P.		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Missouri\Manchester\Update 2016.07		McDonough		Des Peres 		MO		Midwest		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		2		USPI		0		Freestanding		47.5%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		10.0%		15,987		29.56		6.5%		3.7%		0.7x		2.5x		1.0x		4.0x				5,570,000		(210,000)		5,360,000		-		-		5,360,000		0.6x		0.6x		0.6x		0.6x		2.6x		2.9x		2.7x		2.7x				9,432,096		2,121,900		9,426,507		1,945,095		9,323,654		2,042,225		9,680,159		2,075,977		22.4%		4.9%		5.1%		19.1%		0.3%		-		1.2%		24.4%		22.5%		22.5%		N/A		22.4%		4.9%		6.4%		19.7%		0.3%		-		1.2%		24.4%		20.6%		20.6%		N/A		22.3%		4.9%		6.5%		17.8%		0.3%		-		1.3%		25.0%		21.9%		21.9%		(7.5%)		22.4%		4.9%		6.6%		17.6%		0.3%		-		1.4%		25.4%		21.4%		21.4%		(3.6%)		5,625		5,625		5,347		5,074		8.1		3.0		3.8		N/A		14.9		8.1		3.0		3.8		N/A		14.9		(4.9%)		4.0%		(1.1%)		5.0%		(2.0%)		2.6%		0.5%		1.3%				1,183		801		1,234		1,749		1,058		-		3,345		1,198		1,207		1,601		1,200		1,183		801		1,234		1,749		1,058		-		3,345		1,198		1,207		1,601		1,200		2.1%		25.5%		6.6%		12.9%		3.9%		-		22.3%		7.3%		7.6%		8.1%		2.6%				0				12298		N/A		Genevieve Gerten		11/16/16		Alex Jarocki		11/17/16

		Centennial Surgery Center, Ltd.		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Tennessee\Centennial Medical Center\Centennial Surgery Center\2016.09 - Update		Kickirillo		Nashville		TN		Southeast		Yes		8/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		6		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		47.1%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		23.0%		15.0%		20,754		20.60		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				5,868,000		(2,035,000)		3,833,000		-		-		3,833,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.3x		2.7x		2.8x		2.8x		2.4x				14,191,562		2,136,217		14,185,410		2,120,101		14,655,099		2,131,149		17,170,784		2,423,486		24.1%		5.4%		5.3%		34.1%		-		-		0.3%		15.7%		15.1%		15.1%		N/A		24.1%		5.4%		4.8%		34.1%		-		-		0.3%		16.3%		14.9%		14.9%		N/A		23.8%		5.3%		4.7%		35.0%		-		-		0.3%		16.2%		14.5%		14.5%		(2.0%)		23.3%		5.2%		4.5%		36.4%		-		-		0.3%		16.2%		14.1%		14.1%		(1.7%)		7,546		7,546		7,500		8,118		6.1		4.3		3.6		N/A		14.0		6.1		4.3		3.6		N/A		14.0		(0.6%)		3.9%		3.3%		0.5%		1.5%		2.4%		3.9%		2.7%				2,829		1,001		1,920		1,579		1,855		698		2,735		696		1,779		1,780		1,104		2,829		1,001		1,920		1,579		1,855		698		2,735		696		1,779		1,780		1,104		0.2%		16.6%		10.6%		9.2%		14.0%		1.4%		34.8%		8.9%		1.7%		1.2%		1.1%				0				12879		n/a		Nick Davis		11/29/16		Dylan Alexander		11/30/16

		EVANS SURGERY CENTER, LP		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Georgia\Evans Surgery Center\2016.10 - Update		Kickirillo		Evans		GA		Southeast		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		-		HCA		0		Freestanding		36.7%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		15.0%		17,385		12.13		4.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				9,036,000		-		9,036,000		-		-		9,036,000		1.1x		1.1x		1.1x		0.9x		3.5x		3.4x		3.6x		3.1x				8,107,950		2,556,102		8,103,159		2,684,018		8,170,428		2,534,246		9,572,958		2,903,141		20.2%		5.2%		6.1%		21.2%		-		0.2%		0.3%		15.2%		31.5%		31.5%		N/A		20.2%		5.2%		3.8%		21.3%		-		0.2%		0.3%		15.8%		33.1%		33.1%		N/A		20.6%		5.3%		3.9%		22.6%		-		0.2%		0.3%		16.0%		31.0%		31.0%		(12.2%)		20.9%		5.4%		3.8%		23.5%		-		0.2%		0.3%		15.7%		30.3%		30.3%		(2.1%)		3,545		3,545		3,579		3,874		5.0		1.9		4.7		N/A		11.6		5.0		1.9		4.7		N/A		11.6		1.0%		(0.1%)		0.8%		(5.6%)		1.8%		1.6%		3.4%		1.6%				1,886		983		2,041		-		-		1,148		3,045		1,302		1,904		2,138		2,648		1,886		983		2,041		-		-		1,148		3,045		1,302		1,904		2,138		2,648		0.0%		28.0%		3.5%		-		-		1.1%		55.1%		0.1%		7.2%		4.4%		0.6%				0				13194		n/a		Nick Davis		11/17/16		Dylan Alexander		11/30/16

		Miami Lakes Surgery Center		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Florida\Miami Lakes\2016.08 - Update		Kickirillo		Miami Lakes		FL		Southeast		Yes		7/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		46.0%				Minority		-		10.0%		90.0%		18.0%		15.0%		16,814		31.00		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				1,839,000		(1,770,000)		69,000		-		-		69,000		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		3.5x		3.1x		8.7x		9.8x				6,489,796		521,895		6,485,491		593,816		5,626,488		210,280		6,400,330		188,309		29.1%		7.8%		11.0%		19.7%		-		-		1.9%		22.4%		8.0%		8.0%		N/A		29.2%		7.8%		10.5%		19.7%		-		-		1.9%		21.8%		9.2%		9.2%		N/A		28.7%		7.7%		12.5%		21.8%		-		-		2.2%		23.3%		3.7%		3.7%		(1.8%)		29.3%		7.8%		12.5%		22.7%		-		-		2.2%		22.4%		2.9%		2.9%		(1.6%)		4,620		4,620		3,492		3,670		6.1		2.5		4.9		n/a		13.5		6.1		2.5		4.9		n/a		13.5		(24.4%)		14.8%		(13.2%)		(64.6%)		(4.5%)		4.4%		(0.3%)		(20.5%)				-		901		1,704		2,699		1,222		-		2,470		1,454		-		3,353		2,487		-		901		1,704		2,699		1,222		-		2,470		1,454		-		3,353		2,487		-		32.0%		5.5%		5.3%		15.0%		-		3.5%		8.1%		-		10.0%		19.5%				0				12620		n/a		Jamie Arnold		11/29/30		Dylan Alexander		11/30/16

		Andrews Institute ASC, LLC		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Baptist Health Care Pensacola\Andrews Institute ASC\08-2016 Update		Murski		Gulf Breeze		FL		Southeast		Yes		6/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		8		N/A		Other (Input to Right)		Baptist Hospital, Inc.		Freestanding		47.4%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		21.0%		17.0%		30,109		34.41		2.0%		3.0%		n/a		2.5x		n/a		4.0x				15,230,000		-		15,230,000		-		-		15,230,000		0.7x		0.7x		0.7x		0.7x		2.7x		2.7x		3.0x		3.0x				21,506,062		5,561,910		21,503,392		5,638,596		20,906,426		5,074,256		22,923,506		5,154,963		18.0%		4.0%		7.0%		32.9%		-		-		0.7%		11.5%		25.9%		25.9%		N/A		17.7%		4.0%		7.4%		32.9%		-		-		0.7%		11.0%		26.2%		26.2%		N/A		18.6%		4.2%		7.8%		33.0%		-		-		0.8%		11.3%		24.3%		24.3%		(2.6%)		18.4%		4.2%		7.9%		34.9%		-		-		0.8%		11.3%		22.5%		22.5%		(1.1%)		6,355		6,355		6,011		6,204		8.4		7.2		3.2		n/a		18.8		8.4		7.2		3.2		n/a		18.8		(5.4%)		2.8%		(2.8%)		(10.0%)		(0.5%)		1.8%		1.3%		(1.8%)				1,277		-		2,808		-		1,417		-		3,920		770		952		5,017		-		1,277		-		2,808		-		1,417		-		3,920		770		952		5,017		-		0.5%		-		1.0%		-		19.2%		-		72.6%		3.7%		0.3%		2.7%		-				James Andrews performed approxiamtely 350 cases at the Center in TTM 2016 and owns a 10.5% interest in the Center. He is the premier sports medicine orthopedist in the country. 				12605		-		Josh May		11/7/16		Jordan Jeffcott		11/8/16

		WEST SUNSET SURGERY CENTER d/b/a MINIMALLY INVASIVE CENTER OF EXCELLENCE		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Minimally Invasive Center of Excellence		Peron		Las Vegas		NV		West		Yes		5/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		-		-		Other (Input to Right)		WEST SUNSET SURGERY CENTER		Freestanding		100.0%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		22.0%		26.0%		n/a		n/a		2.6%		25.1%		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a				3,210,000		-		3,210,000		(1,260,000)		-		1,950,000		0.6x		0.6x		0.5x		0.4x		3.7x		4.1x		2.6x		2.7x				5,101,307		872,844		5,101,307		780,578		6,525,095		1,243,913		7,378,683		1,167,390		15.4%		-		1.9%		27.1%		0.9%		-		0.2%		37.4%		17.1%		17.1%		N/A		15.4%		0.9%		2.8%		27.1%		0.9%		-		0.2%		37.4%		15.3%		15.3%		N/A		14.8%		0.9%		2.2%		24.6%		1.0%		-		0.2%		37.3%		19.1%		19.1%		1.9%		15.5%		1.0%		2.0%		26.8%		1.0%		-		0.2%		37.7%		15.8%		15.8%		1.7%		720		720		1,000		1,118		10.4		4.6		8.2		-		23.2		10.4		4.6		8.2		-		23.2		38.9%		(7.9%)		27.9%		59.4%		9.2%		(1.4%)		7.7%		8.4%				-		-		11,501		-		-		-		5,776		3,401		-		19,571		-		-		-		11,501		-		-		-		5,776		3,401		-		19,571		-		-		-		31.0%		-		-		-		4.0%		58.3%		-		6.7%		-				1. Out-of-Network: VMG understands the Center is out-of-network with insurance payors and plans to continue to operate as such. 2. Lien Cases: VMG understands cases are performed at the Center that are subject to liens and payments for services can be delayed until legal matters are resolved. VMG has considered the lag in collections in our analysis. 3. Net Revenue per Case: Based on discussions with management, VMG assumes net revenue per case will remain at the rates indicated in the normalized base year and the case mix by payor will remain constant in the projection period. 4. Accounts Receivable: VMG understands excess A/R above a normalized level exists. The normalized level of accounts receivable (“A/R”) is based on 90 days outstanding going forward, based on analysis of current A/R balances and discussions with management now that the Center is fully operational. It is our understanding new owners would not have access to distributions from cases and A/R prior to their ownership. Therefore, all A/R (normalized and excess) are excluded from any equity indication. 4. Billing Expense: Based on discussions with management and billing vendor expense analysis (see appendix), the indicated expense as a percent of net revenue is expected to continue in the projection period. 5. Supply Cost per Case: Based on discussions with management, normalized supply cost per case is based on historical Annualized 2016 levels, and project variably with volume and 2.5% CPI inflation. 6. Financial Statement Accuracy: VMG has not independently audited or confirmed the accuracy of the data provided. We are relying on the data as materially true and correct. To the extent that the information provided to VMG is inaccurate, we reserve the right to amend our analysis accordingly. 7. Center Equipment:  VMG has not performed a valuation or physical inventory of the equipment utilized by the Center. VMG did inspect the assets and utilized the Center’s asset ledger to identify assets utilized by the Center.				11785		-		Jalen Taylor		1/3/17		Jalen Taylor		1/3/17

		Augusta Surgical Center 		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Georgia\Augusta Surgical Center\2016.10		Kickirillo		Augusta		GA		Southeast		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		1		HCA		0		Freestanding		42.5%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		16.0%		15.0%		N/A		N/A		4.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				1,853,000		(1,595,000)		258,000		-		-		258,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		2.4x		2.3x		3.2x		3.2x				4,484,902		785,150		4,484,354		789,133		4,139,828		585,819		4,663,033		576,410		35.1%		7.8%		2.4%		14.2%		-		0.5%		0.7%		21.7%		17.5%		17.5%		N/A		35.1%		7.8%		2.4%		14.2%		-		0.5%		0.7%		21.6%		17.6%		17.6%		N/A		36.5%		8.1%		2.7%		14.3%		-		0.6%		0.8%		22.9%		14.2%		14.2%		(4.8%)		37.4%		8.3%		2.7%		14.9%		-		0.5%		0.8%		23.0%		12.4%		12.4%		(4.3%)		4,613		4,613		4,156		4,325		4.5		1.1		3.1		n/a		8.7		4.5		1.1		3.1		n/a		8.7		(9.9%)		2.5%		(7.7%)		(25.8%)		(1.3%)		2.1%		0.8%		(6.1%)				-		936		2,140		1,785		1,237		-		-		594		1,812		1,714		-		-		936		2,140		1,785		1,237		-		-		594		1,812		1,714		-		-		83.9%		0.0%		2.3%		6.1%		-		-		5.5%		0.1%		2.1%		-				0				13192		N/A 		Jamie Arnold		12/27/16		Dylan Alexander		1/4/17

		Premier Orthopaedic Surgery Center, LLC		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Tennessee\Premier Orthopedic\2016.10 - Update		Kickirillo		Nashville 		TN		Southeast		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		2		1		HCA		0		Freestanding		Freestanding				Minority		100.0%		-		-		20.0%		15.0%		9,032		24.51		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				1,803,000		(509,000)		1,294,000		-		-		1,294,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		3.2x		3.6x		3.3x		2.7x				4,129,778		566,266		4,126,392		505,881		4,021,833		553,566		4,712,218		674,365		24.5%		7.0%		11.4%		28.1%		-		0.3%		0.4%		14.5%		13.7%		13.7%		N/A		24.5%		7.0%		7.8%		28.2%		-		0.3%		0.4%		19.5%		12.3%		12.3%		N/A		24.5%		7.0%		8.2%		26.2%		-		0.4%		0.4%		19.5%		13.8%		13.8%		(3.1%)		23.8%		6.8%		7.9%		27.3%		-		0.4%		0.4%		19.2%		14.3%		14.3%		(2.7%)		1,919		1,919		1,777		1,924		6.9		4.2		5.5		n/a		16.6		6.9		4.2		5.5		n/a		16.6		(7.4%)		5.2%		(2.5%)		9.4%		0.1%		2.6%		2.7%		5.9%				-		-		-		-		-		-		2,497		817		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,701		817		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		76.4%		22.4%		-		-		-				Does some neurology cases				13195		n/a		Jamie Arnold		12/27/16		Dylan Alexander		1/4/17

		SUNRISE FLAMINGO SURGERY CENTER		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\Flamingo\2016.11 - Update		Kickirillo		Las Vegas		NY		Northeast		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		4		HCA		0		Freestanding		n/a				Minority		-		100.0%		-		18.0%		5.0%		19,105		25.13		5.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				2,012,000		(825,000)		1,187,000		-		-		1,187,000		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		0.2x		43.7x		40.9x		5.3x		15.3x				6,339,450		46,011		6,339,450		49,227		7,395,604		380,743		8,665,129		131,245		33.5%		9.9%		10.4%		25.0%		-		1.0%		0.4%		19.1%		0.7%		0.7%		N/A		33.5%		9.9%		10.1%		25.0%		-		1.0%		0.4%		19.4%		0.8%		0.8%		N/A		32.9%		9.8%		8.9%		24.4%		-		0.9%		0.9%		17.1%		5.1%		5.1%		(2.0%)		33.7%		10.0%		8.5%		25.4%		-		0.8%		0.9%		19.1%		1.5%		1.5%		(1.7%)		5,396		5,396		5,962		6,453		4.3		2.9		2.7		n/a		9.8		4.3		2.9		2.7		n/a		9.8		10.5%		5.6%		16.7%		673.5%		3.6%		2.7%		6.4%		21.7%				-		786		1,831		1,194		1,466		-		2,244		783		1,086		2,119		-		-		846		1,831		1,194		1,466		-		2,244		783		1,086		2,119		-		-		24.5%		0.4%		1.1%		12.4%		-		8.1%		9.2%		3.7%		1.8%		-				0				13252		n/a		Jamie Arnold		12/27/16		Dylan Alexander		1/4/17

		EAST PORTLAND SURGERY CENTER, LLC		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Oregon\East Portland Surgery Center\October 2016		McDonough		Portland		OR		West		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		2		United Surgical Partners International		0		Freestanding		32.4%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		17.0%		14.0%		12,951		36.57		6.7%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				1,560,000		-		1,560,000		-		-		1,560,000		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		0.3x		1.4x		1.7x		1.9x		2.2x				6,187,468		1,126,255		6,157,481		935,913		5,803,111		810,588		6,110,776		715,607		24.2%		5.7%		9.3%		21.0%		0.5%		-		1.1%		20.1%		18.2%		18.2%		N/A		24.3%		5.8%		9.5%		23.5%		0.5%		-		1.1%		20.1%		15.2%		15.2%		N/A		25.4%		6.1%		10.3%		22.2%		0.5%		-		1.2%		20.4%		14.0%		14.0%		6.9%		25.9%		6.2%		10.9%		23.0%		0.5%		-		1.2%		20.6%		11.7%		11.7%		6.5%		3,461		3,461		3,294		3,247		7.2		3.6		6.0		-		16.8		7.2		3.6		6.0		-		16.8		(4.8%)		(1.0%)		(5.8%)		(13.4%)		(1.3%)		1.1%		(0.2%)		(5.2%)				3,491		-		1,512		2,905		1,320		-		2,836		988		2,446		4,664		13,214		3,491		-		1,512		2,905		1,320		-		2,836		988		2,446		4,664		13,214		6.7%		1.2%		(16.5%)		(0.2%)		(3.2%)		-		(5.5%)		2.9%		(1.9%)		18.1%		(0.1%)				0				13128		-		Robert Diamond		1/18/17

		Illinois Sports Medicine & Orthopedic Surgery Center		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Illinois Sports Medicine & Orthopedic Surgery Center		Murski		Morton Grove		IL		Midwest		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		1		None		0		Freestanding		100.0%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		18.0%		11.0%		14,860		24.00		0.9%		2.0%		n/a		3.0x		n/a		4.5x				16,560,000		(310,000)		16,250,000		-		-		16,250,000		1.5x		1.5x		1.5x		1.3x		3.7x		3.7x		3.7x		3.3x				11,130,906		4,420,745		11,130,906		4,439,512		11,384,714		4,519,759		12,672,055		4,960,776		19.2%		3.3%		6.2%		21.0%		-		0.2%		0.4%		10.0%		39.7%		39.7%		N/A		19.2%		3.3%		6.0%		21.0%		-		0.2%		0.4%		10.0%		39.9%		39.9%		N/A		19.4%		3.3%		6.0%		21.1%		-		-		0.4%		10.0%		39.7%		39.7%		(1.8%)		19.6%		3.4%		5.9%		21.5%		-		-		0.4%		10.0%		39.1%		39.1%		(1.6%)		4,090		4,090		4,138		4,347		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		-		7.8		3.7		3.5		0.5		15.6		1.2%		1.1%		2.3%		1.8%		1.2%		1.4%		2.6%		2.2%				2,773		-		-		-		-		-		3,753		1,138		1,238		2,805		-		2,773		-		-		-		-		-		3,753		1,138		1,238		2,805		-		7.4%		-		-		-		-		-		50.2%		31.8%		1.7%		8.9%		-				This valuation was a limited scope pricing analysis.				13149		-		Josh May		1/30/17		Clark Wilson		1/30/17

		UNIVERSITY SURGICAL CENTER LTD.		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\United Surgical Partners International\Florida\University Surgical Center (Winter Park)\12.15.2016 - Original Valuation\Model		McDonough		Winter Park		FL		Southeast		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		3		United Surgical Partners International		0		Freestanding		42.0%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		12.0%		16,096		19.82		5.9%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.0x		4.0x				3,700,000		(550,000)		3,150,000		-		-		3,150,000		0.9x		0.9x		0.8x		0.8x		4.8x		4.9x		2.4x		3.0x				4,054,322		773,510		4,054,008		756,149		4,584,526		1,530,633		4,382,368		1,238,481		28.3%		6.0%		10.8%		12.1%		0.2%		-		1.5%		22.0%		19.1%		19.1%		N/A		28.3%		6.0%		10.7%		12.4%		0.2%		-		1.5%		22.2%		18.7%		18.7%		N/A		22.1%		4.7%		9.7%		7.7%		0.2%		-		1.4%		20.8%		33.4%		33.4%		12.0%		22.6%		4.8%		11.1%		8.5%		0.2%		-		1.6%		23.0%		28.3%		28.3%		4.6%		6,011		6,011		5,157		4,404		4.4		3.2		2.9		-		10.4		4.4		3.2		2.9		-		10.4		(14.2%)		31.8%		13.1%		102.4%		(6.0%)		8.1%		1.6%		10.4%				1,449		713		1,422		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1,449		713		1,422		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		31.5%		68.2%		0.4%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				Based on conversations with management, the Center is expected to experience a positive revenue impact due to higher reimbursement rates for certain payors related to the Tenet-USPI merger. We have incorporated the expected increase into our reimbursement projections and have placed reliance on a black-box reimbursement analysis performed by VMG as well as management-provided information related to the timing of transition for individual payors. To the extent that the actual impact or timing differ materially from our projections, our analysis may need to be amended accordingly.				13622		-		Robert Diamond		2/6/17

		Sahara Outpatient Surgery Center, Ltd		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\Sahara Surgery Center\2016.12 - Update		Kickirillo		Las Vegas 		NV		West		Yes		10/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		5		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		37.6%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		19.0%		15.0%		18,391		30.69		6.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				4,779,000		-		4,779,000		-		-		4,779,000		0.5x		0.5x		0.5x		0.5x		2.5x		3.5x		3.6x		3.2x				8,805,802		1,905,002		8,805,802		1,372,411		8,941,527		1,324,987		10,476,423		1,494,725		28.6%		7.8%		1.9%		23.3%		-		0.8%		0.4%		15.4%		21.6%		21.6%		N/A		28.6%		7.8%		8.0%		23.3%		-		0.8%		0.4%		15.4%		15.6%		15.6%		N/A		28.7%		7.8%		8.1%		23.4%		-		0.8%		0.4%		15.9%		14.8%		14.8%		(2.2%)		28.8%		7.9%		7.6%		24.4%		-		0.8%		0.4%		15.9%		14.3%		14.3%		(1.9%)		5,774		5,774		5,713		6,184		6.5		3.8		4.2		N/A		14.5		6.5		3.8		4.2		N/A		14.5		(1.1%)		2.6%		1.5%		(3.5%)		1.4%		2.1%		3.5%		1.7%				2,002		-		1,444		798		-		1,406		2,506		1,301		1,309		2,209		-		2,002		-		1,444		798		-		1,406		2,506		1,301		1,309		2,209		-		3.8%		-		1.3%		0.0%		-		28.9%		13.2%		41.8%		10.3%		0.5%		-				0				13469		n/a		Nick Davis		1/9/17		Dylan Alexander		2/7/17

		SPECIALTY SURGICARE OF LAS VEGAS, LP		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\LV Specialty\2016.12 - Update		Kickirillo		Las Vegas 		NV		West		Yes		10/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		10		-		HCA		0		Freestanding		39.1%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		24.0%		15.0%		33,351		31.18		4.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				5,245,000		(2,728,000)		2,517,000		-		-		2,517,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.4x		0.3x		2.9x		2.8x		3.0x		2.7x				14,436,591		1,840,159		14,436,591		1,848,832		13,522,827		1,749,537		15,844,147		1,942,607		24.3%		6.7%		9.0%		28.1%		-		0.5%		0.6%		18.0%		12.7%		12.7%		N/A		24.3%		6.7%		8.8%		28.1%		-		0.5%		0.6%		18.2%		12.8%		12.8%		N/A		24.4%		6.7%		9.6%		26.3%		-		0.6%		0.6%		19.0%		12.9%		12.9%		(1.5%)		24.8%		6.8%		8.9%		27.4%		-		0.5%		0.6%		18.7%		12.3%		12.3%		(1.3%)		10,694		10,694		9,393		10,168		5.1		2.2		2.9		N/A		10.2		5.1		2.2		2.9		N/A		10.2		(12.2%)		6.6%		(6.3%)		(5.4%)		(1.0%)		2.9%		1.9%		1.0%				2,982		864		1,774		1,740		1,532		1,195		2,042		1,123		1,628		1,887		1,418		2,982		864		1,774		1,740		1,532		1,195		2,042		1,123		1,628		1,887		1,418		6.9%		32.2%		2.1%		2.3%		1.8%		12.7%		6.6%		16.8%		6.0%		2.1%		10.4%				0				13459		n/a		Nick Davis		1/9/17		Dylan Alexander		2/7/17

		LAS VEGAS SURGICARE, LTD.		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\HCA\Nevada\LV Surgicare Rancho\2016.12 - Update		Kickirillo		Las Vegas 		NV		West		Yes		10/31/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		2		HCA		0		Freestanding		28.3%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		24.0%		15.0%		13,192		30.73		3.0%		-		0.7x		2.5x		1.2x		4.0x				6,310,000		(689,000)		5,621,000		-		-		5,621,000		0.6x		0.6x		0.6x		0.5x		2.9x		2.9x		3.0x		2.7x				10,115,500		2,202,270		10,115,500		2,198,885		10,092,002		2,113,410		11,824,389		2,347,465		25.3%		6.7%		5.5%		26.2%		-		0.9%		0.5%		13.1%		21.8%		21.8%		N/A		25.3%		6.7%		5.0%		26.2%		-		0.9%		0.5%		13.7%		21.7%		21.7%		N/A		25.4%		6.7%		5.2%		26.2%		-		0.9%		0.6%		14.1%		20.9%		20.9%		(2.0%)		25.9%		6.9%		4.9%		27.2%		-		0.7%		0.5%		13.9%		19.9%		19.9%		(1.7%)		7,235		7,235		6,994		7,571		4.6		3.0		2.9		N/A		10.6		4.6		3.0		2.9		N/A		10.6		(3.3%)		3.2%		(0.2%)		(3.9%)		0.9%		2.2%		3.2%		1.3%				1,791		988		1,892		1,334		1,613		-		1,733		1,331		1,349		1,789		934		1,791		988		1,892		1,334		1,613		-		1,733		1,331		1,349		1,789		934		4.7%		31.2%		5.4%		5.1%		39.5%		-		0.6%		11.0%		0.7%		1.8%		0.0%				0				13468		n/a		Nick Davis		1/9/17		Dylan Alexander		2/7/17

		SURGICARE SURGICAL ASSOCIATES OF ORADELL, LLC		\\vmg-prod\VMG_Clients\Business Valuation Client Work\Sovereign Medical Services\Oradell ASC		McDonough		Oradell		NJ		Northeast		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		3		-		USPI		0		Freestanding		80.0%				Minority		-		100.0%		-		18.0%		6.0%		6,500		47.66		5.6%		5.2%		0.7x		2.4x		1.2x		4.0x				2,470,000		(1,030,000)		1,440,000		-		-		1,440,000		0.4x		0.4x		0.5x		0.5x		2.1x		2.1x		4.2x		3.2x				5,823,386		1,166,867		5,823,386		1,166,867		4,498,620		583,428		5,262,913		784,032		26.7%		3.9%		6.8%		14.3%		1.6%		-		1.2%		25.4%		20.0%		20.0%		N/A		26.7%		3.9%		6.8%		14.3%		1.6%		-		1.2%		25.4%		20.0%		20.0%		N/A		27.9%		4.1%		9.0%		14.3%		2.2%		-		1.7%		27.8%		13.0%		13.0%		3.3%		27.5%		4.0%		8.7%		14.3%		2.1%		-		1.6%		26.8%		14.9%		14.9%		2.9%		4,576		4,576		3,541		3,832		4.7		1.9		2.0		-		8.6		4.7		1.9		2.0		-		8.6		(22.6%)		(0.2%)		(22.7%)		(50.0%)		(3.5%)		1.5%		(2.0%)		(7.6%)				-		1,257		-		-		1,466		-		-		-		-		1,585		1,147		-		1,257		-		-		1,466		-		-		-		-		1,585		1,147		-		41.4%		-		-		20.2%		-		-		-		-		3.6%		34.8%				0				13312		-		Robert Diamond		2/8/17

		Illinois Sports Medicine & Orthopedic Surgery Center		P:\Business Valuation Client Work\Illinois Sports Medicine & Orthopedic Surgery Center		Murski		Morton Grove		IL		Midwest		Yes		9/30/16		Multi Specialty		-		4		1		None		0		Freestanding		100.0%				Minority		100.0%		-		-		18.0%		11.0%		14,860		24.00		0.9%		2.0%		n/a		3.0x		n/a		4.5x				16,560,000		(310,000)		16,250,000		-		-		16,250,000		1.5x		1.5x		1.5x		1.3x		3.7x		3.7x		3.7x		3.3x				11,130,906		4,420,745		11,130,906		4,439,512		11,384,714		4,519,759		12,672,055		4,960,776		19.2%		3.3%		6.2%		21.0%		-		0.2%		0.4%		10.0%		39.7%		39.7%		N/A		19.2%		3.3%		6.0%		21.0%		-		0.2%		0.4%		10.0%		39.9%		39.9%		N/A		19.4%		3.3%		6.0%		21.1%		-		-		0.4%		10.0%		39.7%		39.7%		(1.8%)		19.6%		3.4%		5.9%		21.5%		-		-		0.4%		10.0%		39.1%		39.1%		(1.6%)		4,090		4,090		4,138		4,347		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		-		7.8		3.7		3.5		0.5		15.6		1.2%		1.1%		2.3%		1.8%		1.2%		1.4%		2.6%		2.2%				2,773		-		-		-		-		-		3,753		1,138		1,238		2,805		-		2,773		-		-		-		-		-		3,753		1,138		1,238		2,805		-		7.4%		-		-		-		-		-		50.2%		31.8%		1.7%		8.9%		-				This valuation was a limited scope pricing analysis.				13149		-		Josh May		1/30/17		Clark Wilson		1/30/17
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Financials

				Full Years		Stub Period						Selected Financial Data		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE		Annualized '18

				3		0.00								2013		2014		2015		2016		2017

												Net Revenue		-		-		$1,115,000		$1,270,000		$1,325,000		-

				n/a 		-68.8%						   Growth per year		n/a		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		13.9%		4.3%		-100.0%



				n/a 		3.5%						Operating Expenses		-		-		946,550		1,029,725		1,066,163		-

												EBITDA		-		-		168,450		240,275		258,837		-



												Percentage of Net Revenue:

												Operating Expenses		0.0%		0.0%		84.9%		81.1%		80.5%		0.0%

												EBITDA		0.0%		0.0%		15.1%		18.9%		19.5%		0.0%

												Detailed financial statements can be found in the Appendix

												Selected Financial Data		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE		As of

														2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		1/31/18

												Current Assets		-		-		-		-		-		-

												Net Fixed Assets		-		-		-		-		-		-



												Current Liabilities		-		-		-		-		-		-

												Long Term Debt		-		-		-		-		-		-



												Total Book Equity		-		-		123,450		318,725		532,562		532,562







												Detailed financial statements can be found in the Appendix









Payor

																																																																		CAGR Rates

						Charges by Payor		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE								Charges by Payor		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE				Collections by Payor		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE																								FYE 2013		FYE 2014		FYE 2015		FYE 2016

								2013		2014		2015		2016										2013		2014		2015		2016						2013		2014		2015		2016

						Blue Cross																Blue Cross		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Blue Cross		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A																						ERROR

						Medicare																Medicare		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Medicare		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A																						0		n/a		n/a		n/a

						United Health Care																United Health Care		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				United Health Care		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A																								 compounded annually from 

						Cigna																Cigna		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Cigna		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Medicaid																Medicaid		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Medicaid		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Aetna																Aetna		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Aetna		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Other Commercial																Other Commercial		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Other Commercial		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Medcost																Medcost		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Medcost		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Champus																Champus		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Champus		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Unknown																Unknown		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Unknown		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Workers Comp																Workers Comp		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Workers Comp		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Other Government 																Other Government 		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Other Government 		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						Total		$0		$0		$0		$0								Total		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Total		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

																																																																		 compounded annually from $



						Collections by Payor		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE

								2013		2014		2015		2016

						Blue Cross

						Medicare

						United Health Care

						Cigna

						Medicaid

						Aetna

						Other Commercial

						Medcost

						Champus

						Unknown

						Workers Comp

						Other Government 

						Total		$0		$0		$0		$0







Volume

																								Full Years		Stub Period																																										CAGR Rates

						Volume Analysis		FYE		FYE		FYE		FYE		Normalized								1		1.00																																										FYE 2013		FYE 2014		FYE 2015		FYE 2016

								2013		2014		2015		2016		Base Year

						Total Visits																		-				-																																						ERROR

						   Growth						ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		n/a 																																																		0		n/a		n/a		n/a

																																																																				 compounded annually from 

						Average Visits Per Week				-		-		-		-

						Average Treatments per Day				-		-		-		n/a

						Days Worked per Year				260		260		260



						Average Net Revenue / Visit				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!										-



						Total				- 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		2.9

																								-				-																																								n/a		n/a		n/a		ERROR:#DIV/0!

																																																																				 compounded annually from $











Staff

																								Full Years		Stub Period																																										CAGR Rates

						FTE Breakdown		Current		Current 		Average		FYE		Normalized								ERROR:#VALUE!		0.83																																										Current Salary		Current  FTEs		Average Salary/FTE		FYE 2016

								Salary		FTEs		Salary/FTE		2016		Base Year

						Provider Staff						ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#REF!								-				-																																						ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Nursing Staff						ERROR:#DIV/0!				n/a 																																																		0		n/a		n/a		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Tech Staff						ERROR:#DIV/0!																																																								 compounded annually from 

						Administrative Staff						ERROR:#DIV/0!				n/a

						Total		$0		-		ERROR:#DIV/0!				n/a

						Total (Non-provider)		$0		-		ERROR:#DIV/0!



						Estimated FTEs per Provider				ERROR:#DIV/0!



						Total				- 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		- 0		2.9

						Note:  A detailed staffing roster can be found in the Appendix																		-				-																																								n/a		n/a		n/a		ERROR:#DIV/0!

																																																																				 compounded annually from $













Market Data















						Irving Levin Associates' Database - Acquisition Multiples:  Physician Practices								Pratt's Stats Database - Acquisition Multiples:  Physician Practices												Entity Type				Physician Practices

								Enterprise Value / 
Revenue		Enterprise Value / 
EBITDA						Enterprise Value / 
Revenue		Enterprise Value / 
EBITDA



						Median		1.66x		7.00x				Median		0.37x		4.43x

						Mean		1.84x		7.93x				Mean		0.43x		7.39x

						25th Percentile		1.17x		5.73x				25th Percentile		0.33x		1.66x

						75th Percentile		2.27x		9.06x				75th Percentile		0.45x		7.16x

						High 		3.80x		14.00x				High 		1.24x		34.60x

						Low		0.45x		4.27x				Low		0.15x		0.29x

						Number of Observations		8		11				Number of Observations		14		12

						Source: Irving Levin Associates' Data Base 								Source: BV Market Data - Pratt's Stats









Cap IQ Data

		Date		10/30/17						F				Constant-filing date		F wont change if updated (i.e. Financial Reporting)

		US$ in thousands		1000						P				Updates-Period date														Copy and paste from VMG file "Analysis of Public Companies

		Constant-filing date		P

								USD																		0						0																0																														0																														0														0																				0																				0																				0																				0																																								0																				0												0

		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52		53		54		55		56		57		58		59		60		61		62		63		64		65		66		67		68		69		70		71		72		73		74		75		76		77		78		79		80		81		82		83		84		85		86		87		88		89		90		91		92		93		94		95		96		97		98		99		100		101		102		103		104		105		106		107		108		109		110		111		112		113		114		115		116		117		118		119		120		121		122		123		124		125		126		127		128		129		130		131		132		133		134		135		136		137

								PUBLIC GUIDELINE INPUTS																						DESCRIPTIONS INPUTS				WACC INPUTS																Revenue																Revenue Growth														EBITDA																EBITDA Growth														EBITDA Margin														Capital Expenditures										Capital Expenditure's Margin										Net Working Capital (Excluding Cash)										Net Working Capital (Excluding Cash) Margin										Net Working Capital (Including Cash)										Net Working Capital (Including Cash) Margin										Market Cap										Debt										Minority Interest										Preferred Equity										Cash & Short- Term Invenstements										Capital Structure- Debt/ TIC										Additional Comparable Data (as % of FYE Revenue)										Additional Comparable Data (as % of FYE Revenue)										Time Period

		Ticker		Company Name		Market Exchange		Market Capitalization		Total
Debt		Net Debt		Cash & Short-Term Investments		Minority Interest		Preferred Equity		TTM
Revenue		TTM
EBITDA		Calculated TEV / EBITDA
Using Net Debt		Capital IQ TEV / EBITDA		False if no market cap, or not including short term invest, or Foreign money		Short Descriptions		Long Descriptions		1 Year, Weekly, None Less than 1 Year & No negative		2 Year, Weekly, None Less than 1 Year & No negative		5 Year, Weekly, None Less than 1 Year & No negative		Income Tax		Earnings Before Tax		Calculated Tax Rate		Effective
Tax Rate		S&P Credit Rating		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		IQ_FY+1		IQ_FY+2		IQ_FY+3		FYE-2		FYE-1		FYE		TTM		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		IQ_FY+1		IQ_FY+2		IQ_FY+3		FYE-2		FYE-1		FYE		TTM		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		FYE-2		FYE-1		FYE		TTM		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		FYE-3		FYE-2		FYE-1		FYE		TTM		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		FYE-3		FYE-2		FYE-1		FYE		TTM		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		FYE-3		FYE-2		FYE-1		FYE		TTM		2012		2013		2014		2015		TTM		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		IQ_FY-3		IQ_FY-2		IQ_FY-1		IQ_FY		IQ_LTM		FYE-3		FYE-2		FYE-1		FYE		TTM		IQ_SALARIES_OTHER_BENEFITS		IQ_HC_OPEX_SUPPLIES		IQ_COGS		IQ_SGA_SUPPL		IQ_DA		Salaries & Benefits		Supplies		COGS		SG&A		D& A		FYE		FYE Short		TTM		First Price Date		Most Recent Price Date		Days Public

		CYH		Community Health Systems, Inc.		NYSE		654,824		14,788,000		14,020,000		768,000		643,000		0		17,478,000		1,798,000		8.5		8.5		FALSE		Community Health Systems, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, owns, leases, and operates general acute care hospitals in the United States.		Community Health Systems, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, owns, leases, and operates general acute care hospitals in the United States. It offers general acute care, emergency room, general and specialty surgery, critical care, internal medicine, obstetrics, diagnostic, psychiatric, and rehabilitation services, as well as skilled nursing and home care services. The company also provides outpatient services at urgent care centers, occupational medicine clinics, imaging centers, cancer centers, ambulatory surgery centers, and home health and hospice agencies. As of December 31, 2016, it owned or leased 155 hospitals, including 152 general acute care hospitals and 3 stand-alone rehabilitation or psychiatric hospitals with an aggregate of 26,222 licensed beds in 21 states. The company was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Franklin, Tennessee.		0.386		1.536		1.124		(7,000)		(542,000)		n/a		n/a		B-		12,819,000		18,639,000		19,437,000		18,438,000		17,478,000		15,983,146		14,475,691		14,608,023		45.4%		4.3%		-5.1%		-5.2%		-8.6%		-9.4%		0.9%		1,727,000		2,538,000		2,452,000		2,028,000		1,798,000		1,860,703		1,805,692		1,856,698		47.0%		-3.4%		-17.3%		-11.3%		3.5%		-3.0%		2.8%		13.6%		12.6%		11.0%		10.3%		11.6%		12.5%		12.7%		614,000		853,000		953,000		744,000		611,000		4.8%		4.6%		4.9%		4.0%		3.5%		1,083,000		1,703,000		2,139,000		1,996,000		1,955,000		8.4%		9.1%		11.0%		10.8%		11.2%		1,456,000		2,212,000		2,323,000		2,234,000		2,723,000		11.4%		11.9%		12.0%		12.1%		15.6%		3,728,402		6,269,924		3,135,529		635,527		654,824		9,541,000		16,984,000		16,861,000		15,293,000		14,788,000		422,000		611,000		657,000		667,000		643,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		373,000		509,000		184,000		238,000		768,000		69.7%		71.2%		81.6%		92.2%		91.9%		8,135,000		- 0		11,033,000		433,000		984,000		46.5%		0.0%		63.1%		2.5%		5.6%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		6/9/00		9/22/17		DELISTED

		QHC		Quorum Health Corporation		NYSE		172,393		1,286,370		1,263,965		22,405		17,784		0		2,116,965		89,999		16.2		16.2		FALSE		Quorum Health Corporation provides hospital and outpatient healthcare services in the United States.		Quorum Health Corporation provides hospital and outpatient healthcare services in the United States. Its general hospital and outpatient healthcare services include general acute care, emergency room, general and specialty surgery, critical care, internal medicine, obstetric, diagnostic, psychiatric, and rehabilitation services. Quorum Health Corporation offers its healthcare services through its hospitals and affiliated facilities, including urgent care centers, diagnostic and imaging centers, physician clinics, and surgery centers. The company, through its subsidiary, Quorum Health Resources, LLC, provides management advisory and consulting services to non-affiliated hospitals. As of December 31, 2016, it owned or leased 36 hospitals with an aggregate of approximately 3,459 licensed beds in 16 states. The company was incorporated in 2015 and is headquartered in Brentwood, Tennessee.		3.068		2.678		2.678		(7,180)		(161,504)		n/a		n/a		B-		1,947,615		2,145,500		2,187,338		2,138,467		2,116,965		2,061,386		1,956,619		1,976,555		10.2%		2.0%		-2.2%		-1.0%		-2.6%		-5.1%		1.0%		184,619		242,834		236,350		110,571		89,999		160,223		182,458		196,264		31.5%		-2.7%		-53.2%		-18.6%		78.0%		13.9%		7.6%		11.3%		10.8%		5.2%		4.3%		7.8%		9.3%		9.9%		82,467		69,066		59,455		79,920		85,855		4.2%		3.2%		2.7%		3.7%		4.1%		191,304		295,279		340,818		252,817		279,621		9.8%		13.8%		15.6%		11.8%		13.2%		192,177		297,838		341,924		278,272		302,026		9.9%		13.9%		15.6%		13.0%		14.3%		- 0		- 0		- 0		214,357		172,393		108,414		1,781,360		1,824,323		1,246,825		1,286,370		7,649		7,171		21,717		21,248		17,784		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		873		2,559		1,106		25,455		22,405		n/a		n/a		n/a		84.1%		87.1%		1,057,119		- 0		1,366,280		50,566		97,374		49.9%		0.0%		64.5%		2.4%		4.6%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		4/20/16		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HCA		HCA Healthcare, Inc.		NYSE		27,520,002		32,953,000		32,235,000		718,000		1,714,000		0		42,693,000		8,077,000		7.6		7.3		FALSE		HCA Healthcare, Inc., through its subsidiaries, provides health care services in the United States and England.		HCA Healthcare, Inc., through its subsidiaries, provides health care services in the United States and England. The company operates general, acute care hospitals that offer medical and surgical services, including inpatient care, intensive care, cardiac care, diagnostic, and emergency services; and outpatient services, such as outpatient surgery, laboratory, radiology, respiratory therapy, cardiology, and physical therapy services. It also operates psychiatric hospitals, which provide therapeutic programs comprising child, adolescent and adult psychiatric care, and adolescent and adult alcohol and drug abuse treatment and counseling. In addition, the company operates outpatient health care facilities consisting of freestanding ambulatory surgery centers, freestanding emergency care facilities, urgent care facilities, walk-in clinics, diagnostic and imaging centers, rehabilitation and physical therapy centers, radiation and oncology therapy centers, physician practices, and various other facilities. As of December 31, 2016, it operated 166 general, acute care hospitals with 43,778 licensed beds; 3 psychiatric hospitals with 412 licensed beds; and 1 rehabilitation hospital, as well as 118 freestanding surgery centers. The company was formerly known as HCA Holdings, Inc. HCA Healthcare, Inc. was founded in 1968 and is headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.		0.121		0.696		0.699		1,382,000		4,569,000		30.2%		30.2%		BB		34,182,000		36,918,000		39,678,000		41,490,000		42,693,000		43,158,020		45,280,509		47,556,674		8.0%		7.5%		4.6%		2.9%		1.1%		4.9%		5.0%		6,574,000		7,428,000		7,915,000		8,218,000		8,077,000		8,051,604		8,588,088		9,048,651		13.0%		6.6%		3.8%		-1.7%		-0.3%		6.7%		5.4%		20.1%		19.9%		19.8%		18.9%		18.7%		19.0%		19.0%		1,943,000		2,176,000		2,375,000		2,760,000		2,909,000		5.7%		5.9%		6.0%		6.7%		6.8%		2,652,000		3,158,000		3,158,000		2,773,000		3,321,000		7.8%		8.6%		8.0%		6.7%		7.8%		3,128,000		3,788,000		3,949,000		3,468,000		4,039,000		9.2%		10.3%		10.0%		8.4%		9.5%		20,845,310		31,819,247		27,570,567		27,734,236		27,520,002		28,671,000		29,625,000		30,598,000		31,388,000		32,953,000		1,342,000		1,396,000		1,553,000		1,669,000		1,714,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		476,000		630,000		791,000		695,000		718,000		56.4%		47.1%		51.2%		51.6%		53.0%		19,642,000		- 0		26,813,000		- 0		2,084,000		46.0%		0.0%		62.8%		0.0%		4.9%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		3/10/11		9/22/17		DELISTED

		FDNH		Foundation Healthcare, Inc.		OTCBB		0		82,052		81,090		962		12,314		0		131,214		2,256		41.4		- 0		FALSE		Foundation Healthcare, Inc. owns and operates surgical hospitals in Texas and Oklahoma, the United States.		Foundation Healthcare, Inc. owns and operates surgical hospitals in Texas and Oklahoma, the United States. It also owns non-controlling interests in ambulatory surgery centers (ASCs) located in Texas, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and Ohio. The company’s surgical facilities provide care for patients seeking general surgeries and specialty surgeries, such as orthopedics, neurosurgery, pain management, podiatry, gynecology, optometry, gastroenterology, and pediatric ENT (tubes/adenoids); and wound care, sleep management, radiology, imaging, and other ancillary services. It operates four surgical hospitals, nine ASCs, and one hospital outpatient department. The company is headquartered in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Foundation Healthcare, Inc. is a subsidiary of Foundation Healthcare Affiliates, LLC. On June 21, 2017, Foundation Healthcare, Inc. filed a voluntary petition for reorganization under Chapter 11 in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Texas.		n/a		n/a		n/a		(1,006)		(8,871)		n/a		n/a		0		46,048		86,908		101,858		124,440		131,214		- 0		- 0		- 0		88.7%		17.2%		22.2%		5.4%		n/a		n/a		n/a		7,733		8,812		10,243		12,309		2,256		- 0		- 0		- 0		14.0%		16.2%		20.2%		-81.7%		n/a		n/a		n/a		10.1%		10.1%		9.9%		1.7%		n/a		n/a		n/a		1,291		6,368		4,885		3,236		4,525		2.8%		7.3%		4.8%		2.6%		3.4%		(7,990)		(5,615)		3,372		13,331		8,060		-17.4%		-6.5%		3.3%		10.7%		6.1%		(4,953)		(1,403)		6,232		18,393		9,022		-10.8%		-1.6%		6.1%		14.8%		6.9%		55,593		54,381		72,547		9,220		- 0		19,512		23,616		30,218		80,693		82,052		9,023		10,335		10,543		11,214		12,314		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3,037		4,212		2,860		5,062		962		23.2%		26.7%		26.7%		79.8%		n/a		44,382		- 0		75,805		- 0		8,379		33.8%		0.0%		57.8%		0.0%		6.4%		12/31/15		12/31		6/30/16		12/31/99		12/31/99		DELISTED

		LPNT		LifePoint Health, Inc.		NasdaqGS		1,854,513		2,904,100		2,738,400		165,700		165,400		0		6,406,200		749,100		6.4		6.4		FALSE		LifePoint Health, Inc., through its subsidiaries, owns and operates community hospitals, regional health systems, physician practices, outpatient centers, and post-acute facilities in the United States.		LifePoint Health, Inc., through its subsidiaries, owns and operates community hospitals, regional health systems, physician practices, outpatient centers, and post-acute facilities in the United States. Its hospitals offer a range of medical and surgical services, such as general surgery, internal medicine, obstetrics, emergency room care, radiology, oncology, diagnostic care, coronary care, rehabilitation, and pediatric services, as well as specialized services, including open-heart surgery, skilled nursing, psychiatric care, and neuro-surgery. The company’s hospitals also provide various outpatient services comprising same-day surgery, laboratory, X-ray, respiratory therapy, imaging, sports medicine, and lithotripsy. In addition, it owns and operates schools of nursing and other allied health professions. As of December 31, 2016, the company operated 72 hospital campuses, including 9,424 licensed beds in 22 states. The company was formerly known as LifePoint Hospitals, Inc. and changed its name to LifePoint Health, Inc. in May 2015. LifePoint Health, Inc. was founded in 1997 and is based in Brentwood, Tennessee.		0.365		0.645		0.786		108,000		294,500		36.7%		36.7%		BB-		3,678,300		4,483,100		5,214,300		6,364,000		6,406,200		6,386,219		6,512,962		6,670,640		21.9%		16.3%		22.0%		0.7%		-0.3%		2.0%		2.4%		469,100		577,000		668,000		726,500		749,100		746,288		791,041		834,671		23.0%		15.8%		8.8%		3.1%		-0.4%		6.0%		5.5%		12.9%		12.8%		11.4%		11.7%		11.7%		12.1%		12.5%		185,200		207,100		274,700		399,500		439,400		5.0%		4.6%		5.3%		6.3%		6.9%		483,600		467,800		388,300		453,300		511,000		13.1%		10.4%		7.4%		7.1%		8.0%		1,121,500		659,300		672,300		549,400		676,700		30.5%		14.7%		12.9%		8.6%		10.6%		2,484,325		3,255,581		3,194,751		2,280,856		1,854,513		2,376,800		2,189,600		2,668,800		2,914,300		2,904,100		82,300		114,400		148,500		161,700		165,400		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		637,900		191,500		284,000		96,100		165,700		48.1%		39.4%		44.4%		54.4%		59.0%		3,073,800		- 0		4,330,800		69,100		345,300		48.0%		0.0%		67.6%		1.1%		5.4%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		5/7/99		9/22/17		DELISTED

		THC		Tenet Healthcare Corp.		NYSE		1,397,373		15,155,000		14,680,000		475,000		2,463,000		0		19,324,000		2,208,000		8.4		8.4		FALSE		Tenet Healthcare Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, operates as a diversified healthcare services company.		Tenet Healthcare Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, operates as a diversified healthcare services company. It operates in three segments: Hospital Operations and Other, Ambulatory Care, and Conifer. The company’s general hospitals offer acute care services, operating and recovery rooms, radiology and respiratory therapy services, clinical laboratories, and pharmacies. It also provides intensive and critical care, and coronary care units; physical therapy, orthopedic, oncology, and outpatient services; tertiary care services, including open-heart surgery, neonatal intensive care, and neurosciences; quaternary care in heart, liver, kidney, and bone marrow transplants areas; tertiary and quaternary pediatric, and burn services; and limb-salvaging vascular procedures, acute level 1 trauma services, intravascular stroke care, minimally invasive cardiac valve replacement, imaging technology, and telemedicine access for various medical specialties. In addition, the company offers ambulatory surgery and urgent care centers, imaging centers, and short-stay surgical hospitals, as well as Aspen’s hospitals and clinics; healthcare business process services in the areas of hospital and physician revenue cycle management and value-based care solutions; and microhospitals, physician practices, and health plans. Further, it provides accounts receivable and health information management, and revenue integrity and patient financial services; patient communications and engagement services; and clinical integration, financial risk management, and population health management services. As of February 27, 2017, the company operated 80 general acute care hospitals, 20 short-stay surgical hospitals, and approximately 470 outpatient centers, as well as 239 ambulatory surgery, 34 urgent care, and 21 imaging centers in the United States; and 9 private hospitals and clinics in the United Kingdom. Tenet Healthcare Corporation was founded in 1967 and is headquartered in Dallas, Texas.		0.727		2.004		1.358		(29,000)		141,000		n/a		n/a		B		11,087,000		16,603,000		18,634,000		19,621,000		19,324,000		19,211,701		19,142,769		20,118,938		49.8%		12.2%		5.3%		-1.5%		-0.6%		-0.4%		5.1%		1,342,000		1,952,000		2,276,000		2,413,000		2,208,000		2,446,858		2,520,804		2,662,264		45.5%		16.6%		6.0%		-8.5%		10.8%		3.0%		5.6%		11.8%		12.2%		12.3%		11.4%		12.7%		13.2%		13.2%		691,000		933,000		842,000		875,000		810,000		6.2%		5.6%		4.5%		4.5%		4.2%		639,000		312,000		634,000		698,000		713,000		5.8%		1.9%		3.4%		3.6%		3.7%		752,000		505,000		990,000		1,414,000		1,188,000		6.8%		3.0%		5.3%		7.2%		6.1%		4,179,441		4,979,848		3,019,977		1,478,593		1,397,373		10,849,000		11,617,000		14,510,000		15,255,000		15,155,000		463,000		535,000		2,533,000		3,058,000		2,463,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		113,000		193,000		356,000		716,000		475,000		70.0%		67.8%		72.3%		77.1%		79.7%		9,378,000		- 0		12,463,000		337,000		866,000		48.5%		0.0%		64.5%		1.7%		4.5%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		4/28/71		9/22/17		DELISTED

		AIRM		Air Methods Corporation		PHLX		0		906,707		900,804		5,903		0		0		1,170,455		286,216		3.1		- 0		FALSE		Air Methods Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, provides air medical transportation services in the United States.		Air Methods Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, provides air medical transportation services in the United States. The company offers emergency air medical transport and treatment services. It also designs and manufactures aeromedical and aerospace technology; and provides helicopter tours and charter flights in the Las Vegas/Grand Canyon region and Hawaii. In addition, the company offers self-reporting tools, including aviation safety action program, accident incident damage malfunction operations reports, maintenance safety action program, and the air methods multi-disciplinary application for pilots, mechanics, and clinicians; operates owned, leased, or maintained civilian fleet of helicopters and fixed wing aircraft, which are equipped with night vision goggles, XM satellite weather and tracking systems, and GPS and helicopter terrain awareness and warning systems; provides communication services, such as fielding calls, flight coordination, flight following, and logistical support to the air medical services team; and facilitates critical care technology services to cardiac patients requiring transfer to tertiary care facilities. Further, it sells used aircraft. Air Methods Corporation was founded in 1980 and is headquartered in Englewood, Colorado with a network of maintenance centers and base operations in the United States.		n/a		n/a		n/a		62,831		160,706		39.1%		39.1%		B		879,161		1,004,773		1,080,438		1,170,455		1,170,455		- 0		- 0		- 0		14.3%		7.5%		8.3%		0.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		201,573		264,500		281,253		286,216		286,216		- 0		- 0		- 0		31.2%		6.3%		1.8%		0.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		26.3%		26.0%		24.5%		24.5%		n/a		n/a		n/a		119,868		148,504		231,400		109,122		109,122		13.6%		14.8%		21.4%		9.3%		9.3%		239,517		309,059		364,582		390,344		390,344		27.2%		30.8%		33.7%		33.3%		33.3%		249,379		322,224		370,390		396,247		396,247		28.4%		32.1%		34.3%		33.9%		33.9%		2,274,470		1,726,216		1,647,961		1,159,070		- 0		679,434		644,596		696,874		906,707		906,707		8,113		6,981		8,550		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9,862		13,165		5,808		5,903		5,903		22.9%		27.1%		29.6%		43.9%		n/a		- 0		- 0		720,223		164,016		93,107		0.0%		0.0%		61.5%		14.0%		8.0%		12/31/16		12/31		12/31/16		12/31/99		12/31/99		DELISTED

		PHII		PHI, Inc.		NasdaqGS		178,057		631,096		391,340		239,756		0		0		583,988		41,014		13.9		13.9		FALSE		PHI, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides transportation services to, from, and among offshore facilities for customers in the oil and gas exploration, development, and production industry in the United States and internationally.		PHI, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides transportation services to, from, and among offshore facilities for customers in the oil and gas exploration, development, and production industry in the United States and internationally. It operates through three business segments: Oil and Gas, Air Medical, and Technical Services. The Oil and Gas segment provides helicopter services primarily for the integrated and independent oil and gas exploration and production companies, and other offshore oil service companies for routine transportation of personnel and equipment, transportation of personnel during medical and safety emergencies, and evacuation of personnel during the threat of hurricanes and other adverse weather conditions. The Air Medical segment provides air medical transportation services for hospitals and emergency service agencies in 18 states. The Technical Services segment provides helicopter repair and overhaul services for flight operations customers, as well as operates aircraft for the National Science Foundation in Antarctica. It also provides software as a service to certain of its oil and gas customers for passenger check-in and compliance verification. As of December 31, 2016, the company owned or operated 241 aircraft, including 131 dedicated to Oil and Gas operations, 104 dedicated to Air Medical operations, and 6 dedicated to Technical Services operations. PHI, Inc. was founded in 1949 and is based in Lafayette, Louisiana.		n/a		0.309		0.945		(5,455)		(46,001)		n/a		n/a		B		856,500		836,270		804,228		634,098		583,988		- 0		- 0		- 0		-2.4%		-3.8%		-21.2%		-7.9%		n/a		n/a		n/a		147,176		173,844		155,868		63,024		41,014		- 0		- 0		- 0		18.1%		-10.3%		-59.6%		-34.9%		n/a		n/a		n/a		20.8%		19.4%		9.9%		7.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		112,044		164,638		58,396		84,091		88,054		13.1%		19.7%		7.3%		13.3%		15.1%		176,403		194,498		158,228		172,214		186,827		20.6%		23.3%		19.7%		27.2%		32.0%		263,253		386,012		445,158		464,616		426,583		30.7%		46.2%		55.4%		73.3%		73.0%		660,892		574,984		259,622		282,116		178,057		379,000		543,000		553,501		631,247		631,096		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		86,850		191,514		286,930		292,402		239,756		36.4%		48.6%		68.1%		69.1%		78.0%		- 0		- 0		560,843		45,357		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		96.0%		7.8%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/13/72		9/22/17		DELISTED

		EVHC		Envision Healthcare Corporation		NYSE		5,015,061		6,323,200		6,045,100		278,100		851,200		0		7,206,900		1,180,300		10.1		11.7		FALSE		Envision Healthcare Corporation, through its subsidiaries, provides various healthcare services in the United States.		Envision Healthcare Corporation, through its subsidiaries, provides various healthcare services in the United States. The company operates through three reportable segments: Physician Services, Medical Transportation, and Ambulatory Services. Its physician-led services encompass providers at approximately 1,500 clinical departments at healthcare facilities in 45 states and the District of Columbia that include emergency department and hospitalist, anesthesiology, radiology/tele-radiology, and children's services. The company also offers ambulatory surgical centers (ASCs) services that provide surgical procedures across multiple specialties, including gastroenterology, ophthalmology, orthopedics, and others. It owns and operates 260 ASCs in 35 states and the District of Columbia. In addition, it provides surgery services, such as management, oversight, and surgeon staffing for trauma surgery services; offers direct patient care and care coordination by clinicians outside the acute care setting through physician-led post-acute care services; and operates office-based medical practices that primarily focus on women’s health, as well as provides physician staffing and related management services. Further, it offers medical transportation services in 38 states and the District of Columbia. The company offers its clinical solutions for health systems, payors, providers, and patients. Envision Healthcare Corporation was founded in 1992 and is based in Nashville, Tennessee.		0.595		0.717		0.771		(4,500)		200,100		n/a		n/a		NR		1,057,196		1,621,900		2,566,900		3,696,000		7,206,900		8,050,367		8,799,553		9,863,489		53.4%		58.3%		44.0%		95.0%		11.7%		9.3%		12.1%		363,135		485,200		695,500		819,200		1,180,300		1,023,396		1,155,111		1,256,240		33.6%		43.3%		17.8%		44.1%		-13.3%		12.9%		8.8%		29.9%		27.1%		22.2%		16.4%		12.7%		13.1%		12.7%		28,856		40,200		60,300		99,500		174,000		2.7%		2.5%		2.3%		2.7%		2.4%		91,159		88,887		65,500		972,400		3,264,000		8.6%		5.5%		2.6%		26.3%		45.3%		141,999		296,966		172,200		1,304,000		3,542,100		13.4%		18.3%		6.7%		35.3%		49.1%		1,479,856		2,594,731		4,069,741		7,434,073		5,015,061		604,142		2,251,012		2,378,400		5,838,600		6,323,200		539,056		602,783		647,000		839,700		851,200		- 0		166,632		166,600		100		- 0		50,840		208,079		106,700		331,600		278,100		23.0%		40.1%		32.8%		41.4%		51.9%		2,137,800		- 0		5,215,400		171,100		275,100		29.7%		0.0%		72.4%		2.4%		3.8%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/13/01		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CRL		Charles River Laboratories International, Inc.		NYSE		5,479,474		1,143,503		1,003,561		139,942		18,215		0		1,807,401		444,779		14.6		14.6		FALSE		Charles River Laboratories International, Inc., an early-stage contract research company, provides drug discovery and development services worldwide.		Charles River Laboratories International, Inc., an early-stage contract research company, provides drug discovery and development services worldwide. It operates through three segments: Research Models and Services (RMS), Discovery and Safety Assessment (DSA), and Manufacturing Support (Manufacturing). The RMS segment produces and sells research model strains primarily genetically and microbiologically defined purpose-bred rats and mice for use by researchers. This segment also provides a range of services to assist its clients in supporting the use of research models in research and screening preclinical drug candidates comprising genetically engineered models and services, insourcing solutions, and research animal diagnostic services. The DSA segment offers early and in vivo discovery services for identification of a druggable target through delivery of preclinical drug and therapeutic candidates ready for safety assessment; and safety assessment services, which comprise bioanalysis, pharmacokinetics, drug metabolism, toxicology, and pathology services. The Manufacturing segment provides in vitro methods for conventional and rapid quality control testing of sterile and non-sterile biopharmaceuticals, and consumer products. This segment also offers specialized testing of biologics and devices that are outsourced by pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies; and avian vaccine services that provide specific-pathogen-free fertile chicken eggs and chickens used in the manufacture of live viruses. The company serves pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, contract research organizations, agricultural and chemical companies, life science and veterinary medicine companies, contract manufacturing organizations, medical device companies, diagnostic and other commercial entities, hospitals, academic institutions, and government agencies. Charles River Laboratories International, Inc. was founded in 1947 and is headquartered in Wilmington, Massachusetts.		1.271		1.099		0.938		87,342		271,944		32.1%		32.1%		BBB-		1,165,528		1,297,662		1,363,302		1,681,432		1,807,401		1,847,382		1,974,329		2,107,960		11.3%		5.1%		23.3%		7.5%		2.2%		6.9%		6.8%		258,103		293,308		325,095		412,438		444,779		447,367		487,931		521,712		13.6%		10.8%		26.9%		7.8%		0.6%		9.1%		6.9%		22.6%		23.8%		24.5%		24.6%		24.2%		24.7%		24.7%		39,154		56,925		63,252		55,288		67,164		3.4%		4.4%		4.6%		3.3%		3.7%		159,868		140,282		126,043		133,155		201,279		13.7%		10.8%		9.2%		7.9%		11.1%		326,953		316,472		264,506		254,552		341,221		28.1%		24.4%		19.4%		15.1%		18.9%		2,552,179		2,986,116		3,748,103		3,605,965		5,479,474		663,789		772,461		863,030		1,235,009		1,143,503		23,674		32,143		32,497		17,016		18,215		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		167,085		176,190		138,463		121,397		139,942		20.5%		20.4%		18.6%		25.4%		17.2%		- 0		- 0		1,098,683		362,393		44,690		0.0%		0.0%		60.8%		20.1%		2.5%		12/31/16		12/31		7/1/17		6/23/00		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CVD		Covance Inc.		MUN		0		250,000		(565,250)		815,250		0		0		2,521,002		438,893		0.0		- 0		TRUE		Covance Inc., a drug development services company, provides a range of early-stage and late-stage product development services to the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries worldwide.		Covance Inc., a drug development services company, provides a range of early-stage and late-stage product development services to the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries worldwide. It operates in two segments, Early Development and Late-Stage Development. The Early Development segment offers preclinical services, such as toxicology, pharmaceutical chemistry, nutritional chemistry and food safety, purpose-bred animals for biomedical research, lead optimization and translational services, and bioanalytical testing services. This segment also provides clinical pharmacology services, including first-in-human trials and early patient proof of concept studies of new pharmaceuticals at its clinics in the United States and the United Kingdom. The Late-Stage Development segment offers central laboratory services to biotechnology and pharmaceutical customers; and clinical development services, such as the full management of Phase II through IV clinical studies, study design and modeling, co-ordination of study activities, trial logistics, monitoring of study site performance, clinical data management and biostatistical analysis, and medical writing and regulatory services, as well as periapproval services. This segment also provides market access services, including reimbursement and healthcare economics consulting services, which comprise outcomes and pharmacoeconomic studies, reimbursement planning, reimbursement advocacy programs, risk evaluation and mitigation strategy services, registry services, specialty pharmacy services, and managed market contracting services; and clinical trial support services, such as interactive voice and Web response, and cardiac safety services. The company also provides laboratory testing services to the chemical, agrochemical, and food industries. Covance Inc. was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Princeton, New Jersey. As of February 19, 2015, Covance Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Laboratory Corp. of America Holdings. 		n/a		n/a		n/a		49,210		234,975		20.9%		20.9%		0		2,095,938		2,180,621		2,402,313		2,521,002		2,521,002		- 0		- 0		- 0		4.0%		10.2%		4.9%		0.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		308,915		303,189		361,877		438,893		438,893		- 0		- 0		- 0		-1.9%		19.4%		21.3%		0.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		13.9%		15.1%		17.4%		17.4%		n/a		n/a		n/a		134,633		151,679		162,170		142,342		142,342		6.4%		7.0%		6.8%		5.6%		5.6%		190,778		179,307		142,266		202,855		202,855		9.1%		8.2%		5.9%		8.0%		8.0%		579,881		672,131		871,311		1,018,105		1,018,105		27.7%		30.8%		36.3%		40.4%		40.4%		4,946,242		5,875,683		- 0		- 0		- 0		30,000		320,000		250,000		250,000		250,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		389,103		492,824		729,045		815,250		815,250		0.6%		5.2%		n/a		n/a		n/a		- 0		- 0		1,745,402		336,707		134,449		0.0%		0.0%		69.2%		13.4%		5.3%		12/31/14		12/31		12/31/14		12/31/99		12/31/99		DELISTED

		PRXL		PAREXEL International Corporation		NasdaqGS		0		671,500		368,800		302,700		0		0		2,117,600		340,100		1.1		- 0		FALSE		PAREXEL International Corporation, a biopharmaceutical outsourcing services company, provides clinical research and logistics, medical communications, consulting, commercialization, and advanced technology products and services for pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device industries worldwide.		PAREXEL International Corporation, a biopharmaceutical outsourcing services company, provides clinical research and logistics, medical communications, consulting, commercialization, and advanced technology products and services for pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device industries worldwide. The company operates in three segments: Clinical Research Services (CRS), PAREXEL Consulting Services (PC), and PAREXEL Informatics (PI). The CRS segment offers clinical trials management, observational studies, patient/disease registries and post-marketing surveillance, data management, and biostatistical analysis, epidemiology and health economics/outcomes research, clinical supply and drug logistics, pharmacovigilance, commercialization, and clinical pharmacology, as well as related medical affairs, patient recruitment, and investigator site services. The PC segment provides technical expertise and advice in various areas, such as drug development, regulatory affairs, product pricing and reimbursement, commercialization, and strategic compliance; and market and product development, and targeted communications services to support product launch, as well as offers solutions to address client issues associated with product development, registration, and commercialization. The PI segment provides information technology solutions comprising ClinPhone randomization and trial supply management solutions, medical imaging services, IMPACT clinical trial management systems, LIQUENT InSight regulatory information management software and professional services, DataLabs electronic data capture systems, Web-based portals, systems integration services, electronic patient reported outcomes, and patient diary applications, as well as centralized assessment services for patient technology solutions. PAREXEL International Corporation was founded in 1983 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts.		n/a		n/a		n/a		48,900		156,200		31.3%		31.3%		B		1,939,400		2,016,000		2,094,300		2,117,600		2,117,600		- 0		- 0		- 0		3.9%		3.9%		1.1%		0.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		279,600		297,200		357,400		340,100		340,100		- 0		- 0		- 0		6.3%		20.3%		-4.8%		0.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		14.7%		17.1%		16.1%		16.1%		n/a		n/a		n/a		72,600		80,200		95,500		72,600		72,600		3.7%		4.0%		4.6%		3.4%		3.4%		79,589		154,000		179,800		126,500		126,500		4.1%		7.6%		8.6%		6.0%		6.0%		363,401		361,400		428,400		429,200		429,200		18.7%		17.9%		20.5%		20.3%		20.3%		2,552,896		3,056,689		3,626,641		3,500,708		- 0		348,413		354,300		501,400		671,500		671,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		283,812		207,400		248,600		302,700		302,700		12.0%		10.4%		12.1%		16.1%		n/a		- 0		- 0		1,377,500		400,000		106,400		0.0%		0.0%		65.1%		18.9%		5.0%		6/30/17		06/30		6/30/17		11/22/95		9/22/17		DELISTED

		RDNT		RadNet, Inc.		NasdaqGM		501,023		628,969		616,262		12,707		6,733		0		908,609		127,483		8.8		8.8		FALSE		RadNet, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides outpatient diagnostic imaging services in the United States.		RadNet, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides outpatient diagnostic imaging services in the United States. Its services include magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, positron emission tomography, nuclear medicine, mammography, ultrasound, diagnostic radiology (X-ray), fluoroscopy, and other related procedures, as well as multi-modality imaging services. The company also develops and sells computerized systems for the imaging industry, including picture archiving communications systems; and provides teleradiology services for remote interpretation of images on behalf of radiology groups, hospitals, and imaging center customers. It owns and/or operates 305 outpatient imaging centers located in California, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, New York, and Rhode Island. The company was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Los Angeles, California.		n/a		1.098		0.684		6,747		17,242		39.1%		39.1%		NR		702,986		717,569		809,628		884,535		908,609		923,668		965,341		1,027,253		2.1%		12.8%		9.3%		2.7%		1.7%		4.5%		6.4%		110,525		121,887		108,982		117,217		127,483		141,184		151,998		- 0		10.3%		-10.6%		7.6%		8.8%		10.7%		7.7%		n/a		17.0%		13.5%		13.3%		14.0%		15.3%		15.7%		0.0%		48,623		41,740		42,964		59,251		61,631		6.9%		5.8%		5.3%		6.7%		6.8%		55,721		83,544		104,385		67,674		70,461		7.9%		11.6%		12.9%		7.7%		7.8%		64,133		83,851		104,831		89,130		83,168		9.1%		11.7%		12.9%		10.1%		9.2%		66,949		364,752		285,028		299,715		501,023		581,626		597,607		638,720		638,732		628,969		2,290		2,336		3,884		3,567		6,733		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,412		307		446		21,456		12,707		89.4%		61.9%		68.9%		67.8%		55.3%		- 0		- 0		714,620		74,358		67,653		0.0%		0.0%		78.6%		8.2%		7.4%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/19/90		9/22/17		DELISTED

		DVA		DaVita Inc.		NYSE		11,676,598		9,093,137		8,169,704		923,433		1,197,286		0		15,014,180		2,467,990		8.5		8.5		FALSE		DaVita Inc. provides kidney dialysis services for patients suffering from chronic kidney failure or end stage renal disease (ESRD).		DaVita Inc. provides kidney dialysis services for patients suffering from chronic kidney failure or end stage renal disease (ESRD). It operates through two divisions, DaVita Kidney Care and DaVita Medical Group. The company operates kidney dialysis centers and provides related lab services in outpatient dialysis centers. It also provides outpatient, hospital inpatient, and home-based hemodialysis services; owns clinical laboratories that provide routine laboratory tests for dialysis and other physician-prescribed laboratory tests for ESRD patients; and management and administrative services to outpatient dialysis centers, as well as patient and physician focused integrated health care delivery and management services. In addition, the company operates DaVita Rx, a pharmacy that provides oral medications to patients with ESRD; disease management services; vascular access services; clinical research programs; physician services; and direct primary care services. As of December 31, 2016, it provided dialysis and administrative services in the United States through a network of 2,350 outpatient dialysis centers serving approximately 187,700 patients; and operated 154 outpatient dialysis centers located in 11 countries outside of the United States. Further, the company provides acute inpatient dialysis services in approximately 900 hospitals and related laboratory services in the United States. The company was formerly known as DaVita HealthCare Partners Inc. and changed its name to DaVita Inc. in September 2016. DaVita Inc. was founded in 1994 and is headquartered in Denver, Colorado.		1.215		0.942		0.682		595,850		2,058,180		29.0%		29.0%		BB		11,759,198		12,780,653		13,772,597		14,733,428		15,014,180		15,388,556		16,129,835		17,080,333		8.7%		7.8%		7.0%		1.9%		2.5%		4.8%		5.9%		2,416,829		2,421,278		2,512,340		2,506,115		2,467,990		2,477,221		2,525,082		2,629,586		0.2%		3.8%		-0.2%		-1.5%		0.4%		1.9%		4.1%		18.9%		18.2%		17.0%		16.4%		16.1%		15.7%		15.4%		617,597		641,330		707,998		829,095		869,408		5.3%		5.0%		5.1%		5.6%		5.8%		343,945		365,033		325,463		225,439		509,333		2.9%		2.9%		2.4%		1.5%		3.4%		1,296,995		1,667,673		2,233,179		1,448,824		1,432,766		11.0%		13.0%		16.2%		9.8%		9.5%		13,478,799		16,276,526		14,708,810		12,673,080		11,676,598		8,427,997		8,418,778		9,130,345		9,112,368		9,093,137		870,362		1,019,763		1,077,458		1,174,952		1,197,286		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		953,050		1,302,640		1,907,716		1,223,385		923,433		37.0%		32.7%		36.6%		39.7%		41.4%		- 0		- 0		10,976,109		1,588,869		751,760		0.0%		0.0%		73.1%		10.6%		5.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/31/95		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HRC		Hill-Rom Holdings, Inc.		NYSE		5,276,388		2,338,900		2,095,700		243,200		7,700		0		2,711,400		465,300		15.9		15.9		FALSE		Hill-Rom Holdings, Inc. operates as a medical technology company worldwide.		Hill-Rom Holdings, Inc. operates as a medical technology company worldwide. It provides medical surgical beds, intensive care unit beds, bariatric patient beds, lifts and other devices, non-invasive therapeutic products and surfaces, communications technologies and software solutions, and health care furniture; and medical equipment management services, as well as sells equipment service contracts for its capital equipment. The company also offers patient monitoring and diagnostics products, such as blood pressure, physical assessment, vital signs monitoring, diagnostic cardiopulmonary, diabetic retinopathy screening, and thermometry products; and respiratory health products, including Vest, VitalCough, and MetaNeb systems to assist patients in the mobilization of retained blockages. In addition, it provides surgical solutions products comprising surgical tables, lights, and pendants; positioning devices for use in shoulder, hip, spinal, and lithotomy surgeries; platform-neutral positioning accessories; and operating room surgical safety and accessory products, such as scalpels and blades, light handle systems, skin markers, and other disposable products. The company sells and rents its products to acute and extended care facilities through direct sales force and distributors; and directly to patients in the home, as well as sells its products to primary care facilities through distributors. Further, it offers diagnostic cardiology devices, including resting electrocardiography, cardiac stress exercise, Holter monitoring, ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, and cardiac and pulmonary rehabilitation and multi-parameter patient monitoring products under the Mortara, Quinton, and Burdick brands for clinical care, from acute care to primary care and clinical research organizations. Hill-Rom Holdings, Inc. was founded in 1969 and is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois.		0.604		0.744		0.914		47,200		161,800		29.2%		29.2%		BB+		1,716,200		1,686,100		1,988,200		2,655,200		2,711,400		2,739,482		2,869,906		2,950,548		-1.8%		17.9%		33.5%		2.1%		1.0%		4.8%		2.8%		268,400		254,600		232,700		462,200		465,300		545,162		598,346		660,625		-5.1%		-8.6%		98.6%		0.7%		17.2%		9.8%		10.4%		15.1%		11.7%		17.4%		17.2%		19.9%		20.8%		22.4%		65,300		62,700		121,300		83,300		96,400		3.8%		3.7%		6.1%		3.1%		3.6%		296,400		364,600		427,400		397,700		423,000		17.3%		21.6%		21.5%		15.0%		15.6%		423,800		463,900		620,200		629,900		666,200		24.7%		27.5%		31.2%		23.7%		24.6%		2,412,892		2,624,017		3,132,022		3,689,267		5,276,388		307,000		491,000		2,233,200		2,148,500		2,338,900		- 0		- 0		10,000		8,700		7,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		127,400		99,300		192,800		232,200		243,200		11.3%		15.8%		41.5%		36.7%		30.7%		- 0		- 0		1,423,400		879,600		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		52.5%		32.4%		0.0%		9/30/16		09/30		6/30/17		7/20/71		9/22/17		DELISTED

		SPAN		Span-America Medical Systems, Inc.		PHLX		0		0		(7,274)		7,274		0		0		61,771		7,278		0.0		- 0		TRUE		Span-America Medical Systems, Inc. manufactures and distributes therapeutic support surfaces and other related products for the medical, consumer, and industrial markets in the United States and Canada.		Span-America Medical Systems, Inc. manufactures and distributes therapeutic support surfaces and other related products for the medical, consumer, and industrial markets in the United States and Canada. It operates through two segments, Medical and Custom Products. The Medical segment offers various medical products consisting of non-powered and powered therapeutic support surfaces, medical bed frames, patient positioners, polyurethane foam mattress overlays, seating products, and skin care and fall protection products, as well as tables and related in-room furnishings for long-term care facilities, acute care hospitals, and home health care providers. The Custom Products segment provides consumer bedding products comprising convoluted and contour-cut mattress overlays, and specially designed pillows for the consumer bedding market; and engineered industrial products, including engineered foam products that are used in various markets, such as automotive, packaging, durable goods, electronics, and water sports equipment industries. Span-America Medical Systems, Inc. was founded in 1970 and is headquartered in Greenville, South Carolina. As of June 16, 2017, Span-America Medical Systems, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Savaria Corporation.
		n/a		n/a		n/a		1,845		6,868		26.9%		26.9%		0		73,834		55,857		64,315		67,627		61,771		- 0		- 0		- 0		-24.3%		15.1%		5.1%		-8.7%		n/a		n/a		n/a		8,579		4,899		6,479		7,262		7,278		- 0		- 0		- 0		-42.9%		32.3%		12.1%		0.2%		n/a		n/a		n/a		8.8%		10.1%		10.7%		11.8%		n/a		n/a		n/a		558		671		655		440		482		0.8%		1.2%		1.0%		0.7%		0.8%		9,747		9,752		10,167		10,861		11,353		13.2%		17.5%		15.8%		16.1%		18.4%		15,172		16,618		11,391		14,614		18,626		20.5%		29.8%		17.7%		21.6%		30.2%		60,999		50,428		53,778		50,263		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,425		6,866		1,224		3,753		7,274		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		n/a		- 0		- 0		38,737		15,771		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		62.7%		25.5%		0.0%		10/1/16		10/01		4/1/17		12/31/99		12/31/99		DELISTED

		PMD		Psychemedics Corporation		NasdaqCM		95,342		1,470		(4,134)		5,604		0		0		40,706		12,126		7.5		7.5		FALSE		Psychemedics Corporation provides testing services for the detection of drugs of abuse through the analysis of hair samples in the United States and internationally.		Psychemedics Corporation provides testing services for the detection of drugs of abuse through the analysis of hair samples in the United States and internationally. The company’s tests provide quantitative information that can indicate the approximate amount of drug ingested, as well as historical data, which can show a pattern of individual drug use over a longer period of time. It offers screening and confirmation by mass spectrometry using industry-accepted practices for cocaine, marijuana, PCP, amphetamines, and opiates, including heroin, hydrocodone, hydromorphone, oxycodone, oxymorphone, and codeine. The company offers its services to employers for applicant and employee testing; treatment professionals, law enforcement agencies, school administrators, and parents concerned about their children’s drug use; and Fortune 500 companies and small to mid-size corporations. Psychemedics Corporation was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Acton, Massachusetts.		0.871		0.728		0.527		3,665		9,796		37.4%		37.4%		0		26,870		29,205		26,975		38,980		40,706		- 0		- 0		- 0		8.7%		-7.6%		44.5%		4.4%		n/a		n/a		n/a		6,406		5,488		2,741		11,925		12,126		- 0		- 0		- 0		-14.3%		-50.1%		335.1%		1.7%		n/a		n/a		n/a		18.8%		10.2%		30.6%		29.8%		n/a		n/a		n/a		1,532		7,564		1,752		2,012		1,242		5.7%		25.9%		6.5%		5.2%		3.1%		3,027		4,768		3,495		3,565		2,764		11.3%		16.3%		13.0%		9.1%		6.8%		6,998		8,380		6,184		7,503		8,368		26.0%		28.7%		22.9%		19.2%		20.6%		78,063		81,431		54,985		134,758		95,342		- 0		6,248		5,892		3,381		1,470		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3,971		3,612		2,689		3,938		5,604		0.0%		7.1%		9.7%		2.4%		1.5%		- 0		- 0		19,262		10,235		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		47.3%		25.1%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		1/22/87		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HLS		HealthSouth Corporation		NYSE		4,527,968		2,622,400		2,554,800		67,600		458,100		0		3,844,400		828,100		9.1		9.1		FALSE		HealthSouth Corporation provides facility-based and home-based post-acute healthcare services in the United States.		HealthSouth Corporation provides facility-based and home-based post-acute healthcare services in the United States. The company operates through two segments, Inpatient Rehabilitation, and Home Health and Hospice. The Inpatient Rehabilitation segment provides specialized rehabilitative treatment on both an inpatient and outpatient basis to patients who are recovering from conditions, such as stroke and other neurological disorders, cardiac and pulmonary conditions, brain and spinal cord injuries, complex orthopedic conditions, and amputations. As of December 31, 2016, it operated 123 inpatient rehabilitation hospitals; and managed 5 inpatient rehabilitation units through management contracts. The Home Health and Hospice segment provides home health and hospice services in 223 locations across 25 states primarily in the Southeast, Oklahoma, and Texas. Its home health services include a comprehensive range of Medicare-certified home nursing services to adult patients in need of care, which comprise skilled nursing, medical social work, and home health aide services, as well as physical, occupational, and speech therapy. This segment’s hospice services comprise in-home services to terminally ill patients and their families to address patients’ physical needs, including pain control and symptom management, and to provide emotional and spiritual support. The company was founded in 1983 and is headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama.		0.525		0.652		0.891		151,100		482,000		31.3%		31.3%		BB-		2,247,200		2,374,300		3,115,700		3,646,000		3,844,400		3,958,240		4,185,203		4,437,217		5.7%		31.2%		17.0%		5.4%		3.0%		5.7%		6.0%		564,700		602,700		717,900		829,800		828,100		819,968		864,615		915,468		6.7%		19.1%		15.6%		-0.2%		-1.0%		5.4%		5.9%		25.4%		23.0%		22.8%		21.5%		20.7%		20.7%		20.6%		195,200		170,900		128,400		177,700		219,500		8.7%		7.2%		4.1%		4.9%		5.7%		216,600		276,400		147,500		175,500		139,700		9.6%		11.6%		4.7%		4.8%		3.6%		281,100		343,100		209,100		216,000		207,300		12.5%		14.5%		6.7%		5.9%		5.4%		2,913,168		3,374,980		3,182,957		3,703,201		4,527,968		1,517,500		2,111,200		3,171,500		3,016,400		2,622,400		137,600		231,000		289,000		331,100		458,100		93,200		93,200		- 0		- 0		- 0		64,500		66,700		61,600		40,500		67,600		32.6%		36.3%		47.7%		42.8%		34.5%		- 0		- 0		2,262,700		238,000		181,000		0.0%		0.0%		58.9%		6.2%		4.7%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		9/24/86		9/22/17		DELISTED

		SEM		Select Medical Holdings Corporation		NYSE		2,532,445		2,794,843		2,721,044		73,799		564,185		0		4,258,118		496,728		11.7		11.7		FALSE		Select Medical Holdings Corporation, through its subsidiary, Select Medical Corporation, operates specialty hospitals, outpatient rehabilitation clinics, and occupational medicine centers in the United States.		Select Medical Holdings Corporation, through its subsidiary, Select Medical Corporation, operates specialty hospitals, outpatient rehabilitation clinics, and occupational medicine centers in the United States. The company’s Specialty Hospitals segment operates long term acute care hospitals (LTCHs) and inpatient acute rehabilitative hospitals. This segment offers various medical services for the treatment of respiratory failure, neuromuscular disorders, traumatic brain and spinal cord injuries, strokes, non-healing wounds, cardiac disorders, renal disorders, and cancer. As of December 31, 2016, this segment operated 123 specialty hospitals, including 103 LTCHs and 20 inpatient rehabilitation facilities in 27 states. Its Outpatient Rehabilitation segment operates clinics that provide physical, occupational, and speech rehabilitation services. This segment also offers specialized programs, such as functional programs for work related injuries, hand therapy, post-concussion rehabilitation, and athletic training services; and services that are designed to prevent short term disabilities from becoming chronic conditions. This segment operated 1,611 outpatient rehabilitation clinics in 37 states and the District of Columbia. The company’s Concentra segment operates and provides medical centers and contract services at employer worksites and Department of Veterans Affairs community-based outpatient clinics (CBOCs) that deliver occupational medicine, consumer health, physical therapy, and veteran's healthcare services. This segment operated 300 medical centers, 107 onsite clinics at employer worksites, and 32 Department of Veterans Affairs CBOCs in 43 states. Select Medical Holdings Corporation was founded in 1996 and is headquartered in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania.		1.725		1.988		1.321		50,530		149,766		33.7%		33.7%		0		2,938,225		3,020,417		3,683,364		4,216,928		4,258,118		4,442,277		4,747,643		4,879,633		2.8%		21.9%		14.5%		1.0%		4.3%		6.9%		2.8%		368,304		359,874		401,297		468,337		496,728		552,139		603,158		610,687		-2.3%		11.5%		16.7%		6.1%		11.2%		9.2%		1.2%		11.9%		10.9%		11.1%		11.7%		12.4%		12.7%		12.5%		73,660		95,246		182,642		161,633		186,677		2.5%		3.2%		5.0%		3.8%		4.4%		108,630		162,486		259,215		190,422		289,273		3.7%		5.4%		7.0%		4.5%		6.8%		112,949		165,840		273,650		289,451		363,072		3.8%		5.5%		7.4%		6.9%		8.5%		1,620,129		1,885,334		1,562,483		1,753,362		2,532,445		1,457,781		1,574,722		2,414,511		2,738,351		2,794,843		43,992		46,710		287,485		512,335		564,185		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		4,319		3,354		14,435		99,029		73,799		46.7%		44.9%		56.6%		54.7%		47.4%		- 0		- 0		3,443,783		339,539		155,461		0.0%		0.0%		80.9%		8.0%		3.7%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		9/25/09		9/22/17		DELISTED

		IPCM		IPC Healthcare, Inc.		CBOE		0		130,000		128,025		1,975		0		0		728,818		66,673		1.9		- 0		FALSE		IPC Healthcare, Inc. provides acute hospitalist and post-acute care services the United States.		IPC Healthcare, Inc. provides acute hospitalist and post-acute care services the United States. The company provides, manages, and coordinates the care of hospitalized patients; and serves as the inpatient partner of primary care physicians and specialists. It also offers information management system, transition management, regional management, recruiting, training, financial reporting, billing and collections, risk management, and compliance services to affiliated clinicians. As of December 31, 2014, the company had 1,860 affiliated clinicians, including physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants practice in approximately 410 hospitals, and 1,500 other inpatient and post-acute care facilities primarily in 28 states. The company was formerly known as IPC The Hospitalist Company, Inc. and changed its name to IPC Healthcare, Inc. in January 2015. IPC Healthcare, Inc. was founded in 1995 and is headquartered in North Hollywood, California. As of November 23, 2015, IPC Healthcare, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Team Health Holdings, Inc.		n/a		n/a		n/a		17,835		46,117		38.7%		38.7%		0		457,467		523,485		609,517		693,985		728,818		- 0		- 0		- 0		14.4%		16.4%		13.9%		5.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		49,224		56,872		66,568		72,622		66,673		- 0		- 0		- 0		15.5%		17.0%		9.1%		-8.2%		n/a		n/a		n/a		10.9%		10.9%		10.5%		9.1%		n/a		n/a		n/a		3,279		3,609		3,911		5,836		6,936		0.7%		0.7%		0.6%		0.8%		1.0%		30,383		32,849		47,881		57,163		61,722		6.6%		6.3%		7.9%		8.2%		8.5%		48,135		49,063		72,891		72,076		63,697		10.5%		9.4%		12.0%		10.4%		8.7%		1,005,235		790,318		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20,000		90,000		80,000		130,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		17,752		16,214		25,010		14,913		1,975		0.0%		2.5%		n/a		n/a		n/a		- 0		- 0		538,812		123,333		5,895		0.0%		0.0%		73.9%		16.9%		0.8%		12/31/14		12/31		9/30/15		12/31/99		12/31/99		DELISTED

		MD		MEDNAX, Inc.		NYSE		3,967,818		1,826,456		1,767,079		59,377		0		0		3,378,262		601,662		9.5		9.0		FALSE		MEDNAX, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides neonatal, anesthesia, maternal-fetal, and other pediatric subspecialties physician services in the United States and Puerto Rico. The company offers neonatal care services, such as clinical care to babies born prematurely or with complications within specific units at hospitals through neonatal physician subspecialists, neonatal nurse practitioners, and other pediatric clinicians; anesthesia and anesthesia subspecialty care; and acute and chronic pain management services.		MEDNAX, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides neonatal, anesthesia, maternal-fetal, and other pediatric subspecialties physician services in the United States and Puerto Rico. The company offers neonatal care services, such as clinical care to babies born prematurely or with complications within specific units at hospitals through neonatal physician subspecialists, neonatal nurse practitioners, and other pediatric clinicians; anesthesia and anesthesia subspecialty care; and acute and chronic pain management services. It also provides maternal-fetal care, including inpatient and office-based clinical care to expectant mothers and their unborn babies through maternal-fetal medicine subspecialists, as well as obstetricians and other clinicians consisting of maternal-fetal nurse practitioners, certified nurse mid-wives, ultrasonographers, and genetic counselors. The company’s pediatric cardiology care services comprise inpatient and office-based pediatric cardiology care of the fetus, infant, child, and adolescent patient with congenital heart defects and acquired heart disease, as well as adults with congenital heart defects through pediatric cardiologist subspecialists and other related clinical professionals. In addition, it provides other pediatric subspecialty care services through pediatric subspecialists, such as pediatric intensivists, pediatric hospitalists, and pediatric surgeons, as well as pediatric ear, nose, and throat physicians; and support services in the areas of hospitals, primarily in the pediatric emergency rooms, labor and delivery areas, and nursery and pediatric departments. As of December 31, 2016, the company’s network consisted of approximately 3,600 affiliated physicians. MEDNAX, Inc. was founded in 1979 and is headquartered in Sunrise, Florida.		1.184		0.961		0.850		167,730		430,078		39.0%		39.0%		BBB-		2,154,012		2,438,913		2,779,996		3,183,159		3,378,262		3,418,322		3,639,224		3,971,826		13.2%		14.0%		14.5%		6.1%		1.2%		6.5%		9.1%		492,097		560,769		625,223		664,136		601,662		572,726		611,164		649,851		14.0%		11.5%		6.2%		-9.4%		-4.8%		6.7%		6.3%		23.0%		22.5%		20.9%		17.8%		16.8%		16.8%		16.4%		15,654		18,061		27,073		39,264		- 0		0.7%		0.7%		1.0%		1.2%		0.0%		3,831		7,281		50,456		93,249		191,637		0.2%		0.3%		1.8%		2.9%		5.7%		41,425		61,244		110,881		160,233		251,014		1.9%		2.5%		4.0%		5.0%		7.4%		5,178,916		6,638,497		6,647,930		6,174,463		3,967,818		27,235		568,773		1,274,703		1,705,682		1,826,456		- 0		947		318		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		37,594		53,963		60,425		66,984		59,377		0.5%		7.9%		16.1%		21.6%		31.5%		- 0		- 0		2,336,133		443,259		101,719		0.0%		0.0%		69.2%		13.1%		3.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		9/20/95		9/22/17		DELISTED

		TMH		Team Health Holdings, Inc.		NYSE-BASIC		0		2,689,105		2,672,209		16,896		4,539		0		4,379,338		401,647		6.7		- 0		FALSE		Team Health Holdings, Inc. provides outsourced healthcare professional staffing and administrative services to hospitals and other healthcare providers in the United States.		Team Health Holdings, Inc. provides outsourced healthcare professional staffing and administrative services to hospitals and other healthcare providers in the United States. It recruits and contracts with healthcare professionals who provide professional services in third-party healthcare facilities. The company offers a range of services, including recruiting, scheduling, and credential coordination of clinical and non-clinical medical professionals; coding, billing, and collecting fees for services provided by medical professionals; administrative support services, such as payroll, professional liability insurance coverage, continuing medical education services, and management training; claims and risk management services; and standardized procedures and operational consulting, as well as provides experienced medical directors. It offers outsourced physician staffing and administrative services in emergency medicine; hospital medicine; anesthesiology; inpatient services; scribes; ambulatory care; pediatrics; post-acute care; and other healthcare services. The company also offers healthcare management physician-related services; and non-physician staffing services, such as para-professional providers, nursing, specialty technicians, and administrative staffing to military and government facilities. In addition, it provides medical call center services, such as physician after-hours call coverage, community nurse lines, emergency department advice calls, physician referral, class scheduling, appointment scheduling, and Web response. The company serves approximately 3,400 civilian and military hospitals, clinics, and physician groups in 47 states through healthcare professionals, such as physicians, physician assistants, nurse practitioners, certified registered nurse anesthetists, and registered nurses. Team Health Holdings, Inc. was founded in 1979 and is headquartered in Knoxville, Tennessee. Team Health Holdings, Inc. is a subsidiary of Tennessee Parent, Inc.		n/a		n/a		n/a		24,187		44,809		54.0%		45.0%		B		2,069,023		2,383,595		2,819,643		3,597,247		4,379,338		- 0		- 0		- 0		15.2%		18.3%		27.6%		21.7%		n/a		n/a		n/a		201,634		236,644		291,780		362,368		401,647		- 0		- 0		- 0		17.4%		23.3%		24.2%		10.8%		n/a		n/a		n/a		9.9%		10.3%		10.1%		9.2%		n/a		n/a		n/a		22,005		21,378		24,576		40,690		31,756		1.1%		0.9%		0.9%		1.1%		0.7%		55,342		49,896		64,602		207,597		242,601		2.7%		2.1%		2.3%		5.8%		5.5%		96,582		82,227		84,696		238,145		259,497		4.7%		3.4%		3.0%		6.6%		5.9%		3,182,123		4,090,901		3,185,712		3,240,942		- 0		517,813		501,563		798,330		2,406,263		2,689,105		537		1,294		2,087		4,140		4,539		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		41,240		32,331		20,094		30,548		16,896		14.0%		10.9%		20.0%		42.6%		n/a		- 0		- 0		3,621,519		356,172		125,160		0.0%		0.0%		82.7%		8.1%		2.9%		12/31/15		12/31		9/30/16		12/31/99		12/31/99		DELISTED

		CVS		CVS Health Corporation		NYSE		69,583,856		26,764,000		24,595,000		2,169,000		5,000		0		180,785,000		12,647,000		7.4		7.4		FALSE		CVS Health Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, provides integrated pharmacy health care services.		CVS Health Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, provides integrated pharmacy health care services. It operates through Pharmacy Services and Retail/LTC segments. The Pharmacy Services segment offers pharmacy benefit management solutions, such as plan design and administration, formulary management, Medicare Part D services, mail order, specialty pharmacy and infusion services, retail pharmacy network management services, prescription management systems, clinical services, disease management programs, and medical pharmacy management services. This segment serves employers, insurance companies, unions, government employee groups, health plans, Medicare Part D plans, managed Medicaid plans, plans offered on public and private exchanges, other sponsors of health benefit plans, and individuals under the CVS Caremark Pharmacy Services, Caremark, CVS Caremark, CarePlus CVS Pharmacy, CVS Specialty, Accordant, SilverScript, NovoLogix, Coram, Navarro Health Services, and ACS Pharmacy names. As of December 31, 2016, it had 23 retail specialty pharmacy stores, 13 specialty mail order pharmacies and 4 mail order dispensing pharmacies, and 84 branches for infusion and enteral services. The Retail/LTC segment sells prescription drugs, over-the-counter drugs, beauty products and cosmetics, personal care products, convenience foods, seasonal merchandise, and greeting cards, as well as offers photo finishing services. It has 9,709 retail stores in 49 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and Brazil primarily under the CVS Pharmacy, CVS, CVS Pharmacy y más, Longs Drugs, Navarro Discount Pharmacy, and Drogaria Onofre names; online retail pharmacy Websites; and 38 onsite pharmacy stores, long-term care pharmacy operations, and retail health care clinics. The company was formerly known as CVS Caremark Corporation and changed its name to CVS Health Corporation in September 2014. CVS Health Corporation was founded in 1892 and is headquartered in Woonsocket, Rhode Island.		n/a		0.547		0.723		3,305,000		8,613,000		38.4%		38.4%		BBB+		126,761,000		139,367,000		153,290,000		177,526,000		180,785,000		183,988,225		192,722,623		203,194,681		9.9%		10.0%		15.8%		1.8%		1.8%		4.7%		5.4%		9,835,000		10,755,000		11,856,000		13,050,000		12,647,000		12,543,926		12,966,763		13,478,315		9.4%		10.2%		10.1%		-3.1%		-0.8%		3.4%		3.9%		7.7%		7.7%		7.4%		7.0%		6.8%		6.7%		6.6%		1,984,000		2,136,000		2,367,000		2,224,000		2,010,000		1.6%		1.5%		1.5%		1.3%		1.1%		6,284,000		5,701,000		4,639,000		3,250,000		1,520,000		5.0%		4.1%		3.0%		1.8%		0.8%		10,461,000		8,216,000		7,186,000		6,708,000		3,689,000		8.3%		5.9%		4.7%		3.8%		2.0%		85,114,921		111,045,430		108,262,396		84,152,780		69,583,856		13,402,000		12,890,000		27,464,000		27,531,000		26,764,000		- 0		5,000		46,000		4,000		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		4,177,000		2,515,000		2,547,000		3,458,000		2,169,000		13.6%		10.4%		20.2%		24.6%		27.8%		- 0		- 0		152,131,000		18,488,000		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		84.2%		10.2%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		1/2/68		9/22/17		DELISTED

		RAD		Rite Aid Corporation		NYSE		1,696,404		7,142,930		6,903,952		238,978		0		0		32,091,442		904,094		9.5		9.5		FALSE		Rite Aid Corporation, through its subsidiaries, operates a chain of retail drugstores in the United States.		Rite Aid Corporation, through its subsidiaries, operates a chain of retail drugstores in the United States. The company operates through Retail Pharmacy and Pharmacy Services segments. The Retail Pharmacy segment sells prescription drugs; and a range of other merchandise, such as over-the-counter medications, health and beauty aids, personal care items, cosmetics, household items, food and beverages, greeting cards, seasonal merchandise, and other everyday and convenience products. This segment also operates retail clinics that provide treatment for common conditions; and a range of preventive services, including screenings, medical tests, immunizations, and basic physical exams. In addition, this segment provides healthcare coaching and disease management services. The Pharmacy Services segment provides pharmacy benefit management (PBM) services and a range of pharmacy-related services. This segment also performs prescription adjudication services for other PBMs; offers integrated mail-order and specialty and compounding pharmacy services; and provides infertility treatment, as well as drug benefits under the federal government's Medicare Part D program. As of June 20, 2017, the company operated approximately 4,500 stores in 31 states of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Rite Aid Corporation was founded in 1927 and is headquartered in Camp Hill, Pennsylvania.		3.103		0.717		1.003		111,651		200,886		55.6%		45.0%		B		25,526,413		26,528,377		30,736,657		32,845,073		32,091,442		30,427,604		24,958,689		23,908,370		3.9%		15.9%		6.9%		-2.3%		-5.2%		-18.0%		-4.2%		1,166,313		1,313,160		1,349,603		1,099,937		904,094		815,946		719,830		751,459		12.6%		2.8%		-18.5%		-17.8%		-9.7%		-11.8%		4.4%		5.0%		4.4%		3.3%		2.8%		2.7%		2.9%		3.1%		333,870		426,828		541,347		424,289		319,032		1.3%		1.6%		1.8%		1.3%		1.0%		1,680,441		1,721,235		1,456,209		1,829,091		1,983,671		6.6%		6.5%		4.7%		5.6%		6.2%		1,826,847		1,837,134		1,580,680		2,081,375		2,222,649		7.2%		6.9%		5.1%		6.3%		6.9%		4,635,846		7,380,284		8,204,212		8,640,834		1,696,404		5,757,143		5,559,116		6,994,136		7,328,693		7,142,930		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		146,406		115,899		124,471		252,284		238,978		55.4%		43.0%		46.0%		45.9%		80.8%		- 0		- 0		24,582,383		7,166,461		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		76.6%		22.3%		0.0%		3/4/17		03/04		6/3/17		10/7/68		9/22/17		DELISTED

		BKD		Brookdale Senior Living Inc.		NYSE		1,780,824		5,189,072		5,007,765		181,307		(357)		0		4,078,034		755,219		9.0		9.0		FALSE		Brookdale Senior Living Inc. owns and operates senior living communities in the United States.		Brookdale Senior Living Inc. owns and operates senior living communities in the United States. It operates through five segments: Retirement Centers, Assisted Living, CCRCs – Rental, Brookdale Ancillary Services, and Management Services. The Retirement Centers segment owns or leases communities comprising independent living and assisted living units in a single community that are primarily designed for middle to upper income senior citizens. The Assisted Living segment owns or leases communities consisting of freestanding, multi-story communities, and freestanding single story communities, which offer housing and 24-hour assistance with activities of daily life to mid-acuity frail and elderly residents. This segment also operates memory care communities for residents with Alzheimer's disease and other dementias. The CCRCs - Rental segment owns or leases communities that offer various living arrangements and services to accommodate various levels of physical ability and health. The Brookdale Ancillary Services segment provides outpatient therapy, home health, and hospice services, as well as well as education and wellness programs to residents of its communities, as well as to other senior living communities. The Management Services segment operates communities under the management agreements. As of December 31, 2016, the company operated 129 retirement center communities with 24,339 units; 851 assisted living communities with 58,477 units; and 75 CCRCs with 20,558 units, as well as owned or leased 902 communities with 77,284 units and provided management services with respect to 153 communities with 26,090 units for third parties or unconsolidated ventures. Brookdale Senior Living Inc. is headquartered in Brentwood, Tennessee.		0.974		1.781		1.432		84,883		(408,143)		n/a		n/a		0		2,546,158		3,343,536		4,237,310		4,239,383		4,078,034		4,706,406		4,679,639		4,750,757		31.3%		26.7%		0.0%		-3.8%		15.4%		-0.6%		1.5%		428,920		605,249		810,881		797,943		755,219		673,615		680,559		720,309		41.1%		34.0%		-1.6%		-5.4%		-10.8%		1.0%		5.8%		18.1%		19.1%		18.8%		18.5%		14.3%		14.5%		15.2%		292,213		344,686		602,267		345,804		233,557		11.5%		10.3%		14.2%		8.2%		5.7%		(432,539)		(178,990)		(194,630)		(112,780)		(82,527)		-17.0%		-5.4%		-4.6%		-2.7%		-2.0%		(374,028)		(74,907)		(106,601)		103,617		98,780		-14.7%		-2.2%		-2.5%		2.4%		2.4%		3,471,088		6,725,633		3,411,040		2,310,875		1,780,824		2,636,578		6,246,253		6,432,413		6,045,167		5,189,072		- 0		517		(161)		(250)		(357)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		58,511		104,083		88,029		216,397		181,307		43.2%		48.2%		65.3%		72.3%		74.5%		- 0		- 0		2,707,344		605,394		508,245		0.0%		0.0%		66.4%		14.8%		12.5%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/22/05		9/22/17		DELISTED

		FVE		Five Star Senior Living Inc.		NasdaqCM		71,329		59,457		40,544		18,913		0		0		1,129,707		13,645		8.2		8.2		FALSE		Five Star Senior Living Inc. operates and manages senior living communities in the United States.		Five Star Senior Living Inc. operates and manages senior living communities in the United States. Its senior living communities comprise independent living communities, assisted living communities, and skilled nursing facilities (SNFs). The company offers nursing and healthcare services; and rehabilitation and wellness services. As of December 31, 2016, it operated 283 senior living communities consisting of 31,830 living units comprising 253 primarily independent and assisted living communities with 29,229 living units, and 30 SNFs with 2,601 living units located in 32 states. The company was formerly known as Five Star Quality Care, Inc. and changed its name to Five Star Senior Living Inc. on March 3, 2017. Five Star Senior Living Inc. was founded in 2000 and is based in Newton, Massachusetts.		1.354		1.913		1.320		(2,699)		(27,788)		n/a		n/a		0		1,086,296		1,108,993		1,124,699		1,127,901		1,129,707		1,402,616		1,430,059		1,447,366		2.1%		1.4%		0.3%		0.2%		24.2%		2.0%		1.2%		38,710		13,330		27,583		22,719		13,645		13,895		18,078		- 0		-65.6%		106.9%		-17.6%		-39.9%		1.8%		30.1%		n/a		1.2%		2.5%		2.0%		1.2%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%		53,766		49,916		57,480		55,419		66,450		4.9%		4.5%		5.1%		4.9%		5.9%		(49,573)		(92,897)		(109,662)		(72,733)		(81,179)		-4.6%		-8.4%		-9.8%		-6.4%		-7.2%		(11,485)		(56,825)		(80,044)		(41,703)		(62,266)		-1.1%		-5.1%		-7.1%		-3.7%		-5.5%		265,013		201,943		155,934		133,684		71,329		72,620		86,159		112,203		60,397		59,457		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		38,088		36,072		29,618		31,030		18,913		21.5%		29.9%		41.8%		31.1%		45.5%		- 0		- 0		544,946		280,922		37,890		0.0%		0.0%		48.2%		24.9%		3.4%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/17/01		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CSU		Capital Senior Living Corporation		NYSE		376,606		1,010,177		993,959		16,218		0		0		458,222		77,737		17.6		17.6		FALSE		Capital Senior Living Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, owns, operates, develops, and manages senior housing communities in the United States.		Capital Senior Living Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, owns, operates, develops, and manages senior housing communities in the United States. The company provides senior living services to the elderly, including independent living, assisted living, and home care services. Its independent living services include daily meals, transportation, social and recreational activities, laundry, housekeeping, and 24-hour staffing; and access to health screenings, periodic special services, dietary and similar programs, and ongoing exercise and fitness classes. The company’s assisted living services comprise personal care services, such as assistance with activities of daily living comprising ambulation, bathing, dressing, eating, grooming, personal hygiene, and monitoring or assistance with medications; support services, including meals, assistance with social and recreational activities, laundry, general housekeeping, maintenance, and transportation services; and supplemental services comprising extra transportation services, personal maintenance, extra laundry services, and special care services for residents with certain forms of dementia. In addition, it offers home care services through its home care agency. As of December 31, 2016, the company operated 129 senior housing communities in 23 states with an aggregate capacity of approximately 16,500 residents, including 79 owned senior housing communities and 50 leased senior housing communities, as well as 1 home care agency. Capital Senior Living Corporation was founded in 1990 and is headquartered in Dallas, Texas.		2.750		2.139		1.437		419		(46,845)		n/a		n/a		0		343,778		380,098		410,985		445,721		458,222		470,899		501,622		525,227		10.6%		8.1%		8.5%		2.8%		2.8%		6.5%		4.7%		54,621		63,492		73,152		75,888		77,737		96,605		106,158		109,823		16.2%		15.2%		3.7%		2.4%		24.3%		9.9%		3.5%		16.7%		17.8%		17.0%		17.0%		20.5%		21.2%		20.9%		13,562		18,742		42,430		62,371		54,566		3.9%		4.9%		10.3%		14.0%		11.9%		(6,637)		7,496		(14,470)		(14,160)		(21,464)		-1.9%		2.0%		-3.5%		-3.2%		-4.7%		6,974		46,705		41,617		19,866		(5,246)		2.0%		12.3%		10.1%		4.5%		-1.1%		690,936		724,707		615,764		481,436		376,606		521,335		666,492		808,675		939,171		1,010,177		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		13,611		39,209		56,087		34,026		16,218		43.0%		47.9%		56.8%		66.1%		72.8%		- 0		- 0		271,281		98,691		64,654		0.0%		0.0%		59.2%		21.5%		14.1%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/31/97		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ADK		AdCare Health Systems, Inc.		AMEX		20,837		2,802		1,921		881		0		0		1,322		(1,875)		0.0		NM		FALSE		AdCare Health Systems, Inc., a real estate investment company, engages in the leasing and subleasing of long-term care and senior living facilities to third-party tenants in the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, and South Carolina.		AdCare Health Systems, Inc., a real estate investment company, engages in the leasing and subleasing of long-term care and senior living facilities to third-party tenants in the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, and South Carolina. The company’s facilities provide a range of healthcare and related services to patients and residents, such as skilled nursing and assisted living services, social services, various therapy services, and other rehabilitative and healthcare services for long-term and short-stay patients and residents. As of May 3, 2017, it owned, leased, or managed for third parties 30 facilities. The company was formerly known as Passport Retirement, Inc. and changed its name to AdCare Health Systems, Inc. in 1995. AdCare Health Systems, Inc. was founded in 1988 and is headquartered in Suwanee, Georgia.		n/a		0.772		0.020		- 0		(2,837)		n/a		n/a		0		2,705		564		628		1,804		1,718		- 0		- 0		- 0		-79.1%		11.3%		187.3%		-4.8%		n/a		n/a		n/a		(1,597)		(2,634)		(2,521)		(1,809)		(2,437)		- 0		- 0		- 0		64.9%		-4.3%		-28.3%		34.7%		n/a		n/a		n/a		-466.8%		-401.6%		-100.3%		-141.9%		n/a		n/a		n/a		7		21		177		233		211		0.3%		3.6%		28.2%		12.9%		12.3%		(83)		222		45		(48)		39		-3.1%		39.4%		7.1%		-2.6%		2.3%		842		621		536		150		1,184		31.1%		110.1%		85.4%		8.3%		69.0%		9,523		4,583		3,443		13,086		20,837		626		936		3,431		3,281		3,642		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		926		399		491		198		1,145		6.2%		17.0%		49.9%		20.0%		14.9%		- 0		- 0		1,196		3,168		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		69.6%		184.4%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/21/06		9/22/17		DELISTED

		SYK		Stryker Corporation		NYSE		58,145,301		7,225,000		4,496,000		2,729,000		0		0		12,130,000		3,319,000		18.9		18.9		FALSE		Stryker Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, operates as a medical technology company.		Stryker Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, operates as a medical technology company. It operates through three segments: Orthopaedics; MedSurg; and Neurotechnology and Spine. The Orthopaedics segment offers implants for use in hip and knee joint replacements, and trauma and extremities surgeries. The MedSurg segment provides surgical equipment and surgical navigation systems, endoscopic and communications systems, patient handling, emergency medical equipment and intensive care disposable products, and reprocessed and remanufactured medical devices, as well as other medical devices for use in various medical specialties. The Neurotechnology and Spine segment offers neurosurgical and neurovascular devices that include products used for minimally invasive endovascular techniques; products for brain and open skull based surgical procedures; orthobiologic and biosurgery products, including synthetic bone grafts and vertebral augmentation products; and minimally invasive products for the treatment of acute ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke. This segment also provides spinal implant products, which consists of cervical, thoracolumbar, and interbody systems for use in spinal injury, deformity, and degenerative therapies. The company markets and sells its products to doctors, hospitals, and other healthcare facilities through company-owned sales subsidiaries and branches, as well as third-party dealers and distributors in approximately 100 countries. Stryker Corporation was founded in 1941 and is headquartered in Kalamazoo, Michigan.		0.305		0.603		0.828		223,000		2,002,000		11.1%		15.0%		A		9,021,000		9,675,000		9,946,000		11,325,000		12,130,000		12,362,516		13,235,987		14,048,435		7.2%		2.8%		13.9%		7.1%		1.9%		7.1%		6.1%		2,353,000		2,604,000		2,667,000		3,107,000		3,319,000		3,425,972		3,750,014		4,029,770		10.7%		2.4%		16.5%		6.8%		3.2%		9.5%		7.5%		26.9%		26.8%		27.4%		27.4%		27.7%		28.3%		28.7%		195,000		233,000		270,000		490,000		555,000		2.2%		2.4%		2.7%		4.3%		4.6%		1,723,000		(50,000)		1,134,000		1,557,000		2,355,000		19.1%		-0.5%		11.4%		13.7%		19.4%		5,703,000		4,950,000		5,213,000		4,941,000		5,084,000		63.2%		51.2%		52.4%		43.6%		41.9%		28,434,404		35,687,020		34,945,440		44,863,060		58,145,301		2,764,000		3,973,000		4,002,000		6,914,000		7,225,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3,980,000		5,000,000		4,079,000		3,384,000		2,729,000		8.9%		10.0%		10.3%		13.4%		11.1%		- 0		- 0		4,089,000		4,211,000		364,000		0.0%		0.0%		33.7%		34.7%		3.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		1/2/80		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ZMH		Zemach Hammerman Ltd.		TASE		61,155		82,088		52,719		29,369		0		0		133,785		12,182		9.3		9.4		FALSE		Zemach Hammerman Ltd. operates as a real estate company in Israel.		Zemach Hammerman Ltd. operates as a real estate company in Israel. The company develops, constructs, and executes residential projects, as well as high-tech, commercial, office, and industrial real estate projects. It also executes projects for companies through turn-key project services. The company serves companies and public bodies. Zemach Hammerman Ltd. was founded in 1997 and is based in Tel Hanan, Israel.		n/a		0.124		0.152		1,927		7,629		25.3%		25.3%		0		176,224		166,383		241,242		439,272		466,855		- 0		- 0		- 0		-5.6%		45.0%		82.1%		6.3%		n/a		n/a		n/a		7,682		24,719		7,837		27,625		42,509		- 0		- 0		- 0		221.8%		-68.3%		252.5%		53.9%		n/a		n/a		n/a		14.9%		3.2%		6.3%		9.1%		n/a		n/a		n/a		2,246		4,265		4,853		2,057		1,860		1.3%		2.6%		2.0%		0.5%		0.4%		201,495		203,300		155,266		195,387		251,986		114.3%		122.2%		64.4%		44.5%		54.0%		293,513		273,893		281,082		346,927		354,473		166.6%		164.6%		116.5%		79.0%		75.9%		39,392		39,341		40,411		60,756		61,155		296,707		275,995		291,005		310,332		286,456		(285)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		92,018		70,593		125,816		151,540		102,487		88.4%		87.5%		87.8%		83.6%		82.4%		27,814		- 0		406,052		22,788		- 0		6.0%		0.0%		87.0%		4.9%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		8/21/08		9/19/17		DELISTED

		HCSG		Healthcare Services Group, Inc.		NasdaqGS		3,852,694		25,000		(56,389)		81,389		0		0		1,765,286		132,413		28.7		28.7		FALSE		Healthcare Services Group, Inc. provides management, administrative, and operating services to the housekeeping, laundry, linen, facility maintenance, and dietary service departments to nursing homes, retirement complexes, rehabilitation centers, and hospitals in the United States.		Healthcare Services Group, Inc. provides management, administrative, and operating services to the housekeeping, laundry, linen, facility maintenance, and dietary service departments to nursing homes, retirement complexes, rehabilitation centers, and hospitals in the United States. It operates through two segments, Housekeeping and Dietary. The Housekeeping segment engages in the cleaning, disinfecting, and sanitizing of resident rooms and common areas of client’s facility, as well as laundering and processing of the bed linens, uniforms, resident personal clothing, and other assorted linen items utilized at a client facility. The Dietary segment is involved in the food purchasing and meal preparation activities, as well as in the provision of professional dietitian services, which include the development of menus that meet the dietary needs of residents. This segment also offers clinical consulting services to facilities. As of December 31, 2016, the company provided its services to 3,500 facilities. Healthcare Services Group, Inc. was founded in 1976 and is based in Bensalem, Pennsylvania.		1.163		0.981		0.931		40,477		128,816		31.4%		31.4%		0		1,149,890		1,293,183		1,436,849		1,562,662		1,765,286		1,861,077		2,077,214		2,223,038		12.5%		11.1%		8.8%		13.0%		5.4%		11.6%		7.0%		68,992		74,749		96,712		125,249		132,413		139,189		169,023		190,132		8.3%		29.4%		29.5%		5.7%		5.1%		21.4%		12.5%		5.8%		6.7%		8.0%		7.5%		7.5%		8.1%		8.6%		3,762		5,795		4,998		5,442		5,496		0.3%		0.4%		0.3%		0.3%		0.3%		134,489		129,790		166,592		222,170		283,771		11.7%		10.0%		11.6%		14.2%		16.1%		210,089		216,869		269,277		313,753		365,160		18.3%		16.8%		18.7%		20.1%		20.7%		1,980,368		2,185,854		2,509,489		2,843,233		3,852,694		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		25,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		75,600		87,079		102,685		91,583		81,389		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.6%		- 0		- 0		1,520,713		120,366		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		86.1%		6.8%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/29/83		9/22/17		DELISTED

		SGRY		Surgery Partners, Inc.		NasdaqGS		446,606		1,825,184		1,768,150		57,034		485,516		0		1,134,961		236,565		11.4		11.4		FALSE		Surgery Partners, Inc., through its subsidiaries, operates surgical facilities in the United States.		Surgery Partners, Inc., through its subsidiaries, operates surgical facilities in the United States. The company operates through three segments: Surgical Facility Services, Ancillary Services, and Optical Services. Its surgical facilities comprise ambulatory surgery centers and surgical hospitals that offer non-emergency surgical procedures in various specialties, including gastrointestinal, general surgery, ophthalmology, orthopedics, and pain management. The company’s surgical hospitals also provide acute care services, such as diagnostic imaging, pharmacy, laboratory, obstetrics, oncology, physical therapy, and wound care; and a suite of ancillary services, which consist of a diagnostic laboratory, multi-specialty physician practices, urgent care facilities, anesthesia services, optical services, and specialty pharmacy services. It also operates optical laboratory that manufactures eyewear. As of March 9, 2017, it operated approximately 150 locations in 29 states, including surgical facilities, physician practices, and urgent care facilities. Surgery Partners, Inc. was founded in 2004 and is headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.		3.271		1.395		1.267		5,534		84,017		6.6%		15.0%		B		278,714		393,780		936,313		1,121,226		1,134,961		1,332,970		1,824,045		1,967,890		41.3%		137.8%		19.7%		1.2%		17.4%		36.8%		7.9%		82,815		112,704		216,627		249,562		236,565		201,232		291,331		309,078		36.1%		92.2%		15.2%		-5.2%		-14.9%		44.8%		6.1%		28.6%		23.1%		22.3%		20.8%		15.1%		16.0%		15.7%		4,150		7,736		33,439		39,109		33,861		1.5%		2.0%		3.6%		3.5%		3.0%		35,872		74,426		98,982		133,353		139,194		12.9%		18.9%		10.6%		11.9%		12.3%		48,898		149,346		156,915		203,052		196,228		17.5%		37.9%		16.8%		18.1%		17.3%		- 0		- 0		986,737		768,626		446,606		427,401		1,361,354		1,255,359		1,442,243		1,825,184		89,242		486,207		485,394		495,518		485,516		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		13,026		74,920		57,933		69,699		57,034		n/a		n/a		46.0%		53.3%		66.2%		356,407		- 0		844,041		59,813		42,805		31.4%		0.0%		74.4%		5.3%		3.8%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/2/15		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ATHN		athenahealth, Inc.		NasdaqGS		5,165,883		276,400		153,700		122,700		0		0		1,179,300		130,100		40.9		40.9		FALSE		athenahealth, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides network-based medical record, revenue cycle, patient engagement, care coordination, and population health services for medical groups and health systems.		athenahealth, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides network-based medical record, revenue cycle, patient engagement, care coordination, and population health services for medical groups and health systems. It offers athenaCollector, a network-enabled billing and practice management solution; athenaClinicals, an electronic health record for electronic health record management to help manage patient’s clinical documentation; athenaCommunicator, an engagement and communication solution that provides an automated communication service between patients and provider practices for interactions outside the exam room; and athenaCoordinator for order transmission and care coordination services. The company also provides athenahealth Population Health, a cloud-based population health service; and Epocrates service that include clinical information and decision support services in the areas of drug and disease information, medical calculator and tools, clinical guidelines, clinical messaging, and market research. In addition, it offers athenahealth Health Plan data exchange facilitates to exchange the data between providers and health plans for the healthcare operations of clients; athenaOne Analytics that includes an analytics and dashboard application, as well as provides visibility into the financial and operational health of an organization; and pre-certification processing and referral processing services. The company serves clients in the health care industry through its direct sales force and channel partners in the United States and internationally. athenahealth, Inc. was formerly known as athenahealth.com, Inc. and changed its name to athenahealth, Inc. in November 2000. The company was founded in 1997 and is headquartered in Watertown, Massachusetts.		0.911		1.002		1.262		7,800		39,100		19.9%		19.9%		0		595,003		752,600		924,700		1,082,900		1,179,300		1,210,858		1,347,461		1,514,598		26.5%		22.9%		17.1%		8.9%		2.7%		11.3%		12.4%		61,506		61,600		66,200		107,100		130,100		265,432		340,244		401,333		0.2%		7.5%		61.8%		21.5%		104.0%		28.2%		18.0%		8.2%		7.2%		9.9%		11.0%		21.9%		25.3%		26.5%		38,260		76,100		87,200		69,000		82,900		6.4%		10.1%		9.4%		6.4%		7.0%		13,899		(11,722)		(4,500)		16,200		27,500		2.3%		-1.6%		-0.5%		1.5%		2.3%		78,901		103,015		137,400		163,600		150,200		13.3%		13.7%		14.9%		15.1%		12.7%		5,001,921		5,550,296		6,250,460		4,150,036		5,165,883		224,104		207,616		298,200		291,100		276,400		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		65,002		114,737		141,900		147,400		122,700		4.3%		3.6%		4.6%		6.6%		5.1%		- 0		- 0		565,700		390,900		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		48.0%		33.1%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		9/20/07		9/22/17		DELISTED

		MDRX		Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, Inc.		NasdaqGS		2,452,709		1,346,529		1,263,815		82,714		450,534		0		1,657,386		160,350		26.0		26.0		FALSE		Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, Inc. provides information technology and services to healthcare organizations in the United States, Canada, and internationally.		Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, Inc. provides information technology and services to healthcare organizations in the United States, Canada, and internationally. It offers electronic health records, connectivity, private cloud hosting, outsourcing, analytics, patient engagement, clinical decision support, and population health management solutions. The company’s Clinical and Financial Solutions segment provides integrated clinical software applications and financial and information solutions, which primarily include EHR-related, and financial and practice management software solutions, as well as related installation, support and maintenance, outsourcing, private cloud hosting, revenue cycle management, training, and electronic claims administration services. Its Population Health segment offers health management and coordinated care solutions that enable hospitals, health systems, accountable care organizations, and other care facilities to connect, transition, analyze, and coordinate care across the entire care community. The company serves physicians, hospitals, governments, health systems, health plans, life-sciences companies, retail clinics, retail pharmacies, pharmacy benefit managers, insurance companies, and employer wellness clinics, as well as post-acute organizations, such as home health and hospice agencies. Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, Inc. was founded in 1986 and is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois.		1.318		1.324		1.352		(18,709)		(167,246)		n/a		n/a		NR		1,373,061		1,377,873		1,386,393		1,549,899		1,657,386		1,790,032		2,102,042		2,190,231		0.4%		0.6%		11.8%		6.9%		8.0%		17.4%		4.2%		5,867		60,035		110,352		144,779		160,350		371,480		419,392		457,338		923.3%		83.8%		31.2%		10.8%		131.7%		12.9%		9.0%		4.4%		8.0%		9.3%		9.7%		20.8%		20.0%		20.9%		74,130		26,438		18,322		35,510		43,913		5.4%		1.9%		1.3%		2.3%		2.6%		(23,824)		(59,858)		(78,875)		(132,619)		(99,923)		-1.7%		-4.3%		-5.7%		-8.6%		-6.0%		39,130		(6,685)		37,998		(36,009)		(17,209)		2.8%		-0.5%		2.7%		-2.3%		-1.0%		2,670,178		2,301,945		2,907,052		1,889,769		2,452,709		561,941		566,691		625,631		1,331,383		1,346,529		- 0		- 0		11,189		428,420		450,534		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		62,954		53,173		116,873		96,610		82,714		17.4%		19.8%		17.7%		36.5%		31.7%		- 0		- 0		836,000		432,692		134,257		0.0%		0.0%		50.4%		26.1%		8.1%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/13/08		9/22/17		DELISTED

		QSII		Quality Systems, Inc.		NasdaqGS		903,499		55,000		28,447		26,553		0		0		523,782		59,184		15.7		15.7		FALSE		Quality Systems, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, develops and markets software and services that automate various aspects of practice management (PM) and electronic health records for medical and dental practices in the United States.		Quality Systems, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, develops and markets software and services that automate various aspects of practice management (PM) and electronic health records for medical and dental practices in the United States. The company’s NextGen division provides integrated clinical, financial, and connectivity solutions for ambulatory and dental provider organizations. Its principal products include the NextGen Ambulatory product suite; interoperability solutions; and MediTouch, a cloud-based software suite comprising clearinghouse, PM, electronic health records, and patient portals, which enable mobility, workflow automation, and reporting and analytics. Its RCM Services Division offers technology-based solutions that are designed to optimize clients' revenue cycle costs and process efficiency, as well as to enhance clients’ cash flow. This division provides revenue cycle management optimization services; and billing and collections, claims submissions and reconciliation, electronic remittance and payment posting, accounts receivable management, patient client service, advance analytics, charge entry and capture, enrollment credentialing, and software setup, hosting, and support services. The company’s QSI Dental division focuses on developing, marketing, and supporting software suites for dental group organizations. This division also offers QSIDental Web, a cloud-based and software as a service and PM clinical software solution; and sells licenses to its products. The company also provides software implementation, training, support, and maintenance services; and electronic data interchange services. It serves single and small practice physicians, physician hospital organizations, management service organizations, accountable care organizations, ambulatory care centers, community health centers, and medical and dental schools through a sales force and a reseller channel. The company was founded in 1974 and is headquartered in Irvine, California.		2.249		0.716		1.089		8,407		35,234		23.9%		23.9%		0		444,667		490,225		492,477		509,624		523,782		525,919		541,757		569,899		10.2%		0.5%		3.5%		2.8%		0.4%		3.0%		5.2%		61,799		50,925		54,398		58,853		59,184		80,007		86,893		93,489		-17.6%		6.8%		8.2%		0.6%		35.2%		8.6%		7.6%		10.4%		11.0%		11.5%		11.3%		15.2%		16.0%		16.4%		7,934		6,531		14,013		12,165		12,599		1.8%		1.3%		2.8%		2.4%		2.4%		32,512		(29,692)		9,458		(18,508)		(2,026)		7.3%		-6.1%		1.9%		-3.6%		-0.4%		146,313		100,893		45,931		19,165		24,527		32.9%		20.6%		9.3%		3.8%		4.7%		1,266,233		939,594		981,104		816,543		903,499		- 0		- 0		105,000		16,057		55,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		113,801		130,585		36,473		37,673		26,553		0.0%		0.0%		9.7%		1.9%		5.7%		- 0		- 0		228,246		165,359		9,173		0.0%		0.0%		43.6%		31.6%		1.8%		3/31/17		03/31		6/30/17		12/1/82		9/22/17		DELISTED

		UHS		Universal Health Services, Inc.		NYSE		9,783,761		4,040,153		3,974,729		65,424		72,035		0		10,242,763		1,697,227		8.1		8.1		FALSE		Universal Health Services, Inc., through its subsidiaries, owns and operates acute care hospitals, behavioral health facilities, and ambulatory centers.		Universal Health Services, Inc., through its subsidiaries, owns and operates acute care hospitals, behavioral health facilities, and ambulatory centers. The company’s hospitals offer general and specialty surgery, internal medicine, obstetrics, emergency room care, radiology, oncology, diagnostic care, coronary care, pediatric services, pharmacy services, and/or behavioral health services. As of February 28, 2017, it owned and/or operated 26 inpatient acute care hospitals, 4 free-standing emergency departments, 1 surgical hospital, and 319 inpatient and 33 outpatient behavioral health care facilities located in 37 states, Washington, D.C.; the United Kingdom; Puerto Rico; and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The company was founded in 1978 and is headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.		n/a		0.562		0.714		389,384		1,114,399		34.9%		34.9%		BB+		7,367,873		8,205,088		9,043,451		9,766,210		10,242,763		10,401,760		10,961,171		11,480,290		11.4%		10.2%		8.0%		4.9%		1.6%		5.4%		4.7%		1,352,819		1,475,100		1,658,013		1,698,019		1,697,227		1,688,623		1,796,849		1,918,589		9.0%		12.4%		2.4%		-0.0%		-0.5%		6.4%		6.8%		18.0%		18.3%		17.4%		16.6%		16.2%		16.4%		16.7%		358,493		391,150		379,321		519,939		425,858		4.9%		4.8%		4.2%		5.3%		4.2%		473,515		468,561		625,392		440,146		405,023		6.4%		5.7%		6.9%		4.5%		4.0%		490,753		500,630		686,620		473,893		470,447		6.7%		6.1%		7.6%		4.9%		4.6%		7,985,331		11,011,422		11,766,852		10,313,686		9,783,761		3,333,074		3,278,534		3,437,356		4,140,125		4,040,153		268,357		294,686		302,023		73,693		72,035		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		17,238		32,069		61,228		33,747		65,424		28.8%		22.5%		22.2%		28.5%		29.1%		4,882,515		- 0		5,966,629		101,680		441,563		47.7%		0.0%		58.3%		1.0%		4.3%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		6/6/91		9/22/17		DELISTED

		KND		Kindred Healthcare, Inc.		NYSE		509,061		3,326,978		3,099,855		227,123		222,641		0		7,081,397		470,571		8.1		8.1		FALSE		Kindred Healthcare, Inc. provides healthcare services in the United States.		Kindred Healthcare, Inc. provides healthcare services in the United States. It operates in six segments: Hospitals, Home Health Services, Hospice Services, Kindred Hospital Rehabilitation Services, RehabCare, and Nursing Centers. The company provides long-term acute care services to post-intensive care and medically complex patients, including the critically ill, suffering from multiple organ system failures, most commonly of the cardiovascular, pulmonary, kidney, gastro-intestinal, and cutaneous systems. It also primarily offers home health, hospice, and community care services for patients in various settings comprising their homes, nursing centers, and other residential settings, as well as physician services for patients in home-based settings. In addition, the company operates inpatient rehabilitation hospitals and acute rehabilitation units; and provides rehabilitation services, including physical and occupational therapies and speech pathology services to residents and patients of nursing centers, hospitals, outpatient clinics, home health agencies, and assisted living facilities. As of June 28, 2017, it provided healthcare services in 2,624 locations in 46 states, including 82 long-term acute care hospitals, 19 inpatient rehabilitation hospitals, 91 nursing centers, 19 sub-acute units, 619 Kindred at Home home health, hospice and non-medical home care sites of service, 101 inpatient rehabilitation units (hospital-based), and contract rehabilitation service businesses which served 1,693 non-affiliated sites of service. The company is headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky.		1.395		1.860		1.088		272,187		(494,622)		n/a		n/a		B+		4,775,235		5,027,599		7,054,907		7,219,519		7,081,397		6,035,175		6,094,124		6,229,185		5.3%		40.3%		2.3%		-1.9%		-14.8%		1.0%		2.2%		315,075		351,841		575,470		546,335		470,571		728,367		807,687		- 0		11.7%		63.6%		-5.1%		-13.9%		54.8%		10.9%		n/a		7.0%		8.2%		7.6%		6.6%		12.1%		13.3%		0.0%		112,732		96,338		141,862		130,877		105,954		2.4%		1.9%		2.0%		1.8%		1.5%		281,699		210,876		213,393		295,478		412,339		5.9%		4.2%		3.0%		4.1%		5.8%		413,966		475,015		418,789		541,505		639,462		8.7%		9.4%		5.9%		7.5%		9.0%		1,069,651		1,265,583		998,022		668,509		509,061		1,589,050		2,877,138		3,115,450		3,245,757		3,326,978		38,559		44,105		206,193		228,970		222,641		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		132,267		264,139		205,396		246,027		227,123		58.9%		68.7%		72.1%		78.3%		82.0%		3,753,519		- 0		4,117,292		1,635,634		148,121		53.0%		0.0%		58.1%		23.1%		2.1%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		4/26/01		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ENSG		The Ensign Group, Inc.		NasdaqGS		1,186,758		292,630		245,511		47,119		6,632		0		1,751,133		121,755		11.8		11.8		FALSE		The Ensign Group, Inc. provides health care services in the post-acute care continuum and other ancillary businesses in the United States.		The Ensign Group, Inc. provides health care services in the post-acute care continuum and other ancillary businesses in the United States. It operates through three segments: Transitional and Skilled Services; Assisted and Independent Living Services; and Home Health and Hospice Services. The Transitional and Skilled Services segment provides a range of medical, nursing, rehabilitative, and pharmacy services, as well as routine services comprising daily dietary, social, and recreational services to Medicaid, private pay, managed care, and Medicare payors. The Assisted and Independent Living Services segment offers residential accommodation, meal, security, housekeeping, and assistance services in the activities of daily living to independent seniors. The Home Health and Hospice Services segment provides nursing, speech, occupational and physical therapists, medical social workers, and certified home health aide services; and hospice care services, such as physical, spiritual, and psychosocial needs, including palliative and clinical care, education, and counseling for terminally ill individuals and their families. The company also provides mobile ancillary services, such as digital X-ray, ultrasound, electrocardiograms, sub-acute services, and patient transportation. As of December 31, 2016, it had 210 healthcare facilities and 39 home health and home care hospice agencies in Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wisconsin. The company was founded in 1999 and is based in Mission Viejo, California.		1.486		1.196		0.829		28,134		75,661		37.2%		37.2%		0		904,556		1,027,406		1,341,826		1,654,864		1,751,133		1,781,180		1,868,454		1,980,800		13.6%		30.6%		23.3%		5.8%		1.7%		4.9%		6.0%		128,901		108,258		121,193		119,304		121,755		172,577		190,872		201,500		-16.0%		11.9%		-1.6%		2.1%		41.7%		10.6%		5.6%		10.5%		9.0%		7.2%		7.0%		9.7%		10.2%		10.2%		29,759		61,631		77,768		186,634		172,737		3.3%		6.0%		5.8%		11.3%		9.9%		34,685		26,852		56,748		60,807		80,313		3.8%		2.6%		4.2%		3.7%		4.6%		105,951		83,320		100,321		130,063		127,432		11.7%		8.1%		7.5%		7.9%		7.3%		974,143		995,890		1,151,584		1,124,759		1,186,758		261,134		68,390		99,671		283,615		292,630		1,161		(1,048)		(339)		4,046		6,632		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		71,266		56,468		43,573		69,256		47,119		21.1%		6.4%		8.0%		20.1%		19.7%		- 0		- 0		1,558,735		70,643		41,877		0.0%		0.0%		89.0%		4.0%		2.4%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/9/07		9/22/17		DELISTED

		NHC		National HealthCare Corporation		AMEX		961,390		148,514		(60,471)		208,985		789		0		947,982		108,450		8.3		8.3		FALSE		National HealthCare Corporation operates, manages, and provides services to skilled nursing facilities, assisted living facilities, independent living facilities, and home health care programs.		National HealthCare Corporation operates, manages, and provides services to skilled nursing facilities, assisted living facilities, independent living facilities, and home health care programs. The company’s skilled nursing facilities offer medical services prescribed by physicians, as well as licensed therapy services, nutrition services, social services, activities, and housekeeping and laundry services; and rehabilitative services, such as physical, speech, respiratory, and occupational therapy services for patients recovering from strokes, heart attacks, orthopedic conditions, neurological illnesses, or other illnesses, injuries, or disabilities. Its medical specialty units comprise memory care units and subacute nursing units that offer specialized care and programs for persons with Alzheimer’s or related disorders; and assisted living centers provide personal care services and assistance with general activities of daily living, such as dressing, bathing, meal preparation, and medication management. The company also owns or leases, and manages independent living facilities that provide specially designed residential units for the active and ambulatory elderly, as well as offers various ancillary services for its residents, including restaurants, activity rooms, and social areas. In addition, it provides health care programs that offer skilled services, including infusion, wound care and physical, occupational, and speech therapies; operates pharmacies in 58 owned facilities, 6 managed facilities, and 13 third party entities; provides management, accounting, financial, and insurance services; and leases its properties to third party operators. As of December 31, 2016, the company operated 74 skilled nursing facilities with 9,398 licensed beds; 21 assisted living facilities; 5 independent living facilities; and 36 homecare programs in 4 states in the United States. National HealthCare Corporation was founded in 1971 and is based in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.		1.345		0.701		0.602		28,028		76,203		36.8%		36.8%		0		788,957		871,683		906,622		926,638		947,982		- 0		- 0		- 0		10.5%		4.0%		2.2%		2.3%		n/a		n/a		n/a		115,147		111,235		112,693		110,142		108,450		- 0		- 0		- 0		-3.4%		1.3%		-2.3%		-1.5%		n/a		n/a		n/a		12.8%		12.4%		11.9%		11.4%		n/a		n/a		n/a		43,438		53,298		58,416		62,601		43,155		5.5%		6.1%		6.4%		6.8%		4.6%		(54,808)		(60,247)		(22,811)		(20,938)		(13,715)		-6.9%		-6.9%		-2.5%		-2.3%		-1.4%		131,906		142,055		131,565		143,410		195,270		16.7%		16.3%		14.5%		15.5%		20.6%		757,514		885,563		919,702		1,148,168		961,390		10,000		46,596		153,507		150,229		148,514		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		789		170,510		170,494		- 0		- 0		- 0		186,714		202,302		154,376		164,348		208,985		1.1%		4.2%		14.3%		11.6%		13.4%		563,658		- 0		563,658		40,813		40,950		59.5%		0.0%		59.5%		4.3%		4.3%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/12/83		9/22/17		DELISTED

		SNH		Senior Housing Properties Trust		NasdaqGS		4,404,343		3,522,727		3,495,567		27,160		179,862		0		1,067,854		591,693		13.7		13.7		FALSE		Senior Housing Properties Trust, a real estate investment trust (REIT), primarily invests in senior housing properties in the United States.		Senior Housing Properties Trust, a real estate investment trust (REIT), primarily invests in senior housing properties in the United States. The trust invests in hospitals, nursing homes, senior apartments, independent living properties, and assisted living properties. As of September 30, 2005, it owned 184 properties, including 85 assisted living facilities, 61 skilled nursing facilities, 36 independent living communities, and 2 hospitals. The trust elected to be taxed as a REIT under Sections 856 through 860 of the Internal Revenue Code. As a REIT, it would not be subject to federal income tax, if it distributes at least 90% of its REIT taxable income to its shareholders. Senior Housing Properties Trust was organized in 1998 and is based in Newton, Massachusetts.		n/a		0.450		0.432		413		120,884		0.3%		15.0%		BBB-		761,438		844,887		998,773		1,058,022		1,067,854		1,073,076		1,091,293		1,111,490		11.0%		18.2%		5.9%		0.9%		0.5%		1.7%		1.9%		429,515		474,535		567,471		604,784		591,693		596,373		586,179		634,217		10.5%		19.6%		6.6%		-2.2%		0.8%		-1.7%		8.2%		56.2%		56.8%		57.2%		55.4%		55.6%		53.7%		57.1%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		44,181		8,794		7,093		3,797		13,334		5.8%		1.0%		0.7%		0.4%		1.2%		83,414		36,388		44,749		35,546		40,494		11.0%		4.3%		4.5%		3.4%		3.8%		4,182,975		4,507,897		3,524,084		4,496,747		4,404,343		1,892,764		2,800,704		3,479,136		3,714,465		3,522,727		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		179,862		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		39,233		27,594		37,656		31,749		27,160		31.2%		38.3%		49.7%		45.2%		43.5%		- 0		- 0		409,977		61,736		288,081		0.0%		0.0%		38.4%		5.8%		27.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/7/99		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HCN		Welltower Inc.		NYSE		24,792,336		11,379,946		10,937,662		442,284		873,567		718,750		4,187,938		2,016,116		18.5		18.5		FALSE		Welltower Inc. is an independent equity real estate investment trust. The firm engages in acquiring, planning, developing, managing, repositioning and monetizing of real estate assets.		Welltower Inc. is an independent equity real estate investment trust. The firm engages in acquiring, planning, developing, managing, repositioning and monetizing of real estate assets. It primarily invests in the real estate markets of the United States. The firm primarily invests in senior living and health care properties. It invests across the full spectrum of health care real estate, including senior living communities, medical office buildings, inpatient and outpatient medical centers and life science facilities. The firm conducts in-house research to make its investments. It was formerly known as Health Care REIT, Inc. Welltower Inc. was founded in 1970 and is based in Toledo, Ohio with additional offices in Brentwood, Tennessee and Dallas, Texas.		n/a		0.595		0.402		(23,092)		1,223,807		n/a		n/a		BBB+		2,847,945		3,305,879		3,775,685		4,183,197		4,187,938		4,250,620		4,388,336		4,646,777		16.1%		14.2%		10.8%		0.1%		1.5%		3.2%		5.9%		1,397,673		1,670,324		1,882,591		2,096,635		2,016,116		2,072,822		2,164,388		2,287,817		19.5%		12.7%		11.4%		-3.8%		2.8%		4.4%		5.7%		50.5%		49.9%		50.1%		48.1%		48.8%		49.3%		49.2%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		177,170		397,104		655,933		664,095		300,842		6.2%		12.0%		17.4%		15.9%		7.2%		335,950		870,830		1,016,841		1,083,473		743,126		11.8%		26.3%		26.9%		25.9%		17.7%		15,464,089		24,795,099		24,074,423		24,264,244		24,792,336		10,652,014		10,776,640		12,967,686		12,358,245		11,379,946		376,787		384,305		768,408		873,512		873,567		1,017,361		1,006,250		1,006,250		1,006,250		718,750		158,780		473,726		360,908		419,378		442,284		38.7%		29.2%		33.4%		32.1%		30.1%		- 0		- 0		2,020,299		133,368		899,101		0.0%		0.0%		48.2%		3.2%		21.5%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		1/2/80		9/22/17		DELISTED

		LTC		LTC Properties, Inc.		NYSE		1,840,913		642,898		633,599		9,299		0		0		167,788		147,451		16.8		16.8		FALSE		LTC Properties, Inc. operates as a health care real estate investment trust (REIT) in the United States.		LTC Properties, Inc. operates as a health care real estate investment trust (REIT) in the United States. It invests in senior housing and long term healthcare properties, including skilled nursing properties, assisted living properties, independent living properties, and combinations through mortgage loans, property lease transactions, and other investments. Its portfolio consists of 89 skilled nursing properties, 102 assisted living properties, 14 other senior housing properties, 2 schools, and a parcel of land under development. As a REIT, the company would not be subject to federal income tax, if it distributes at least 90% of net taxable income to its stockholders. LTC Properties, Inc. was founded in 1992 and is based in Westlake Village, California.		0.373		0.490		0.458		- 0		89,967		0.0%		15.0%		0		104,464		118,402		137,018		161,986		167,788		165,861		175,534		183,221		13.3%		15.7%		18.2%		3.6%		-1.1%		5.8%		4.4%		90,648		106,538		120,669		143,938		147,451		151,888		157,509		176,558		17.5%		13.3%		19.3%		2.4%		3.0%		3.7%		12.1%		90.0%		88.1%		88.9%		87.9%		91.6%		89.7%		96.4%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		17,676		23,814		38,997		71,106		87,771		16.9%		20.1%		28.5%		43.9%		52.3%		24,454		49,051		51,939		79,097		97,070		23.4%		41.4%		37.9%		48.8%		57.9%		1,229,873		1,505,770		1,534,511		1,842,635		1,840,913		278,835		280,584		571,872		609,391		642,898		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		38,500		38,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		6,778		25,237		12,942		7,991		9,299		18.0%		15.4%		27.1%		24.9%		25.9%		- 0		- 0		107		18,138		37,131		0.0%		0.0%		0.1%		10.8%		22.1%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		8/18/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		SBRA		Sabra Health Care REIT, Inc.		NasdaqGS		3,650,163		1,220,307		1,197,295		23,012		19		58		251,104		210,729		23.0		23.0		FALSE		Sabra Health Care REIT, Inc. operates as a real estate investment trust in the United States.		Sabra Health Care REIT, Inc. operates as a real estate investment trust in the United States. The company, through its subsidiaries, owns and invests in real estate properties for the healthcare industry. Its property portfolio consists of 86 properties comprising 67 skilled nursing facilities; 10 combined skilled nursing, assisted living, and independent living facilities; 5 assisted living facilities; 2 mental health facilities; 1 independent living facility; and 1 continuing care retirement community. The company leases its properties to subsidiaries of Sun Healthcare Group, Inc. As of December 31, 2010, its properties had a total of 9,603 licensed beds or units across 19 states. The company is based in Irvine, California.		1.066		1.205		0.956		- 0		87,809		0.0%		15.0%		BB+		134,780		183,518		238,864		260,526		251,104		394,581		640,213		669,678		36.2%		30.2%		9.1%		-3.6%		57.1%		62.3%		4.6%		119,364		156,170		203,852		227,857		210,729		333,574		612,293		622,100		30.8%		30.5%		11.8%		-7.5%		58.3%		83.6%		1.6%		85.1%		85.3%		87.5%		83.9%		84.5%		95.6%		92.9%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		59,034		134,311		184,716		96,702		114,393		43.8%		73.2%		77.3%		37.1%		45.6%		63,342		200,722		199,237		133,605		137,405		47.0%		109.4%		83.4%		51.3%		54.7%		990,234		1,656,015		1,317,662		1,593,645		3,650,163		691,230		1,091,294		1,381,247		1,211,387		1,220,307		- 0		(43)		106		35		19		58		58		58		58		58		4,308		66,411		14,521		36,903		23,012		41.1%		39.7%		51.2%		43.2%		25.1%		- 0		- 0		9,678		21,090		70,658		0.0%		0.0%		3.9%		8.4%		28.1%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/8/10		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CHE		Chemed Corporation		NYSE		3,554,831		82,500		63,629		18,871		0		0		1,641,843		238,497		15.2		15.2		FALSE		Chemed Corporation provides hospice and palliative care services in the United States.		Chemed Corporation provides hospice and palliative care services in the United States. It operates through two segments, VITAS and Roto-Rooter. The company offers its services to patients through a network of physicians, registered nurses, home health aides, social workers, clergy, and volunteers. It also provides plumbing, drain cleaning, water restoration, and other related services to residential and commercial customers. The company was founded in 1970 and is headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio.		1.605		1.124		0.772		35,289		111,103		31.8%		31.8%		NR		1,413,329		1,456,282		1,543,388		1,576,881		1,641,843		1,662,653		1,727,579		1,813,383		3.0%		6.0%		2.2%		4.1%		1.3%		3.9%		5.0%		187,206		196,761		219,031		219,138		238,497		266,060		278,784		293,106		5.1%		11.3%		0.0%		8.8%		11.6%		4.8%		5.1%		13.5%		14.2%		13.9%		14.5%		16.0%		16.1%		16.2%		29,324		43,571		44,135		39,772		60,311		2.1%		3.0%		2.9%		2.5%		3.7%		(40,184)		(8,872)		(27,755)		(8,492)		(142,934)		-2.8%		-0.6%		-1.8%		-0.5%		-8.7%		44,234		5,260		(13,028)		6,818		(124,063)		3.1%		0.4%		-0.8%		0.4%		-7.6%		1,351,117		1,797,447		2,528,496		2,602,480		3,554,831		183,564		147,500		91,250		108,750		82,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		84,418		14,132		14,727		15,310		18,871		12.0%		7.6%		3.5%		4.0%		2.3%		- 0		- 0		1,138,122		261,224		35,401		0.0%		0.0%		69.3%		15.9%		2.2%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/10/71		9/22/17		DELISTED

		AMED		Amedisys, Inc.		NasdaqGS		1,626,735		91,294		32,130		59,164		986		0		1,454,852		113,131		14.7		14.7		FALSE		Amedisys, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides healthcare services in the United States.		Amedisys, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides healthcare services in the United States. It operates through three segments: Home Health, Hospice, and Personal Care. The Home Health segment offers a range of services in the homes of individuals for the recovery of patients from surgery, chronic disability, or terminal illness, as well as prevents avoidable hospital readmissions through its skilled nurses, physical and speech therapists, occupational therapists, and aides for its patients to complete their important personal tasks. The Hospice segment offers care that is designed to provide comfort and support for those who are dealing with a terminal illness, including heart disease, pulmonary disease, Alzheimer’s, HIV/AIDS, and cancer. The Personal Care segment provides assistance for patients with the activities of daily living. As of March 1, 2017, the company owned and operated 420 care centers in 34 states. Amedisys, Inc. was founded in 1982 and is headquartered in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.		1.405		1.365		0.803		20,265		60,466		33.5%		33.5%		0		1,233,462		1,188,260		1,266,488		1,417,935		1,454,852		1,524,213		1,625,060		1,750,000		-3.7%		6.6%		12.0%		2.6%		4.8%		6.6%		7.7%		46,724		68,492		97,961		87,038		113,131		142,922		163,998		185,000		46.6%		43.0%		-11.2%		30.0%		26.3%		14.7%		12.8%		5.8%		7.7%		6.1%		7.8%		9.4%		10.1%		10.6%		41,736		12,008		21,429		15,717		13,251		3.4%		1.0%		1.7%		1.1%		0.9%		(110,536)		(22,797)		(22,432)		8,585		(3,204)		-9.0%		-1.9%		-1.8%		0.6%		-0.2%		(93,233)		(14,765)		5,070		38,782		55,960		-7.6%		-1.2%		0.4%		2.7%		3.8%		474,890		979,703		1,324,730		1,431,072		1,626,735		46,904		116,372		96,630		93,029		91,294		278		595		868		939		986		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		17,303		8,032		27,502		30,197		59,164		9.0%		10.6%		6.8%		6.1%		5.3%		- 0		- 0		860,263		488,937		19,184		0.0%		0.0%		59.1%		33.6%		1.3%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		1/6/94		9/22/17		DELISTED

		LHCG		LHC Group, Inc.		NasdaqGS		1,222,696		84,667		77,699		6,968		41,933		0		961,617		92,031		14.6		14.6		FALSE		LHC Group, Inc., a health care provider, specializes in the post-acute continuum of care primarily for Medicare beneficiaries in the United States.		LHC Group, Inc., a health care provider, specializes in the post-acute continuum of care primarily for Medicare beneficiaries in the United States. The company operates through four segments: Home Health Services, Hospice Services, Community-Based Services, and Facility-Based Services. The Home Health Services segment offers home nursing services, including wound care and dressing changes, cardiac rehabilitation, infusion therapy, pain management, pharmaceutical administration, skilled observation and assessment, and patient education; medically-oriented social services; and physical, occupational, and speech therapy services. The Hospice Services segment provides pain and symptom management accompanied by palliative medication, emotional and spiritual support, inpatient and respite care, homemaker services, dietary counseling, family bereavement counseling, and social worker visits. The Community-Based Services segment offers a range of services, such as assistance with grooming, medication reminders, meal preparation, assistance with feeding, light housekeeping, respite care, transportation, and errand services to patients in their home or in a medical facility. The Facility-Based Services segment serves patients suffering from respiratory failure, neuromuscular disorders, cardiac disorders, non-healing wounds, renal disorders, cancer, head and neck injuries, and mental disorders, as well as treats patients diagnosed with musculoskeletal impairments. The company also operates institutional pharmacy, a family health center, and a family health clinic, as well as offers physical therapy services. As of April 3, 2017, it operated 298 home health services locations, 72 hospice locations, 16 community-based service locations, and 6 long-term acute care hospitals with 8 locations. LHC Group, Inc. was founded in 1994 and is based in Lafayette, Louisiana.		0.552		0.672		0.378		26,203		76,615		34.2%		34.2%		0		644,354		717,852		797,123		900,033		961,617		1,045,831		1,139,789		1,205,000		11.4%		11.0%		12.9%		6.8%		8.8%		9.0%		5.7%		55,562		58,704		79,408		83,921		92,031		96,574		108,561		120,400		5.7%		35.3%		5.7%		9.7%		4.9%		12.4%		10.9%		8.2%		10.0%		9.3%		9.6%		9.2%		9.5%		10.0%		8,343		8,105		13,283		16,009		7,638		1.3%		1.1%		1.7%		1.8%		0.8%		56,144		74,209		62,766		66,262		64,058		8.7%		10.3%		7.9%		7.4%		6.7%		70,158		74,740		68,905		69,526		71,026		10.9%		10.4%		8.6%		7.7%		7.4%		423,176		554,942		813,861		830,683		1,222,696		23,212		61,008		98,784		87,796		84,667		14,133		14,473		15,619		18,993		41,933		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		14,014		531		6,139		3,264		6,968		5.0%		9.7%		10.6%		9.4%		6.3%		518,134		- 0		600,449		281,734		- 0		53.9%		0.0%		62.4%		29.3%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		6/9/05		9/22/17		DELISTED

		AFAM		Almost Family, Inc.		NasdaqGS		624,192		135,138		113,597		21,541		35,188		0		715,892		40,383		19.1		19.1		FALSE		Almost Family, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides home healthcare services in the United States.		Almost Family, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides home healthcare services in the United States. Its Visiting Nurse Services segment offers a range of Medicare-certified home health nursing services to patients in need of recuperative health care, as well as services to patients in lieu of additional care in other settings, including long term acute care hospitals, inpatient rehabilitation hospitals, or skilled nursing facilities. This segment also provides special clinically-based protocols to medically complex, chronic, and co-morbid patients. The company’s Personal Care Services segment provides personal care, medication management, meal preparation, caregiver respite, and homemaking services in patients’ homes primarily on an as-needed, hourly basis. Its Healthcare Innovations segment engages in the technology, information, population health management, risk-sharing, care coordination and transitions, clinical advancements, enhanced patient engagement, and informed clinical decision activities. The company operates 242 Medicare-certified home health agencies and 16 hospice branches in 258 locations; and 82 personal care locations. Almost Family, Inc. was founded in 1976 and is based in Louisville, Kentucky.		0.496		0.426		0.448		8,582		28,278		30.3%		30.3%		0		356,912		495,829		532,214		623,541		715,892		808,620		848,484		882,339		38.9%		7.3%		17.2%		14.8%		13.0%		4.9%		4.0%		21,978		28,580		37,811		39,377		40,383		68,073		79,176		84,347		30.0%		32.3%		4.1%		2.6%		68.6%		16.3%		6.5%		5.8%		7.1%		6.3%		5.6%		8.4%		9.3%		9.6%		2,502		1,231		3,117		6,206		7,048		0.7%		0.2%		0.6%		1.0%		1.0%		27,427		33,439		47,121		58,794		72,362		7.7%		6.7%		8.9%		9.4%		10.1%		39,673		40,325		54,643		68,904		93,903		11.1%		8.1%		10.3%		11.1%		13.1%		304,193		274,330		375,533		457,458		624,192		56,702		47,998		120,346		274,956		135,138		3,453		3,219		2,909		1,391		35,188		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,246		6,886		7,522		10,110		21,541		15.6%		14.7%		24.1%		37.5%		17.0%		- 0		- 0		379,868		301,431		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		53.1%		42.1%		0.0%		12/30/16		12/30		6/30/17		12/3/86		9/22/17		DELISTED

		DGX		Quest Diagnostics Incorporated		NYSE		12,782,162		3,840,000		3,490,000		350,000		112,000		0		7,634,000		1,466,000		11.2		11.2		FALSE		Quest Diagnostics Incorporated provides diagnostic testing information and services in the United States and internationally.		Quest Diagnostics Incorporated provides diagnostic testing information and services in the United States and internationally. The company’s Diagnostic Information Services business segment develops and delivers diagnostic testing information and services, such as routine testing, gene-based and esoteric testing, and drugs-of-abuse testing, as well as anatomic pathology services, and related services and insights. This segment offers diagnostic information services primarily under the Quest Diagnostics brand, as well as under the AmeriPath, Dermpath Diagnostics, Focus Diagnostics, Athena Diagnostics, ExamOne, Quanum, and Care360 brands to patients, clinicians, hospitals, integrated delivery networks, health plans, employers, and accountable care organizations through a network of laboratories, patient service centers, and phlebotomists in physician offices. Its Diagnostic Solutions segment offers risk assessment services for the life insurance industry; and health information technology solutions for healthcare organizations and clinicians. Quest Diagnostics Incorporated was founded in 1967 and is headquartered in Madison, New Jersey.		0.657		0.793		0.710		348,000		1,072,000		32.5%		32.5%		BBB+		7,146,000		7,435,000		7,493,000		7,515,000		7,634,000		7,707,355		7,904,226		8,122,838		4.0%		0.8%		0.3%		1.6%		1.0%		2.6%		2.8%		1,463,000		1,435,000		1,508,000		1,445,000		1,466,000		1,548,597		1,617,583		1,681,789		-1.9%		5.1%		-4.2%		1.5%		5.6%		4.5%		4.0%		19.3%		20.1%		19.2%		19.2%		20.1%		20.5%		20.7%		231,000		308,000		263,000		293,000		298,000		3.2%		4.1%		3.5%		3.9%		3.9%		276,000		220,000		354,000		197,000		147,000		3.9%		3.0%		4.7%		2.6%		1.9%		463,000		412,000		487,000		556,000		497,000		6.5%		5.5%		6.5%		7.4%		6.5%		7,786,162		9,692,450		10,197,919		12,741,012		12,782,162		3,366,000		3,770,000		3,657,000		3,822,000		3,840,000		25,000		29,000		99,000		109,000		112,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		187,000		192,000		133,000		359,000		350,000		30.1%		27.9%		26.2%		22.9%		22.9%		- 0		- 0		4,675,000		1,694,000		72,000		0.0%		0.0%		61.2%		22.2%		0.9%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/17/96		9/22/17		DELISTED

		LH		Laboratory Corporation of America Holdings		NYSE		15,694,506		7,218,400		6,809,100		409,300		26,900		0		9,891,700		1,911,800		11.8		11.8		FALSE		Laboratory Corporation of America Holdings operates as an independent clinical laboratory company worldwide.		Laboratory Corporation of America Holdings operates as an independent clinical laboratory company worldwide. It operates through two segments, LabCorp Diagnostics and Covance Drug Development. The company offers a range of clinical laboratory tests and procedures, such as blood chemistry analyses, urinalyses, blood cell counts, thyroid tests, Pap tests, hemoglobin A1C, PSA, tests for sexually-transmitted diseases, HCV tests, vitamin D, microbiology cultures and procedures, and alcohol and other substance-abuse tests that are used by hospitals, physicians and other healthcare providers and commercial clients to assist in the diagnosis, monitoring and treatment of diseases and medical conditions through the examination of substances in blood, tissues, and other specimens. It also provides specialty testing services in the areas of women's health, allergy, diagnostic genetics, cardiovascular disease, infectious disease, endocrinology, oncology, coagulation, pharmacogenetics, toxicology, and pain management; and esoteric testing, cancer diagnostics, and other complex procedures. In addition, the company provides drug development solutions, as well as laboratory testing services. Further, it provides its testing services through a sales force to the managed care organizations, biopharmaceutical companies, governmental agencies, physicians and other healthcare providers, hospitals and health systems, employers, patients and consumers, contract research organizations, food and nutritional companies, and independent clinical laboratories. The company has collaboration with university, hospital and academic institutions, such as Duke University, Johns Hopkins University, Boston University, Columbia University, The Mount Sinai Hospital, the University of Tennessee, and Yale University to license and commercialize new diagnostic tests. Laboratory Corporation of America Holdings was founded in 1971 and is headquartered in Burlington, North Carolina.		0.551		0.836		0.711		373,100		1,122,500		33.2%		33.2%		BBB		5,808,300		6,011,600		8,505,700		9,437,200		9,891,700		10,210,248		10,973,266		11,435,575		3.5%		41.5%		11.0%		4.8%		3.2%		7.5%		4.2%		1,220,400		1,166,800		1,662,800		1,838,600		1,911,800		2,028,372		2,165,174		2,243,158		-4.4%		42.5%		10.6%		4.0%		6.1%		6.7%		3.6%		19.4%		19.5%		19.5%		19.3%		19.9%		19.7%		19.6%		202,200		203,500		255,800		278,900		291,100		3.5%		3.4%		3.0%		3.0%		2.9%		403,700		483,500		628,200		767,000		972,200		7.0%		8.0%		7.4%		8.1%		9.8%		807,700		1,063,500		1,344,600		1,200,600		1,381,500		13.9%		17.7%		15.8%		12.7%		14.0%		7,985,738		9,117,550		12,512,368		13,223,140		15,694,506		3,000,400		3,029,800		6,364,200		5,849,500		7,218,400		19,400		17,700		14,900		15,200		26,900		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		404,000		580,000		716,400		433,600		409,300		27.3%		24.9%		33.7%		30.6%		31.5%		- 0		- 0		6,555,500		1,673,300		202,400		0.0%		0.0%		66.3%		16.9%		2.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/7/88		9/22/17		DELISTED

		USPH		U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc.		NYSE		837,281		75,696		55,454		20,242		96,765		0		377,243		60,406		16.4		16.4		FALSE		U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc., through its subsidiaries, operates outpatient physical therapy clinics in the United States.		U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc., through its subsidiaries, operates outpatient physical therapy clinics in the United States. Its clinics provide pre-and post-operative care and treatment for orthopedic-related disorders, sports-related injuries, preventative care, rehabilitation of injured workers, and neurological-related injuries. As of December 31, 2016, the company owned and operated 540 outpatient physical therapy clinics in 42 states; and managed 20 physical therapy facilities for unaffiliated third parties, including hospitals and physician groups. U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. was founded in 1990 and is based in Houston, Texas.		2.072		1.286		1.058		10,803		35,871		30.1%		30.1%		0		259,674		300,962		327,132		352,506		377,243		410,571		434,504		461,494		15.9%		8.7%		7.8%		7.0%		8.8%		5.8%		6.2%		44,578		52,677		55,457		58,443		60,406		58,814		64,565		65,844		18.2%		5.3%		5.4%		3.4%		-2.6%		9.8%		2.0%		17.5%		17.0%		16.6%		16.0%		14.3%		14.9%		14.3%		4,637		5,167		6,263		8,260		8,052		1.8%		1.7%		1.9%		2.3%		2.1%		14,415		15,959		26,190		22,527		26,516		5.6%		5.3%		8.0%		6.4%		7.0%		27,313		30,230		41,968		42,574		46,758		10.5%		10.0%		12.8%		12.1%		12.4%		426,893		514,807		666,767		879,039		837,281		41,475		35,617		49,110		51,823		75,696		26,831		28,310		47,227		70,330		96,765		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,898		14,271		15,778		20,047		20,242		8.4%		6.2%		6.4%		5.2%		7.5%		- 0		- 0		293,395		32,852		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		77.8%		8.7%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		5/28/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ARAY		Accuray Incorporated		NasdaqGS		393,647		158,020		66,173		91,847		0		0		387,858		4,991		92.1		92.1		FALSE		Accuray Incorporated designs, develops, and sells radiosurgery and radiation therapy systems for the treatment of tumors in the body.		Accuray Incorporated designs, develops, and sells radiosurgery and radiation therapy systems for the treatment of tumors in the body. The company offers the CyberKnife System, a robotic stereotactic radiosurgery and stereotactic body radiation therapy system used for the treatment of various types of cancer and tumors in the body. The CyberKnife System automatically tracks, detects, and corrects for tumor and patient movement in real-time during the procedure, as well as enables the delivery of precise, high dose radiation while patients breathe normally. It also offers the TomoTherapy System, which consists of an integrated and versatile radiation therapy system used for the treatment of a range of cancer types. The company markets its products in the United States directly, as well as through a sales agent and group purchasing organizations; and directly and through distributors and sales agents in Europe, Japan and other countries of Asia, South America, and internationally to hospitals and stand-alone treatment facilities. Accuray Incorporated was incorporated in 1990 and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, California.		2.337		1.327		0.775		2,423		(26,612)		n/a		n/a		0		369,419		379,801		398,800		383,414		387,858		396,326		412,107		432,360		2.8%		5.0%		-3.9%		1.2%		2.2%		4.0%		4.9%		2,420		(7,576)		5,423		556		4,991		28,533		35,333		48,600		-413.1%		-171.6%		-89.7%		797.6%		471.7%		23.8%		37.5%		-2.0%		1.4%		0.1%		1.3%		7.2%		8.6%		11.2%		11,931		10,445		8,066		5,031		- 0		3.2%		2.8%		2.0%		1.3%		0.0%		8,002		40,557		24,358		41,541		44,232		2.2%		10.7%		6.1%		10.8%		11.4%		179,901		184,414		191,368		137,534		136,079		48.7%		48.6%		48.0%		35.9%		35.1%		651,395		587,768		539,123		375,792		393,647		195,612		199,655		210,412		164,571		158,020		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		171,899		143,857		167,010		95,993		91,847		23.1%		25.4%		28.1%		30.5%		28.6%		- 0		- 0		239,755		101,646		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		61.8%		26.2%		0.0%		6/30/17		06/30		6/30/17		2/8/07		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ANTM		Anthem, Inc.		NYSE		53,781,059		17,137,100		11,039,900		26,264,000		0		0		89,055,500		5,716,400		11.3		11.3		FALSE		Anthem, Inc., through its subsidiaries, operates as a health benefits company in the United States.		Anthem, Inc., through its subsidiaries, operates as a health benefits company in the United States. It operates through three segments: Commercial and Specialty Business, Government Business, and Other. The company offers a spectrum of network-based managed care health benefit plans to large and small employer, individual, Medicaid, and Medicare markets. Its managed care plans include preferred provider organizations; health maintenance organizations; point-of-service plans; traditional indemnity plans and other hybrid plans, such as consumer-driven health plans; and hospital only and limited benefit products. The company also provides a range of managed care services to self-funded customers, including claims processing, underwriting, stop loss insurance, actuarial services, provider network access, medical cost management, disease management, wellness programs, and other administrative services. In addition, it offers an array of specialty and other insurance products and services, such as dental, vision, life and disability insurance benefits, radiology benefit management, and analytics-driven personal health care guidance; and Medicare administrative services. Further, the company provides services to the federal government in connection with the Federal Employee Program; and operates as a licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. As of December 31, 2016, it served 39.9 million medical members through its affiliated health plans. The company was formerly known as WellPoint, Inc. and changed its name to Anthem, Inc. in December 2014. Anthem, Inc. was founded in 1944 and is headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana.		1.507		0.820		0.746		1,517,700		4,498,200		33.7%		33.7%		A		71,023,500		73,885,700		79,158,400		84,862,800		89,055,500		88,537,466		91,905,014		96,426,681		4.0%		7.1%		7.2%		4.9%		-0.6%		3.8%		4.9%		5,183,400		5,583,300		5,817,800		5,778,200		5,716,400		5,508,448		6,623,095		7,145,401		7.7%		4.2%		-0.7%		-1.1%		-3.6%		20.2%		7.9%		7.6%		7.3%		6.8%		6.4%		6.2%		7.2%		7.4%		646,500		714,600		638,200		583,600		684,200		0.9%		1.0%		0.8%		0.7%		0.8%		13,699,900		13,583,000		11,496,900		11,392,500		9,823,800		19.3%		18.4%		14.5%		13.4%		11.0%		34,072,000		35,128,900		31,991,300		34,115,200		36,087,800		48.0%		47.5%		40.4%		40.2%		40.5%		27,293,577		33,923,485		36,403,601		37,874,107		53,781,059		15,461,300		16,559,200		17,165,400		16,805,800		17,137,100		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20,372,100		21,545,900		20,494,400		22,722,700		26,264,000		36.2%		32.8%		32.0%		30.7%		24.2%		- 0		- 0		71,131,500		12,520,200		170,900		0.0%		0.0%		79.9%		14.1%		0.2%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/30/01		9/22/17		DELISTED

		OTCPK:GNOW		American Caresource Holdings, Inc.		OTCPK		58		15,734		15,435		299		(368)		664		14,290		(6,640)		0.0		NM		FALSE		American CareSource Holdings, Inc. provides urgent and primary care services in the United States.		American CareSource Holdings, Inc. provides urgent and primary care services in the United States. The company operates healthcare centers that offer non-life-threatening out-patient medical care for the treatment of acute, episodic, and chronic medical conditions. Its healthcare centers provide treatment of general medical problems, including colds, flus, ear infections, hypertension, asthma, pneumonia, urinary tract infections, and other conditions; treatment of injuries, such as fractures, dislocations, sprains, bruises, and cuts; minor non-emergent surgical procedures; diagnostic tests, such as X-rays, electrocardiograms, complete blood counts, and urinalyses; and occupational and industrial medical services, including drug testing, workers’ compensation cases, and pre-employment physical examinations. It owns and operates 13 urgent and primary care centers, including 2 in Georgia, 2 in Florida, 3 in Alabama, 4 in North Carolina, and 2 in Virginia. The company was founded in 1995 and is headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia.		5.128		3.435		1.572		19		(9,794)		n/a		n/a		0		34,902		26,751		3,906		10,024		14,290		- 0		- 0		- 0		-23.4%		-85.4%		156.6%		42.6%		n/a		n/a		n/a		(2,369)		(3,490)		(5,652)		(9,779)		(6,640)		- 0		- 0		- 0		47.3%		61.9%		73.0%		-32.1%		n/a		n/a		n/a		-13.0%		-144.7%		-97.6%		-46.5%		n/a		n/a		n/a		109		315		776		456		575		0.3%		1.2%		19.9%		4.5%		4.0%		(1,715)		(581)		312		(4,418)		(2,327)		-4.9%		-2.2%		8.0%		-44.1%		-16.3%		8,990		5,626		1,332		(1,789)		(2,028)		25.8%		21.0%		34.1%		-17.8%		-14.2%		9,371		19,601		6,821		249		58		- 0		- 0		7,898		13,596		15,734		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(368)		- 0		- 0		- 0		664		664		10,705		6,207		1,020		2,629		299		0.0%		0.0%		53.7%		93.7%		97.8%		- 0		- 0		13,195		1,772		773		0.0%		0.0%		92.3%		12.4%		5.4%		12/31/15		12/31		6/30/16		12/21/05		9/22/17		DELISTED

		MGLN		Magellan Health, Inc.		NasdaqGS		1,997,633		764,774		(52,892)		817,666		4,704		0		5,407,553		252,652		7.7		9.7		FALSE		Magellan Health, Inc. engages in the healthcare management business in the United States.		Magellan Health, Inc. engages in the healthcare management business in the United States. The company’s Healthcare segment engages in the management of behavioral healthcare services and employee assistance program services; management of other specialty areas, including diagnostic imaging and musculoskeletal management; and the integrated management of physical, behavioral, and pharmaceutical healthcare for special populations comprising individuals with serious mental illness, dual eligibles, long-term services and supports, and other populations with unique and often complex healthcare needs. This segment provides its healthcare services through its comprehensive network of medical and behavioral health professionals, clinics, hospitals, and ancillary service providers. Its Pharmacy Management segment offers products and solutions that provide clinical and financial management of pharmaceuticals paid under medical and pharmacy benefit programs. This segment offers pharmacy benefit management services, pharmacy benefit administration for state Medicaid and other government sponsored programs; pharmaceutical dispensing operations; clinical and formulary management programs; medical pharmacy management programs; and programs for the management of specialty drugs that treat complex conditions. The company provides services to health plans and other managed care organizations, employers, labor unions, various military and governmental agencies, and third party administrators. Magellan Health, Inc. was founded in 1969 and is based in Scottsdale, Arizona.		2.936		1.703		0.914		55,675		147,084		37.9%		37.9%		BBB-		3,546,317		3,760,118		4,597,400		4,836,884		5,407,553		5,795,768		7,144,396		7,493,200		6.0%		22.3%		5.2%		11.8%		7.2%		23.3%		4.9%		228,125		207,942		209,468		237,415		252,652		324,090		415,199		- 0		-8.8%		0.7%		13.3%		6.4%		28.3%		28.1%		n/a		5.5%		4.6%		4.9%		4.7%		5.6%		5.8%		0.0%		64,542		62,337		71,584		60,881		59,239		1.8%		1.7%		1.6%		1.3%		1.1%		254,700		223,406		232,246		337,680		67,589		7.2%		5.9%		5.1%		7.0%		1.2%		516,096		570,262		392,461		630,110		885,255		14.6%		15.2%		8.5%		13.0%		16.4%		1,621,631		1,638,081		1,538,950		1,748,919		1,997,633		26,725		269,841		257,309		618,379		764,774		10,554		5,957		5,937		4,770		4,704		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		261,396		346,856		160,215		292,430		817,666		1.6%		14.1%		14.3%		26.1%		27.6%		- 0		- 0		5,107,301		- 0		111,470		0.0%		0.0%		94.4%		0.0%		2.1%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		1/6/04		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ESRX		Express Scripts Holding Company		NasdaqGS		34,746,984		14,907,800		11,511,900		3,395,900		5,800		0		99,549,100		7,133,200		6.5		6.5		FALSE		Express Scripts Holding Company operates as a pharmacy benefit management (PBM) company in the United States, Canada, and Europe.		Express Scripts Holding Company operates as a pharmacy benefit management (PBM) company in the United States, Canada, and Europe. It operates in two segments, PBM and Other Business Operations. The PBM segment offers clinical solutions, specialized pharmacy care, home delivery and specialty pharmacy, retail network pharmacy administration, benefit design consultation, drug utilization review, drug formulary management, administration of a group purchasing organization, and consumer health and drug information services. This segment also provides Medicare, Medicaid, and health insurance marketplace products; and Express Scripts SafeGuardRxSM, a suite of solutions targeting the medication classes that pose a budgetary threat to its clients. The Other Business Operations segment distributes pharmaceuticals and medical supplies, including injectable and infusible pharmaceuticals and medications to treat specialty and rare/orphan diseases. This segment also provides consulting services, such as design, implementation, and project management for pharmaceutical and biotechnology manufacturers to collect scientific evidence to guide the use of medicines. The company serves care organizations, health insurers, third-party administrators, employers, union-sponsored benefit plans, workers’ compensation plans, government health programs, providers, clinics, hospitals, and others. As of December 31, 2016, it operated four automated dispensing home delivery pharmacies; one non-automated dispensing home delivery pharmacy; and one non-dispensing home delivery pharmacy, as well as various non-dispensing order processing and patient contact centers, specialty drug pharmacies, and fertility pharmacies. The company was formerly known as Aristotle Holding, Inc. and changed its name to Express Scripts Holding Company in April 2012. Express Scripts Holding Company was founded in 1986 and is headquartered in Saint Louis, Missouri.		0.841		0.837		0.782		1,195,200		4,835,800		24.7%		24.7%		BBB+		104,098,800		100,887,100		101,751,800		100,287,500		99,549,100		99,710,065		101,649,340		103,909,213		-3.1%		0.9%		-1.4%		-0.7%		0.2%		1.9%		2.2%		6,555,200		6,689,100		6,973,900		7,102,100		7,133,200		7,342,591		7,477,186		7,708,122		2.0%		4.3%		1.8%		0.4%		2.9%		1.8%		3.1%		6.6%		6.9%		7.1%		7.2%		7.4%		7.4%		7.4%		423,000		436,600		295,900		330,400		270,100		0.4%		0.4%		0.3%		0.3%		0.3%		(5,151,300)		(5,726,100)		(6,635,700)		(6,419,600)		(6,892,600)		-4.9%		-5.7%		-6.5%		-6.4%		-6.9%		(3,159,900)		(3,893,500)		(3,449,400)		(3,342,400)		(3,496,700)		-3.0%		-3.9%		-3.4%		-3.3%		-3.5%		56,599,813		62,140,160		59,113,285		42,417,359		34,746,984		13,989,000		13,517,400		15,631,200		15,595,300		14,907,800		7,400		9,800		7,700		7,800		5,800		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,991,400		1,832,600		3,186,300		3,077,200		3,395,900		19.8%		17.9%		20.9%		26.9%		30.0%		- 0		- 0		90,939,300		3,223,500		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		91.4%		3.2%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		6/9/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		TVTY		Tivity Health, Inc.		NasdaqGS		1,779,808		149,019		144,111		4,908		0		0		542,521		124,873		15.4		15.4		FALSE		Tivity Health, Inc. provides fitness and health improvement programs in the United States.		Tivity Health, Inc. provides fitness and health improvement programs in the United States. It offers SilverSneakers senior fitness program to the members of Medicare advantage, Medicare supplement, and group retiree plans; and Prime fitness, a fitness facility access program through commercial health plans, employers, and insurance exchanges. The company also provides access to its WholeHealth Living network primarily to commercial health plans. Its WholeHealth Living network includes complementary, alternative, and physical medicine practitioners to serve individuals through health plans and employers who seek health services, such as physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, chiropractic care, acupuncture, and others. The company was formerly known as Healthways, Inc. and changed its name to Tivity Health, Inc. in January 2017. Tivity Health, Inc. was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Franklin, Tennessee.		2.347		1.252		0.489		38,181		102,912		37.1%		37.1%		NR		663,285		405,263		452,092		500,998		542,521		555,880		616,402		681,199		-38.9%		11.6%		10.8%		8.3%		2.5%		10.9%		10.5%		28,193		100,788		98,486		104,400		124,873		126,257		139,769		156,394		257.5%		-2.3%		6.0%		19.6%		1.1%		10.7%		11.9%		24.9%		21.8%		20.8%		23.0%		22.7%		22.7%		23.0%		41,346		42,991		34,730		14,474		5,588		6.2%		10.6%		7.7%		2.9%		1.0%		6,562		11,219		(3,931)		(29,808)		(13,502)		1.0%		2.8%		-0.9%		-5.9%		-2.5%		9,146		12,984		(3,698)		(28,206)		(8,594)		1.4%		3.2%		-0.8%		-5.6%		-1.6%		538,171		703,553		463,822		880,047		1,779,808		252,427		252,120		231,994		210,343		149,019		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,584		1,765		233		1,602		4,908		31.9%		26.4%		33.3%		19.3%		7.7%		- 0		- 0		383,718		33,930		1,159		0.0%		0.0%		70.7%		6.3%		0.2%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		8/13/91		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HSIC		Henry Schein, Inc.		NasdaqGS		12,285,300		1,402,343		1,327,689		74,654		755,397		0		11,968,488		1,037,453		13.8		13.8		FALSE		Henry Schein, Inc. provides health care products and services to dental practitioners and laboratories, animal health clinics, physician practices, government, institutional health care clinics, and other alternate care clinics worldwide.		Henry Schein, Inc. provides health care products and services to dental practitioners and laboratories, animal health clinics, physician practices, government, institutional health care clinics, and other alternate care clinics worldwide. It operates through two segments, Health Care Distribution, and Technology and Value-Added Services. The Health Care Distribution segment offers dental products, including infection-control products, handpieces, preventatives, impression materials, composites, anesthetics, teeth, dental implants, gypsum, acrylics, articulators, abrasives, dental chairs, delivery units and lights, X-ray supplies and equipment, and high-tech and digital restoration equipment, as well as equipment repair services. This segment also provides animal health products, such as branded and generic pharmaceuticals, surgical and consumable products and services, and equipment; and medical products comprising branded and generic pharmaceuticals, vaccines, surgical products, diagnostic tests, infection-control products, X-ray products, equipment, and vitamins. The Technology and Value-Added Services segment offers software, technology, and other value-added services that include practice management software systems for dental and medical practitioners, and animal health clinics. This segment also provides value-added practice solutions, which comprise financial services on a non-recourse basis, e-services, practice technology, network, and hardware services, as well as continuing education services for practitioners. The company was founded in 1932 and is headquartered in Melville, New York.		0.667		0.745		0.807		212,396		810,995		26.2%		26.2%		0		9,560,647		10,371,390		10,629,719		11,571,668		11,968,488		12,310,614		13,044,821		13,695,210		8.5%		2.5%		8.9%		3.4%		2.9%		6.0%		5.0%		815,283		879,114		942,090		1,005,763		1,037,453		1,048,203		1,124,972		1,201,095		7.8%		7.2%		6.8%		3.2%		1.0%		7.3%		6.8%		8.5%		8.9%		8.7%		8.7%		8.5%		8.6%		8.8%		60,215		82,116		71,684		70,179		80,964		0.6%		0.8%		0.7%		0.6%		0.7%		1,130,335		1,232,295		1,357,979		1,463,152		1,753,896		11.8%		11.9%		12.8%		12.6%		14.7%		1,318,951		1,321,769		1,430,065		1,525,533		1,828,550		13.8%		12.7%		13.5%		13.2%		15.3%		9,809,678		11,465,872		13,118,064		12,211,282		12,285,300		485,182		731,490		809,714		1,218,856		1,402,343		500,343		567,378		544,752		615,374		755,397		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		188,616		89,474		72,086		62,381		74,654		4.5%		5.7%		5.6%		8.7%		9.7%		- 0		- 0		8,651,737		2,476,005		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		72.3%		20.7%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		7/1/17		11/3/95		9/22/17		DELISTED

		PDCO		Patterson Companies, Inc.		NasdaqGS		3,401,879		1,176,934		1,077,155		99,779		0		0		5,564,806		400,220		11.2		11.2		FALSE		Patterson Companies, Inc. distributes and sells dental and animal health products in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.		Patterson Companies, Inc. distributes and sells dental and animal health products in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada. It operates through Dental and Animal Health segments. The company’s Dental segment offers consumable products, such as infection control, restorative materials, hand instruments, and sterilization products; basic and advanced technology dental equipment; patient education systems; and office forms and stationery. This segment also develops and sells technology solutions, such as practice management software and e-commerce solutions. In addition, it offers a range of related services, including software and design, maintenance and repair, and equipment financing services. The company’s Animal Health segment distributes animal health products, such as pharmaceuticals, vaccines, parasiticides, diagnostics, prescription and non-prescription diets, nutritionals, consumable supplies, equipment, and software to veterinarians, producers, and retailers under the Aspen, First Companion, and Patterson Veterinary brands. This segment also offers a range of value-added services to animal health customers. Patterson Companies, Inc. serves dentists, laboratories, institutions, other healthcare professionals, veterinarians, other animal health professionals, production animal operators, and animal health product retailers. The company was formerly known as Patterson Dental Company and changed its name to Patterson Companies, Inc. in June 2004. Patterson Companies, Inc. was founded in 1877 and is headquartered in St. Paul, Minnesota.		0.992		0.961		0.758		74,676		240,405		31.1%		31.1%		0		3,585,141		3,910,865		5,386,703		5,593,127		5,564,806		5,644,355		5,859,992		6,049,181		9.1%		37.7%		3.8%		-0.5%		1.4%		3.8%		3.2%		336,172		349,109		443,796		408,058		400,220		420,785		439,996		462,643		3.8%		27.1%		-8.1%		-1.9%		5.1%		4.6%		5.1%		8.9%		8.2%		7.3%		7.2%		7.5%		7.5%		7.6%		34,041		60,662		79,354		47,019		38,651		0.9%		1.6%		1.5%		0.8%		0.7%		572,231		594,908		817,253		878,457		992,004		16.0%		15.2%		15.2%		15.7%		17.8%		877,914		995,540		954,706		973,416		1,091,783		24.5%		25.5%		17.7%		17.4%		19.6%		4,223,578		4,828,258		4,380,289		3,926,226		3,401,879		732,380		723,797		1,059,471		1,073,214		1,176,934		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		305,683		400,632		137,453		94,959		99,779		14.8%		13.0%		19.5%		21.5%		25.7%		- 0		- 0		4,281,539		967,610		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		76.9%		17.4%		0.0%		4/29/17		04/29		7/29/17		10/28/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CAH		Cardinal Health, Inc.		NYSE		19,448,820		10,416,000		3,537,000		6,879,000		138,000		0		129,976,000		3,069,000		7.5		7.5		FALSE		Cardinal Health, Inc. operates as an integrated healthcare services and products company worldwide.		Cardinal Health, Inc. operates as an integrated healthcare services and products company worldwide. The company’s Pharmaceutical segment distributes branded and generic pharmaceutical, specialty pharmaceutical, over-the-counter healthcare, and consumer products to retailers, hospitals, and other healthcare providers. It offers distribution, inventory management, data reporting, new product launch support, and chargeback administration services to pharmaceutical manufacturers; pharmacy and medication therapy management, and patient outcomes services to hospitals, other healthcare providers, and payers; and consulting, patient support, and other services to pharmaceutical manufacturers and healthcare providers. This segment also operates nuclear pharmacies and manufacturing facilities that manufacture, prepare, and deliver radiopharmaceuticals, as well as operates direct-to-patient specialty pharmacies; offers logistics, marketing, and other services; and repackages generic pharmaceuticals and over-the-counter healthcare products. The company’s Medical segment manufactures and sources medical, surgical, and laboratory products, including cardiovascular and endovascular products; wound care products; surgical drapes, gowns, and apparel; exam and surgical gloves; fluid suction and collection systems; and incontinence, enteral feeding, urology, operating room supply, electrode and needle, and syringe and sharps disposal product lines. It also distributes medical, surgical, and laboratory products to hospitals, ambulatory surgery centers, clinical laboratories, and other healthcare providers, as well as to patients in the home; and assembles and sells sterile and non-sterile procedure kits. In addition, it offers supply chain services to healthcare providers; and post-acute care management, and transition services and software to hospitals, other healthcare providers, and payers. Cardinal Health, Inc. was founded in 1979 and is headquartered in Dublin, Ohio.		1.392		1.137		0.945		630,000		1,924,000		32.7%		32.7%		BBB+		91,084,000		102,531,000		121,546,000		129,976,000		129,976,000		137,033,165		142,776,700		148,479,772		12.6%		18.5%		6.9%		0.0%		5.4%		4.2%		4.0%		2,369,000		2,650,000		3,139,000		3,069,000		3,069,000		3,170,506		3,358,598		3,543,297		11.9%		18.5%		-2.2%		0.0%		3.3%		5.9%		5.5%		2.6%		2.6%		2.4%		2.4%		2.3%		2.4%		2.4%		249,000		300,000		465,000		387,000		387,000		0.3%		0.3%		0.4%		0.3%		0.3%		750,000		174,000		485,000		1,574,000		1,574,000		0.8%		0.2%		0.4%		1.2%		1.2%		3,625,000		4,790,000		2,842,000		8,453,000		8,453,000		4.0%		4.7%		2.3%		6.5%		6.5%		22,814,078		26,718,562		29,368,142		23,034,718		19,448,820		3,978,000		5,493,000		5,549,000		10,416,000		10,416,000		- 0		- 0		134,000		138,000		138,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,875,000		4,616,000		2,357,000		6,879,000		6,879,000		14.8%		17.1%		15.8%		31.0%		34.7%		- 0		- 0		123,432,000		3,775,000		417,000		0.0%		0.0%		95.0%		2.9%		0.3%		6/30/17		06/30		6/30/17		8/4/83		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ABC		AmerisourceBergen Corporation		NYSE		16,856,253		3,785,912		2,474,445		1,311,467		0		0		151,584,414		2,426,034		8.0		8.0		FALSE		AmerisourceBergen Corporation sources and distributes pharmaceutical products in the United States and internationally.		AmerisourceBergen Corporation sources and distributes pharmaceutical products in the United States and internationally. Its Pharmaceutical Distribution segment distributes brand-name and generic pharmaceuticals, over-the-counter healthcare products, home healthcare supplies and equipment, outsourced compounded sterile preparations, and related services to various healthcare providers, including acute care hospitals and health systems, independent and chain retail pharmacies, mail order pharmacies, medical clinics, long-term care and other alternate site pharmacies, and other customers. It also provides pharmacy management, staffing, and other consulting services; supply management software to retail and institutional healthcare providers; and packaging solutions to various institutional and retail healthcare providers. In addition, this segment provides pharmaceutical distribution and other services primarily to physicians who specialize in various disease states, primarily oncology, as well as to other healthcare providers, including hospitals and dialysis clinics; distributes plasma and other blood products, injectable pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and other specialty products; and offers third party logistics and outcomes research, and other services for biotechnology and other pharmaceutical manufacturers. The company’s Other segment provides commercialization support services, including reimbursement support programs, outcomes research, contract field staffing, patient assistance and co-pay assistance programs, adherence programs, risk mitigation services, and other market access programs to pharmaceutical and biotechnology manufacturers; specialty transportation and logistics services for the biopharmaceutical industry; and animal health care products. It markets its products and services through independent sales forces and marketing organizations. AmerisourceBergen Corporation was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Chesterbrook, Pennsylvania.		1.286		0.954		0.758		426,245		1,281,001		33.3%		33.3%		A-		87,959,167		119,569,127		135,961,803		146,849,686		151,584,414		154,151,036		165,403,961		176,460,291		35.9%		13.7%		8.0%		3.2%		1.7%		7.3%		6.7%		1,155,631		1,381,303		1,558,133		2,068,742		2,426,034		2,268,334		2,380,153		2,483,412		19.5%		12.8%		32.8%		17.3%		-6.5%		4.9%		4.3%		1.2%		1.1%		1.4%		1.6%		1.5%		1.4%		1.4%		202,450		264,457		231,585		464,616		525,866		0.2%		0.2%		0.2%		0.3%		0.3%		(1,707,990)		(2,258,468)		(3,461,981)		(4,586,244)		(3,381,200)		-1.9%		-1.9%		-2.5%		-3.1%		-2.2%		(476,984)		(449,955)		(1,243,739)		(1,818,312)		(2,069,733)		-0.5%		-0.4%		-0.9%		-1.2%		-1.4%		16,173,557		19,717,259		21,326,193		17,013,447		16,856,253		1,396,606		1,995,632		3,739,225		4,481,393		3,785,912		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,231,006		1,808,513		2,218,242		2,767,932		1,311,467		7.9%		9.2%		14.9%		20.8%		18.3%		- 0		- 0		147,087,292		2,098,109		387,937		0.0%		0.0%		97.0%		1.4%		0.3%		9/30/16		09/30		6/30/17		4/4/95		9/22/17		DELISTED

		MCK		McKesson Corporation		NYSE		28,148,221		8,453,000		5,890,000		2,563,000		1,642,000		0		201,955,000		3,734,000		9.6		9.6		FALSE		McKesson Corporation provides pharmaceuticals and medical supplies in the United States and internationally.		McKesson Corporation provides pharmaceuticals and medical supplies in the United States and internationally. The company operates in two segments, McKesson Distribution Solutions and McKesson Technology Solutions. The McKesson Distribution Solutions segment distributes branded and generic pharmaceutical drugs, and other healthcare-related products; and provides practice management, technology, clinical support, and business solutions to community-based oncology and other specialty practices. This segment also provides specialty pharmaceutical solutions for pharmaceutical manufacturers; and medical-surgical supply distribution, logistics, and other services to healthcare providers. In addition, this segment operates retail pharmacy chains in Europe and Canada, as well as supports independent pharmacy networks in North America and Europe; and supplies integrated pharmacy management systems, automated dispensing systems, and related services to retail, outpatient, central fill, specialty, and mail order pharmacies. This segment serves retail national accounts, including national and regional chains, food/drug combinations, mail order pharmacies, and mass merchandisers; and institutional healthcare providers, such as hospitals, health systems, integrated delivery networks, and long-term care providers, as well as offers its services to pharmaceutical manufacturers. The McKesson Technology Solutions segment provides clinical, financial, and supply chain management solutions to healthcare organizations. McKesson Corporation was founded in 1833 and is headquartered in San Francisco, California.		1.244		1.177		0.962		1,392,000		6,090,000		22.9%		22.9%		BBB+		137,392,000		179,045,000		190,884,000		198,533,000		201,955,000		205,360,669		209,878,881		218,374,677		30.3%		6.6%		4.0%		1.7%		1.7%		2.2%		4.0%		3,279,000		4,108,000		4,637,000		4,384,000		3,734,000		4,384,363		4,528,024		4,572,891		25.3%		12.9%		-5.5%		-14.8%		17.4%		3.3%		1.0%		2.3%		2.4%		2.2%		1.8%		2.1%		2.2%		2.1%		278,000		376,000		488,000		404,000		417,000		0.2%		0.2%		0.3%		0.2%		0.2%		694,000		(504,000)		935,000		(207,000)		297,000		0.5%		-0.3%		0.5%		-0.1%		0.1%		4,887,000		4,837,000		4,983,000		2,576,000		2,860,000		3.6%		2.7%		2.6%		1.3%		1.4%		37,075,355		48,134,066		45,384,416		31,753,914		28,148,221		10,595,000		9,844,000		8,122,000		8,545,000		8,453,000		1,796,000		1,470,000		1,490,000		1,505,000		1,642,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		4,193,000		5,341,000		4,048,000		2,783,000		2,563,000		21.4%		16.6%		14.8%		20.4%		22.1%		- 0		- 0		190,952,000		7,509,000		161,000		0.0%		0.0%		94.6%		3.7%		0.1%		3/31/17		03/31		6/30/17		11/10/94		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CKH		SEACOR Holdings Inc.		NYSE		810,807		741,187		442,962		298,225		134,585		0		860,491		91,971		15.1		15.1		FALSE		SEACOR Holdings Inc. owns, operates, invests in, and markets equipment in the offshore oil and gas, shipping, and logistics industries worldwide.		SEACOR Holdings Inc. owns, operates, invests in, and markets equipment in the offshore oil and gas, shipping, and logistics industries worldwide. The company’s Offshore Marine Services segment operates support vessels to deliver cargo and personnel to offshore installations; provides field security services; handles anchors and mooring equipment; carries and launches remote operated vehicles; and provides tow rigs. This segment also provides accommodations for technicians and specialists, as well as standby safety support and emergency response services; and operates lift boats supporting well intervention, work-over, decommissioning, and diving operations, as well as operates vessels used to move personnel and supplies to offshore wind farms. Its Inland River Services segment operates river transportation equipment for moving agricultural and industrial commodities and containers, and petroleum products; operates and invests in multi-modal terminal facilities; and operates barge fleeting locations, service facilities, and transshipment terminal. The company’s Shipping Services segment owns product tankers for the United States coastwise trade of crude oil, petroleum, and chemical products, as well as provides harbor tugs servicing vessels docking; and offers liner and short-sea transportation services. This segment also engages in the terminal support and bunkering, and articulated tug and dry-bulk barge operations; and offers offshore tug and technical ship management services. Its Illinois Corn Processing segment produces alcohol; dried distillers grains with solubles; and non-food grade corn oil for feedstock in biodiesel production. The company’s Witt O’Brien’s segment provides resilience solutions for areas of critical infrastructure. Its Other segment engages in lending and leasing, and agricultural commodity trading and logistics activities; and providing industrial aviation services. The company was founded in 1989 and is based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.		1.613		1.540		1.057		(70,841)		(216,925)		n/a		n/a		NR		1,247,272		1,319,394		1,054,736		830,985		860,491		605,224		634,301		606,630		5.8%		-20.1%		-21.2%		3.6%		-29.7%		4.8%		-4.4%		201,752		257,629		110,036		53,791		91,971		98,511		128,257		129,102		27.7%		-57.3%		-51.1%		71.0%		7.1%		30.2%		0.7%		19.5%		10.4%		6.5%		10.7%		16.3%		20.2%		21.3%		195,901		360,637		295,930		358,413		283,410		15.7%		27.3%		28.1%		43.1%		32.9%		103,075		128,491		55,301		60,607		39,736		8.3%		9.7%		5.2%		7.3%		4.6%		654,802		620,678		723,510		576,527		337,961		52.5%		47.0%		68.6%		69.4%		39.3%		1,854,278		1,371,168		912,123		1,235,692		810,807		881,056		872,721		1,070,632		1,032,446		741,187		24,576		117,993		120,119		135,376		134,585		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		551,727		492,187		668,209		515,920		298,225		31.9%		37.0%		50.9%		43.0%		43.9%		- 0		- 0		615,648		142,962		128,980		0.0%		0.0%		71.5%		16.6%		15.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/17/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		BRS		Bristow Group Inc.		NYSE		319,717		1,292,566		1,213,687		78,879		11,739		0		1,331,395		64,587		23.9		23.9		FALSE		Bristow Group Inc. provides industrial aviation services to the offshore energy industry in Africa, the Americas, the Asia Pacific, and Europe Caspian.		Bristow Group Inc. provides industrial aviation services to the offshore energy industry in Africa, the Americas, the Asia Pacific, and Europe Caspian. Its helicopters are used principally to transport personnel between onshore bases and offshore production platforms, drilling rigs, and other installations, as well as to transport time-sensitive equipment to these offshore locations. The company also offers helicopter flight training services to commercial pilots and flight instructors, as well as military training services through its Bristow Academy. In addition, it provides aircraft repair and maintenance services; and search and rescue services to oil and gas companies. The company provides its helicopter services to integrated, national, and independent oil and gas companies. As of March 31, 2017, it operated a fleet of 459 aircraft. The company was formerly known as Offshore Logistics Inc. and changed its name to Bristow Group Inc. in February 2006. Bristow Group Inc. was founded in 1955 and is headquartered in Houston, Texas.		1.346		2.287		1.735		48,317		(143,247)		n/a		n/a		B		1,516,326		1,726,987		1,629,547		1,347,850		1,331,395		1,390,374		1,445,067		1,454,000		13.9%		-5.6%		-17.3%		-1.2%		4.4%		3.9%		0.6%		300,769		309,609		208,554		71,888		64,587		47,578		83,025		97,000		2.9%		-32.6%		-65.5%		-10.2%		-26.3%		74.5%		16.8%		17.9%		12.8%		5.3%		4.9%		3.4%		5.7%		6.7%		628,613		601,834		372,375		135,110		126,600		41.5%		34.8%		22.9%		10.0%		9.5%		73,648		117,429		158,812		125,924		163,929		4.9%		6.8%		9.7%		9.3%		12.3%		277,989		221,575		263,122		222,580		242,808		18.3%		12.8%		16.1%		16.5%		18.2%		2,748,922		2,313,045		904,998		718,753		319,717		841,302		864,422		1,131,972		1,282,019		1,292,566		8,651		33,479		26,157		11,911		11,739		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		204,341		104,146		104,310		96,656		78,879		23.4%		26.9%		54.9%		63.7%		79.6%		- 0		- 0		1,092,674		171,628		118,201		0.0%		0.0%		82.1%		12.9%		8.9%		3/31/17		03/31		6/30/17		6/18/71		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ACHC		Acadia Healthcare Company, Inc.		NasdaqGS		2,752,453		3,268,951		3,193,290		75,661		18,648		0		2,814,692		573,996		10.4		10.4		FALSE		Acadia Healthcare Company, Inc. develops and operates inpatient psychiatric facilities, residential treatment centers, group homes, substance abuse facilities, and outpatient behavioral healthcare facilities to serve the behavioral health and recovery needs of communities in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Puerto Rico. The company’s acute inpatient psychiatric facilities offer evaluation and crisis stabilization of patients with severe psychiatric diagnoses; specialty treatment facilities include residential recovery facilities, eating disorder facilities, and comprehensive treatment centers that provide continuum care for adults with addictive disorders and co-occurring mental disorders; and residential treatment centers, which treat patients with behavioral disorders in a non-hospital setting, including outdoor programs.		Acadia Healthcare Company, Inc. develops and operates inpatient psychiatric facilities, residential treatment centers, group homes, substance abuse facilities, and outpatient behavioral healthcare facilities to serve the behavioral health and recovery needs of communities in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Puerto Rico. The company’s acute inpatient psychiatric facilities offer evaluation and crisis stabilization of patients with severe psychiatric diagnoses; specialty treatment facilities include residential recovery facilities, eating disorder facilities, and comprehensive treatment centers that provide continuum care for adults with addictive disorders and co-occurring mental disorders; and residential treatment centers, which treat patients with behavioral disorders in a non-hospital setting, including outdoor programs. It also provides outpatient community-based services, such as community-based programs that are designed to provide therapeutic treatment to children and adolescents who have a clinically-defined emotional, psychiatric, or chemical dependency disorder. In addition, the company offers mental health services; rehabilitation services comprising relapse prevention and social integration services, as well as vocational opportunities; acute services for patients at risk to themselves or others, as well as crisis intervention and treatment of behavioral emergencies; and care homes, which provide long-term and non-acute care for adults suffering from mental illness, addiction, learning disability, or brain injury. Further, it provides other services that include education and children’s services for children and young people with special educational needs; adult and elderly care services; and care first services for employees. At December 31, 2016, the company operated a network of 573 behavioral healthcare facilities with approximately 17,100 beds. Acadia Healthcare Company, Inc. was founded in 2005 and is headquartered in Franklin, Tennessee.		1.206		1.059		1.015		47,271		218,597		21.6%		21.6%		B+		713,408		1,004,601		1,794,492		2,810,914		2,814,692		2,829,546		3,008,682		3,197,889		40.8%		78.6%		56.6%		0.1%		0.5%		6.3%		6.3%		140,085		205,430		384,360		580,245		573,996		601,716		647,504		695,276		46.6%		87.1%		51.0%		-1.1%		4.8%		7.6%		7.4%		20.4%		21.4%		20.6%		20.4%		21.3%		21.5%		21.7%		68,941		113,244		276,047		307,472		251,328		9.7%		11.3%		15.4%		10.9%		8.9%		41,062		41,134		38,678		62,804		81,762		5.8%		4.1%		2.2%		2.2%		2.9%		45,631		135,174		49,893		119,867		157,423		6.4%		13.5%		2.8%		4.3%		5.6%		2,391,209		3,667,616		4,477,661		2,896,273		2,752,453		617,136		1,079,635		2,240,744		3,287,809		3,268,951		- 0		- 0		8,055		17,754		18,648		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		4,569		94,040		11,215		57,063		75,661		20.5%		22.7%		33.3%		53.0%		54.1%		1,529,875		- 0		1,643,851		266,078		139,214		54.4%		0.0%		58.4%		9.5%		4.9%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/1/11		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ADPT		Adeptus Health Inc.		CHX		0		160,758		154,681		6,077		85,077		0		403,739		35,474		6.8		- 0		FALSE		Adeptus Health Inc. owns and operates a network of independent freestanding emergency rooms in the United States.		Adeptus Health Inc. owns and operates a network of independent freestanding emergency rooms in the United States. As of December 31, 2015, it operated 81 facilities located in the Houston, Dallas/Fort Worth, San Antonio, Austin, Colorado Springs, Denver, and Phoenix. The company was founded in 2002 and is based in Lewisville, Texas. On April 19, 2017, Adeptus Health Inc. filed a voluntary petition for reorganization under Chapter 11 in the US Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Texas. It is in joint administration with ADPT DFW Holdings LLC.		n/a		n/a		n/a		46,739		193,119		24.2%		24.2%		0		72,601		102,883		210,694		364,687		403,739		- 0		- 0		- 0		41.7%		104.8%		73.1%		10.7%		n/a		n/a		n/a		10,549		9,018		8,363		53,311		35,474		- 0		- 0		- 0		-14.5%		-7.3%		537.5%		-33.5%		n/a		n/a		n/a		8.8%		4.0%		14.6%		8.8%		n/a		n/a		n/a		11,504		46,048		47,429		7,421		7,417		15.8%		44.8%		22.5%		2.0%		1.8%		(1,280)		(3,286)		24,093		51,077		111,072		-1.8%		-3.2%		11.4%		14.0%		27.5%		2,175		8,209		26,095		67,114		117,149		3.0%		8.0%		12.4%		18.4%		29.0%		- 0		368,204		777,324		125,262		- 0		24,137		79,411		110,935		128,882		160,758		- 0		- 0		51,861		57,696		85,077		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3,455		11,495		2,002		16,037		6,077		n/a		17.7%		11.8%		41.3%		n/a		256,215		- 0		256,215		93,680		14,814		63.5%		0.0%		63.5%		23.2%		3.7%		12/31/15		12/31		9/30/16		12/31/99		12/31/99		DELISTED

		ERA		Era Group Inc.		NYSE		218,115		223,515		194,637		28,878		3,769		0		233,700		38,629		10.8		10.8		FALSE		Era Group Inc. provides helicopter transportation services primarily to the oil and gas exploration, development, and production companies.		Era Group Inc. provides helicopter transportation services primarily to the oil and gas exploration, development, and production companies. Its helicopter services include emergency response search and rescue; air medical services; Alaska flightseeing tours; and other services, as well as utility services to support firefighting, mining, VIP transport, power line, and pipeline survey activities. The company also leases helicopters to third parties and foreign affiliates; engineers, manufactures, and distributes after-market helicopter parts and accessories; and provides classroom instruction, flight simulator, and other training services. As of December 31, 2016, the company owned, leased, or managed a total of 136 helicopters, including 13 heavy helicopters, 49 medium helicopters, 33 light twin engine helicopters, and 41 light single engine helicopters. It also serves cruise line passengers. The company operates in the United States, Latin America and the Caribbean, Europe, Asia, and Canada. Era Group Inc. was founded in 1948 and is based in Houston, Texas.		3.228		2.248		1.590		(3,940)		(19,249)		n/a		n/a		B-		298,959		331,222		281,837		247,228		233,700		229,000		250,000		287,000		10.8%		-14.9%		-12.3%		-5.5%		-2.0%		9.2%		14.8%		74,305		85,537		65,601		42,251		38,629		39,000		49,000		66,000		15.1%		-23.3%		-35.6%		-8.6%		1.0%		25.6%		34.7%		25.8%		23.3%		17.1%		16.5%		17.0%		19.6%		23.0%		110,105		106,732		60,050		39,200		46,618		36.8%		32.2%		21.3%		15.9%		19.9%		46,520		38,850		59,533		45,936		38,331		15.6%		11.7%		21.1%		18.6%		16.4%		77,855		79,717		73,903		72,886		67,209		26.0%		24.1%		26.2%		29.5%		28.8%		623,039		430,865		228,556		355,358		218,115		282,178		309,544		267,865		232,278		223,515		(194)		(290)		4,804		4,221		3,769		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		31,335		40,867		14,370		26,950		28,878		31.2%		41.8%		53.4%		39.2%		50.2%		- 0		- 0		157,252		39,122		47,390		0.0%		0.0%		67.3%		16.7%		20.3%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		1/22/13		9/22/17		DELISTED

		AAWW		Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, Inc.		NasdaqGS		1,553,844		2,146,119		1,866,544		279,575		0		0		1,970,501		395,941		8.6		8.6		FALSE		Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, Inc., through its subsidiaries, provides outsourced aircraft and aviation operating services worldwide.		Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, Inc., through its subsidiaries, provides outsourced aircraft and aviation operating services worldwide. It operates through three segments: ACMI, Charter, and Dry Leasing. The company offers outsourced cargo and passenger aircraft operating solutions comprising contractual service arrangements, which include the provision of aircraft to customers and value-added services, such as crew, maintenance, and insurance; and crew, maintenance, and insurance services for the customer providing aircraft. It also provides cargo and passenger charter services to the U.S. Military Air Mobility Command, charter brokers, freight forwarders, direct shippers, airlines, sports teams and fans, and private charter customers; and aircraft and engines dry leasing services. The company also serves express delivery providers, as well as e-commerce retailers. Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, Inc. was founded in 1992 and is headquartered in Purchase, New York.		2.428		1.798		1.454		50,241		110,555		45.4%		45.0%		0		1,656,900		1,799,198		1,822,659		1,839,627		1,970,501		2,106,991		2,336,199		2,643,219		8.6%		1.3%		0.9%		7.1%		6.9%		10.9%		13.1%		307,454		344,089		389,835		369,232		395,941		434,386		496,982		540,811		11.9%		13.3%		-5.3%		7.2%		9.7%		14.4%		8.8%		19.1%		21.4%		20.1%		20.1%		20.6%		21.3%		20.5%		602,947		544,319		272,088		363,710		422,307		36.4%		30.3%		14.9%		19.8%		21.4%		1,574		(45,680)		(165,527)		(150,563)		(256,391)		0.1%		-2.5%		-9.1%		-8.2%		-13.0%		334,294		270,723		265,521		(22,360)		23,184		20.2%		15.0%		14.6%		-1.2%		1.2%		1,030,340		1,222,901		1,018,246		1,304,251		1,553,844		1,696,625		1,917,940		1,901,307		1,851,411		2,146,119		4,352		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		332,720		316,403		431,048		128,203		279,575		62.1%		61.1%		65.1%		58.7%		58.0%		444,520		- 0		1,313,262		132,664		153,641		22.6%		0.0%		66.6%		6.7%		7.8%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/21/04		9/22/17		DELISTED

		WBA		Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc.		NasdaqGS		66,892,731		12,935,000		9,634,000		3,301,000		808,000		0		118,214,000		7,823,000		9.9		9.9		FALSE		Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc. operates as a pharmacy-led health and wellbeing company.		Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc. operates as a pharmacy-led health and wellbeing company. It operates through three segments: Retail Pharmacy USA, Retail Pharmacy International, and Pharmaceutical Wholesale. The Retail Pharmacy USA segment sells prescription drugs and an assortment of general merchandise, including non-prescription drugs, beauty products, photo finishing, seasonal merchandise, greeting cards, and convenience foods through its retail drugstores and convenient care clinics. It also provides specialty pharmacy services; and manages in-store clinics. As of August 31, 2016, this segment operated 8,175 retail stores under the Walgreens and Duane Reade brands in the United States; and 7 specialty pharmacies, as well as approximately 400 in-store clinic locations. The Retail Pharmacy International segment sells prescription drugs; and health, beauty, toiletry, and other consumer products through its pharmacy-led health and beauty stores, as well as through boots.com. It is also involved in optical practice and related contract manufacturing operations. This segment operated 4,673 retail stores under the Boots, Benavides, and Ahumada in the United Kingdom, Thailand, Norway, the Republic of Ireland, the Netherlands, Mexico, and Chile; and 636 optical practices. The Pharmaceutical Wholesale segment engages in the wholesale and distribution of specialty and generic pharmaceuticals, health and beauty products, and home healthcare supplies and equipment, as well as provides related services to pharmacies and other healthcare providers. This segment operates in France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Turkey, Spain, the Netherlands, Egypt, Norway, Romania, the Czech Republic, and Lithuania. Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc. was founded in 1901 and is based in Deerfield, Illinois.		0.821		0.841		0.825		760,000		4,861,000		15.6%		15.6%		BBB		76,392,000		103,444,000		117,351,000		118,214,000		118,214,000		129,905,754		136,826,749		141,069,706		35.4%		13.4%		0.7%		0.0%		9.9%		5.3%		3.1%		5,700,000		7,008,000		7,949,000		7,823,000		7,823,000		9,507,051		10,097,375		10,351,621		22.9%		13.4%		-1.6%		0.0%		21.5%		6.2%		2.5%		6.8%		6.8%		6.6%		6.6%		7.3%		7.4%		7.3%		1,106,000		1,251,000		1,325,000		1,351,000		1,351,000		1.4%		1.2%		1.1%		1.1%		1.1%		1,475,000		1,132,000		(614,000)		(1,844,000)		(1,844,000)		1.9%		1.1%		-0.5%		-1.6%		-1.6%		4,121,000		4,168,000		9,193,000		1,457,000		1,457,000		5.4%		4.0%		7.8%		1.2%		1.2%		54,577,822		72,057,920		92,449,044		89,305,399		66,892,731		4,534,000		14,383,000		19,028,000		12,935,000		12,935,000		104,000		439,000		401,000		808,000		808,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,646,000		3,036,000		9,807,000		3,301,000		3,301,000		7.7%		16.6%		17.0%		12.6%		16.0%		- 0		- 0		89,052,000		22,891,000		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		75.3%		19.4%		0.0%		8/31/16		08/31		5/31/17		1/2/68		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ALR		Alere Inc.		NYSE		2,528,239		1,226,766		696,739		530,026		275		0		651,340		0		n/a		- 0		FALSE		Alere Inc. provides diagnostic tests for infectious disease, cardiometabolic disease, and toxicology in the United States, Europe, and internationally.		Alere Inc. provides diagnostic tests for infectious disease, cardiometabolic disease, and toxicology in the United States, Europe, and internationally. The company’s infectious disease products and services are used to detect influenza, group A streptococcus, respiratory syncytial virus, pneumonia, viral hepatitis, human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, gastrointestinal disease, syphilis, other sexually-transmitted diseases, and vector-borne diseases. It also offers indirect fluorescent antibodies; assays for 17 viral, bacterial, and autoimmune diseases; serology diagnostic products; 40 enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA); and a line of automated instrumentation to process ELISA tests. The company’s cardiometabolic products and services include rapid diagnostic test systems to diagnose critical diseases, as well as to detect various drugs of abuse; point-of-care analyzers and test cassette systems to test blood glucose, cholesterol, and related lipids; over-the-counter tests for cholesterol monitoring; blood analysis systems for blood gas, electrolyte, and metabolite testing; point-of-care diabetes products; disposable and lateral flow rapid diagnostic tests for D-dimer and troponin; and data management systems for point-of-care testing. Its toxicology products and services include various device and reagent platforms to detect the illicit and prescription drugs of abuse; tests to detect alcohol; drug testing products; and workplace drug and laboratory-based testing services. The company markets its professional diagnostic products through its sales force and distribution networks; and First Check consumer drug testing and cholesterol monitoring products through retail drug and food stores, drug wholesalers, and mass merchandisers. The company was formerly known as Inverness Medical Innovations, Inc. and changed its name to Alere Inc. in July 2010. Alere Inc. was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts.		0.873		1.028		0.600		25,220		197,550		12.8%		15.0%		0		1,116,963		1,329,710		1,494,651		1,900,587		2,414,127		3,737,218		4,019,688		4,389,333		19.0%		12.4%		27.2%		27.0%		54.8%		7.6%		9.2%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		50,179		22,864		55,295		319,167		346,453		4.5%		1.7%		3.7%		16.8%		14.4%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		636,484		1,083,328		1,174,970		3,449,265		1,964,489		57.0%		81.5%		78.6%		181.5%		81.4%		1,717,086		1,540,283		1,224,558		1,677,478		2,528,239		2,448,510		3,422,758		4,054,514		4,450,273		4,546,884		- 0		1,913		1,240		979		1,019		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		636,484		1,083,328		1,174,970		3,449,265		1,964,489		58.8%		68.9%		76.8%		72.6%		64.3%		1,122,145		- 0		- 0		1,795,103		- 0		46.5%		0.0%		0.0%		74.4%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/23/01		9/22/17		DELISTED

		UAM		SC UAMT SA		BVB		10,433		8,948		4,355		4,594		0		0		32,660		3,630		4.1		4.0		FALSE		SC UAMT SA manufactures and sells auto parts in Romania and internationally.		SC UAMT SA manufactures and sells auto parts in Romania and internationally. It offers exterior mirrors, pedal systems, brake systems, control cable rods, wheel keys, stamped and seat parts, plastic molded parts, and pedalier sport products; and locks, windshield wipers, rods, door locks, brackets, and lifting jacks. The company was founded in 1951 and is based in Oradea, Romania.		0.229		n/a		0.142		277		1,671		16.6%		16.6%		0		126,282		117,867		113,245		121,965		130,488		- 0		- 0		- 0		-6.7%		-3.9%		7.7%		7.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		22,246		17,186		14,633		15,041		14,502		- 0		- 0		- 0		-22.7%		-14.9%		2.8%		-3.6%		n/a		n/a		n/a		14.6%		12.9%		12.3%		11.1%		n/a		n/a		n/a		23,571		16,316		2,036		2,104		12,304		18.7%		13.8%		1.8%		1.7%		9.4%		26,653		26,335		37,311		28,313		43,744		21.1%		22.3%		32.9%		23.2%		33.5%		45,565		42,957		52,063		61,440		62,097		36.1%		36.4%		46.0%		50.4%		47.6%		6,969		10,617		6,739		7,824		10,433		31,795		27,808		26,698		29,420		35,750		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		18,912		16,622		14,752		33,126		18,353		82.0%		72.4%		79.8%		79.0%		77.4%		- 0		- 0		92,832		22,127		7,592		0.0%		0.0%		71.1%		17.0%		5.8%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		8/19/97		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CI		Cigna Corporation		NYSE		49,781,570		4,763,000		1,152,000		3,749,000		59,000		0		40,527,000		4,212,000		12.1		12.1		FALSE		Cigna Corporation, a health services organization, provides insurance and related products and services in the United States and internationally.		Cigna Corporation, a health services organization, provides insurance and related products and services in the United States and internationally. It operates through Global Health Care, Global Supplemental Benefits, Group Disability and Life, and Other Operations segments. The Global Health Care segment offers medical, dental, behavioral health, vision, and prescription drug benefit plans, as well as health advocacy programs, and other products and services to insured and self-insured customers. This segment also provides Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D plans to seniors, and Medicaid plans. The Global Supplemental Benefits segment offers supplemental health, life, and accident insurance products. The Group Disability and Life segment provides group long-term and short-term disability, group life, accident, and specialty insurance products and related services. The Other Operations segment offers corporate-owned life insurance products that are permanent insurance contracts sold to corporations to provide life coverage; and run-off settlement annuity contracts. The company distributes its products and services through insurance brokers and insurance consultants; and directly to employers, unions and other groups, or individuals, as well as through direct response television and the Internet. Cigna Corporation was founded in 1792 and is headquartered in Bloomfield, Connecticut.		1.360		0.795		0.723		1,142,000		3,371,000		33.9%		33.9%		A		32,380,000		34,914,000		37,876,000		39,668,000		40,527,000		40,933,345		44,024,630		48,709,871		7.8%		8.5%		4.7%		2.2%		1.0%		7.6%		10.6%		3,735,000		3,885,000		4,024,000		3,847,000		4,212,000		4,522,163		5,043,871		5,337,051		4.0%		3.6%		-4.4%		9.5%		7.4%		11.5%		5.8%		11.1%		10.6%		9.7%		10.4%		11.0%		11.5%		11.0%		527,000		473,000		510,000		461,000		401,000		1.6%		1.4%		1.3%		1.2%		1.0%		(792,000)		(1,090,000)		(1,016,000)		(3,055,000)		(5,033,000)		-2.4%		-3.1%		-2.7%		-7.7%		-12.4%		2,634,000		493,000		1,333,000		821,000		(1,284,000)		8.1%		1.4%		3.5%		2.1%		-3.2%		24,180,522		26,919,095		37,694,608		34,246,367		49,781,570		5,249,000		5,126,000		5,169,000		5,032,000		4,763,000		110,000		105,000		78,000		62,000		59,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3,426,000		1,583,000		2,349,000		3,876,000		3,749,000		17.8%		15.9%		12.0%		12.8%		8.7%		- 0		- 0		27,248,000		- 0		133,000		0.0%		0.0%		67.2%		0.0%		0.3%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		4/1/82		9/22/17		DELISTED

		UNH		UnitedHealth Group Incorporated		NYSE		202,450,800		29,262,000		12,993,000		19,794,000		2,170,000		0		196,633,000		16,138,000		13.5		13.5		FALSE		UnitedHealth Group Incorporated operates as a diversified health and well-being company in the United States.		UnitedHealth Group Incorporated operates as a diversified health and well-being company in the United States. The company’s UnitedHealthcare segment offers consumer-oriented health benefit plans and services for national employers, public sector employers, mid-sized employers, small businesses, individuals, and military service members; and health care coverage, and health and well-being services to individuals aged 50 and older addressing their needs for preventive and acute health care services. It also provides services dealing with chronic disease and other specialized issues for older individuals; Medicaid plans, Children’s Health Insurance Program, and health care programs; and health services, including commercial health and dental benefits. This segment serves through a network of 1 million physicians and other health care professionals, as well as approximately 6,000 hospitals and other facilities. Its OptumHealth segment offers health management services, including care delivery and management, wellness and consumer engagement, distribution, and health financial services. This segment serves individuals through programs offered by employers, payers, government entities, and directly with the care delivery systems. The company’s OptumInsight segment provides software and information products, and business process outsourcing and support services to hospital systems, physicians, health plans, governments, life sciences companies, and other organizations. Its OptumRx segment offers pharmacy care services and programs, including retail network contracting, home delivery and specialty pharmacy, and purchasing and clinical, as well as develops programs in areas, such as step therapy, formulary management, drug adherence, and disease/drug therapy management. UnitedHealth Group Incorporated was founded in 1974 and is based in Minnetonka, Minnesota.		0.873		0.933		0.792		4,463,000		13,273,000		33.6%		33.6%		A+		122,489,000		130,474,000		157,107,000		184,840,000		196,633,000		200,261,744		218,060,013		235,989,918		6.5%		20.4%		17.7%		6.4%		1.8%		8.9%		8.2%		10,587,000		11,330,000		12,284,000		14,510,000		16,138,000		17,092,700		20,567,847		22,735,037		7.0%		8.4%		18.1%		11.2%		5.9%		20.3%		10.5%		8.7%		7.8%		7.9%		8.2%		8.5%		9.4%		9.6%		1,307,000		1,525,000		1,556,000		1,705,000		1,876,000		1.1%		1.2%		1.0%		0.9%		1.0%		(15,565,000)		(16,125,000)		(18,546,000)		(21,715,000)		(28,897,000)		-12.7%		-12.4%		-11.8%		-11.7%		-14.7%		(6,352,000)		(6,889,000)		(5,635,000)		(8,440,000)		(9,103,000)		-5.2%		-5.3%		-3.6%		-4.6%		-4.6%		75,808,877		97,025,272		112,123,625		152,328,668		202,450,800		17,023,000		17,461,000		31,976,000		32,984,000		29,262,000		1,175,000		1,388,000		1,631,000		1,915,000		2,170,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9,213,000		9,236,000		12,911,000		13,275,000		19,794,000		18.1%		15.1%		21.9%		17.6%		12.5%		- 0		- 0		150,466,000		29,554,000		2,194,000		0.0%		0.0%		76.5%		15.0%		1.1%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/17/84		9/22/17		DELISTED

		AET		Aetna Inc.		NYSE		56,796,991		10,159,000		4,231,000		8,797,000		235,000		0		61,410,000		6,076,000		10.1		10.3		FALSE		Aetna Inc. operates as a health care benefits company in the United States.		Aetna Inc. operates as a health care benefits company in the United States. It operates through three segments: Health Care, Group Insurance, and Large Case Pensions. The Health Care segment offers medical, pharmacy benefit management service, dental, behavioral health, and vision plans on an insured and employer-funded basis. It also provides point-of-service, preferred provider organization, health maintenance organization, and indemnity benefit plans, as well as health savings accounts and consumer-directed health plans. In addition, this segment offers Medicare and Medicaid products and services, as well as other medical products, such as medical management and data analytics services, medical stop loss insurance, workers’ compensation administrative services, and products that provide access to its provider networks in select geographies. The Group Insurance segment offers life insurance products, including group term life insurance, voluntary spouse and dependent term life insurance, group universal life insurance, and accidental death and dismemberment insurance; disability insurance products; and long-term care insurance products, which provide the benefits to cover the cost of care in private home settings, adult day care, assisted living, or nursing facilities. The Large Case Pensions segment manages various retirement products, including pension and annuity products primarily for tax-qualified pension plans. The company provides its products and services to employer groups, individuals, college students, part-time and hourly workers, health plans, health care providers, governmental units, government-sponsored plans, labor groups, and expatriates. Aetna Inc. has a collaborative agreement with Community Care Physician Network, LLC to deliver healthcare services in North Carolina. The company was founded in 1853 and is based in Hartford, Connecticut.		1.160		0.777		0.809		962,000		2,741,000		35.1%		35.1%		A		47,287,400		58,003,000		60,227,000		63,155,000		61,410,000		61,105,628		64,128,233		69,053,243		22.7%		3.8%		4.9%		-2.8%		-0.5%		4.9%		7.7%		4,168,900		4,742,000		5,439,000		6,197,000		6,076,000		6,055,143		6,427,520		7,066,772		13.7%		14.7%		13.9%		-2.0%		-0.3%		6.1%		9.9%		8.2%		9.0%		9.8%		9.9%		9.9%		10.0%		10.2%		479,100		370,000		363,000		270,000		374,000		1.0%		0.6%		0.6%		0.4%		0.6%		(3,178,400)		(3,379,200)		(5,535,000)		(6,777,000)		(7,143,000)		-6.7%		-5.8%		-9.2%		-10.7%		-11.6%		212,800		512,200		(123,000)		14,095,000		1,654,000		0.5%		0.9%		-0.2%		22.3%		2.7%		25,206,825		31,241,511		37,701,444		43,515,109		56,796,991		9,045,200		9,609,900		7,785,000		20,661,000		10,159,000		52,700		69,200		65,000		62,000		235,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3,391,200		3,891,400		5,412,000		20,872,000		8,797,000		26.4%		23.5%		17.1%		32.2%		15.1%		- 0		- 0		45,132,000		10,744,000		236,000		0.0%		0.0%		73.5%		17.5%		0.4%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/11/00		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HUM		Humana Inc.		NYSE		36,947,268		5,097,000		(3,042,000)		16,254,000		0		0		53,868,000		2,661,000		12.7		12.7		FALSE		Humana Inc., together with its subsidiaries, operates as a health and well-being company in the United States.		Humana Inc., together with its subsidiaries, operates as a health and well-being company in the United States. The company operates through three segments: Retail, Group, and Healthcare Services. The Retail segment offers Medicare benefits, as well as commercial fully-insured medical and specialty health insurance benefits, including dental, vision, and other supplemental health and financial protection products directly to individuals or through group accounts. This segment also has contract with Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to administer the Limited Income Newly Eligible Transition prescription drug plan program; and contracts with various states to provide Medicaid, dual eligible, and long-term support services benefits. The Group segment offers commercial fully-insured medical and specialty health insurance benefits comprising dental, vision, and other supplemental health and voluntary insurance benefits; and administrative services only products, and health and wellness products to employer groups. It also provides military services, such as TRICARE South Region contract. The Healthcare Services segment offers pharmacy solutions, provider services, home based services, clinical programs, and predictive modeling and informatics services to its health plan members, as well as to third parties. The company also provides closed-block long-term care insurance policies. As of December 31, 2016, it had approximately 14.2 million members in medical benefit plans, as well as approximately 7.0 million members in specialty products. Humana Inc. was founded in 1961 and is headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky.		1.139		0.720		0.688		1,333,000		3,147,000		42.4%		42.4%		BBB+		41,313,000		48,500,000		54,289,000		54,379,000		53,868,000		53,875,626		56,897,362		61,455,271		17.4%		11.9%		0.2%		-0.9%		0.0%		5.6%		8.0%		2,315,000		2,620,000		2,597,000		2,055,000		2,661,000		3,825,735		4,028,077		4,681,775		13.2%		-0.9%		-20.9%		29.5%		43.8%		5.3%		16.2%		5.4%		4.8%		3.8%		4.9%		7.1%		7.1%		7.6%		441,000		528,000		523,000		527,000		504,000		1.1%		1.1%		1.0%		1.0%		0.9%		5,242,000		6,464,000		5,588,000		5,003,000		1,542,000		12.7%		13.3%		10.3%		9.2%		2.9%		14,470,000		15,997,000		15,426,000		16,475,000		17,796,000		35.0%		33.0%		28.4%		30.3%		33.0%		16,093,340		22,023,506		26,459,453		30,421,114		36,947,268		3,003,000		4,159,000		4,394,000		4,304,000		5,097,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9,228,000		9,533,000		9,838,000		11,472,000		16,254,000		15.7%		15.9%		14.2%		12.4%		12.1%		- 0		- 0		44,316,000		6,746,000		361,000		0.0%		0.0%		82.3%		12.5%		0.7%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/2/69		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CNC		Centene Corporation		NYSE		16,188,466		4,774,000		493,000		4,876,000		33,000		0		44,870,000		2,226,000		7.5		7.5		FALSE		Centene Corporation operates as a diversified and multi-national healthcare enterprise that provides programs and services to under-insured and uninsured individuals in the United States.		Centene Corporation operates as a diversified and multi-national healthcare enterprise that provides programs and services to under-insured and uninsured individuals in the United States. It operates through two segments, Managed Care and Specialty Services. The Managed Care segment offers Medicaid and Medicaid-related health plan coverage to individuals through government subsidized programs, including Medicaid, the State children’s health insurance program, long-term care, foster care, and dual-eligible individual, as well as aged, blind, or disabled programs. Its health plans include primary and specialty physician care, inpatient and outpatient hospital care, emergency and urgent care, prenatal care, laboratory and X-ray services, home health and durable medical equipment, behavioral health and substance abuse, 24-hour nurse advice line, transportation assistance, vision care, dental care, immunizations, prescriptions and limited over-the-counter drugs, specialty pharmacy, therapies, social work services, and care coordination. The Specialty Services segment provides pharmacy benefits management services; health, triage, wellness, and disease management services; vision services; dental services; correctional healthcare services; in-home health services; and integrated long-term care services, as well as care management software that automate the clinical, administrative, and technical components of care management programs. This segment offers its services and products to state programs, healthcare organizations, employer groups, and other commercial organizations. The company provides its services through primary and specialty care physicians, hospitals, and ancillary providers. Centene Corporation was founded in 1984 and is headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri.		n/a		0.745		0.885		608,000		1,446,000		42.0%		42.0%		BB+		10,544,000		15,689,000		21,292,000		37,688,000		44,870,000		47,746,086		54,649,471		60,461,573		48.8%		35.7%		77.0%		19.1%		6.4%		14.5%		10.6%		363,000		581,000		871,000		1,970,000		2,226,000		1,761,132		2,335,671		3,027,621		60.1%		49.9%		126.2%		13.0%		-20.9%		32.6%		29.6%		3.7%		4.1%		5.2%		5.0%		3.7%		4.3%		5.0%		68,000		103,000		150,000		306,000		396,000		0.6%		0.7%		0.7%		0.8%		0.9%		(730,000)		(1,554,000)		(1,779,000)		(4,184,000)		(4,326,000)		-6.9%		-9.9%		-8.4%		-11.1%		-9.6%		346,000		233,000		157,000		251,000		550,000		3.3%		1.5%		0.7%		0.7%		1.2%		3,228,626		6,092,774		7,844,735		9,657,110		16,188,466		669,000		879,000		1,223,000		4,717,000		4,774,000		9,000		147,000		167,000		159,000		33,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,076,000		1,787,000		1,936,000		4,435,000		4,876,000		17.1%		12.3%		13.2%		32.5%		22.7%		- 0		- 0		36,842,000		4,216,000		169,000		0.0%		0.0%		82.1%		9.4%		0.4%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/13/01		9/22/17		DELISTED

		MOH		Molina Healthcare, Inc.		NYSE		3,807,486		1,988,000		(991,000)		5,171,000		0		0		18,508,000		106,000		26.6		26.6		FALSE		Molina Healthcare, Inc. provides Medicaid-related solutions to meet the health care needs of low-income families and individuals; and to assist state agencies in their administration of the Medicaid program in the United States.		Molina Healthcare, Inc. provides Medicaid-related solutions to meet the health care needs of low-income families and individuals; and to assist state agencies in their administration of the Medicaid program in the United States. It operates through three segments: Health Plans, Molina Medicaid Solutions, and Other. The Health Plans segment operates health plans in 12 states. As of December 31, 2016, this segment served approximately 4.2 million members who were eligible for Medicaid, Medicare, and other government-sponsored health care programs. The Molina Medicaid Solutions segment offers business process, information technology development, and administrative services to Medicaid agencies in Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, New Jersey, and West Virginia, as well as the U.S. Virgin Islands; drug rebate administration services in Florida; and other services, including hosting and support, and maintenance. The Other segment provides behavioral health and social services. The company offers health care services for its members through contracts with physicians, hospitals, and other providers. Molina Healthcare, Inc. was founded in 1980 and is headquartered in Long Beach, California.		n/a		0.875		0.946		36,000		(122,000)		n/a		n/a		BB		6,417,000		9,373,000		13,781,000		17,314,000		18,508,000		19,782,116		20,791,855		21,822,386		46.1%		47.0%		25.6%		6.9%		6.9%		5.1%		5.0%		185,000		248,000		455,000		383,000		106,000		154,224		622,366		707,176		34.1%		83.5%		-15.8%		-72.3%		45.5%		303.5%		13.6%		2.6%		3.3%		2.2%		0.6%		0.8%		3.0%		3.2%		98,000		115,000		132,000		176,000		134,000		1.5%		1.2%		1.0%		1.0%		0.7%		(8,199)		(511,000)		(396,000)		(929,000)		(830,000)		-0.1%		-5.5%		-2.9%		-5.4%		-4.5%		1,630,748		2,047,000		3,734,000		3,648,000		4,341,000		25.4%		21.8%		27.1%		21.1%		23.5%		1,590,160		2,590,691		3,372,211		3,083,107		3,807,486		784,862		887,000		1,609,000		1,645,000		1,988,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,638,947		2,558,000		4,130,000		4,577,000		5,171,000		33.0%		25.5%		32.3%		34.8%		34.3%		- 0		- 0		16,194,000		1,546,000		149,000		0.0%		0.0%		87.5%		8.4%		0.8%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/2/03		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ARA		American Renal Associates Holdings, Inc.		NYSE		387,001		563,793		488,855		74,938		292,346		0		755,086		150,246		7.8		7.8		FALSE		American Renal Associates Holdings, Inc. operates as a dialysis services provider in the United States, focuses exclusively on joint venture partnerships with physicians.		American Renal Associates Holdings, Inc. operates as a dialysis services provider in the United States, focuses exclusively on joint venture partnerships with physicians. The company, through its subsidiaries, offers kidney dialysis services to patients suffering from chronic kidney failure or end stage renal disease. As of December 31, 2016, it owned and operated 214 dialysis clinics in partnership with 379 nephrologist partners treating approximately 14,000 patients in 25 states and the District of Columbia. The company was founded in 1999 and is headquartered in Beverly, Massachusetts.		2.095		1.113		1.113		(5,381)		76,518		n/a		n/a		B		495,926		560,734		652,981		749,767		755,086		759,181		840,271		920,808		13.1%		16.5%		14.8%		0.7%		0.5%		10.7%		9.6%		134,902		167,861		184,782		171,337		150,246		174,350		193,500		211,300		24.4%		10.1%		-7.3%		-12.3%		16.0%		11.0%		9.2%		29.9%		28.3%		22.9%		19.9%		23.0%		23.0%		22.9%		37,752		39,849		46,273		61,432		41,264		7.6%		7.1%		7.1%		8.2%		5.5%		31,623		26,293		31,322		3,941		(1,301)		6.4%		4.7%		4.8%		0.5%		-0.2%		64,493		87,768		122,310		104,864		73,637		13.0%		15.7%		18.7%		14.0%		9.8%		- 0		- 0		- 0		656,872		387,001		649,284		663,765		683,408		570,332		563,793		256,498		269,063		288,114		310,072		292,346		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		32,870		61,475		90,988		100,923		74,938		n/a		n/a		n/a		37.1%		45.4%		- 0		- 0		475,475		129,365		36,389		0.0%		0.0%		63.0%		17.1%		4.8%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		4/22/16		9/22/17		DELISTED

		MDT		Medtronic plc		NYSE		109,085,248		34,021,000		20,933,000		13,088,000		115,000		0		29,934,000		9,193,000		14.2		14.2		FALSE		Medtronic plc manufactures and sells device-based medical therapies to hospitals, physicians, clinicians, and patients worldwide.		Medtronic plc manufactures and sells device-based medical therapies to hospitals, physicians, clinicians, and patients worldwide. The company’s Cardiac and Vascular Group segment offers implantable cardiac pacemakers, cardioverter defibrillators, and cardiac resynchronization therapy devices; diagnostics and monitoring devices; mechanical circulatory support, TYRX, and AF products; and remote monitoring and patient-centered software. It also provides transcatheter heart valves, percutaneous coronary intervention stents, surgical valve replacement and repair products, endovascular stent grafts, peripheral vascular products, and products to treat superficial and deep venous diseases. Its Minimally Invasive Therapies Group segment offers surgical care, wound closure, electrosurgical, hernia mechanical device, mesh implant, ablation, interventional lung, ventilator, capnography, airway, sensor, monitor, compression, dialysis, enteral feeding, wound care, and medical surgical products; stapling, vessel sealing, fixation, and hardware instruments; and gastrointestinal, temperature management, inhalation therapy, and renal care solutions. The company’s Restorative Therapies Group segment offers products for spine, bone graft substitutes, biologic products, trauma, implantable neurostimulation therapies, and drug delivery systems for the treatment of chronic pain, movement disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, overactive bladder, urinary retention, fecal incontinence, and gastroparesis, as well as products to treat conditions of the ear, nose, and throat; and systems that incorporate energy surgical instruments. It also provides image-guided surgery and intra-operative imaging systems; and therapies for vasculature in and around the brain. The company’s Diabetes Group segment offers insulin pumps and consumables, continuous glucose monitoring systems, and Web-based therapy management software. The company was founded in 1949 and is headquartered in Dublin, Ireland.		0.407		0.588		0.879		705,000		4,809,000		14.7%		15.0%		A		16,893,000		20,261,000		28,833,000		29,710,000		29,934,000		29,286,133		30,359,520		31,786,988		19.9%		42.3%		3.0%		0.8%		-2.2%		3.7%		4.7%		5,645,000		6,278,000		8,735,000		9,217,000		9,193,000		9,207,132		10,167,609		10,721,965		11.2%		39.1%		5.5%		-0.3%		0.2%		10.4%		5.5%		31.0%		30.3%		31.0%		30.7%		31.4%		33.5%		33.7%		396,000		571,000		1,046,000		1,254,000		1,202,000		2.3%		2.8%		3.6%		4.2%		4.0%		3,010,000		4,615,000		7,770,000		6,827,000		4,601,000		17.8%		22.8%		26.9%		23.0%		15.4%		17,264,000		24,105,000		20,507,000		20,581,000		17,689,000		102.2%		119.0%		71.1%		69.3%		59.1%		57,295,321		71,067,655		108,161,498		97,802,160		109,085,248		11,939,000		36,257,000		993,000		33,452,000		34,021,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		122,000		115,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		14,254,000		19,490,000		12,737,000		13,754,000		13,088,000		17.2%		33.8%		0.9%		25.5%		23.8%		- 0		- 0		9,317,000		9,767,000		1,947,000		0.0%		0.0%		31.1%		32.6%		6.5%		4/28/17		04/28		7/28/17		1/2/69		9/22/17		DELISTED

		WCG		WellCare Health Plans, Inc.		NYSE		8,064,073		1,181,600		(3,697,300)		5,383,500		0		0		16,356,400		722,400		6.0		8.4		FALSE		WellCare Health Plans, Inc. provides managed care services for government-sponsored health care programs.		WellCare Health Plans, Inc. provides managed care services for government-sponsored health care programs. It operates through three segments: Medicaid Health Plans, Medicare Health Plans, and Medicare PDPs. The Medicaid Health Plans segment offers plans for beneficiaries of temporary assistance for needy families, supplemental security income, and aged blind and disabled residents; and other state-based programs, such as children's health insurance programs for qualifying families who are not eligible for Medicaid, as well as managed long-term care programs for people with chronic illnesses or who have disabilities and need health and long-term care services. The Medicare Health Plans segment provides Medicare, a federal program that provides eligible persons aged 65 and over, as well as some disabled persons with a range of hospital, medical, and prescription drug benefits; Medicare Advantage, a Medicare’s managed care alternative to the original Medicare program, which offers individuals standard Medicare benefits directly through Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services; and coordinated care plans that are administered through health maintenance organizations and require members to seek health care services and select a primary care physician from a network of health care providers. The Medicare PDPs segment provides Medicare part D PDP plans to Medicare-eligible beneficiaries. Its PDP plans offer national in-network prescription drug coverage with 69,000 pharmacies, including a preferred pharmacy network. As of December 31, 2015, the company served approximately 3.8 million members in 50 states and the District of Columbia. WellCare Health Plans, Inc. was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Tampa, Florida.		0.691		0.889		0.772		176,100		534,000		33.0%		33.0%		BB		9,527,900		12,959,900		13,890,200		14,237,100		16,356,400		16,921,391		19,015,545		20,643,120		36.0%		7.2%		2.5%		14.9%		3.5%		12.4%		8.6%		361,100		271,300		450,200		642,500		722,400		651,558		915,384		1,049,423		-24.9%		65.9%		42.7%		12.4%		-9.8%		40.5%		14.6%		2.1%		3.2%		4.5%		4.4%		3.9%		4.8%		5.1%		62,000		74,800		137,000		105,300		136,400		0.7%		0.6%		1.0%		0.7%		0.8%		(26,900)		277,100		(319,000)		(1,897,600)		(3,623,100)		-0.3%		2.1%		-2.3%		-13.3%		-22.2%		1,770,300		1,763,400		2,292,400		2,188,000		1,760,400		18.6%		13.6%		16.5%		15.4%		10.8%		3,077,636		3,602,894		3,449,458		6,071,273		8,064,073		600,000		900,000		1,199,100		997,600		1,181,600		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,797,200		1,486,300		2,611,400		4,085,600		5,383,500		16.3%		20.0%		25.8%		14.1%		12.8%		- 0		- 0		13,936,700		1,310,800		107,300		0.0%		0.0%		85.2%		8.0%		0.7%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/1/04		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HNT		Huntsworth plc		LSE		362,027		83,106		35,500		47,606		0		0		243,878		32,881		12.1		11.9		FALSE		Huntsworth plc operates as a healthcare communications and public relations company in the United States, United Kingdom, rest of Europe, Asia, and the Middle East and Africa.		Huntsworth plc operates as a healthcare communications and public relations company in the United States, United Kingdom, rest of Europe, Asia, and the Middle East and Africa. It operates through four divisions: Huntsworth Health, Red Consultancy, Grayling, and Citigate Dewe Rogerson (CDR). The Huntsworth Health division offers an integrated suite of communications services for the science, health, and wellbeing industries. The Red Consultancy division provides develops and manages campaigns, runs press offices, and steers brands and businesses through engagement with media, consumers, customer stakeholders, and internal audiences. The Grayling division offers public relations and public affairs, social media management and digital marketing, brand development and design, stakeholder engagement, and advertising services. It serves consumer brands, technology, energy, healthcare, financial services, transport and logistics, and government sectors. The CDR division provides a range of communications services, including media relations, crisis communications, investor relations, research, public policy, and digital communications for financial services, technology, professional services, consumer brands, oil and gas, retail, distribution and logistics, healthcare, public sector, manufacturing, and aviation sectors. The company was formerly known as Holmes & Marchant Group plc and changed its name to Huntsworth plc in July 1999. Huntsworth plc was incorporated in 1983 and is headquartered in London, the United Kingdom.		n/a		0.219		0.353		7,292		1,992		366.0%		45.0%		0		172,395		165,732		168,398		180,137		187,781		203,662		225,161		234,607		-3.9%		1.6%		7.0%		4.2%		8.5%		10.6%		4.2%		26,829		21,737		18,047		21,665		25,318		28,769		32,702		33,008		-19.0%		-17.0%		20.0%		16.9%		13.6%		13.7%		0.9%		13.1%		10.7%		12.0%		13.5%		14.1%		14.5%		14.1%		1,954		4,113		2,051		5,053		3,010		1.1%		2.5%		1.2%		2.8%		1.6%		(1,563)		769		1,175		15,497		13,797		-0.9%		0.5%		0.7%		8.6%		7.3%		7,017		9,595		10,093		30,475		50,453		4.1%		5.8%		6.0%		16.9%		26.9%		360,582		242,314		185,740		151,182		362,027		40,661		44,421		39,289		46,438		63,990		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,580		8,826		8,918		14,978		36,656		10.1%		15.5%		17.5%		23.5%		15.0%		109,899		- 0		115,628		46,994		3,533		58.5%		0.0%		61.6%		25.0%		1.9%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		1/2/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ADUS		Addus HomeCare Corporation		NasdaqGS		406,542		44,038		28,165		15,873		0		0		411,403		33,416		13.0		13.0		FALSE		Addus HomeCare Corporation provides personal care services to older adults and younger disabled persons in the United States.		Addus HomeCare Corporation provides personal care services to older adults and younger disabled persons in the United States. The company’s personal care services offer adult day care and assistance with activities of daily living. Its services include assistance with bathing, grooming, oral care, skincare, assistance with feeding and dressing, medication reminders, meal planning and preparation, housekeeping, and transportation services, as well as other activities of daily living. The company serves individuals who are at risk of hospitalization or institutionalization, such as the elderly, chronically ill, and disabled. Its payor clients include federal, state, and local governmental agencies; managed care organizations; commercial insurers; and private individuals. As of December 31, 2016, the company provided its services through 114 individual agencies located in 24 states. Addus HomeCare Corporation was founded in 1979 and is based in Downers Grove, Illinois.		2.163		1.146		0.951		6,072		22,201		27.4%		27.4%		0		265,941		312,942		336,815		400,688		411,403		424,850		452,797		- 0		17.7%		7.6%		19.0%		2.7%		3.3%		6.6%		n/a		18,356		22,501		21,771		31,200		33,416		35,988		41,270		- 0		22.6%		-3.2%		43.3%		7.1%		7.7%		14.7%		n/a		7.2%		6.5%		7.8%		8.1%		8.5%		9.1%		n/a		887		5,274		2,213		1,712		2,772		0.3%		1.7%		0.7%		0.4%		0.7%		30,378		41,790		48,737		75,908		97,831		11.4%		13.4%		14.5%		18.9%		23.8%		45,943		55,153		52,841		83,921		113,704		17.3%		17.6%		15.7%		20.9%		27.6%		242,080		264,083		256,763		398,852		406,542		- 0		3,663		2,991		25,013		44,038		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		15,565		13,363		4,104		8,013		15,873		0.0%		1.4%		1.2%		5.9%		9.8%		- 0		- 0		300,415		77,571		6,455		0.0%		0.0%		73.0%		18.9%		1.6%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/28/09		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HLTH		Nobilis Health Corp.		AMEX		105,037		90,338		61,113		29,225		13,625		0		321,249		33,400		5.4		5.4		FALSE		Nobilis Health Corp. owns and manages ambulatory surgical centers (ASCs), and acute-care and surgical hospitals in the United States.		Nobilis Health Corp. owns and manages ambulatory surgical centers (ASCs), and acute-care and surgical hospitals in the United States. It operates through two segments, Medical Services and Marketing. The company’s healthcare facilities provides surgical procedures in various clinical specialties, including orthopedic surgery, podiatric, vein and vascular, pain management, gastro- intestinal, gynecology, and general, as well as ear, nose, and throat. It also provides marketing services, patient education services, and patient care co-ordination management services to third party facilities and physicians. As of December 31, 2016, the company owned and managed 10 ASCs, 4 surgical hospitals, and 5 clinics. The company was formerly known as Northstar Healthcare Inc. and changed its name to Nobilis Health Corp. in December 2014. Nobilis Health Corp. was founded in 2007 and is based in Houston, Texas.		1.746		1.826		0.416		7,434		19,834		37.5%		37.5%		0		31,128		84,029		225,659		286,129		321,249		331,160		360,517		- 0		169.9%		168.5%		26.8%		12.3%		3.1%		8.9%		n/a		5,230		22,107		36,337		20,108		33,400		43,174		49,670		- 0		322.7%		64.4%		-44.7%		66.1%		29.3%		15.0%		n/a		26.3%		16.1%		7.0%		10.4%		13.0%		13.8%		n/a		1,180		2,023		4,380		5,541		7,032		3.8%		2.4%		1.9%		1.9%		2.2%		4,827		24,533		54,465		79,609		69,298		15.5%		29.2%		24.1%		27.8%		21.6%		10,429		32,101		70,131		104,181		98,523		33.5%		38.2%		31.1%		36.4%		30.7%		40,752		177,240		189,044		163,017		105,037		1,905		20,904		44,559		84,165		90,338		4,754		17,000		19,741		13,281		13,625		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,602		7,568		15,666		24,572		29,225		4.0%		9.7%		17.6%		32.3%		43.2%		58,344		- 0		116,481		171,120		9,421		18.2%		0.0%		36.3%		53.3%		2.9%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/13/11		9/22/17		DELISTED

		AAC		AAC Holdings, Inc.		NYSE		197,299		212,970		202,177		10,793		(12,341)		0		266,819		30,057		12.9		12.9		FALSE		AAC Holdings, Inc. provides inpatient substance abuse treatment services for individuals with drug and alcohol addiction in the United States.		AAC Holdings, Inc. provides inpatient substance abuse treatment services for individuals with drug and alcohol addiction in the United States. Its therapy services include motivational interviewing, cognitive behavioral therapy, rational emotive behavior therapy, dialectical behavioral therapy, solution-focused therapy, eye movement desensitization and reprocessing, and systematic family intervention services. As of December 31, 2016, the company operated 12 residential substance abuse treatment facilities, 18 standalone outpatient centers, and 202 sober living beds. It also offers Internet marketing services to families and individuals, who are struggling with addiction and seeking treatment options through online directories of treatment providers, treatment provider reviews, forums, and professional communities; and online marketing solutions to other treatment providers, such as facility profiles, audience targeting, lead generation, and tools for digital reputation management. In addition, it performs drug testing and diagnostic laboratory services; and provides physician services to its clients. AAC Holdings, Inc. was incorporated in 2014 and is headquartered in Brentwood, Tennessee.		2.264		1.528		1.318		(1,096)		(10,952)		n/a		n/a		B-		104,791		121,577		194,148		258,285		266,819		300,663		333,217		343,400		16.0%		59.7%		33.0%		3.3%		12.7%		10.8%		3.1%		9,930		16,694		30,945		28,433		30,057		52,778		62,484		61,800		68.1%		85.4%		-8.1%		5.7%		75.6%		18.4%		-1.1%		13.7%		15.9%		11.0%		11.3%		17.6%		18.8%		18.0%		12,975		15,584		51,525		37,304		36,224		12.4%		12.8%		26.5%		14.4%		13.6%		15,167		18,970		38,243		56,618		65,742		14.5%		15.6%		19.7%		21.9%		24.6%		17,179		67,510		56,993		60,582		76,535		16.4%		55.5%		29.4%		23.5%		28.7%		- 0		651,825		427,083		171,639		197,299		43,075		29,072		145,605		189,390		212,970		15,542		5,515		(5,166)		(10,318)		(12,341)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,012		48,540		18,750		3,964		10,793		n/a		4.2%		25.7%		54.0%		53.5%		144,191		- 0		170,542		33,556		20,073		54.0%		0.0%		63.9%		12.6%		7.5%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/2/14		9/22/17		DELISTED

		AMRI		Albany Molecular Research, Inc.		PHLX		0		647,963		605,736		42,227		0		0		680,815		73,326		8.3		- 0		FALSE		Albany Molecular Research, Inc., a contract research and manufacturing company, provides integrated drug discovery, development, and manufacturing services primarily in the United States, Europe, and Asia.		Albany Molecular Research, Inc., a contract research and manufacturing company, provides integrated drug discovery, development, and manufacturing services primarily in the United States, Europe, and Asia. The company’s Discovery and Development Services segment offers services from target identification tools to investigational new drug enabling activities, such as diverse chemistry library design and synthesis, high throughput and high content screening, medicinal chemistry, and biology, as well as pharmacology, including drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics. It also provides analytical chemistry and testing services for drug discovery, and pharmaceutical development and manufacturing; and chemical development technologies to promote the solutions for route development from late lead optimization to commercial manufacturing. The company’s Drug Product segment provides integrated pharmaceutical drug development programs and services, including process research and development, pre-formulation and formulation development, and GLP bioanalytical and separation sciences; formulation development services for solid dosage, solution, suspension, topicals, and injectables; and cGMP contract manufacturing services in sterile syringe and vial filling using specialized technologies, including lyophilization. Its Fine Chemical segment provides lab to commercial scale synthesis of reagents, and various compounds to the pharmaceutical, agrochemical, detergent, and cosmetic industries. The company serves pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies; government research entities and non-profit organizations; and agriculture, fine chemicals, contract chemical manufacturing, medical devices, and flavoring and cosmetics businesses. The company was founded in 1991 and is headquartered in Albany, New York. As of August 31, 2017, Albany Molecular Research, Inc. was taken private.		n/a		n/a		n/a		(8,080)		(67,853)		n/a		n/a		B		246,575		276,571		402,356		570,450		680,815		- 0		- 0		- 0		12.2%		45.5%		41.8%		19.3%		n/a		n/a		n/a		44,780		33,984		51,678		57,678		73,326		- 0		- 0		- 0		-24.1%		52.1%		11.6%		27.1%		n/a		n/a		n/a		12.3%		12.8%		10.1%		10.8%		n/a		n/a		n/a		11,135		17,189		22,041		51,428		36,948		4.5%		6.2%		5.5%		9.0%		5.4%		55,266		93,303		147,397		201,825		221,398		22.4%		33.7%		36.6%		35.4%		32.5%		231,194		140,298		196,740		253,825		263,625		93.8%		50.7%		48.9%		44.5%		38.7%		313,276		530,837		686,389		780,060		- 0		124,159		156,342		389,283		640,908		647,963		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		175,928		46,995		49,343		52,000		42,227		28.4%		22.8%		36.2%		45.1%		n/a		- 0		- 0		530,565		128,086		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		77.9%		18.8%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/31/99		12/31/99		DELISTED

		SHL		Sonic Healthcare Limited		ASX		7,079,396		2,205,012		1,869,184		335,828		74,241		0		3,930,737		637,019		14.2		14.2		FALSE		Sonic Healthcare Limited, a healthcare company, provides medical diagnostic services, and administrative services and facilities to medical practitioners.		Sonic Healthcare Limited, a healthcare company, provides medical diagnostic services, and administrative services and facilities to medical practitioners. It operates through Laboratory, Imaging, and Other segments. The company offers laboratory medicine/pathology, diagnostic imaging, and radiology services to physicians, hospitals, community health services, and their collective patients. It also operates primary care medical centers and independent practitioner network. In addition, the company provides occupational health services, remote health services, community and home nursing services, primary care research programs, health assessment technologies, hospital avoidance programs, and clinical trials and chronic disease management programs, as well as GP services. It has operations in Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, the United States, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, and Ireland. The company was formerly known as Sonic Technology Australia Limited and changed its name to Sonic Healthcare Limited in November 1995. The company is headquartered in Macquarie Park, Australia.		0.409		0.494		0.348		102,312		441,826		23.2%		23.2%		0		3,913,475		4,200,525		5,017,720		5,122,143		5,122,143		5,464,550		5,734,458		5,999,949		7.3%		19.5%		2.1%		0.0%		6.7%		4.9%		4.6%		709,667		666,466		809,560		830,099		830,099		961,339		1,025,401		1,091,855		-6.1%		21.5%		2.5%		0.0%		15.8%		6.7%		6.5%		15.9%		16.1%		16.2%		16.2%		17.6%		17.9%		18.2%		154,452		197,478		322,418		336,903		336,903		3.9%		4.7%		6.4%		6.6%		6.6%		111,039		183,770		102,100		72,641		72,641		2.8%		4.4%		2.0%		1.4%		1.4%		343,176		433,163		392,536		510,258		510,258		8.8%		10.3%		7.8%		10.0%		10.0%		5,942,103		6,076,616		5,379,393		6,442,090		7,079,396		1,971,890		2,225,752		2,575,022		2,873,351		2,873,351		26,351		51,870		69,829		96,744		96,744		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		232,137		249,393		290,436		437,617		437,617		24.8%		26.6%		32.1%		30.5%		28.6%		2,359,294		823,008		3,432,630		448,928		227,573		46.1%		16.1%		67.0%		8.8%		4.4%		6/30/17		06/30		6/30/17		1/2/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		PHI		Pacific Horizon Investment Trust PLC		LSE		217,800		19,469		15,671		3,798		0		0		64,629		0		n/a		- 0		FALSE		Pacific Horizon Investment Trust PLC is a closed-ended equity mutual fund launched and managed by Baillie Gifford & Co Ltd. The fund is co-managed by Baillie Gifford & Co. It invests in the public equity markets of the Asia Pacific region (excluding Japan) and of the Indian Sub-continent.		Pacific Horizon Investment Trust PLC is a closed-ended equity mutual fund launched and managed by Baillie Gifford & Co Ltd. The fund is co-managed by Baillie Gifford & Co. It invests in the public equity markets of the Asia Pacific region (excluding Japan) and of the Indian Sub-continent. The fund seeks to invest in stocks of companies across diversified sectors. It primarily invests in growth stocks of companies across all market capitalizations. The fund focuses on securities which can grow their earnings and cash flows faster than the average while creating its portfolio. It is actively managed. The fund benchmarks the performance of its portfolio against the MSCI All Country Far East ex Japan Index (in sterling terms). It was formerly known as Baillie Gifford Pacific Horizon Investment Trust. Pacific Horizon Investment Trust PLC was formed on February 1, 1989 and is domiciled in the United Kingdom.		0.394		0.625		0.573		173		62,722		0.3%		15.0%		0		16,273		1,548		14,745		49,039		49,039		- 0		- 0		- 0		-90.5%		852.5%		232.6%		0.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		114		(27)		(38)		118		118		0.7%		-1.7%		-0.3%		0.2%		0.2%		1,388		4,034		1,285		3,000		3,000		8.5%		260.6%		8.7%		6.1%		6.1%		202,381		192,079		153,392		138,935		217,800		4,146		13,997		5,000		14,773		14,773		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,274		4,061		1,323		2,882		2,882		2.0%		6.8%		3.2%		9.6%		6.4%		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,520		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.1%		0.0%		7/31/17		07/31		7/31/17		1/2/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		ACET		Aceto Corporation		NasdaqGS		310,702		354,247		296,521		57,726		0		0		638,318		70,516		8.6		8.6		FALSE		Aceto Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, sources, markets, sells, and distributes finished dosage form generics, nutraceutical products, pharmaceutical intermediates and active ingredients, agricultural protection products, and specialty chemicals.		Aceto Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, sources, markets, sells, and distributes finished dosage form generics, nutraceutical products, pharmaceutical intermediates and active ingredients, agricultural protection products, and specialty chemicals. The company operates in three segments: Human Health, Pharmaceutical Ingredients, and Performance Chemicals. The Human Health segment supplies raw materials used in the production of nutritional and packaged dietary supplements, including vitamins, amino acids, iron compounds, and bio chemicals used in pharmaceutical and nutritional preparations. This segment is also involved in developing and marketing generic pharmaceutical products. It sells its generic prescription and over the counter pharmaceutical products to wholesalers, chain drug stores, distributors, and mass market merchandisers. The Pharmaceutical Ingredients segment offers active pharmaceutical ingredients and pharmaceutical intermediates to various generic drug companies. The Performance Chemicals segment provides specialty chemicals for use in the manufacture of plastics, surface coatings, cosmetics and personal care products, textiles, and fuels and lubricants, as well as for food, flavor, paper, and film industries; dye and pigment intermediates used in the color-producing industries; and organic intermediates used in the production of agrochemicals. Its raw materials are also used in electronic parts for photo tooling, circuit boards, and production of computer chips. This segment also offers agricultural protection products comprising herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides, which control weed growth and the spread of insects and microorganisms; and sprout inhibitors for potatoes. The company serves various companies in the industrial chemical, agricultural, and human health and pharmaceutical industries primarily in the United States, Europe, and Asia. Aceto Corporation was founded in 1947 and is headquartered in Port Washington, New York.		1.788		2.133		1.541		5,985		17,361		34.5%		34.5%		0		510,179		546,951		558,524		638,318		638,318		778,294		819,406		875,819		7.2%		2.1%		14.3%		0.0%		21.9%		5.3%		6.9%		54,387		66,475		72,925		70,516		70,516		80,585		69,177		98,146		22.2%		9.7%		-3.3%		0.0%		14.3%		-14.2%		41.9%		12.2%		13.1%		11.0%		11.0%		10.4%		8.4%		11.2%		1,145		617		1,128		1,893		1,893		0.2%		0.1%		0.2%		0.3%		0.3%		122,531		158,071		186,243		208,095		208,095		24.0%		28.9%		33.3%		32.6%		32.6%		166,174		195,507		253,952		265,821		265,821		32.6%		35.7%		45.5%		41.6%		41.6%		703,656		630,711		795,965		660,228		310,702		105,938		110,482		118,789		354,247		354,247		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		43,643		37,436		67,709		57,726		57,726		13.1%		14.9%		13.0%		34.9%		53.3%		- 0		- 0		493,024		92,970		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		77.2%		14.6%		0.0%		6/30/17		06/30		6/30/17		1/6/69		9/22/17		DELISTED

		OMI		Owens & Minor, Inc.		NYSE		1,499,435		917,256		818,841		98,415		0		0		9,296,803		214,638		10.8		8.8		FALSE		Owens & Minor, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, operates as a healthcare services company in the United States, the United Kingdom, Ireland, France, Germany, and other European countries.		Owens & Minor, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, operates as a healthcare services company in the United States, the United Kingdom, Ireland, France, Germany, and other European countries. The company operates through three segments: Domestic, International, and Clinical & Procedural Solutions. It offers supply chain assistance to the providers of healthcare services; and the manufacturers of healthcare products, supplies, and devices. The company’s service portfolio consists of procurement, inventory management, delivery, and sourcing of products for the healthcare market. It also provides supplier management, analytics, inventory management, outsourced resource management, clinical supply management, and business process consulting services; warehousing and transportation services, such as storage, controlled-substance handling, cold-chain, emergency and export delivery, and pick and pack services; and other services, including order-to-cash, re-labeling, customer, and returns management services. In addition, the company provides custom procedure trays; and sourcing services comprising manufacturing capacity management, container load optimization, customs compliance assurance, and others. Its portfolio of medical and surgical supplies comprises branded products purchased from manufacturers and proprietary private-label products. The company serves hospitals, integrated healthcare systems, group purchasing organizations, the U.S. federal government, and biotechnology industries, as well as manufacturers of life-science and medical devices and supplies, including pharmaceuticals. It delivers its services through internal fleet, common carrier, or parcel services, as well as cold-chain delivery trucks. Owens & Minor, Inc. was founded in 1882 and is headquartered in Mechanicsville, Virginia.		0.961		0.623		0.840		41,180		118,081		34.9%		34.9%		BBB-		9,071,532		9,440,182		9,772,946		9,723,431		9,296,803		9,526,746		10,064,172		10,193,614		4.1%		3.5%		-0.5%		-4.4%		2.5%		5.6%		1.3%		246,913		238,051		273,645		267,167		214,638		248,785		285,927		305,066		-3.6%		15.0%		-2.4%		-19.7%		15.9%		14.9%		6.7%		2.5%		2.8%		2.7%		2.3%		2.6%		2.8%		3.0%		28,119		48,424		20,531		20,302		31,583		0.3%		0.5%		0.2%		0.2%		0.3%		637,276		846,552		750,091		741,913		829,215		7.0%		9.0%		7.7%		7.6%		8.9%		739,181		903,324		911,111		927,401		927,630		8.1%		9.6%		9.3%		9.5%		10.0%		2,307,711		2,214,726		2,262,612		2,170,660		1,499,435		216,243		608,551		568,495		564,583		917,256		1,130		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		101,905		56,772		161,020		185,488		98,415		8.6%		21.6%		20.1%		20.6%		38.0%		- 0		- 0		8,145,169		978,833		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		87.6%		10.5%		0.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/14/72		9/22/17		DELISTED

		AMN		AMN Healthcare Services, Inc.		NYSE		2,061,711		337,533		314,655		22,878		0		0		1,945,466		236,007		10.1		10.1		FALSE		AMN Healthcare Services, Inc. provides healthcare workforce solutions and staffing services in the United States.		AMN Healthcare Services, Inc. provides healthcare workforce solutions and staffing services in the United States. The company operates through three segments: Nurse and Allied Solutions, Locum Tenens Solutions, and Other Workforce Solutions. Its services include travel nurse staffing under the American Mobile, Onward Healthcare, Nurses Rx, and O’Grady-Peyton brands; rapid response nurse staffing and labor disruption services, a shorter-term staffing solution for four to eight weeks under the NurseChoice brand; local, or per diem, staffing for daily shift work or on as-needed basis under the Nursefinders brand; and locum tenens staffing for specialties, clinicians, and dentists on an independent contractor basis on temporary assignments from a few days up to one year under the Staff Care and Locum Leaders brands. The company also offers allied staffing on a travel and local staffing basis under the Med Travelers and Club Staffing brands; physician permanent placement services under the Merritt Hawkins, MillicanSolutions, and Kendall & Davis brands to hospitals, healthcare facilities, and physician practice groups; vendor management systems, including ShiftWise and Medefis technologies; recruitment process outsourcing for permanent staffing; and workforce optimization services comprising consulting, data analytics, predictive modeling, and SaaS-based scheduling technology under the Smart Square brand, as well as interim leadership staffing and executive search services, and managed services programs. AMN Healthcare Services, Inc. was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in San Diego, California.		1.392		1.709		1.010		68,475		185,385		36.9%		36.9%		BB-		1,011,816		1,036,027		1,463,065		1,902,225		1,945,466		1,989,547		2,122,171		2,293,900		2.4%		41.2%		30.0%		2.3%		2.3%		6.7%		8.1%		79,047		83,896		154,932		221,252		236,007		256,490		277,790		305,200		6.1%		84.7%		42.8%		6.7%		8.7%		8.3%		9.9%		8.1%		10.6%		11.6%		12.1%		12.9%		13.1%		13.3%		9,047		19,134		27,010		21,956		20,803		0.9%		1.8%		1.8%		1.2%		1.1%		84,460		123,140		152,535		168,966		169,909		8.3%		11.9%		10.4%		8.9%		8.7%		100,040		136,213		162,111		179,588		192,787		9.9%		13.1%		11.1%		9.4%		9.9%		676,332		913,987		1,480,899		1,847,500		2,061,711		158,905		167,528		218,490		362,942		337,533		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		15,580		13,073		9,576		10,622		22,878		19.0%		15.5%		12.9%		16.4%		14.1%		- 0		- 0		1,309,605		399,854		31,148		0.0%		0.0%		67.3%		20.6%		1.6%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/13/01		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CCRN		Cross Country Healthcare, Inc.		NasdaqGS		494,498		35,344		1,408		33,936		694		0		854,397		38,833		12.8		12.8		FALSE		Cross Country Healthcare, Inc. provides healthcare staffing, recruiting, and workforce solutions in the United States.		Cross Country Healthcare, Inc. provides healthcare staffing, recruiting, and workforce solutions in the United States. The company operates through three segments: Nurse and Allied Staffing, Physician Staffing, and Other Human Capital Management Services. The Nurse and Allied Staffing segment offers traditional staffing, including temporary and permanent placement of travel nurses and allied professionals, and branch-based local nurses and allied staffing; and short-term staffing of registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, certified nurse assistants, practitioners, pharmacists, and other allied professionals on per diem and short-term assignments. This segment markets its nurse and allied staffing services under the under the Cross Country Staffing, Mediscan, and DirectEd brands. It serves public and private acute-care and non-acute care hospitals, government-owned facilities, public and charter schools, outpatient clinics, ambulatory care facilities, physician practice groups, retailers, and other healthcare providers. The Physician Staffing segment provides physicians in various specialties, certified registered nurse anesthetists, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants under the Medical Doctor Associates brand as independent contractors on temporary assignments at various healthcare facilities, such as acute and non-acute care facilities, medical group practices, government facilities, and managed care organizations. The Other Human Capital Management Services segment offers retained and contingent search services, principally for physicians and healthcare executives. Cross Country Healthcare, Inc. was founded in 1996 and is headquartered in Boca Raton, Florida.		1.137		1.301		0.860		2,770		12,912		21.5%		21.5%		NR		438,311		617,825		767,421		833,537		854,397		885,496		974,306		- 0		41.0%		24.2%		8.6%		2.5%		3.6%		10.0%		n/a		6,265		15,770		35,091		41,322		38,833		43,227		60,590		- 0		151.7%		122.5%		17.8%		-6.0%		11.3%		40.2%		n/a		2.6%		4.6%		5.0%		4.5%		4.9%		6.2%		n/a		1,750		4,571		2,362		6,522		7,292		0.4%		0.7%		0.3%		0.8%		0.9%		39,458		62,799		78,317		90,152		76,974		9.0%		10.2%		10.2%		10.8%		9.0%		47,513		67,794		80,770		110,782		110,910		10.8%		11.0%		10.5%		13.3%		13.0%		310,231		390,062		533,892		515,300		494,498		8,576		74,074		89,372		87,023		35,344		- 0		454		496		559		694		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,055		4,995		2,453		20,630		33,936		2.7%		15.9%		14.3%		14.4%		6.7%		- 0		- 0		628,751		186,048		8,781		0.0%		0.0%		73.6%		21.8%		1.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/25/01		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CIVI		Civitas Solutions, Inc.		NYSE		680,005		633,582		607,479		26,103		0		0		1,456,332		150,241		8.6		8.6		FALSE		Civitas Solutions, Inc. provides home- and community-based health and human services to must-serve individuals with intellectual, developmental, behavioral, and/or medically complex disabilities and challenges in the United States.		Civitas Solutions, Inc. provides home- and community-based health and human services to must-serve individuals with intellectual, developmental, behavioral, and/or medically complex disabilities and challenges in the United States. It operates through three segments: Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD), Post-Acute Specialty Rehabilitation Services (SRS), and At-Risk Youth (ARY). The I/DD segment offers services to adults and children with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Its programs include residential support, day habilitation, vocational, case management, crisis intervention, and hourly support care. The SRS segment delivers services to individuals who have suffered acquired brain injury, spinal injuries, and other catastrophic injuries and illnesses. This segment’s services range from sub-acute healthcare for individuals with intensive medical needs to day treatment programs; and include neurorehabilitation, neurobehavioral rehabilitation, specialized nursing, physical, occupational and speech therapies, supported living, outpatient treatment, and pre-vocational services. The ARY segment offers services to youth with emotional, behavioral, and/or medically complex challenges. This segment’s programs include therapeutic foster care, family preservation, adoption services, early intervention, school-based services, and juvenile offender programs. The company also delivers elder services, such as case and medication management, nursing oversight, nutrition, daily living assistance, therapeutic services, and transportation. The company serves state, local, and other government payors and non-public payors. As of March 31, 2017, it served approximately 11,700 clients in residential settings and 18,000 clients in non-residential settings in 35 states. The company was formerly known as NMH Holdings, Inc. The company was founded in 1980 and is based in Boston, Massachusetts. Civitas Solutions, Inc. is a subsidiary of Vestar Capital Partners.		1.993		1.280		1.205		10,892		30,586		35.6%		35.6%		NR		1,182,509		1,255,838		1,366,946		1,407,587		1,456,332		1,480,983		1,582,602		1,681,700		6.2%		8.8%		3.0%		3.5%		1.7%		6.9%		6.3%		113,358		126,473		145,117		142,914		150,241		162,829		175,346		187,250		11.6%		14.7%		-1.5%		5.1%		8.4%		7.7%		6.8%		10.1%		10.6%		10.2%		10.3%		11.0%		11.1%		11.1%		31,901		35,295		42,793		43,356		44,682		2.7%		2.8%		3.1%		3.1%		3.1%		49,017		21,859		28,372		39,753		56,012		4.1%		1.7%		2.1%		2.8%		3.8%		68,457		218,006		70,062		90,436		82,115		5.8%		17.4%		5.1%		6.4%		5.6%		- 0		629,259		1,067,966		740,603		680,005		795,223		809,704		653,047		649,392		633,582		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		19,440		196,147		41,690		50,683		26,103		n/a		56.3%		37.9%		46.7%		48.2%		- 0		- 0		1,142,788		163,271		74,255		0.0%		0.0%		78.5%		11.2%		5.1%		9/30/16		09/30		6/30/17		9/17/14		9/22/17		DELISTED

		PMC		PharMerica Corporation		NYSE		905,561		432,900		419,400		13,500		0		0		2,205,800		133,000		10.0		10.0		FALSE		PharMerica Corporation operates as an institutional pharmacy services company in the United States.		PharMerica Corporation operates as an institutional pharmacy services company in the United States. The company offers services to healthcare facilities; pharmacy management services to hospitals; specialty infusion services to patients outside hospitals; and oncology pharmacy services. It purchases, repackages, and dispenses prescription and non-prescription pharmaceuticals in accordance with physician orders and delivers such medication to healthcare facilities for administration to individual patients and residents. The company also provides hospital pharmacy management services, including hospital pharmacy operations, regulatory and financial management services, and clinical pharmacy programs; consultant pharmacist services and medical records services; and care management and other related services to patients, oncology practices, and hospitals. It operates 99 institutional, 19 specialty infusion, and 4 specialty oncology pharmacies in 45 states. The company serves institutional healthcare providers, such as skilled nursing facilities, nursing centers, assisted living facilities, hospitals, individuals receiving in-home care, and other long-term alternative care providers. PharMerica Corporation was founded in 2006 and is headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky.		1.352		1.030		0.971		9,600		32,800		29.3%		29.3%		B		1,757,900		1,894,500		2,028,500		2,091,100		2,205,800		2,379,785		2,613,962		2,846,625		7.8%		7.1%		3.1%		5.5%		7.9%		9.8%		8.9%		121,200		123,300		135,700		129,200		133,000		140,697		156,865		172,133		1.7%		10.1%		-4.8%		2.9%		5.8%		11.5%		9.7%		6.5%		6.7%		6.2%		6.0%		5.9%		6.0%		6.0%		27,300		25,600		23,900		34,200		36,800		1.6%		1.4%		1.2%		1.6%		1.7%		247,900		292,100		330,600		380,300		281,600		14.1%		15.4%		16.3%		18.2%		12.8%		272,100		325,400		353,700		385,700		295,100		15.5%		17.2%		17.4%		18.4%		13.4%		632,729		677,725		1,065,916		774,164		905,561		231,300		350,700		425,200		473,400		432,900		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		24,200		33,300		23,100		5,400		13,500		26.8%		34.1%		28.5%		37.9%		32.3%		- 0		- 0		1,866,200		233,100		36,300		0.0%		0.0%		84.6%		10.6%		1.6%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/18/07		9/22/17		DELISTED

		CTRE		CareTrust REIT, Inc.		NasdaqGS		1,449,728		393,512		358,446		35,066		0		0		118,786		96,909		18.7		18.7		FALSE		CareTrust REIT, Inc. is a real estate investment trust. The firm invests in real estate markets of the United States.		CareTrust REIT, Inc. is a real estate investment trust. The firm invests in real estate markets of the United States. It is engaged in the ownership, acquisition, development and leasing of seniors housing and healthcare-related properties. CareTrust REIT, Inc. was founded on October 29, 2013 and is based in San Clemente, California.		0.313		0.619		0.743		- 0		28,531		0.0%		15.0%		B+		48,796		58,897		74,951		104,679		118,786		130,296		147,807		177,644		20.7%		27.3%		39.7%		13.5%		9.7%		13.4%		20.2%		35,793		40,546		59,423		84,797		96,909		111,163		133,783		163,550		13.3%		46.6%		42.7%		14.3%		14.7%		20.3%		22.3%		68.8%		79.3%		81.0%		81.6%		85.3%		90.5%		92.1%		19,931		19,275		276		151		295		40.8%		32.7%		0.4%		0.1%		0.2%		(4,875)		(7,805)		(12,548)		(15,947)		(13,862)		-10.0%		-13.3%		-16.7%		-15.2%		-11.7%		(3,980)		17,515		(1,081)		(8,447)		21,204		-8.2%		29.7%		-1.4%		-8.1%		17.9%		- 0		387,285		527,221		986,666		1,449,728		261,135		350,773		393,905		449,716		393,512		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		895		25,320		11,467		7,500		35,066		n/a		47.5%		42.8%		31.3%		21.3%		- 0		- 0		11,671		10,223		35,191		0.0%		0.0%		9.8%		8.6%		29.6%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		5/20/14		9/22/17		DELISTED

		DOC		Physicians Realty Trust		NYSE		3,110,778		1,397,218		1,372,030		25,188		83,696		0		296,219		195,485		23.4		23.4		FALSE		Physicians Realty Trust, a self-managed healthcare real estate company, focuses on the acquisition, development, ownership, and management of healthcare properties that are leased to physicians, hospitals, and healthcare delivery systems.		Physicians Realty Trust, a self-managed healthcare real estate company, focuses on the acquisition, development, ownership, and management of healthcare properties that are leased to physicians, hospitals, and healthcare delivery systems. The company’s portfolio would consists of 19 medical office buildings with approximately 528,048 net leasable square feet located in 10 states. It intends to elect and qualify to be taxed as a real estate investment trust for federal income tax purposes. The company was founded in 2013 and is based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.		0.295		0.586		0.554		- 0		35,961		0.0%		15.0%		BBB-		16,799		53,268		129,379		240,069		296,219		339,909		425,472		517,829		217.1%		142.9%		85.6%		23.4%		14.7%		25.2%		21.7%		8,508		33,849		85,509		158,747		195,485		222,263		282,450		345,106		297.8%		152.6%		85.6%		23.1%		13.7%		27.1%		22.2%		63.5%		66.1%		66.1%		66.0%		65.4%		66.4%		66.6%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		(2,067)		(3,388)		26,271		30,172		16,731		-12.3%		-6.4%		20.3%		12.6%		5.6%		54,411		12,535		29,414		59,544		41,919		323.9%		23.5%		22.7%		24.8%		14.2%		258,673		786,525		1,469,639		2,570,400		3,110,778		43,218		216,105		483,615		991,155		1,397,218		35,933		34,479		82,289		70,344		83,696		- 0		- 0		8,149		5,571		- 0		56,478		15,923		3,143		29,372		25,188		12.8%		20.8%		23.7%		27.2%		30.4%		- 0		- 0		83,772		20,335		105,536		0.0%		0.0%		28.3%		6.9%		35.6%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/19/13		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HCP		HCP, Inc.		NYSE		12,005,457		7,494,102		7,102,137		391,965		326,894		0		2,021,598		1,184,365		16.4		16.4		FALSE		HCP, Inc. is an independent hybrid real estate investment trust. The fund invests in real estate markets of the United States.		HCP, Inc. is an independent hybrid real estate investment trust. The fund invests in real estate markets of the United States. It primarily invests in properties serving the healthcare industry including sectors of healthcare such as senior housing, life science, medical office, hospital and skilled nursing. The fund also invests in mezzanine loans and other debt instruments. It engages in acquisition, development, leasing, selling and managing of healthcare real estate and provides mortgage and other financing to healthcare providers. The fund benchmarks the performance of its portfolio against the S&P 500 Index, Berkshire Hathaway Index, and MSCI REIT Index. HCP, Inc. was formed in 1985 and is based in Irvine, California with additional office in Nashville and San Francisco.		0.196		0.977		0.567		(6,201)		605,444		n/a		n/a		BBB		2,099,878		1,636,833		1,940,489		2,129,294		2,021,598		1,845,866		1,888,798		1,902,818		-22.1%		18.6%		9.7%		-5.1%		-8.7%		2.3%		0.7%		1,777,150		1,152,078		1,211,831		1,294,626		1,184,365		1,173,663		1,143,880		1,135,575		-35.2%		5.2%		6.8%		-8.5%		-0.9%		-2.5%		-0.7%		70.4%		62.4%		60.8%		58.6%		63.6%		60.6%		59.7%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		7,654,434		8,236,540		7,179,680		2,459,596		1,143,373		364.5%		503.2%		370.0%		115.5%		56.6%		7,954,990		8,420,350		7,520,122		2,554,326		1,535,338		378.8%		514.4%		387.5%		120.0%		75.9%		16,596,533		20,221,350		17,783,215		13,896,580		12,005,457		8,661,627		9,721,269		11,069,003		9,194,352		7,494,102		207,834		261,802		402,674		393,713		326,894		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300,556		183,810		340,442		94,730		391,965		34.0%		32.2%		37.8%		39.2%		37.8%		- 0		- 0		760,735		92,145		555,639		0.0%		0.0%		37.6%		4.6%		27.5%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		5/23/85		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HR		Healthcare Realty Trust Incorporated		NYSE		4,003,531		1,203,146		1,201,113		2,033		0		0		418,532		236,347		22.0		22.0		FALSE		Healthcare Realty Trust Incorporated is an independent real estate investment trust. The firm invests in real estate markets of the United States.		Healthcare Realty Trust Incorporated is an independent real estate investment trust. The firm invests in real estate markets of the United States. It primarily engages in ownership, acquisition, management, leasing, and development of properties associated with delivery of healthcare services such as medical office and outpatient facilities. The firm also provides mortgage financing on healthcare facilities. Healthcare Realty Trust Incorporated was formed in 1992 and is based Nashville, Tennessee.		n/a		0.405		0.466		- 0		121,518		0.0%		15.0%		BBB		330,758		370,640		388,263		411,381		418,532		432,635		471,661		516,709		12.1%		4.8%		6.0%		1.7%		3.4%		9.0%		9.6%		192,936		219,804		225,293		232,739		236,347		249,959		266,572		322,368		13.9%		2.5%		3.3%		1.6%		5.8%		6.6%		20.9%		59.3%		58.0%		56.6%		56.5%		57.8%		56.5%		62.4%		72,784		70,670		48,769		71,433		78,476		22.0%		19.1%		12.6%		17.4%		18.8%		36,013		60,771		57,831		110,689		(44,601)		10.9%		16.4%		14.9%		26.9%		-10.7%		44,684		64,290		61,933		116,098		(42,568)		13.5%		17.3%		16.0%		28.2%		-10.2%		2,043,054		2,682,196		2,850,135		3,513,437		4,003,531		1,348,459		1,403,692		1,424,992		1,264,370		1,203,146		1,809		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,671		3,519		4,102		5,409		2,033		39.7%		34.4%		33.3%		26.5%		23.1%		- 0		- 0		149,632		36,676		135,280		0.0%		0.0%		35.8%		8.8%		32.3%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		5/27/93		9/22/17		DELISTED

		HTA		Healthcare Trust of America, Inc.		NYSE		6,124,043		2,858,199		2,847,837		10,362		89,434		0		562,640		344,656		26.3		26.3		FALSE		Healthcare Trust of America, Inc. is a publicly owned equity real estate investment trust. The firm invests in the real estate markets of the United States.		Healthcare Trust of America, Inc. is a publicly owned equity real estate investment trust. The firm invests in the real estate markets of the United States. It is engaged in acquiring, owning and operating high-quality medical office buildings located primarily on-campus or affiliated with the nation’s leading healthcare systems. Healthcare Trust of America, Inc. was founded on April 20, 2006 and is based in Scottsdale, Arizona.		n/a		0.366		0.421		- 0		39,259		0.0%		15.0%		BBB		321,601		371,505		403,822		460,928		562,640		618,357		717,978		792,026		15.5%		8.7%		14.1%		22.1%		9.9%		16.1%		10.3%		187,978		222,739		248,472		277,927		344,656		387,290		474,264		517,921		18.5%		11.6%		11.9%		24.0%		12.4%		22.5%		9.2%		60.0%		61.5%		60.3%		61.3%		62.6%		66.1%		65.4%		25,382		29,037		29,270		42,994		51,920		7.9%		7.8%		7.2%		9.3%		9.2%		44,532		27,939		38,788		53,235		31,493		13.8%		7.5%		9.6%		11.5%		5.6%		67,686		40,066		52,285		65,007		41,855		21.0%		10.8%		12.9%		14.1%		7.4%		2,894,704		3,326,374		3,426,210		4,125,699		6,124,043		1,219,294		1,405,083		1,593,066		1,770,825		2,858,199		15,805		33,008		31,971		97,796		89,434		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		23,154		12,127		13,497		11,772		10,362		29.5%		29.5%		31.5%		29.5%		31.5%		- 0		- 0		179,885		33,072		219,336		0.0%		0.0%		32.0%		5.9%		39.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		6/6/12		9/22/17		DELISTED

		MPW		Medical Properties Trust, Inc.		NYSE		4,831,389		3,221,054		2,984,690		236,364		14,895		0		610,241		501,706		15.6		15.6		FALSE		Medical Properties Trust, Inc. operates as a real estate investment trust (REIT) in the United States.		Medical Properties Trust, Inc. operates as a real estate investment trust (REIT) in the United States. It acquires, develops, and invests in healthcare facilities; and leases healthcare facilities to healthcare operating companies and healthcare providers. The company also provides mortgage loans to healthcare operators, as well as working capital and other term loans to its tenants/borrowers. As of February 24, 2011, its portfolio consisted of 58 properties, including 22 general acute care hospitals, 17 long-term acute care hospitals, 9 inpatient rehabilitation hospitals, 2 medical office buildings, and 6 wellness centers, as well as 2 non-owned general acute care facilities. The company has elected to be taxed as a REIT under the Tax Code. As a REIT, it would not be subject to federal income tax purposes, provided that it distributes at least 90% of its REIT taxable income to its shareholders. The company was founded in 2003 and is based in Birmingham, Alabama.		0.287		0.992		0.706		(7,260)		248,509		n/a		n/a		BB+		246,077		315,091		444,727		540,021		610,241		696,414		819,882		860,353		28.0%		41.1%		21.4%		13.0%		14.1%		17.7%		4.9%		195,910		250,801		337,814		445,352		501,706		596,648		746,878		798,756		28.0%		34.7%		31.8%		12.7%		18.9%		25.2%		6.9%		79.6%		76.0%		82.5%		82.2%		85.7%		91.1%		92.8%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		631,474		1,017,458		1,313,484		814,956		842,976		256.6%		322.9%		295.3%		150.9%		138.1%		677,453		1,161,999		1,509,025		898,196		1,079,340		275.3%		368.8%		339.3%		166.3%		176.9%		1,974,410		2,376,430		2,737,506		3,939,046		4,831,389		1,430,681		2,180,648		3,325,441		2,909,341		3,221,054		- 0		- 0		4,997		4,850		14,895		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		45,979		144,541		195,541		83,240		236,364		42.0%		47.9%		54.8%		42.5%		39.9%		- 0		- 0		59,641		53,671		107,479		0.0%		0.0%		9.8%		8.8%		17.6%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		7/8/05		9/22/17		DELISTED

		NHI		National Health Investors Inc.		NYSE		3,130,970		1,148,062		1,144,592		3,470		0		0		263,749		257,023		16.6		16.6		FALSE		National Health Investors Inc. is a real estate investment trust. It invests in the real estate markets of United States.		National Health Investors Inc. is a real estate investment trust. It invests in the real estate markets of United States. The firm invests in the health care properties primarily in the long-term care and senior housing industries. It specializes in financing healthcare real estate by sale-leaseback, joint-venture, mezz loans, and mortgage loans. National Health Investors Inc. was formed in 1991 and is based in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.		n/a		0.609		0.639		933		158,034		0.6%		15.0%		NR		118,152		177,438		227,221		247,286		263,749		276,006		297,193		316,479		50.2%		28.1%		8.8%		6.7%		4.6%		7.7%		6.5%		107,626		167,548		215,803		226,675		257,023		266,043		280,583		- 0		55.7%		28.8%		5.0%		13.4%		3.5%		5.5%		n/a		94.4%		95.0%		91.7%		97.4%		96.4%		94.4%		0.0%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		60,215		47,011		50,919		72,470		86,805		51.0%		26.5%		22.4%		29.3%		32.9%		72,502		50,298		64,205		77,302		90,275		61.4%		28.3%		28.3%		31.3%		34.2%		1,854,171		2,582,092		2,286,656		2,955,516		3,130,970		617,080		867,919		921,173		1,120,260		1,148,062		10,614		10,008		9,168		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,287		3,287		13,286		4,832		3,470		24.9%		25.1%		28.6%		27.5%		26.8%		5,352		- 0		(14,726)		11,729		64,119		2.0%		0.0%		-5.6%		4.4%		24.3%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		10/9/91		9/22/17		DELISTED

		OHI		Omega Healthcare Investors, Inc.		NYSE		6,108,556		4,644,528		4,620,210		24,318		336,011		0		921,665		843,964		13.1		13.1		FALSE		Omega Healthcare Investors, Inc. is a real estate investment firm.		Omega Healthcare Investors, Inc. is a real estate investment firm. The firm invests in the real estate markets of United States. It invests in healthcare facilities, primarily in long-term healthcare facilities in order to create its portfolio. Omega Healthcare Investors, Inc. was founded in 1992 and is based in Maryland, United States.		n/a		0.688		0.589		3,313		172,950		1.9%		15.0%		BBB-		418,714		504,787		743,617		900,827		921,665		789,094		832,489		866,867		20.6%		47.3%		21.1%		2.3%		-14.4%		5.5%		4.1%		389,657		467,242		677,907		821,981		843,964		870,085		912,415		921,466		19.9%		45.1%		21.3%		2.7%		3.1%		4.9%		1.0%		92.6%		91.2%		91.2%		91.6%		110.3%		109.6%		106.3%		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		572,369		627,894		589,263		697,706		376,973		136.7%		124.4%		79.2%		77.5%		40.9%		574,985		632,383		594,687		791,393		401,291		137.3%		125.3%		80.0%		87.9%		43.5%		3,651,215		4,978,573		6,542,781		6,100,160		6,108,556		2,024,418		2,378,503		3,540,013		4,366,854		4,644,528		- 0		- 0		362,879		353,241		336,011		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,616		4,489		5,424		93,687		24,318		35.7%		32.3%		33.9%		40.4%		41.9%		- 0		- 0		19,521		45,543		283,076		0.0%		0.0%		2.1%		4.9%		30.7%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		8/7/92		9/22/17		DELISTED

		UHT		Universal Health Realty Income Trust		NYSE		997,819		260,164		256,216		3,948		0		0		74,701		52,060		24.1		24.1		FALSE		Universal Health Realty Income Trust is a publicly owned real estate investment trust. The firm invests in the real estate markets of United States.		Universal Health Realty Income Trust is a publicly owned real estate investment trust. The firm invests in the real estate markets of United States. It invests in the health care and human service related facilities including acute care hospitals, behavioral healthcare facilities, rehabilitation hospitals, sub-acute facilities, surgery centers, childcare centers, and medical office buildings. Universal Health Realty Income Trust was founded in 1986, and is based in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.                                                                            		0.732		0.875		0.707		- 0		44,001		0.0%		15.0%		0		56,375		62,214		66,486		71,537		74,701		- 0		- 0		- 0		10.4%		6.9%		7.6%		4.4%		n/a		n/a		n/a		39,484		42,450		45,371		49,578		52,060		- 0		- 0		- 0		7.5%		6.9%		9.3%		5.0%		n/a		n/a		n/a		68.2%		68.2%		69.3%		69.7%		n/a		n/a		n/a		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		(284)		(462)		202		(2,961)		(3,792)		-0.5%		-0.7%		0.3%		-4.1%		-5.1%		3,053		3,399		4,096		969		156		5.4%		5.5%		6.2%		1.4%		0.2%		508,842		622,240		666,433		891,902		997,819		199,987		215,455		252,306		315,717		260,164		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		3,337		3,861		3,894		3,930		3,948		28.2%		25.7%		27.5%		26.1%		20.7%		- 0		- 0		3,689		- 0		24,845		0.0%		0.0%		4.9%		0.0%		33.3%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		12/26/86		9/22/17		DELISTED

		VTR		Ventas, Inc.		NYSE		22,527,363		11,424,145		11,339,082		85,063		238,717		0		3,556,637		1,897,512		18.0		18.0		FALSE		Ventas, Inc. is a publicly owned real estate investment trust. The firm engages in investment, management, financing, and leasing of properties in the healthcare industry.		Ventas, Inc. is a publicly owned real estate investment trust. The firm engages in investment, management, financing, and leasing of properties in the healthcare industry. It invests in the real estate markets of the United States and Canada. The firm primarily invests in healthcare-related facilities including hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, senior housing facilities, medical office buildings, and other healthcare related facilities. Ventas, Inc. was founded in 1983 and is based in Chicago, Illinois with additional offices in Irvine, California; Louisville, Kentucky; Charlotte, North Carolina; and Dallas, Texas.		n/a		0.532		0.521		(15,955)		1,160,446		n/a		n/a		BBB+		2,514,087		2,772,411		3,283,926		3,447,004		3,556,637		3,568,787		3,611,101		3,771,561		10.3%		18.5%		5.0%		3.2%		0.3%		1.2%		4.4%		1,155,126		1,363,911		1,697,803		1,832,877		1,897,512		1,948,205		1,977,950		2,150,037		18.1%		24.5%		8.0%		3.5%		2.7%		1.5%		8.7%		49.2%		51.7%		53.2%		53.4%		54.6%		54.8%		57.0%		81,614		87,454		107,487		117,456		125,547		3.2%		3.2%		3.3%		3.4%		3.5%		(122,800)		2,056,620		(171,111)		(170,906)		(182,693)		-4.9%		74.2%		-5.2%		-5.0%		-5.1%		(27,984)		2,111,968		(118,088)		115,801		(97,630)		-1.1%		76.2%		-3.6%		3.4%		-2.7%		16,844,960		21,182,188		18,790,231		22,138,935		22,527,363		9,378,092		10,844,351		11,206,996		11,127,326		11,424,145		236,190		246,229		257,629		269,241		238,717		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		94,816		55,348		53,023		286,707		85,063		35.4%		33.6%		37.0%		33.2%		33.4%		- 0		- 0		1,479,234		132,048		887,487		0.0%		0.0%		41.6%		3.7%		25.0%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		9/19/89		9/22/17		DELISTED

		PRAH		PRA Health Sciences, Inc.		NasdaqGS		5,153,860		1,350,217		1,156,270		193,947		5,863		0		1,793,185		263,292		24.0		24.0		FALSE		PRA Health Sciences, Inc., a contract research organization, provides outsourced clinical development services to the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries worldwide.		PRA Health Sciences, Inc., a contract research organization, provides outsourced clinical development services to the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries worldwide. The company offers integrated services, such as data management, statistical analysis, clinical trial management, and regulatory and drug development consulting. It also provides product registration services, including clinical trial management, project management, regulatory affairs, therapeutic expertise, clinical operations, data and programming, safety and risk management, biostatistics and medical writing, quality assurance, and late phase services. The company’s services also comprise strategic solutions comprising embedded, functional services provider, staff augmentation, and custom-built development solutions, as well as commercialization services; and early development services consisting of Phase I through Phase IIa studies and bioanalytical laboratory services. It conducts clinical trials in the areas of pharmaceutical development, including oncology, central nervous system, inflammation, and infectious diseases. The company was formerly known as PRA Global Holdings, Inc. and changed its name to PRA Health Sciences, Inc. in July 2014. The company was founded in 1976 and is headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina.		0.771		0.695		0.637		10,460		127,973		8.2%		15.0%		BB		832,901		1,266,596		1,375,847		1,580,023		1,793,185		1,923,295		2,305,451		2,583,537		52.1%		8.6%		14.8%		13.5%		7.3%		19.9%		12.1%		92,189		151,364		239,506		238,051		263,292		358,302		441,644		525,932		64.2%		58.2%		-0.6%		10.6%		36.1%		23.3%		19.1%		12.0%		17.4%		15.1%		14.7%		18.6%		19.2%		20.4%		19,716		27,323		32,814		33,143		46,773		2.4%		2.2%		2.4%		2.1%		2.6%		(62,450)		(62,825)		(77,269)		(52,835)		(132,580)		-7.5%		-5.0%		-5.6%		-3.3%		-7.4%		9,705		22,367		43,796		91,788		61,367		1.2%		1.8%		3.2%		5.8%		3.4%		- 0		1,448,571		2,726,771		3,384,858		5,153,860		1,268,388		943,890		889,514		828,892		1,350,217		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,863		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		72,155		85,192		121,065		144,623		193,947		n/a		39.5%		24.6%		19.7%		20.7%		- 0		- 0		1,189,343		298,115		67,406		0.0%		0.0%		66.3%		16.6%		3.8%		12/31/16		12/31		6/30/17		11/13/14		9/22/17		DELISTED

		GEN		Genesis Healthcare, Inc.		NYSE		92589.85		5048124		4983379		64745		-298553		0		5453108		452546		10.5567519103		11		FALSE		Genesis HealthCare, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, owns and operates skilled nursing facilities and assisted/senior living facilities in the United States.		Genesis HealthCare, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, owns and operates skilled nursing facilities and assisted/senior living facilities in the United States. The company operates through three segments: Inpatient Services, Rehabilitation Therapy Services, and All Other Services. It also provides a range of rehabilitation therapy services, including speech pathology, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and respiratory therapy. In addition, the company offers other specialty medical services, including management, physician, staffing, and other healthcare related services. As of December 31, 2016, it provided inpatient services through a network of 499 skilled nursing and assisted/senior living facilities, including 473 skilled nursing facilities and 26 stand-alone assisted/senior living facilities across 34 states. Genesis HealthCare, Inc. also supplied rehabilitation and respiratory therapy to approximately 1,700 healthcare locations in 45 states and the District of Columbia. The company was formerly known as FC-GEN Operations Investment, LLC and changed its name to Genesis HealthCare, Inc. in February 2015. Genesis HealthCare, Inc. was founded in 2003 and is headquartered in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania.		4.29922		1.8714		1.34702		-19498		-219662		n/a		n/a		NR		4640402		4690410		5518703		5624615		5453108		5401686.47		5356888.67		0		0.0107766525		0.1765928778		0.0191914658		-0.0304922204		-0.0094297656		-0.0082932988		n/a		461609		409057		554420		520343		452546		649432		654772		0		-0.1138452673		0.3553612333		-0.0614642329		-0.130292903		0.4350629549		0.0082225699		n/a		0.0872113525		0.1004620107		0.0925117541		0.0829886369		0.120227637		0.1222299063		n/a		89599		72865		85723		93118		79062		0.0193084565		0.0155348893		0.0155331787		0.0165554442		0.0144985208		200344		106374		166593		178112		166030		0.0431738457		0.0226790409		0.0301869842		0.031666523		0.0304468571		261757		193922		228136		229520		230775		0.0564082595		0.0413443601		0.0413386986		0.0408063485		0.0423199027		0		0		309188.34		384550.09		92589.85		4251441		4456221		5319360		5039517		5048124		2818		1707		-183080		-239865		-298553		0		0		0		0		0		61413		87548		61543		51408		64745		n/a		n/a		0.9768415989		0.9720911555		1.0425353796		3233199		0		3233199		325212		249337		0.5929094014		0		0.5929094014		0.0596379166		0.0457238331		42735		12/31		42916		42038		43000		DELISTED























		FROM CAPIQ		https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/20160801/

		Moody's

		Debt Ratings		Rate				Credit Worthiness

		Aaa		3.87%				Extremely Strong 		IQ2668639

		Aa		3.96%				Very Strong		IQ2668640

		A		4.15%				Strong		IQ2668641

		Baa		4.75%				Adequate		IQ2668642

		B						http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/BAMLH0A2HYBEY

		Ccc						http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/BAMLH0A3HYCEY

		HARDCODE FROM CAPIQ

		Risk-free Rate

		1-month		IQT36183815				0.30%

		6-month		IQT36183821				0.59%

		1-year		IQT36183824				0.72%

		2-year		IQT36183827				0.92%

		5-year		IQT36183833				1.56%

		10-year		IQT36183839				2.15%

		20-year		IQT36183842				2.58%

		30-year		IQT36183845				2.94%

















http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/BAMLH0A2HYBEYhttp://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/BAMLH0A3HYCEYhttps://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/20160801/

Studies

				Exhibit E4														Health Care Entity Example

				Summary of Marketability Studies														PRELIMINARY DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE				Analyst Comments



				Restricted Stock Studies

										Data		Average

				Study				Time Period		Points		Discount				Source

				SEC overall average				1966-1969		398		25.8%				"Discounts Involved in Purchases of Common Stock (1966-1969)," Institutional Investor Study Report of the Securities and Exchange Commission, H.R. Doc. No. 64, Part 5 92nd Congress 1st Session 1971, pp. 2444-56

				SEC nonreporting OTC companies				1966-1969		N/A		32.6%				Ibid.

				Gelman				1968-1970		89		33.0%				Gelman, Milton. "An Economist-Financial Analyst's Approach to Valuing Stock in a Closely Held Company," Journal of Taxation, June 1972, p. 353.

				Trout				1968-1972		60		33.5%				Trout, Robert R., "Estimation of the Discount Associated with the Transfer of Restricted Securities," Taxes, June 1977, pp. 381-385.

				Moroney				1969-1972 (n)		148		35.6%				Moroney, Robert E., "Most Courts Overvalue Closely Held Stocks," Taxes, March 1973, pp. 144-55.

				Maher				1969-1973		33		35.4%				Maher, J. Michael, "Discounts for Lack of Marketability for Closely Held Business Interests," Taxes, September 1976, pp. 562-71.

				Standard Research Consultants 				1978-1982		28		45.0%				Pittock, William F., and Charles H. Stryker, "Revenue Ruling 77-276 Revisited," SRC Quarterly Reports, Spring 1983, pp. 1-3.

				Willamette Management Associates				1981-1984		N/A		31.2%				Willamette Management Associates study (unpublished).

				Management Planning, Inc.				1980-1996		53		27.1%				Hall, Lance S., and Timothy C. Polacek, "Strategies for Obtaining the Largest Valuation Discounts," Estate Planning, January/February 1994, pp. 38-44.

				Silber				1981-1988		69		33.8%				Silber, William L., "Discounts on Restricted Stock: The Impact of Illiquidity on Stock Prices," Financial Analysts Journal, July-August 1991, pp. 60-64

				FMV Opinions, Inc.				1979-1992		253		23.0%				Oliver, Robert P., and Roy H. Meyers, "Discounts Seen in Private Placements of Restricted Stock: The Management Planning, Inc., Long-Term Study (1980-1996)" (Chapter 5) in Robert F. Reilly and Robert Schweihs, eds. The Handbook of Advanced Business Valuation, (New York: McGraw Hill, 2000)

				Bruce Johnson				1991-1995		70		20.0%				Johnson, Bruce, "Restricted Stock Discounts: 1991-1995," Shannon Pratt's Business Valuation Update, March 1999, pp. 1-3; "Quantitative Support for Discounts for Lack of Marketability," Business Valuation Review, Dec. 1999, pp. 152-155.

				Columbia Financial Advisors				Jan 1996-Apr 1997		23		21.0%				Shannon Pratt's Business Valuation Update, May 2000: pp. 1-5

				Columbia Financial Advisors				May 1997-Dec 1998		15		13.0%				Shannon Pratt's Business Valuation Update, May 2000: pp. 1-5

				Sources:  Pratt, Reilly and Schweihs, Valuing a Business, 4th Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2000), and as summarized in IRS DLOM Job Aid

				Pre-IPO Studies

										Data		Average

				Study				Time Period		Points		Discount				Source

				John D. Emory Studies				1980-2000		363		47.0%				John D. Emory, "The Value of Marketability as Illustrated in Initial Public Offerings of Common Stock, November 1995 through April 1997,: Business Valuation Review, September 1997, p. 125. (As printed in Valuing a Business, 4th Edition, New York:McGraw-Hill, p. 408.); "The Value of Marketability as Illustrated in Dot.Com IPOs: May 1997-March 2000," Shannon Pratt's Business Valuation Update, vol. 6, no. 7, pp. 1-2. | As printed in the course Manual for the American Society of Appraisers course BV202N, The Income Approach to Value, p. 123

				Willamette Management Studies				1975-1997		997		39.0%				Willamette Management Associates | Printed in: Pratt, Reilly and Schweihs, Valuing a Business, 4th Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2000), p.410.
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Reduction in Tax Rate

• Overall Impact – DCF PRIOR Tax Rate
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Reduction in Tax Rate

• Overall Impact – DCF NEW Tax Rate
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Valuation Impacts DCF Model
Reduction in Tax Rate

• In my simplified example, value under a DCF increased from $1.86M to $2.21M, an

$18.9% increase.

• The magnitude of the increase will depend on the effective tax rate of the entity

under the new law, the use of leverage, and the anticipated pre-tax cost of debt

• For certain transactions, the value of tax attributes or tax-basis step-ups may offset

this increase, for example the Tax Amortization Benefit:
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Valuation Impacts Market Approach

• The full impact of tax reform on market multiples will not be fully known until we have at

least 12-18 months (or more) of reported earnings post tax reform

• Changes in multiples will be a function of multiple offsetting forces, increases in after tax

earnings, multiple expansion (or contraction) due to changes in risk and capital

structures.

• Public Companies – Impacts of tax reform may be partially (or fully) priced by markets

already. Companies with low existing effective tax rates may not see significant increases

in after tax income or increases in share prices. To further complicate things, public

companies with overseas operations may be significantly impacted by the new tax rules

regarding their overseas profits that have not been previously taxed. (i.e. Apple, etc.)

• Private Companies- Use of historical transaction data may be misleading until sufficient

transactions are reported for transactions completed after January 1, 2018.
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Valuation Impacts Cost Approach

• Tangible Assets – ability to fully depreciate assets year 1 may increase the values of

qualifying assets.

• Intangible Assets – values may be impacted negatively from reduction in tax amortization

benefit. This may be partially or fully offset by the increased after tax cost of intangibles

valued under a relief from royalty method.
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Valuation Impacts Final Comments
• The new tax law is complicated and has several provisions that sunset and/or are just to

revision/clarification over the coming years

• The basic valuation impacts discussed today only reflect broad themes, and additional

nuance is necessary when valuing specific interests, including;

-Pass-through entities

-Minority interests

-Variation for companies with “gross receipts” above or below $25 million threshold

-Capital intensive businesses (built-in gains, other tax attributes)

-Highly leveraged companies

-Entities with foreign income or assets

• Tax reform is likely to have a disproportionate benefit to for-profit organizations, and may

create competitive advantages over tax-exempt organizations in some markets

-This is compounded by a 21% excise tax on employee compensation above $1M for

top 5 employees
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